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INTRODUCTION

Writing is a well recognized regional as well as national problem,
but the research base for dealing with the problem is not very strong.
Recognizing this gap, the National Institute of Education has been
fostering research in writing through Its grants program. Over the
years, SWRL has als0 included tImposition as an object of inquiry,
concentrating on embodying research in tools that are directly usable by
students, teachers, administrators, and others concerned with composition
instruction and assessment. Work in the area of "Cooperative Instructional
Application of Writing Research" joined the capabilities of NIE and of
SWRL to accelerate the process by which research nationally can have an
impact on instruction regionally (and nationally).

During thf,course of this project we invited to SWRL a number of
writing researchers, as well as a number of composition teachers from
the SWRL region, to meet with WM. language researchers and instructional
experts. Thus the researchers met with audiences with whom they could
discuss extensively and substantively the instructional imolications
of their work. Such cooperative forums had several benefits:

1. Researchers from academic settings met directly with persons
experienced in the creation vf instructional resources and
with persons who actually engage in instruction. Consequently,
the composition researchers who participated in this collaborative_
program had the opportunity to develop a stronger sense of (1)
what constitutes educationally oriented research, and (2) what
kinds of research questions end strategies have potential for
immediate impact on instruction and learning.

2. SUM. staff and representative regional constituents concerned
with composition instruction gained immediate, substantial
access to current research in writing.

3. The instructional implications of research were clarified.
Most writing research Is sharply focused, but narrow in scope.
Although this is an appropriate research strategy, the indivi-
dual research efforts are often too specific to form the basis
for significant instructional implementation. Collectively,

however, sets of these endeavors can form meaningful and
responsible bases for instructional application.

Si. Research results were embodied into forms usable for instruction
and assessment. Few, if any, writing researchers have the
resources or inclination to attempt this. SWRL has the capability
to forward such implementation and has a broad experiential base
that allows us to avoid many of the procedural problems that
prevent the exploitation of good ideas to their best advantage
for instruction and assessment.



For

Providing this forum for the exchange of ideas among researchers
practitioners, and persons with instructional implementation experience
is of itself beneficial. However, the problems In composition instruc-
tion and assessment are of sufficient magnitude to warrant not only
discussion but also application of promising reseerch. Therefore, this
final report summarizes both research in writing and the instruction/
assessment applications of such research.

This report is'divided into three volumes. Volume One covers the
"heart" of the project: discussions among reseerchers, practitioners,
and instructional experts; studies of writing reseerCh; instructional
applications. Volume Two covers extensions of the work discussed in
Volume One; these extensions-sometimes funded by other 111E/SWRI. projects
or funded by other agencies -- exemplify cooperative activities that

developed from our basic studies. Volume Three covers extensions specific
to the assessment of writing.

Acknowledgments: This report was prepared by Bruce Cronnell, Larry GentrY,
Ann Humes, and Joseph Lawlor.
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VOLUME THREE: ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

Assessment has always been an important part of SWAL's work. During
the 1960s and 1970s, when SWRL was developing instructional programs,
the assessment component of these programs always received particular
emphasis. In addition, SILL has been involved in various other assessment
activities, both with NIE funding (e.g., Proficiency Verification Systems,
see Volume Two, Part IV) and with other funding (e.g., Resources for
Developing a Student Placement System for Bilingual programs).

Recently, school districts have been concerned about assessing their
students' progress -sometimes under legislative mandate, sometimes as a
result of district concerns about curriculum. Several school districts
have contracted with SWIM for assistance in developing appropriate assess-
ment instruments. When these assessments have components related to
writing (labeled in various ways, e.g., written composition, language,
language arts), SWRL composition staff have participated in the cooperative
development of the assessment systems. SW: vast experience with
composition allows us to provide informed assistance to school districts
that wish to assess their writing (and related) instruction. Through
such ventures, NIE's support of programmatic research at SWAL has direct
benefits for local school districts.

Our work with three school districts is described in this part of
the report:

I: Los Angeles Unified School District: The Survey of Essential
Skills Is administered each year at the end of grades 1-6. In

addition to the Written Composition component discussed here,
the SES contains reading and mathematics sections (also developed
by SWRL). This part of the report contains, in addition to a
general description, detailed assessment specifications and a
report of the 1980 administration.

11: District of Columbia Public Schools: Competency Based Assessments
are administered In grades 1-6 at the end of each semester in
language arts, science, reeding, and meth; SAL hes developed
the assessment instruments in the first two subject areas. This
part of the report describes the work undertaken to develop tha
Competency Rased Assessments for Language Arts and contains
detailed reports of item specifications in the following areas:
listening, grammar usage, sentence structure, capitalization,
punctuation, language expression, spelling, literature, study
skills, mess media, nonverbal communication.

111: Sacramento City Unified School District: Proficiency Surveys
are administered In grade 5 to determine whether students have
successfully achieved elementary school learning goals In
language, reading, an" math. Students who do not perform
satisfactorily on thr grade 5 administration are given Rodeo
Exercises end then have another chance at an alternative version
of the Survey.



As well as designing instruments for assessing writing, SWRL
composition staff have prepared a number of reports on writing assessment
In addition to the reports contained in this volume. Some reports have
described state minimum competency requirements. An important set of
reports describes the SWILL system for evaluating writing samples and the
studies of this evaluation system. (The SWRL writing-sample evaluation
system provides prampts and scoring guidelines that are directly misted
to instructional goals; moreover, the scoring process is designed for
rapid, reliable use without training.) In addition, several reports
describe specifications for developing assessments; these reports are
based on our work with particular assessment systems. Part IV of this
volume contains an annotated bibliography of assessment reports prepared
during this contract period.

9
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PART I

SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS
(Los Angeles Unified School District)

Introduction

"The Development of Assessment Specifications for Composition Skills"
(technical Note No. 2-8a/25)

"Written Composition Results on the MOO Survey of Essential Skills"
(Technical Note No. 2-81/07)



SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS:
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

In cooperation with the Los Angeles Unified School District

( LAUSO), SWRI. has developed assessment instruments in Written

composition, reading, and mathematics for grades 1-6 of the district's

elementary schools. These instruments, collectively known as the Survey

of Essential Skills (SES), are designed to assess udents° performance

on objectives specified in the district's curriculum guide (Los Angeles

Unified School District, 1979).

Background

1978, LAUSO contracted with SWIM to develop an experimental

assessment program, the Survey of Progress in Essential Skills (SPES).

Tne district presented SWRL staff with a continuum of skills for written

composition In g odes 1.6. SAL responded to the continuum, noting

several probieem with ambiguous skill statements, with duplication of

content across skills, and with duplication across the reading avd

composition continlume. in addition, inappropriate grads levels were

noted for some skiAs, based upon SWRL's analyses of language arts

textbooks (Nunes, 1978; Cronnell, 1978), LAUSO then replied to StORL's

comments, end a revised written composition continuum was drafted. This

revised continuum served as the basis for developing the SPES.

SVRL prepared assessment specificetifms nor each skill that was to

be included on the SPES. These specifications included sample item and

item descriStions for both construcced -response and selected -resew's*

assessment tasks (mugs, Cronnell, Soecon, Fleker, $ Rodrigues, MO.
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Recognizing the need to include writing samples in the assessments, SWRL

staff also developed and tested writing-sample prompts, scoring keys,

and scoring guides (Humes, 1979). In the spring of 1979, the SPES was

administered to elementary school students in the district. The results

of that administration, reported in Cronnell and Memos (1980), provided

valuable information for subsequent development efforts.

1980 Survey of Essential Skills

Development of the 1980 version of the SES neturilly drew upon

SWRLos experience with the experimental 1979 version. In addition, SES

development also benefited from SW L's work on a separate UNE -funded

project that developed a framework of essential English language skills

for grades 1-6 (Language Skills Framewoc, 1980).

Consequently, SWRL staff recommended major changes for the 1980

SES. Grade levels for several skills were adjusted to match more

closely the levels et which instruction is normally presented. in

addition, staff described content differences for skills that were to be

assessed at more than one grade level. For example, the skill "Selects

and uses verbs appropriately" was scheduled to be assessed at grades 3

end 5. SWRL recommended that the grade 3 assessment include only simple

pest forms of irregular verbs, and that the grade 5 assessment include

both past and past participle forms.

After consulting with LAUSD, SWRL then prepared assessment

specifications and sample items for the following categories of skills:

Vord Processing (e.g., using pronoun forms; identifying

synonyms)

Sentence Processing (e.g., identifying sentence types;
constructing sentences)
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Paragraph Development (e.g., ordering sentences; using
transitions)

Organisational Skills (e.g., classifying words; constructing
outlines)

Dictionary/Reference Sources (e.g., alphabetising words;
using diacritical marks)

Spelling (e.g., spelling rhyming words; adding suffixes to
words)

o. Mechanics (i.e., using rules for capitalization and
punctuation)

For each skill, complete specifications were written.' These

specifications included a skill description that outlined the content of

the skill and noted any inherent skills or prerequisite knowledge

involved. Each skill description wes followed by at least one sample

item, with a detailed item description. These specifications are

presented in the paper in the following section of this report:

"The Development of Assessment Specifications for Composition
Skills" (Technical Note No. 240/02).

SWRL also prepared writing-simple prompts, scoring keys, and

scoring guides for the third- and sixth-grade surveys. The scoring

method used for these writing samples was based on current reseiiih'in

writing assessment (Humes, 1980) and was found to yield reliable scores

(Cronnell, 1980).

The vocabulary of the SES items was controlled so that reading

ability would not become a factor in assessing written composition

skills. Generally, words used were those that were listed at least one

grade level below the level of assessment, as specified In the word

lists compiled by Taylor, Frackenpohi, and White (1979). However,

.14
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technical terms (e.g., sentence) that were at or above grade level

sometimes had to be used in the items when no acceptable synonyms were

available.

LAUSD reviewed SWRL's specifications, and some items were revised.

In the spring of 1980, the SES was administered to more than 200,000

students in the district. Results of that administration are reported

in the following paper, which concludes this pert of the volumes

"Written Composition Results on the 1980 Survey of Essential
Skills" (Technical Note No. 2.81/07).

1982 Survey of Essential Skills

Results from the 1980 SES indicated that, in general, the

assessment instruments provided an accurate picture of students'

performance on essential written composition skills. However, several

problems with individual items were noted. Consequently, SWRL

collaborated with LAUSO to develop a 1982 version of the SES.

Much of the work for the 1982 SES involved writing parallel

versions of the 1980 items. However, several item formats were revised

completely, and, in one case, an entire skill was deleted. A few

grade-level adjustments were also made, and the Examiner's Manuals were

revised to clarify procedures for administering the surveys.

In the spring of 1982, the revised SES was administered to

elementary school students in the district. Data from this

administration were analyzed, and a few minor problems were noted.

Revisions have been suggested to alleviate these problems.
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Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry gentry, Ann Mums, Pastille Meltbie

ABSTRACT

Detailed specifications are presented for the assessment of

composition skills. The specifications include extensive skill

descriptions, sample items for assessing the skills, and item descrip-

tions that describe the construction of appropriate assessment items.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASSESSMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPOStTION SKILLS

Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Ann Humes, Priscilla Maltbie*

INTRODUCTION

Throughout its history, SWIM has been concerned with many different

aspects of language instruction and has been supported in this work first

by the Office of Education and then by the National Institute of Education.

One important component of language instruction is composition, which may

be variously labeled-- English, writing, language arts - -and which includes,

in addition to the actual writing of compositions, such areas as hand-

writing, spelling, mechanics (especially punctuation and capitalization),

language, usage, and grammar.

In the early 1970's, SUM developed elementary instructional programs

in writing (Niedermeyer, n.d.) and in spelling (Cronnell, n.d.; Humes,

1976a). In the late 1970's, SWRL investigated vocabulary instruction

(Humes, 1976b) and the composition needs of students at the post-elementary

level (e.q., Humes, 1979; Humes S Cronne:l, 1979).

Also in the late 1970's, SUM worked on Proficiency Verification

Systems (PVS), which are assessment systems closely tied to the content

of elementary school textbooks. The PVS studies required the development

of extensive indices to code the content and performance modes found in

commonly used textbooks (Cronnell, 1978; Humes, 1978). Each textbook

exercise was coded for what is taught and for how that content is practiced.

*This paper is considerably based on Humes, Cronnell, Lawlor, Gentry,
fi Fieker (1980 a,b,c,d,e). Thus, Ann Humes' contributions - -direct and
indirect - -are considerable. In addition to her work in the above mentioned
reports, she specifically wrote the Writing Sample section of this paper
and provided considerable editorial guidance throughout. Other staff
participated as follows: Cronnell: Introduction, Organizational Skills,
overall planning, specification, and editing; Lawlor: Sentence Processing,
Paragraph cuvelopment, Mechanics in Writing; Gentry: Word Processing,

Spelling; Maltble: Dictionary/Reference Sources. Caroline Fieker provided
editorial comments.

20
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After computer processing of the coded data, detailed analyses of textbook

instruction can be prepared (e.g., Cronneil Humes, in press; Gentry,

1979, 1980).

All of this work has put SWRL in the forefront of knowledge about

composition instruction and assessment. As a result of SWRL's vast back-

ground, the Laboratory is in an excellent position to provide assistance

to school districts that wish to conduct systematic, competency-based

assessment of their students' progress. This paper describes one such

project, for which SWRL's expertise in language instruction and research

was used to meet the needs of a major school district in SWRL's region.

Working in a close collaborative arrangement with the Los Angeles

Unified School District (LAUSD), SWRL developed the 1980 version of the

Survey of Essential Skills (SES) - -a grade-by-grade assessment instrument

for reading, mathematics, and composition In grades 1-6. The Composition

section of the SES is based on SWRL's research, which was used to opera -

tionalize. in item form, the LAUSO Written Composition Continuum (Los

Angeles Unified School District, 1979). This continuum (and thus the

Composition section of the SES) is organized into seven categories of

"Enabling Skills" that are to be taught in the District: Word Processing,

Sentence Processing, Paragraph Development, Organizational Skills,

Dictionary/Reference Sources, Spelling, Mechanics in Writing. In addition,

the SES contains Writing Samples that are derived from the four categories

of "Composing Tasks" in the continuum: Sensory/Descriptive Writing,

Creative Writing, Informational/Practical Writing, Expository Writing.

This paper provides detailed specifications for 1980 SES Composition. The

paper is comprised of eight sections - -one for each skin category, including

Writing Samples. Each section begins with a brief introduction and a table

21
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that lists the LOAD continuum skills and the grade level(s) at which they

are assessed. (Although the continuum presents a fully balanced instruc-

tional program, the SES emphasises the most essential skills. Therefore,

not all continuum skills are assessed in the SES; reasons for not assessing

specific skills are provided on the pages for those skills.)

The specifications for each skill begin with the identifying code

for the continuum skill; skill codes include "C" to indicate Composition

and one or more parenthesised letters that are abbreviations of category

names. The letters are followed by the individual skill number. Next on

the page is the Skill Statement, which is taken (unedited) from the LAUSO

continuum. Then the grade level at which the skill is assessed in the 1980

SES is indicated; grade level is based on the MSC continuum description.

(If a skill is assessed at more than one aride level, this information is

noted after the specifications have bean presented for the lower grade level.)

For each assessed skill, a Skill Description is provided, detailing

the specific content of the skill for the grade level at which it Is

assessed. The Skill Descriptions note factors involved in the use of each

skill, including other inherent skills and prerequisite knowledge. The

Skill Descriptions are based on analyses of language arts and spelling

textbooks commonly used in elementary schools.

Each Skill Description is followed by Assessment specifications,

which include at least one Sample item for each skill. These Sample items

are those actually used in the SES, with the following changes mode for

clarity in this presentation:

1. The correct answer is osualiy presented first to facilitate

ease of description and reading. (In the SES, choices are

randomly ordered.)

t.i.; 22
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2. For consistency, item are generally presented in standard

multiple-choice format, that is, with lettered choices listed

under the stem. (In the SES, choices for grades 1 and 2 are

not lettered; rather, students mark their answers directly

on the test booklet. In grades 3-6, the lettering is

somewhat different from that used here.)

3. Directions are included with each item. (In the SES for

grades 1 and 2, directions are printed separately for the

teacher to read to students; in addition, more specific

instructions are provided; e.g., "Look at number

"Look at the picture," "Reed the words .")

The words for the directions and tie items are taken from the

vocabulary list provided by LAUSD (Taylor, Frackenpohl, and White, 1979).

Only words listed at least one grade level below the level of assessment

are used; e.g., the grade 1 assessment uses words from the preprimer

level only; the grade 6 assessment uses words from the preprimer through

fifth-grade level. However, two exceptions are made to this word-choice

constraint:

1. Any words that students are familiar with orally are

issed in the directions for grades 1 and 2 since

the teacher (not the students) reads those directions.

2. Critical technical terminology (primarily in the directions)

is used when appropriate grade-level synonyms ere not avail-

able, e.g., write, sentence, capitalize. Use of these words

was approved by LAUSD. Students should know these words

from school work In composition, although such technical

terms generally do not occur in the stories in reading books,

which serve as the basis for the EDL list. Such words are

asterisked in this paper.
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In addetion, the Assessment specifications for each skill contain

item Descriptions, which discuss the construction of assessment items

that are precise and appropriate (see also Humes, 19800.

24
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0

WORD PROCESSING

Word Processing skills focus on the use of Individual words within

the context of a sentence. The skills are closely related to skills in

other categorier, especially Sentence Processing, Spelling. and Mechanics

in Writing.

WORD PROCESSING (w) 1 2 3 1 5

01. Identifies groups of letters as wr:tten

words.

02. Selects and uses nouns and pronouns
appropriately.

x x

03. Selects and uses verbs appropriately. x

04. Selects and uses adjectives
appropriately.

05. Selects and uses adverbs appropriately.

06. Constructs contractions from paired
words and writes paired words from
contractions.

07. Constructs compound words from pairs
of words and separates compound words.

08. Uses and identifies possessive forms
of words.

09. Identifies and uses synonyms, antonyms,
and homonyms.

10. Forms new words by adding or deleting
affixes.

11. Selects and uses conjunctions
appropriately.

12. Selects and uses prepositions
appropriately.

25
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Skill: C6401

Skill Statement: Identifier groups of letters as written words.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment,
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Skill: C(w)02

Skill Statement: Selects and uses nouns and pronouns appropriately.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

Three aspects of noun and pronoun usage are assessed at this level:

(a) The student uses singular nouns to refer to one person or
thing and plural nouns to refer to more than one person or thing.
(Plurals are usually formed by adding -s or -es to the singular
form.) The use of plurals that require modification of the
root word (e.g., /babies, oman/women) and plurals that
are the same as igiliai71317'6717Te.g., deerfAder) is generally
taught at higher grade levels and is not assessedgere.

(b) The student uses singular pronouns to refer to one person or
thing and plural pronouns to refer to more than one person or
thing. Tbe student uses the following personal pronouns appro-
priately with regard to number:

Singular: I, me, he, him, she, her, it.

Plural: we, us, they, them.

(c) The student uses pronouns that agree with their antecedents
in gender: masculine, feminine, and neuter. The student uses
the following personal pronouns appropriately with regard to
gender:

Masculine: he, him.

Feminii.: she, her.

Neuter: it.

Knowledge of grammatical terms is not prerequisite to this skill,
nor is the ability to discriminate between nominative and objective
forms of pronouns; this ability is assessed In grade 4.

Assessment

Comment: Three item types are used: type (a) for singular/
plural nouns; type (b) for singular/plural pronouns;
type (c) for pronoun gender.
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C(w)02 (continued)

(a) Sample item

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence*?

1. May 1 please have a of milk?

A. glass
B. glasses

2. We have ten to play with.

A. toys
B. toy

Item Description

The stimulus Is a sentence that unambiguously cues the
target noun. Either an indefinite article (for singular
nouns, item 1) or an adjective that describes quantity (for
plurals, iter ") precedes a blank space where the assessed
word belongs. The student selects the correct form of the
noun from two choices. The distractor (choice B) is the
corresponding plural/singular form.

(b) Sample Item

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence*?

The teacher was to to both of

A. us

B. me

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence that unambiguously cues the
target pronoun. A quantity - describing adjective (e.g.,

omjz all, both, etc.) precedes a blank space where the
assessed wansiongs. The student selects the correct
pronoun from two choices. The distractor (choice B) Is
the corresponding singular/plural form.

(c) Sample Item

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence*?

Mary likes to run. runs very fast.

A. She

B. He

'
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C(w)02 (continued)

Item Description,

Two related sentences provide the stimulus. The first sentence

introduces a common male/female name. The second sentence
contains a blank where the pronoun for the antecedent belongs.

The student selects the correct pronoun from two choices. The

distractor (choice B) is a pronoun of a gender other than that

of the correct answer.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student uses nominative forms of pronouns as subjects and
objective (accusative) forms as objects of verbs. With the excep-
tion of ,you it, English personal pronouns have different form'
for subject and a)act use: I-me, he-him, she-her, we-us, IhIrthem.

Subject:

Object:

vie
She went to the movies.
We

i They

(me
im

Pat saw her I.

US

them

In short sentences, as illustrated above, correct pronoun usage may
not be difficult. However, pronouns in conjoined noun phrases seem
to cause usage problems; e.g.:

Terry and I went to the movies. (Often: Terry and me.)

Pat saw Terry and me. (Sometimes: Terry and I- -hyperoorrection.)

Although objective forms can also be used as objects of prepositions,
such usage is not assessed here. Moreover, two less cannon and more
difficult pronoun-form uses are not included in this skill:

I. who and whom (Use of wham is unusual currently.)

2. Nomineive forms after be; e.g., It is I. (Also uncomon
currently.)
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C(002 (continued)

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

I. Jim and Lucy are twins. were born on the
same day.

A. They

D. Them

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank space where the assessed

pronoun belongs. The student selects the correct pronoun form
from two choices. The distractor (choice II) differs from the
correct answer only in nominative/objective form. It has the

same number and gender as the target pronoun.
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Skill: C(w)03

Skill Statement: Selects and uses verbs appropriately.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student uses the appropriate past tense forms of regular and
irregular verbs. The past (and past participle) forms of regular
verbs consist of the present tense form plus -ed. (This process
sometimes entails dropping the final e, doubling the final consonant,
or changing the final to 1 before Siding the suffix.) The pasty_

(and past participle) forms of irregular verbs involve various
spelling and pronunciation changes from the present tense forms
(e.g., swim, swam, swum).

Implicit in this skill are two fundamental levels of understanding.
First, the student must be able to Identify regular and irregular
verbs. For example, the student must know that work forms both the
past and past participle by adding -ed, but that does not.
Second, the student must be able to supply the correct past form of
the irregular verb, e.g., brought instead of brans.

While there are over 100 irregular verbs in the English language,
students at this grade level should not be expected to know all of
them. They should, however, be familiar with representative high -
frequency samples from the irregular verb patterns explained below.
(Although both past and past participle forms are listed here, only
past forms are assessed at this grade level; past participles are
assessed in grade 5.)

Pattern Description,

A. Verbs with same past and
past participle forms:

1. hit, hit, hit

2. say, said, said
have, had, had

3. send, sent, sent
build, built, built

Ali three forms are the same.

The past and past participle
end in d. but they are not
formed through the regular
suffixation process.

The past and past participle
are formed by changing the
final d of the present to a
t.
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C(403 (continued)

Pattern

13

4. bring, brought, brought
feel, felt, felt

5. find, found, found
hold, held, held
sting, stung, stung

O. Verbs with three distinct
forms:

1. ring, rang, rung

2. grow, grew, grown
shake, shook, shaken

3. speak, spoke, spoken
freeze, froze, frozen

C. Other Irregular patterns;

1. run, ran, run
come, came, cone

2. do, did, done
go, went, gone
am /is /are, was/were,

been

Description

The pest and past participle
are formed (I) by changing the

vowel and sometimes the final
consonant of the present and
(2) by adding a final I.

The past and past participle
are formed by changing the
vowel.

The past is formed by changing
the 1 of the present to an a;
the past participle is formed
by changing the vowel to a u.

The past is formed by changing
the vowel of the present; the
past participle is formed by
adding -n or -en to the present.

The past is formed by changing
the vowel of the present; the
past participle is formed by
adding -en to the past.

The past is formed by changing
the vowel of the present; the
past participle is the same as
the present.

These verbs are highly
irregular and do not follow
any of the patterns noted
above.

These patterns are not intended to provide a comprehensive description
of all irregular English verbs. They do, however, provide a framework
for determining the appropriate content for assessment.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence*?
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C(w)03 (continued)

The flowers because we watered them.

A. grew
0. growed
C. grewed

Item DescrIption,

The stimulus is a sentenced with a blank space where the assessed
verb belongs. The student selects the correct verb form from
three choices.

In fddition to the correct answer (choice A), one distracter
is formed by treating the irregular verb as if it were regular,
adding an -ed to rs' resent (choice 0). The other distracter
is the pase-Torm o. .he verb with the -ed suffix added (choice C).

The past participle form (e.g., Er-a) is not used as a
distracter. Students are not reciefiid to discriminate between
the simple past tense and the past participle until grade 5.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student'eses past forms when no auxiliary precedes verbs and past
participle forms when a form of the auxiliary verb have precedes the
main verb; e.g.:

We went to the movies yesterday.
We have gone to the movies several times this month.

The distinction between past and past participle forms is only
relevant for irregular verbs (see third grade assessment); for
regular verbs, the two forms are identical; e.g.:

We rushed to the movies yesterday.
We have rushed to the movies several times this month.

Students should be able to use the most common irregular verbs
correctly in their past and past participle forms. The following
are frequently included in elementiry school language arts Instruc-
tion: came/ come, did/done, jughjyjn, ran/run, rArs/ELio., saw/seen,
Lekg/six1176, threWarown, went/iitqS; wrote written. Others
occurring with a requency in riruZETOrirclir: ate/eaten,
butyl/ma, broke/broken, chose/chosen, drank/drunk, furgwrais,
itierown, kl'inWirnown, rodoWincien, Insna took/tiRW,I;FUtorn,
wore worn.
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C(w)03 (continued)

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

Henry two glasses of milk.

A. drank
B. drunk
C. 'ranked
D. dranked

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank space where the assessed
verb belongs. The student selects the correct verb form (choice
A) from four choices.

When the target verb is in the past tense (as in the sample
item), one distractor Is the past participle of the verb (choice
8). When the past participle is assessed, one distractor is the
simple past of the verb.

Other distractors are formed by attaching the -ed suffix to the
present-tense form of the verb (choice S) and to the past or
past participle form (choice 0).

I
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Skill: C4404

Skill Statement: Selects and uses adjectives appropriately.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student uses appropriate adjectives to modify nouns. At this

level, the student understands that adjectives are used to describe
qualities of size, shape, sense, order, number, etc. Two types of
adjective placement are common to second grade instruction: (1) The
adjective immediately precedes the noun it modifies (e.g., the lAj.
house); (2) The adjective forms a part of the predicate (e.g., The
house is bra). The use of comparative and superlative adjectives
is not commonly taught at this level and is not assessed here.

Assessment

lexie Items

Dirations: Which word completes the sentence?

1. (picture: two dogs; a large black dog and a
small white dog)

The dog is black.

A. big

O. little

C. hard

2. (picture: camp fire)

A fire is

A. hot

O. cold
C. some

4=11=1=11MMI

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture and a simple sentence that refers

to the picture. A blank is placed where an adjective belongs.
The student selects the correct adjective (choice A) from three
choices.
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C(w)011 (continued)

Item 1 is an example of an adjective immediately preceding the
noun it modifies. Item 2 shows the target word as a predicate
adjective.

The adjectives to be assessed refer to observable qualities.
Number words, however, are not used since their assessment
entails a mathematical task (e.g., six eggs).

Both distractors for this skill are adjectives. One (choice O)
is the opposite of the assessed word; the other (choice C) is
an adjective that does not normally describe the noun being
modified.

Oistractors must be carefully chosen so that they are no,-
possible answers; e.g.,,funny cannot be used for item 1 because,
although unlikely, it might be an interpretation of th picture.
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Skill: C(w)O5

Ski_ ll Statement: Selects and uses adverbs appropriately.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student uses adverbs rather than adjectives to modify verbs in
sentences. The student also uses the comparative adverb form when
comparing two people, things, events, or qualities, and uses the
superlative adverb form when comparing three or more events or
qualities.

Comparetive and superlative adverbs are generally formed by preceding
the adverb with more or most, respectively (e.g., more easil most
1212/). A few aaWas, ;;ver, show degrees of compar son y =Mg
the suffixes -er and -est (e.g., faster. soonest).

Assessment

SomPle items

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

1. The man walked up the street.

A. slowly

B. slow

2. Aerie runs than Pat.

A. faster
B. fast

C. fastest

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank placed where the assessed
adverb belongs. The student selects the correct word from two
Of three choices.

Item 1 assesses the selection of a common adverb that ends In
-II (students at this level are often taught that many adverbs
end in -11). The distracter is the corresponding adjective.
Only one distracter is provided for this item type because
other suffixed forms of the root word frequently create a
grammatically correct segment (e.g.. The man walked slower . . .).
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C(w)05 (continued)

Item 2 assesses the student's knowledge of comparative/
superlative adverb forms. The distractors for this item type
are the corresponding adjective (choice 8) and the adverb that
differs in degree from the target word (ahoice C).
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Skill: C(w)06

Skill Statement: Constructs contractions from paired words and writes
paired words from contractions.

Grade: 4

Skill Statement

The student generates a contraction from two words and generates

the appropriate uncontracted words when given a contraction. The
student understands that a contraction is a word made up of two words
that are combined into one in which an apostrophe takes the place of
one or more letters.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: which word is correct for the underlined words?

I." Sheer a very good worker.

A. She's

B. Shes'

C. Shes
D. Shes

Directions: Which words are correct for the underlined word?

2. My dog isn't here today

A. is not

B. will not
C. can not
D. did not

Item Description

Two separate operations are included in this assessment. Item

1 assesses the student's ability to select the appropriate
contracted form when given two paired words. The stimulus is
a sentence with the paired words underlined. The student
selects the correct answer (choice A) from four choices. The
distractors are two contractions with misplaced apostrophes
(choices B and C) and the contracted form of the word without
an apostrophe (choke 0.

Item 2 assesses the student's ability to select the paired
words when given a contraction. The stimulus is a sentence
with the contraction underlined. The student selects the
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C(w)06 (continued)

correct answer (choice 10 from four choices. The distractors
are word pairs that employ one of the correct segments of the
correct answer ar.' that do have contracted forms.
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Skill: C(w)07

Skill Statement: Constructs compound words from pairs of words and
separates compound words.

Comment: This skill is not assessed here since it is essentially
covered by Skill C(ip)IP: Identifies and spells compound
words.
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Skill: C(w)08

Skill Statement: Uses and identifies possessive forms of words.

Comment: This skill is not assessed here since it is esgentially
covered by Skill C(a)21: Uses apstrophe in singular
and plaral possessive forms.
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Skill: C(w)09

Skill Statement: identifies and uses synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms.

Grade: 5

Skill Deacription

The student uses words that have the same or a similar meaning
(synonyms), words that have opposite meanings (antonyms), and
words that sound the same, but that have different spellings and
different meanings (homophones).

Comment: While the Skill Statement refers to the assessment
of homonyms (words that sound the same, but that
have different meanings), assessment is limited to
the use of homophones (homonyms that have different
spellings).

Synonym and antonym use has a number of purposes, which include
(1) avoiding repetition, (2) replacing common hackneyed words, and
(3) obtaining more precision in word use.

The identification and use of homophones is essentially a spelling
skill that is difficult for many students because the spelling
cannot be predicted on the basis of sound or rules alone, but is
dependent upon meaning as well. Students must depend upon memory
(or a dictionary) to choose the correct homophone.

The following is a list of homophones that are commonly taught prior
to the end of the fifth grade:

ate eight
beat - beet
blue - blew
break - brake
by - buy
dear - deer
die - dye
flower - flour

for - four
hall - haul
heal - heel
heard - herd
here - hear
hole - whole
made - maid
male mail

meet - meat
new - knew
no - know
our - hour
pail - pale
pain - pane
pair - pear

piece - peace
right - write
ring - wring
road - rode
root route
sail - sale
see - sea
sent - cent
so - sew
soar - sore
steal - steel
sun - son
tale - tail
there - their - they're
threw - through
to - too - two
tow - toe
wait - weight
weather whether
week - weak

won - one
wood - would
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C(w)09 (continued)

Assessment

Comment: Three item types are used: type (a) for synonyms,
type (b) for antonyms, type (c) for homophones.

(a) Sample Item

Directions: Which word means the same as the underlined
word?

The farmer let her cows eat in the pasture.

A. graze
O. live

C. walk

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence in which the target word is
underlined. The student selects the synonym for the
underlined word from three choices. The distractors are
words that Cali form a grammatically correct sentence when
used in place of the target word, but that change the
meaning of the sentence.

(b) Sample It.m

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

Eric is not happy. He is

A. sad
D. glad
C. funny

=11.1I

item Description

The stimulus consists of two sentences. The first sentence
is a distinctly negative or positive statement. The second
sentence is the obverse of the first, with a blank placed
where the antonym belongs. The student selects the correct
answer from three choices. In addition to the correct
answer, two distractors are provided. Choice D is a synonym
for the stimulus word in the first sentence (e.g., hionyn01).
Choice C is more distantly related to the same word e.g.,
happy-funny).
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C(w)09 (continued)

(c) Sample Item

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

Mike and Amy invited us to go to
house for dinner.

A. their
B. there

C. they're

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank placed where the
target word belongs. The student selects the correct answer
from two or more Choices. (Since most homophones have only
two alternate spellings, the number of answer choices will
usually be only two). The distractors are the homophones
for the target word.

r.
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Skill: C(w)10

Skill Statement: forms new words by adding or deleting affixes.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LATISH for SES assessment.
However, it is essentially covered by the following spelling
skills:

C(s0)08: Forms plurals adding s and es.

C(sp)09: Spells and writes new words by adding endings
s, ed, in to base words.

C(sp)ll.: identifies and spells words, using deriva-
tions: prefixes.

C(sp)22: identifies and spells words by changing
words to adjectives by adding -able and/or
-ful.

C(sp)23: Identifies and spells words by changing
root words through adding noun-forming endings

(e.g., -er, -ness, -tion).

C(sp)21.: Identifies and spells words by changing root
words through adding the adverb-forming
ending II,:

C(sp)26: Changes the spelling and/or sound of a root
word when adding certain suffixes (e.g.,
musician, instruction).
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Skill: C(011

Skill Statement: Selects and uses conjunctions appropriately.

Comment: This skill is not assessed here since it is essentially
covered by Skill C(008: Combines simple sentences to
form compound and complex sentences.
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Skill: C(w)l2

Skill Statement: Selects and uses prepositions appropriately.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student uses a preposition to show the relationship between two
nouns in a sentence. At thfs level, the student does not necessarily
know what prepositions are, but uses them as function words in
writing.

While many prepositions express relationships other than direction
or location, they are difficult to assess with a simple format.
Therefore, the present assessment is limited to those prepositions
relating to direction and location.

Assessment

Sample ltmn

Dirfctions: Which word completes the sentence?

(picture: cat on top of bed!

The cat is the bed.

A. on
S. by

C. after

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture and a simple sentence that refers to

the picture. A blank is placed where a preposition belongs.
The student selects the correct preposition from three choices.

The preposition to be assessed expresses either direction or

location. The two distracters are prepositions that either are
inappropriate within the context of the sentence or express a
relationship between the two nouns that is not correct in
relationship to the picture.
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SENTENCE PROCESSING

Sentence Processing skills pertain to the construction and use of

complete sentences, to the relation between words in sentences, and to

the terminolovy for labeling the grammatical parts of sentences.

SENTENCE PROCESSING (s)

01. Demonstrates understanding of word
order in a sentence.

x

02. Identifies or copies a simple sentence,
title, or caption.

x

03. Writes a simple sentence independently.

04. Identifies and writes declarative,
interrogative, exclamatory, and
imperative sentences.

05. Constructs and identifies sentences ;ro
which the subject and verb agree.

06. E,pands simple sentences through the
use of modifiers.

07. Manipulates sentences through use of
transformation.

08. Identifies parts of sentences
(e.g., subject/predicate).

09. Combines simple sentences to form
compound and complex sentences.

10. Demonstrates the ability to substitute
parts of speech (e.g., pronoun for noun).

11. Identifies and uses relative classes
that begin with who which, and that.

.

12. Unscrambles simple sentences.

13. Demonstrates ability to recall or retell
a story in sequence.
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Skill: C(001

Skill Statement: Demonstrates understanding of word order in a sentence.

Grade: 1

Skill Description

The student recognizes that word order affects the meaning of
standard English sentences and that word order can determine whether
or not a group of words is actually a sentence. At this grade level,
the student should understand sentences with the following patterns:

(1) subject-verb
(2) subject-verb-direct object
(3) subject-verb-prepositional phrase
(4) subject-linking verb-predicate adjective/noun
(5) subject-verb-adverb

Knowledge of these grammatical terms is not prerequisite to ts1s skill,
nor is the ability to identify sentence parts. However, knowledge of
word order in noun phrases (e.g., article-adjective-noun) is required.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which group of words is a good sentence that tells
about the picture?

[

1. picture: two cars traveling on a road:
the cars are moving away from
the observer

A. The cars go.

B. Cars the go.

2. [picture: boy buildirg a toy airplane]

A. He makes a toy.
B. Makes a toy he.

3. ]picture: boy running to house]

A. He runs to the house.
B. Runs house to he the.
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C(s)01 (continued)

4. picture:icture: 4 large ball, next to which
stands a girl; the girl end
the ball are approximately
the same height

A. The ball is big.
B. The is big ball.

5. [p:.-ture: man jumping3

A. He jumps up.
B. Jumps he up.

Item Description

A picture stimulus unambiguously portrays subjects and activities
that should be familiar to students. The picture stimulus is
used to minimize the reading requirement. The student selects
the sentence that describes the picture. The correct response
(choice A) is a simple sentence In subject-verb order (item 1).
subject-verb-direct object order (item 2) subject -verb -

prepositional phrase order (item 3), subject-linking verb -
predicate adjective order (item Si), or subject-verb-adverb
order (item 5).

Distractors are "scrambled" versions of the word order of the
correct responses, and they are clearly not sentences. At this
grade level, only two answer choices are used so that the
reading task does not inappropriately increase the difficulty
of the items.

The use of the simple present tense conforms to students'
reading ability at this grade level. Although the present con-

tinuous tense would seem more natural (e.g., The cars are going),
first grade students might have difficulty reading some inflected
forms, e.g., J21251:
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Skill: C(s)02

Skill Statement: Identifies or copies simple sentence, title, or
caption.

Grade: 1

Skill Description

Comment: The skill statement suggests two distinct tasks
(identifying and copying) covering three different
types of content (simple sentences, titles, and
captions). However, only the identification of
simple sentences is relevant to SES assessment.
Therefore, the other dimensions of this skill
statement are not covered in the specifications
below.

The student discriminates between a simple sentence and a group of
unrelated words. At this grade level, the st4dent's ability to
identify sentences is likely to be based on revognition of semantic
"completeness" rather than on knowledge of groomer and syntax.
That is, the student recognises a sentence as a group of words
that expresses a complete thought ("says something"), rather than
as a subject predicate construction with portlablar grammatical
and syntactic features.

This skill is distinguished from a similar higher-level skill:
identification of sentences vs. sentence fragments. In later

grades, students learn to discriminate between complete
sentences sand parts (fragments) of sentences (e.g., subordinate
clauses, noun phrases). However, students at this level are not
required to make such fine distinctions. In fact, first-grade
students are likely to identify (and punctuate/capitalize) any
semantically unified structure as a sentence; e.g.:

The large brown dog. (noun phrase)
Was running. (verb phrase)

In the park. (prepositional phrase)

Thus assessment of this skill has very narrow limits at this grade
level. The student can be asked to identify a simple sentence, but
only when that sentence is contrasted with a word group that is
clearly not a sentence or sentence element.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which group of words is a sentence?
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C(s)02 (continued)

1. A. The car is blue.
8. Airplane fast little.

2. A. You can jump.

8. Funny yes green.

Item Description

Given two word groups (each capitalized and punctuated as a
sentence), the student identifies the group that comprises a
sentence (Choice Distractors are strings of unrelated words.
Any nouns that are included in the distractors are positioned
so that the word group does not appear to be a noun phrase;
e.g., "Airplane fast little" is used rather than "Fast little
airplane."

Comment: These constraints on the construction of
distractors are designed to limit the difficulty
of the items. If more difficult items are
desired, the distractors can be revised to
resemble sentence elements (e.g., verb phrases,
noun phrases). However, identification of
sentences is generally not taught in textbooks
at this grade level. Therefore, more difficult
items may unfairly assess beyond learned skills.
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Skill: C(s)03

Skin Statement: Writes a simple sentence independently.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUS4 for SES assessment.
However, the writing samples for grades 3 and 6 permit
students to write simple sentences independently.
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Skill: C(s)04

Skill Statement: Identifies and writes declarative, Interrogative,
exclamatory, and imperative sentences.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

Comment: The skill statement suggests two distinct tasks:
identifying and writing. However, the latter task
is not feasible within the current SES design.
Thus, only the identification task is discussed in
the specifications below.

The student identifies four sen'ence types, which are characterized
by the features explained below.

(I) Declarative sentences are statements that end with a
period (e.g., TheEaor is here.).

(2) Interrogative sentences are sentences that ask a question
and end-with a question mark (e.g., Who is your doctor?).
interrogative sentences are often distinguished by their
inverted word order or by the presence of a wh word
(e.g., who, what). However, sentences that are structurally
declarairie may be transformed into questions simply by
changing their terminal punctuation (e.g., The doctor is
here?).

(3) Exclamatory sentences are sentences that end with an
exclamation point (e.g., I need a doctor!). Generally,
exclamatory sentences express strong emotion, but they
are not distinguished by any particular structural
characteristics. Sentences that are structurally
declarative, interrogative, or imperative can be
transformed into exclamatory sentences by changing
the terminal punctuation; e.g.:

I need a doctor! (declarative structure)
What are you doing! (interrogative structure)
Call a doctor) (imperative structure)

(4) Imperative sentences are sentences that express a command
or poria774;;iiTe.g., Please call a doctor). Imperative
sentences are punctuated with a period and are distinguished

by their structure: the subject, my, :s usually not stated.
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C(s)04 (continued)

Identification of the first three types essentially Involves
identification of terminal punctuation. However, punctuation of
sentence types is not included In this skill. Terminal punctuation
is assessed elsewhere in the SES (see Skiils C(m)12, 13, and 19).
Furthermore, knowledge of the technical terms declarative,
interrogative, exclamatory, and Imm erative is not prerequisite
to this skill.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which sentence is a telling sentence?

1. A. Maria knows the answer.
B. Tell Maria the answer.
C. Does Maria know the answer?

Directions: Which sentence is a question?

2. A. Who is your doctor?
B. Call a doctors
C. The doctor is here.

Directions: Which sentence shows strong feeling?

3. A. The money is gonel
B. Where is the money?
C. The money is in the safe.

Directions: Which sentence gives an order to do something?

4. A. Put your shoes in the closet.
B. Your shoes are in the closet.
C. Are your shoes in the closet?

Item Description

The stimulus is a set of three sentences dealing with similar
content. The student identifies a declarative ("telling")
sentence in item 1, an interrogative sentence ("question") in
item 2, an exclamatory sentence ("showing strong feeling") in
item 3, and an imperative sentence ("giving an order to do some-
thing") in item 4. Distractors are two other sentence types,
properly capitalized and punctuated. For declarative and
imperative sentences, one distractor (choice B) is of the other
type so that two choices end with periods. For interrogative
and exclamatory sentences, one distractor is of the other type
so that two choices end with punctuation other than a period.
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Skill: C(s)05

Skill Statement: Constructs and identifies sentences in which the
subject and verb agree.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student constructs sentences in which the subjr,ct and verb
agree in number and person. At this grade level, the subject and
the verb are adThent so that the connection is easier to deter-
mine; e.g., agreement should be easier In The cars are stopping
than in The cars on the road arc stopping, where the singular noun

hrasin the pe on the road may -interrupt the relationship between
the plural eubj;rrcarrand the verb (are).

Agreement is primarily in present-,tense verb forms:

1. -s or -es form with third person singular subjects
(i.e., he, she, it, and singular nouns);

2. root (base, uninflected) form with ail other subjects
(i.e., I, you, we, 211., and plural nouns).

The verb be has a greater number of forms, including past-tense
agreement forms:

I. present tense
am: first person singular subjects (i.e., I)
IT: third person singular subjects
ire: all other subjects

2. past tense
Was: first and third person singular subjects
were: all other subjects

Knowledge of grammatical terminology is not prerequis;te to this
skill.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Think about how you write* in school. Which
word should you use when you write* in school?

1. The chickens bigger every day.

A. grow
B. grows
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C(s)05 (continued)

2. My brother sick today.

A. is

O. am
C. are

Item Descrin

The stimulus is a simple declarative sentence with a. blank
replacing the verb. The subject and verb are adjacent. The
student selects the correct verb form that agrees with the
subject.

Current: Speakers of dialects otner than Standard
English may have difficJIty with this skill.
Therefore, the directions specify that the
student is to choose the word that Is correct
"when you write in school."

In item 1, only two answer choices are appropriate (i.e., the
root form and the -s form of the verb). In item 2, three
answer choices are used because the verb be has more agreement
forms.
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Skill: C(s)06

Skill Statement: Expands simple sentences through the use of modifiers.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student expands a given sentence by adding an adjective to
modify a noun in the original sentence. The student knows that an
adjective normally precedes the noun that it modifies. The purpose
of expanding sentences is to describe entities /objects more precisely
and to provide interest and sentence variety in writing.

Comment: The skill statement does not specify the particular
types of modifiers to be used by students. However,

textbook instruction at this level rarely covers any
modifiers other than adjectives. More complex
modifiers (e.g., phrases, subordinate clauses) are
not appropriate for second-grade students.

Knowledge of grammatical terminology is not prerequisite to this
skill.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Read the sentence. Where does the word
pretty go In the sentence?

I. He gave me a flower.

A B C

12Letlyi

Item Description.

The stimulus for the item Is a simple sentence. The student

identifies the correct position (choice for a given adjective.

Distracters are other (clearly inappropriate) positions in the
sentence.

Comment: This assessment focuses on the correct
position of the modifier in the sentence. The
selection of appropriate adjectives (which is
essentially a vocabulary skill) is assessed
under Skill C(w)04: Selects and uses adjectives
appropriately.
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Skill: C(s)07

Skill Statement: Manipulates sentences through use of transformation.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

At this level, the student transforms declarative sentences into
interrogative sentences. The transformation involves simple inversion
of word order and does not require the use of do or the use of inter-
rogative pronouns and adverbs (e.g., who, what, where).

Two types of transformation by inversion are included in this skill.
The first pertains to sentences containing the simple present and
past forms of be (e.g., The kitten is lost. Is the kitten lost?).
The rule for this transformation can be stated as follows:
subject + be + complement . be + subject + complement.

The second type of transformation involves sentences that contain
auxiliary verbs (e.g., Ted can play. .0 Can Ted play?). This rule
can be stated: subject auxiliary + main verb -0 auxiliary +
subject + main verb.

Comment: The terminal punctuation also undergoes a change in
these two transformations. However, terminal
punctuation is covered by separate skills in the
SES and is not assessed here (see Skills C(m)12
and 13).

Knowledge of the terms declarative, interrogative, inversion, and
transformation is not prerequ site to this skill, b7,77;;;Mige of
the term question is required.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Read the sentence. The sentmice must be changed
into a question. Which question is right?

1. The kitten is lost.

A. Is the kitten lost?
B. The kitten lost is?
C. Is lost the kitten?
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C(s)07 (continued)

2. Ted can play.

A. Can Ted play?
B. Play can Ted?
C. Can play Ted?

item Description

The stimulus for these items Is a simple declarative sentence
following the pattern subject + be + complement (item 1) or
subject + auxiliary + main verb (item 2). The student selects
the interrogative sentence that is the correct transformation
of the item stimulus (choice 1).

The distractors for item 1 follow two patterns:

(I) suldject + complement + be (choice 0
(2) be + complement + subject (choice S.)

Distractors for item 2 follow these two patterns:

(1) main verb + auxiliary + subject (choice 0
(2) auxiliary + main verb + subject (choice D

distractors should provide attractive alternatives for
stments who might recognize that inversion does take place in
interrogative sentences, but who might not understand the exact
word order which must result from this inversion. One dis-

tractor type, however, should not be used. A declarative
sentence can be changed to an interrogative sentence simply
by changing the terminal punctuation to a question mark (e.g.,
Ted can play?). Sentences e this type are clearly not
appropriate distractors.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

At this grade level, the student tra.sforms declarative sentences
that do not contain an auxiliary verb into interrogative sentences
by inserting forms of the verb do (e.g., She likes basketball. +
Does she like basketball?), evil transform interrogative sentences
containing forms of do irto declarative sentences (e.g., Did
Albert take some candy? + Albert took some candy.).

Two steps are required to transform declarative sentences into
interrogative sentences using do support. First the verb do is
inserted into the declarative sentence where it assumes the tense
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C(s)07 (continued)

(and person/number) of the main verb (e.g., She likes basketbali.
She does like basketball.) Second, the Inflecte37676 of do is
movecrinitiai position (e.g., She does like basketball.
Does she like basketball?). The rule for his transformation can
be stated as follows:

subject + main verb (with tense/person/number marker) +
subject + do (with tense/person/number marker) + main verb 4.

do (with tense/person/number marker) + subject + main verb.

The transformation from interrogative to declarative reverses the
process outlined above. First the verb do is shifted from the
initial position to a position between the subject and main verb
(e.g., Did Albert take some candy? + Albert did take some candy).
Next, the tense/person/number marker is shifted from do to the main
verb, and do is deleted from the sentence (e.g., Albert did take
some candy.... Albert took some candy). The rule for this trans-
formation can be stated as follows:

do (with tense/person/number marker) + subject + main verb +
subject + do (with tense/person/number marker) + mein verb +
subject + main verb (with tense /person /number marker).

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: This telling sentence can be made into a question.
Which question is right?

I. She likes to play basketball.

A. Does she like to play basketball?
B. Likes she to play basketball?
C. Do she likes to play basketball?

Directions: This question can be made into a telling sentence.
Which tsiling sentence is right?

2. Did Albert take some candy?

A. Albert took some candy.
B. Albert do took some candy.
C. Alimstrt did took some candy.



C(s)07 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus for item 1 is a simple declarative sentence that
does not contain an auxiliary verb or a form of be. The student
selects the interrogative sentence (choice A) that is the
correct transformation of the stimulus. Distracters follow
two patterns:

(1) Choice B follows this pattern: main verb (with tense/
person /umber marker) subject. Students who choose
this distracter may not even realize that this
transformation requires the use of the verb do. They
may view all Interrogative transformations as simple
inversions of word order (see Skill Description for
grade 2 above).

(2) Choice C follows this pattern: do subject main verb
(with tense/person/number marker] Students who choose
this distracter may realize that do is inserted in the
sentence and that it is shifted to the initial position,
but they do not transfer the tense /person /number marker

from the main verb to do. The plural present tense
is not used in the stliellus since this distracter
type will be a legitimate interrogative sentence (e.g.,
They like to play basketball. + Do %hey like to play
basketball?).

The stimulus for item 2 is an interrogative sentence containing
do. The student selects the declarative sentence (choice th.)
76t is the correct transformation of the stimulus. Distracters
follow two patterns:

(3) Choice B follows this pattern: subject do main verb
(with tense /person /number marker). Students who
select this distracter have improperly shifted the
marker from do to the main verb without deleting do
from the sentence.

(1) Choice C follows this pattern: subject do (with

tense/person/number marker) .1. main verb (with tense/
person/number marker). Students who select this
distractor may recognize that the marker is shifted
to the main verb, but they incorrectly retain the
inflected form of do in the sentence.

Two distracter types are not used for item 2. First is

this pattern: subject do (with tense/person/number marker)

main verb (e.g., Albert did take some candy). This is a
legitimate declarative sentence even though it is technically
not the correct transformation of the interrogative sentence.
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C(s)07 (continued)

(The do in "Albert did take some candy" is generally viewed as
emphatic, whereas the do in "Did Albert take some candy?" is
simply a "dummy" verb whose s+o-r; function is to carry the
marker.)

The second discractor type that IS not esed is this pattern:
subjer + matn verb (e.g., Albert take some candy). This
distra. or pieces an inappropriate emphasis on skills of
subject verb agreement, which are assessed elsewhere in the
SES (see Skill C(s)05).
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Skill: C(s)08

Skill Statement: Identifies parts of sentences (e.g., subject/predicate).

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student identifies a word or phrase ar either the subject or
predicate of a sentence. Generally, the subject is the entity about
which something is stated in the sentence. The predicate is the part
of the sentence that expresses what is said about the subject.

Subjects may be single words or noun phrases (i.e., nouns and their
preceding/following modification); e.g.:

Molly is a giraffe.

The tall animal with a long neck is a giraffe.
ir

Modifiers can include adjectives, determiners, phrases (prepositional
and verbal), and clauses.

The predicate is usually anything that comes after the subject. The
predicate may consist of a single verb or a verb phrase (auxiliary
verbs and the main verb) plus objects (direct/indirect), predicate
adjectives/nouns, adverbs, and adverbial phrases or clauses; e.g.:

The children ijelt.

The children were satin lunch in the classroom.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which part of the sentence is the subject*?

1. Gloria likes to stud .

A

Directions: Which part of the sentence is the predicate*?

2. The man on the porch saw the accident.

A
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C(s)08 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is a simple declarative sentence. Subjects and
predicates are most easily identified in declarative sentences
(and in exclamatory sentences that are similar in structure to
declarative sentences; e.g.. The jewels are gone!). 'n

interrogative sentences, the predicate is usually interrupted
by the subject, thus making identification more difficult; e.g.:

Do all those people like ice cream?
l

Therefore, interrogative sentences are not used for assessing
this skill. Imperative sentences are also not used because
they do not contain an explicit subject.

Complex sentences are not used in these items because they
would inappropriately increase the item difficulty. Since
subordinate clauses also contain subjects and predicates,
complex sentences would likely cause confusion for students.

The sentences are divided into their subject and predicate
parts, which are underlined and lettered. The student selects
the letter corresponding to the subject (in item 1) or the

predicate (in item 2).

Comment: English word order dictates that the subject

must generally precede the predicate. Thus

choice A will always be the subject, and
choice twill always be the predicate. (Inverted
word yam- in declarative sentences is uncommon
and is generally used for poetic effect; e.g.,
"Happy was I.") Consequently, students may
respond correctly without actually "identifying"
the subject or predicate.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

At this grade level, the student identifies the following sentence
parts: direct object, prepositional phrase, and object of preposition.
These are explained below.

(a) The direct object is the receiver of the action performed
by the subject of the sentence. The direct object, usually
a noun, a noun phrase, or a pronoun, generally follows the
verb in an English sentence.
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C(s)06 (continued)

Comment: Infinitives, gerunds, and noun clauses can
also be used as direct objects; e.g.:

I like to eat ice cream.
I like iillWirni7Z7iGE
I know that you Like Ice cream.

However, students at this level should not be
required to identify verbals or clauses as
direct objects.

(b) A prepositional phrase functions as an adverbial or
adjectival modifier in a sentence. A preposition is a
function word that establishes a relationship between
its object and the word that the prepositional phrase
modifies; e.g.:

We watched television after dinner. (adverbial

prepositional phrase
modifying watched)

The women In the picture is a doctor. (adjectival

prepositional
phrase modifying
women)

Comment: Students at this level should not be required to
identify the function of a prepositional phrase
(i.e., adverbial or adjectival). However, both
types of phrases may be included in assessment.

(c) Objects of prepositions are usually nouns or pronouns.
Although gerunds can also function as objects of prepositions
(e.g.. They succeeded by wor)kin hard students should not
be required to identify ver a s as jects at this level.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which word in the sentence is the direct object?

1. I rou ht my 22.d to school.

Directions: Which part of the sentence is a prepositional*
phrase*?

2. Andy and I are makin some cookies for the party.
A
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C(s)06 (continued)

Directions: which word in the sentence is the object of
a preposition*?

3. On his head he wore a baseball p.
0

stem Description

The stimuli for tese items are simple declarative sentences
with words or phrases underlined and lettered. The student
identifies a direct object in item 1, a prepositional phrase
in item 2, and an object of a preposition in item 3. These
items are explained individually bolo,.

(1) The correct response to Moe 1 is the direct object

Aa. (choice C). Oistractors are a subject (1).
a verb (brouo..4, and an object of a preposition
(school). Generally, distractors are "major" words
in the sentence (i.e., nouns, pronouns, verbs) rather
than modifiers or function words.

Comment: Although textbooks generally teach
identification of direct objects by this
grade !evei, LAUSD did not approve this
item for the 1980 SES. Therefore, an item
assessing the identification of a subject
phrase was substituted at this grade level
even though subject identification is also
assessed at fifth grade.

(2) The correct response to item 2 is the prepositional
phrase for the art . Oistractors are a subject noun
phrase an , a verb phrase (aremeirg), and
an object noun p rase (lam cookies). All distractors
are multiple-word structures, an one Cstractor
(choice !) contains the same number of word'. es the
correct. response so that the length of tin, prepositional
phrase does not provide an inappropriate clue to VI*
correct response.

(3) The correct response to item 3 is head, the object of
the preposition on. Oistractors are other "major"
words in the sentence (i.e., nouns and verbs). The
preposition itself is not used as an answer choice
because it might be confusing for students.
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Skill: C(s)09

Skill Statement: Combines simple sentences to form compound and complex
sentences.

Grade: 5

Skill Descrip:ion

Comment: Complex sentences are usually not taught in
elementary textbooks at this grade level. Consequently,
only compound sentences are included in SES assessment
at fifth grade.

The student Joins two clauses with id, but, or or to make a compound
sentence. The use of compound sentenceiMilitates sentence variety
and eliminates the awkwardness resulting from excessive use of short,
choppy sentences.

Comment:. Other coordinating conjt.ictions such as nor, for, so,
and xet can be used to construct compound sentences.

However, these words are not generally taught as
conjunctions at the elementary level.

The these types of compound sentences recommended for assessment at
this level correspond to the three conjunctions noted above:

(I) addition (and) - one clause is ldded to the other (e.g.,
The air was cold, and the snow was deep);

(2) contrast (but) - one clause is contrasted with the other
(e.g., Juan was happy, but Susan was
sad);

(9) alternative (or ) one clause is tha alternative of the
other (e.g., He must obey the law, or
he will be punished).

Compound usually require a comma to separate the clauses.
However, punctuation of compound sentences it not assessed here.

Assessment

Directions: Which is the best way to pet the two sentences
together?
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1. The air was cold. The snow was deep.

A. The air was cold, and the snow was deep.
D. The air was cold, the snow was deep.
C. The air was cold, or the snow was deep.

2. Juan was happy. Susan was sad.

A. Juan was happy, but Susan was sad.
B. Juan was happy, then Susan was sad.
C. Juan was happy, or Susan was sad.

3. He must obey the law. He will be punished.

A. He must obey the law, or he will be punished.
B. He must obey the law, soon he will be punished.
C. He must obey the law, and he wile be punished.

Item Description

The stimuli for these items are pairs of related sentences.
The student selects the compound sentence (choice A) that
logically joins the two related sentences. Distractors are
of two types:

(1) Choice B Is a run-on sentence (comma splice) that
joins fge two clauses without an appropriate
conjunction. in item 1, the clauses are simply run
together as one sentence. in items 2 and 3, the
second clause is introduced by an adverb (then and
soon, respectively). Thus choice B is incorrect
both grammatically and logically.

(2) Choice C is grammatically correct in that the two
clauses are joined by a coordinating conjunction.
However, the logical relationship of, the two clauses
is not correctly expressed by the conjunction. Choice
C will likely be the more difficult of the two
distractors because it requires the student to infer
the relationship between the clauses.

Comment: in the first two types of compound
sentences, the relationships are fairly

obvious. Howeu.r, the alternative (or)
relationship cuo be more difficult because
it largely depends on real world ^nowledge.
For example, in item 3, the student must
know that punishment is the logical
alternative to disobeying the law.
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Skill: C(s)10

Skill Statement: Demonstrates ability to substitute parts of speech
(e.g., pronoun for noun),

Grade: 4

Skill Description

Comment: The skill statement suggests that part-of-speech
substitutions other than pronoun for noun are possible.
However, this is the only substitution that is
ordinarily used in standard English.

The student substitutes a pronoun for a given noun in a sentence.
The purpose of such substitutions is to avoid monotonous repetition
of noun phrases (e.g., After I read tom, I put the book back
on the shelf). The student selects the appropriate pronoun that
agrees with its noun referent in terms of number and gender.

Comment: In actual writing, the substitution also depends
on the cue of the pronoun. However, the use of
subject and object pronoun forms is cw,ered else-
wnere in the SES (see Skill C(w)02) and is not
assessed here.

inowledge of the technical terms nno, referent, number, and
rnder is not prerequisite to this skill.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directiors: Which word can take the place of the underlined
word or words?

1. Susan studied very hard before Susan went to bed.

A. she
B, it

C. he
D. they

2. The boys and girls are hungry. I will give the boys
Ind1ra some food.

A. them
B. him
C. it

D. her
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C(s)10 (continued)

ItertleJLIELLa

The stimulus Is a sentence (or sentences) in which one noun
phrase is repeated. The second occurrence of the noun phrase
is underlined, and the student selects the appropriate pronoun

substitute (choice 1) for the noun phrase.

Distractors are other (incorrect) pronouns. The distractors are
of the same case as the correct response. For example, the
correct response to item 1 is a subject pronoun form (she);
thus the distracters are also subject forms. Moreover, all
answer choices are third person pronouns so that the task does
not become confusing for students. For example, if us were
used as an answer choice in item 2, students might have dif-
ficulty selecting the correctfresponse; e.g.:

The boys and girls are hungry. I will give them/us
some food.

Any personal names used in the item stimulus (see item 1)
should be unambiguous in gender. For example, Susan is
clearly a female name, but Pat is not.
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Skill: C(s)11

Skill Statement: Identifies and uses relative clauses that begin with
who, which, and that.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

Comment. The skill statement suggests two separate tasks,
identifying and using. However, only the use of
relative clauses is included in SES assessment.
Identification of relative clauses is not commonly
taught in elementary textbooks.

The student uses relative clauses to combine sentences. A relative
clause functions as an adjectival modifier, describing a noun in
the main clause. Relative clauses are introduced by relative
pronouns (which ore limited to who whict., and that at this grade
level). Km,wledge of the grammatical term relative clause is not
implicit in this skill.

Assessment

Sample Items

Direce.ns: Which is the best way to put these sentences
together?

1. The woman won the race. The woman was very happy.

A. The woman who won the race was very happy.
B. The woman, she won the race, was very happy.
C. The woman won the race was very happy.

2. Eric read the book. The book was on the desk.

A. E71C read the book that was on the desk.
B. Eric read the book, it was on the desk.
C. Eric read the book, which it was on the desk.

Item Description

The stimulus is a pair of related sentences; a noun phrase in
the first sentence is repeated in the second sentence. The
student selects the answer choice In which the two sentences are
combined correctly using a relative clause (choice A). In item
1, the relative clause (who won the race) modifies a subject
noun (woman). In item 2, the relative clause (that was on the
desk) 7074es an object noun (book).
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C(011 (continued)

Distractors are ungrammatical constructions in which the two
sentences are improperly Joined. Choice B in both items
includes the second sentence in the modifying position, but
with the repeated noun replaced by a personal pronoun. Choice
C also includes the second sentence in the modifying position,
but either with no pronoun (item 1) or with both the relative
and the personal pronouns (item 2).

Comment: Some authorities suggest that that be used to
introduce restrictive relative clauses, and
that which be reserved for non-restrictive
relative clauses; e.g.:

The door that led to the stairs was closed.
The door, which led to the stairs, was closed.

However, this practice is not universally accepted.
Therefore, students arse not required to dis-
criminate between the use of which and that.
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Skill: C(s)12

Skill Statement: Unscrambles simple sentences.

Grade: 1

Comment: This skill is not identified br LAUSD for SES assessment.
However, it is assessed by Skill C(s)01: Demonstrates

understanding of ward order in a serrtnce.
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Skill: C(s)13

Skill Statement: Demonstrates ability to recall or retell a story in

sequence.

Grade: 1

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
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PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT

Paragraph Development skills focus on the writing of connected

discourse. The distinction between -,aragraph and essay writing is often

slight since an essay may consist of only one paragraph, particularly in

the lower grades. The skills in this category are especially amenable

to assessment by actual writing; thus, several skills are assessed by a

writing sample.

PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT (pd)

Oi. Creates a title for a paragraph.*

02. Writes simple one- or two-sentence
paragraphs containing one main idea.*

03. Indents the first word of each new
paragraph.*

04. Composes a paragraph describing a

sequence of times or events.

05. Combines three or more paragraphs to
create the beginning, middle, and
end of a story.

06. Uses/identifies transitional words and
phrases to make paragraphs and sentences
flow smoothly.

07. Edits and proofreads paragraphs for
final copy.

08. Writes paragraphs from an outline.

09. Writes paragraphs showing conversation. x

*Assessed by grade 3 writing sample.
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Skill: C(pd)01

Skill Statement: Creates a title for a paragraph.

Comment: This skill is assessed by the writing sample for grade 3
Consequently, no selected-response Items are included in

the SES.
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Skill: C(pd)02

Skill Statement: Writes simple one- or two-sentence paragraphs containing
one main idea.

Comment: This skill is assessed by the writing sample for grade 3.
Consequently, no selected-respofte items are included in
the SES.
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Skill Statement:

6 I
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Skill: C(pd)04

Skill Statement: Composes a paragraph describing a sequence of times or
events.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student arranges a sequence of events in chronological (time)
order. This skill is relevant to the composition of narratives. A
narrative presents an experience to an audience, giving the impression
of passage in time.

Chronological ordering is also uses to organize expository writing (e.g.,
a reporc on an -went in history, a "hc-to-do-it" explanation). However,

assessment at this grade level is limited to narrative paragraphs, which
should be more familiar to students.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: The sentences in this story are not in the right order.
Read the title and the story. Then answer the question
that follows the story.

1. THE VISITOR AT THE DOOR

I. As Sharon opened the door, the noise grew louder.

II. Sharon saw a little puppy standing by the door.

III. Sharon heard a noise outside her door.

What is the right order for these sentences?

A. 111, I, II

D. I, III, II

C. III, 11, I

Directions: This story is not finished. Read the title and the story.
Then answer the question that follows the story.

2. THE LANDING

The spacecraft slowly settled on the surface
of the planet. A door in the side of the ship slid
open. A ladder was lowered to the ground.
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C(pd)04 (continued)

63

Which sentence should COMO next in the story?

A. A small figure stood in the doorway of the ship
and peered out.

B. The spacecraft turned out of its orbit and dived
toward the planet.

C. The ship's engines roared as it descended from
the clouds.

item Description

Two separate item types are used to assess this skill. in the first
type (item 1), the stimulus is the title of a hypothetical story.
The student identifies an appropriate seitienAe of events for the
story by determining which is the beginning, middle, and ending sentence
(choice A). The title is bread enough to encompass the events listed
for the story and narrow enough to limit the arrangement of those events.

The answer choices are amenable to only one possible sequence. That
sequence should be readily evident. Transitional exprebeons that
suggest time order (e.g., then, next) are not used in the sentences
because students might choose an the basis of the time word rather th41
on the event arrangement of the story.

Pronouns are not substituted for nouns in any of the sentences (even
though this does make the story stylistically aw!rowd). If pronouns

were used, students who recognize the need for pronoun referents could
use that k)owledge to determ'ne the correct order of the sentences.
or example, the sentenue "She saw a little puppy standing by the door"

could not be the first sentence in the story because the referent for
the pronoun she would not have been identified.

In the second item type (item 2), the stimulus is the title and first
three sentences of a story. The student selects the sentence
(choice A) that describes an event that follows the time sequence of
the story. Distracters are sentences that describe events that
obviously precede the time frame of the story.
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Skill: C(0)05

Skill :Ttebtement: Combines three or more paragraphs to create the beginning,
muddle, and end of a story.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
However, this skill is partially assessed by Skill C(pd)04:
Composes a paragraph describing a sequence of times or
events.
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Skill: C(pd)06

Skill Statement: Uses/identifies transitional words and phrases to make
paragraphs and sentences flow smoothly.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student uses words and phrases to signal a relationship between
the content of a new sentence and the one before it. The purpose
of transitional expressions is to tie separate parts into a unified
whole; they indicate that something has gone before and help to
tie that something to what follows; they are coherence devices.

At this grade level, the student uses chronological expressions to
signal time relationships. Time relationships can be (,) past
time (e.g., earlier, yesterday), (2) concurrent time (i.g., in the
meantime, whileI713) subsequent time (e.g., next, then, later17--
Past time and concurrent time require more difficult stimuli and
more difficult processing, so items for this skill elicit only
expressions for subsequent time.

The following list contains other frequently used chronological
transitions for -ubsequent time:

immediately after last

afterward after that finally

soon second from that time on

Comment: This is an important sub-skill of writing a narrative.
However, chronological transitions are a'so used in
expository writing when they are the most logical
expressions for the content to be explained.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which is the best word to use in the blank?

1. Isabel walked up to the door of the old house.
She hold her breath as she stood on the porch. She

was scared. she turned the handle.

A. Then
B. Gladly
C. Earlier
D. While
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C(pd)06 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is a narrative paragraph that clear!/ convey.; a
sequence of events. The setting/situation of the paragraph
implies by its tone that the character involved could only
have a certain general attitude toward the sivation (this
criterion is necessary for the adverb distractor explained
below). The paragraph is short so that the reading load
does not increase the difficulty of the task.

The student selects the word or words that best fit the
sentence that has a missing word (identified by a blank).
Transitional expressions may appear at other places in a
sentence; however, items with initial blanks should be easier
for the student. When the blank comes at the beginning of
the sentence, all choices are capitalized.

The correct answer (choice A) is a transitional expression
for time that is clearly cued by the serdences before the
sentence with the blank; it fits in with the sequence of
the activities in the paragraph. One distractor type
(choice B) is an adverb that does not reflect the probable
state of mind of the character involved in the action; this
is the easiest distractor type if the specific distractor
is carefully selected on the basis of the tone conveyed
by the stimulus.

Another distractor type (choice C) is an expression that shows
earlier time; this distractor does not fit the time sequence
and sometimes transforms the sentence into a sentence frag-
ment. The most difficult distractor type ( choice D) is an
exp.ession for concurrent time, because the time range is
less defined than it is with expressions for earlier time.
This type will sometimes transform the sentence into a
fragment4 also, it does not fit the sequence suggested by
theiiiarfgraph.

Grader 5

Skill Description

At this grade level, the student uses words or phrases to signal
a logical relationship between the content of a new sentence and
the one that precedes It. Logical expressions may include time
relators (see Skill Description for grade 4) and space relators
(e.g., below, nearby) as well as transitions that indicate other
logical relationships such as cause and effect (e.g., because),
comparison (e.g., also), and contrast (e.g., on the other hand).
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C(pd)06 (continued)

The following lint contains examples of transitional expressions
that are frequently used to indicate logical relationships in
addition to those listed for time expressions and to those noted
above:

and so therefore
but nevertheless consequently

yet still as a result
for since in spite of

also besides accordingly

Comment: This is an important sub-skill of expository and
persuasive writing.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which is the best word or words to use in the
blank?

1. Football is one kind of game to play.
Baseball is another kind of game you can play.
Many people like to play basketball.

A. also
B. below
C. soon
D. yet

2. Riding your bike at night can be dangerous.
Drivers may not be able to see you because it is
dark. be sure you have a light on your
bicycle.

A. So

B. NtXt

C. Sti,1

D. On the other hand

tem Description

The stimulw is an expository paragraph that clearly conveys
a logical sequence of ideas. The paragraph is short so chat
the reading load does not increase the difficulty of the task.

The student selects the word or words that best fic the
sentence that has a missing word (identified by a blank).
Transitional expressions may appear at the beginning or in
the mi.ldle of a sentence. When the blank comes at the
beginning of the sentence, all choices are capitalized
(see item 2).
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C(pd)06 (continued)

The correct response (choice A) is the transitional expression
that is logically cued by the sentences preceding the sentence
with a blank. Distractors are transitional expressions that
signal other (incorrect) relationships. For example, the
space relationship *xpressed by choice B in item I (below)
is clearly inppropriate for the given paragraph
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Skill: C(pd)07

Skill Statement: Edits and proofreads paragraphs for final copy.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student reads a composition and finds and/or correct any
errors in spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. Proofteading
is an extremely important skill in the preparation of final

written documents; thus it is taught and assessed at more than
one grade The student snould be able to find and correct
errors derived from those skills taught and assessed at earlier
grade levels; e.g., at grade 4, students should be able to
proofread for p:talization of names of persons (a grade 3
skill), but they should not be required to proofread for cap-

italization of names of states and countries (a grade 5 skill).

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which sentence is :yelled* correctly?

1. A. My friends came to the party.
B. My friends calm to the party.
C. My friendes came to the party.

Directions: Which sentence is capitalized* correctly?

2. A. Once i wrote a letter to Julie.
B. once I wrote a letter 0 Julie.
C. Once i wrote a letter to Julie.

Directions: Which sentence is punctuated* correctly?

3. A. Who knows the answer?
B. Who knows the answer.
C. Who knows the answer

Item Description

The stimulus is a se' of three sentences, presented direc:.ly
below one another to permit ease of visual comparison.
Sentences, rather than vagraohs, are used to minimize
the reading task. The student selects the sentence that
contains no errors in spelling (item 1), capitalization
(item 2), or punctuation (Rem 3). Distractors are adap-
tation; of the correct respnnse that contain one error
derived from skills assessed In grades 1 through 3.
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C(pd)07 (continued)

Comment: This item type was suggested and approved by
LAOSO despite the following reservati^
exoressed by SWRL:

(1) The items are artifically contrived; i.e.,
they do not simulate the actual proofreading
process. When students proofread their own
compositions, they find and correct errors.
In these items, however, students select
the sentence that does not contain an error.
Thus the validity of the assessment task
is questionable.

The item type originally suggested by SWRI.

required the student to find an error in
a given sentence and then select the
appropriate correction for tne error; e.g.:

What is the mistake in the sentence?

All my friendes came to the party.

A. friendes should be friends
B. a should be itt,
C. saga should be caim
D. . should be ?

(2) The LAUSD +tans are visually confusing;
i.e., the student must read three nearly
identical sentences to find an error that
involves only one or two letters or
punctuation marks. Consequently, stu-
dents may easily overlook the errors.

Grade: 5

Assessment!

Comment: Assessment at this grade level parallels that for
grade 4, except that spelling and mechanics skills

assessed in grades 1-4 are incorporated in the
distracters.
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Skill: C(pd)08

Skih Statement: Writes paragraphs from an outline.

Comment: This skill is not assessed since it is covered by
Skill C(o)04: Uses an outline to prepare a report.
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Skill: C(od)09

Skill Statement: Writes paragraphs showing conversation.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

Comment: The skill statement suggests that a writing sample
must be used to assess this skill. However, such
an pssessment task is not feasible within the
current design of the SES. (The sixth grade
writing sample for the 1980 SES does not require
the production of dialogue.) Therefore, assess-
ment of this skill is limited to the use of
dialogue for only one speaker in a paragraph.

When waiting a conversation containing dialogue quotations, the
student begins a new paragraph for each speaker. The student
must be able to recognize dialogue quotations and distinguish
between/among the speakers in the conversation. Knowledge of

the technical term dialogue is not implicit in this skill.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Read this story part. Where should a new
paragraph begin?

O

1. The bus returned to schoo' in the afternoon.
® Linda and Ricardo got off the bus and walked
tower° the classroom. IV "Did you enjoy the
trip to the zoo?" Ricardo asked. 0 Linda
replied, "I sure did. Hy favorite part
was the monkey house because some of those
monkeys act just like people."

ire Description

The stimulus is a conversation between two speakers. The
speakers are identified by name (one male and one female)
so that students can clearly distinguish between them. The
student identifies the point (choice C) where a new paragraph
should begin (i.e., the sentence in which the dialogue shifts
from the words of speaker 1 to the words of speaker 2).
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t(pd)09 (continued)

Distractors are of three basic types. The first type is a
non-dialogue sentence that advances the narration of events
(choice A). The second type is a dialogue quotation con-
taining the words of speaker I (choice B). The third
distractor is a dialogue quotation containing additional
words of speaker 2 (choice D).

Comment: Selected-responst assessment of thi; skill
places a great deal of emphasis on the
student's reading ability. Although such
emphasis is not desirable when assessing
writing skills, the nature of the skill makes
this emphasis unavoidable.
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ORGANIZATIONAL. SKILLS

The Organizational Skills category contains five skills, of which

only three are appropriate for large-scale assessment.

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS (o) 1 2 , 4 5 6

01. Classifies items and/or words.

02. Constructs a simple outline in a group
situation.

03. Constructs an outline independently.

04. Uses an outline to prepare a report.

05. Writes tables of contents.

x

x

x
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Skill: C(0)0)

Skill Statement: Classifies items and/or words.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student places common items and common words In appropriate
categories. For example, the student classifies an apple, a pie,
and a carrot as food. The following are other possible categories:
clothing, colors, animals, vehicles, beverages, toys, numbers.

Assessment

Comment: Two item types are used: (a) pictures (i.e,
"items") and (b) words.

(a) Sample Item

Directions: Which picture is a toy?

A. (picture: bail]
D. [picture: apple]
C. [picture: hand]

Item Description

The student chooses the picture of the item that belongs
to the category named in the 0Arections. Three picture

choices are provided. The distractor pictures clearly

do not belong to the category and are not interpretable
as belonging to the category; for example, a picture of a

cake might be interpreted as a toy since childremofte
/t'; malie "pretend" (play) cakes. 4,.

(b) Sample Item

Directions: Which word is a color?
.)#

A. green
B. pull

C. here
'r



C(o)01 (continued)

Grade: 4

16

Item Description

The student chooses the word that labels an Item or a
concept that belongs in the category named In the directions.
Three answer choices are provided. The distracter words
clearly do not belong to the category and are not interpret-
able as belonging to the category; for example, the word
balloon might be interpreted as a color since balloons have
color.

Comment: Only words are assessed at
words do not pose the same
tion as pictures and since
vocabularies than in grade

this grade level since
ambiguities of interprets-
students have larger reading
2.

Skill Description

The student places words In appropriate categories. For example,
the student classifies branch, trunk, and leaf as parts of trees.

The following are otherjailMe categorierrrn addition to those
mentioned for grade 2): body parts, family membership, noises,
buildings, movements, furniture, games, money, meals, places,
occupations, shapes, seasons, rooms, birds, months, days, insects,
vegetables, fruits.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word is a part of the body?

A. finger
OB. ring

C. shoe

Item Desolation

The student chooses the word that labels an item or
a concept that belongs in the category named in the
directions. Three answer choices are provided. The
distractor words at this grade levc:, while clearly
not belonging to the category named, have some
conceptual relation to the category or to the
correct answer; for example, both rings and shoes
go on the body although they tlie not parts of the

No

body.
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Skill: C(o)02

Skill Statement:

Comment:

111111Er MIMIIII 11M.

11

Constructs a simple outline in a group situation.

This skill is not identified by LA0S0 for SES
assessment.
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Skill: C(003

Skill Statement: Constructs an outline independently.

Grade: 5

Comment: Analysis of textbook instruction suggests that students may
not be able to perform this skill until grade 6.

Skill Description

Given a subject, the student constructs an outline. The outline
may suggest an essay in any discourse mode or form (except poetry),
although outlines are most commonly constructed for expository
writing. The purpose of constructing an outline is to organize
one's thought/ideas/facts in preparation for writing. (The
follow-up skill, C(o)04, is to write a composition from the outline.)

Outline construction consists of two major subskilis: organization
and format. for organization, related ideas are grouped together;
each main topic is followed by its related subtopics. For format,
two subskilis are included: indentation and numbering/lettering.
Each main topic is at the margin, with subtopics indented under it.
Main topics are preceded by (capital) Roman numerals; subtopics are
preceded by capital letters. (Outlines can be constructed with
additional levels, but such detailed organization is not usually
taught in elementary school.) The numbers and letters are followed
by periods, and each topic begins with a capital letter. For con-

venience, the latter skill is included here for assessment although
it is listed in the Mechanics in Writing section of the LAUSD con-
tinuum (Skill C(009: Capitalizes each topic in an outline).

Two kinds of outlines are commonly used: topic outlines, for which
the idea are expressed in the form of phrases, and sentence outlines,
for which the ideas are expressed in the form of sentences. Only
topic outlines are used for assessment purposes because they are
simpler and require less reading. Topic outlines are generally
constructed with parallel syntactic structures for the topics.

Assessment

Comment: Four different item types are used to assess the four
different subskilis described above.

(a) organization

Sample Item

Directions: The outline has a line missing. What goes
on line A?
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C(o)03 (continued)

79

Kinds of Animals

1. Wild Animals
A. Lions
B. Bears

II. Tame Animals
A.

B. Cats

A. Dogs
B. Tigers
C. Tails
D. Houses

Item Description

The student chooses the correct subtopic to complete an

outline. The outline consists of a title, two main topics,
and two or three subtopics for each main topic. One
subtopic under one main topic is missing. The student
chooses the appropriate phrase for the missing line. The
choices are varied as follows:

A. Correct answer.
B. Phrase relating to the other topic in the outline.

C. 6 D. Phrase tangentially related to the topic, but not
fitting in the outline; e.g., tame animals have
tails and are often found in houses, but tails
and houses are not appropriate subtopics for
the topic "Tame Animals."

(b) indentation

Sample Item

Directions: Which outline is correctly indented?

A. Colors B. Colors

Dark Colors Dark Colors
Brown Brown
Black Black

Light Colors Light Colors
Pink Pink
Yellow Yellow
White White
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C(0)03 (continued)

C. Colors D. I Colors

Dark Colors Dark Colors
Brown Brown

Blac. Black
Light Colors Light Colors

Pink Pink
Yellow Yellow

White White
4

Item Description

The student chooses the correctly indented outline. The
outline consists of a title, two main topics, and two or
three subtopics for each main topic. The correct answer
is the correctly indented outline: main topics at the
margin, subtopics indented under the main topics and
aligned with each other.

The distractors have the same outline content and order, but
take the following forms:

B. Reverse indentation of the correct form; i.e.,
main topics indented and subtopics at margin.

C. Alternation of lines for margin and indentation;
i.e., the first, third, fifth, and seventh lines
at margin, the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth
lines indented.

D. "Step" indentation of lines: main topics at
margin; first subtopic Indented; second subtopic
indented under the first; third subtopic
indented under the second.

Comment: Since only indentation is being assessed
with this item type, numbering and lettering
are not used; they are asstised in the
following section. Moreover, since the.
indentation is wrong in three choices, it
is aot possible to include numbering and
lettering.
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C(o)03 (continued)

(c) numbering/lettering

Sample Item

Directions: Which outline is corrects numbered and
lettered?

D.

Birds

. Ones That Live on Water
A. Ducks
B. Geese

II. Ones That Live in Trees
A. Robins
a. Woodpeckers

Birds

I. Ones That Live on Water
II. Ducks

111. Geese
IV. Ones That Live in Trees

V. Robins
VI. Woodpeckers

Birds

. Ones That Live on Water
B. Ducks

C. Geese
. Ones That Live in Trees

E. Robins

F. Woodpeckers

Birds

I. Ones That Live on Water
1. Ducks
2. Geese

II. Ones That Live in Trees
1. Robins
2. Woodpeckers

.0111.10111=1
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C(o)03 (continued)

(d)

82

Item Descript ion

The student chooses the outline with correct numbering and
lettering. The outline consists of a title, two main topics,
and two or three subtopics for each main topic. The correct
answer is the outline with the correct numbering and
lettering: (capital) Roman numerals for the main topics;
capital letters for the subtopics.

The distractors have the same outline content, order, and
indentation, but take the following forms:

B. All topics and subtopics numbered
(capital) Roman numerals.

C. All topics and subtopics lettered
capital letters.

D Topics numbered correctly in order (I and II);
subtopics numbered in order with Arabic numerals
(1, 2, and 3).

in order with

in order with

capitalization of each topic in an outline (Skill C(m)09)

Sample Item

Directions: Here is part of an outline. Which word should
begin with a capital letter?

A., Holidays

1. Special events

A

2. no school or work

$ C 0

Item Description,

The student chooses the correct word in an outline that
should be capitalized. The stimulus is a part of an outline:
a subtopic (preceded by a capital letter) and two or three
sub-subtopics (,receded by Arabic numerals). This .rganization
is used (I) because ft is different from other items that
the student could derive ("copy") information from, and
(2) because at the topic and subtopic level all words are
often capitalized, but at the sub-subtopic level non-initial
words are generally not capitalized, thus permitting distractors.
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C(o)03 (continued)

83

The subtopIc (e.g., Holida s, above) should be one word
to avoid the problem of whether or not to capitalize the
non initial words. if they are capitalized, students mey
think that non-initial words should be capitalized on the
following lines. If they are not capitalized, students
may think that there is a mistake. However, the sub-
subtopics must be phrases in order to provide for
distractors.

Four words beginning with lower-case letters are indicated.
The correct answer (B above) is the initial word in one
lint of the outline. This word should not be one that is
commonly used as a proper noun; thus students must know that
it should be capitalized purely on the basis of its position
in the outline. The other three words are non-initial words
in the sub-subtopic lines.
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Skill: C(o)04

Skill Statement: Uses an outline to prepare a report.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

Given an outline (see Skill C(o)(13), the student constructs a report
that follows the outline. The outline may be a sentence or a topic
outline; however, only topic outlines are used for assessment because
(1) they are simpler and require less reading, and (2) they are lc.
similar to a report, which requires use of complete sentences. The
outline should suggest expository writing (the usual discourse type
for a report). The report prepared from the outline must include
all of the outline content in the order given. The outline topics
must be reconstructed as complete sentences and must be connected
with appr.priate transitional expressions; however, the ability to
handle these writing details is not assessed hem.

Assessment

2211210 Items

Directions: Read the outline and the paragraphs that have been
written from it. Which sentence best describes
each paragraph?

Musical Instruments

1. Brass instruments
A. Trumpets
O. Bugles

11. String Instruments
A. Violins
B. Guitars

Musical Instruments

There are many kinds of musical instruments. Some
instruments are called brass instruments. Trumpets are
brass instruments; so are bugles. Some instruments are
called string instruments. Violins are string instruments.
Guitars are also string instruments.

A. The paragraph matches the outline exactly.

B. The paragraph does not have all the information from
the outline.

C. The pa-agraph has all the information from the outline,
but it is not in the right order.
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C(o)Oh (continued)

2. Musical instruments

There are many kinds of musical instruments. Some

instruments are called brass instruments. Some instruments

are called string instruments. Violins are string

instruments. Guitars are also string instruments.

A. The paragraph matches the outline exactly.

B. The paragraph does not have all the information from
the outline.

C. The paragraph has all the information from the outline,
but it is not in the tight order.

3. Musical Instruments

There are many kinds of musical instruments. Some

instruments are called string instruments. Violins are

string instruments. Guitars are also string instruments.

Some instruments are called brass instruments. Trumpets

are brass instruments; so are bugles.

A. The paragraph matches the outline exactly.

B. The paragraph does not have all the information from

the outline.

C. The paragraph has all the information from the outline,
but it is not in the right order.

4. Musical instrument'

There are many kinds of musical instruments. Some

instruments are celled brass instruments. Some instruments

are ca'led string instruments. Trumpets are brass

instruments; so are bugles. Violins are string instruments.
Guitars are also string instruments.

A. The paragraph matches the outline exactly.

B. The paragraph does not have all the information from

the outline.

C. The paragraph has all the information from the outline,
but it is not la the right order.
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'10)04 (continued)

Item Description

Given an outline and a paragraph written from it, the
student chooses the sentence that describes the relation
between the outline and the paragraph.

The stimulus outline consists of a title, two main topics,
and two subtopics for each main topic. One correct
paragraph (item I) is written containing all information
in the outline in the order given. At least one incorrect
paragraph (item 2) is missing a subtonic from the outline,
but otherwise is correctly ordered and is worded the same
(insofar as possible) as the correct paragraph. At least
one incorrect paragraph (items 3 and 4) includes all of the
information from the outline and is worded the same (insofar
as possible) as the correct paragraph; however, the topics
are not in the order of the outline. incorrect order can
be created by reversing the main topics and their related
subtopics (as in item 3) or by putting main topics together
and following or preceding them with all of the subtopics
together (as in item 4).

Each paragraph is followed by three descriptive sentences;
i.e., describing the three ways that the outline can be
rewritten (correct, incomplete, or incorrectly ordered).
The student selects the sentence that describes the
paragraph's relation to the outline.
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Skill: C(o)OS

Skill Statements writes tables of contents.

Comment: This skill is not amenable to large-scale assessment.
However, use of tables of contents is assessed in the

Reading section of the SES (grade 2).
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DICTIONARY/REFERENCE SOURCES

The skills in the Dictionary/Reference Sources category overlap

considerably with those found in the Reading continuum. Therefore, some

skills are assessed only in the Reading section of the SES, and some

skills are assessed only in the Composition section.. The Composition

section of the SES primarily emph .:zes those Oictionaly/Reference

Sources skills that are used for alphabetization.
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DICTIONARY/REFERENCE SOURCES (d/r) 1 2 3 4 5 161

01. Identifies letters of the alphabet
in sequence.

02. Identifies letters of the alphabet
at random.

03. Uses picture dictionary and primary
encyclopedia.

04. Participates in location/study classroom
activities, such as in compiling an
individual word box, book, or file.

Alphabetizes letters and words.
05. . first letter
06. . second letter .

07. . third letter and beyond x x

08. Relates use of illustrations to
dictionary entries.

09. Identifies sections of dictionary in
locating words.

10. Locates wor's in a ditionary.

II. Uses guide letters /words to locate
an entry.

12. Identifies and uses the various
dictionary keys.

13. Demonstrates use of parts of a dictionary.

14. Demonstrates use of phonemic respOlings
of words in dictionary.

15. Uses and in'arprets diacritical markings.

16. Selects appropriate meaning of a word
from multiple definitions.

17. Identifies and uses strevaed and
unstressed syllables.

18. Uses a table of contents.

19. Uses an index.

20. Locates, identifies, and uses various
reference sources in the lIbrary.

x
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Skill: C(d /r)O1

Skill Statement: identifies letters of the alphabet in sequence.

Grade: 1

Skill Description

The student knows the A-Z alphabetical sequence and locates
continguous letters in order. This skill Is prerequisite to

Skill C(d/r)05: Alphabetizes letters and words.

Assessment

Sample Items

1. Directions: Which letter comes next after C?

A B C

A. D

B. F
C. M

2. Directions: Which letter comes right before R?

R s

A.

D. D

C. W

3. Directions: Which letter comes next after V?

U V X

A. W
B. I
C. Z
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C(d /r)Ol (continued)

Item Description

The student chooses the letter that can be correctly added to
a given sequence of letters, which are in contiguous alphabetical
order. The stimulus consists of a series of three letters in
alphabetical order and a blank. The blank may be at the end of
the sequence (item 1), at the beginning of the sequence (item 2),
or in the middle of the sequence (item 3).

The student chooses from among three letters. The correct
answer (A above) is the letter that completes the sequence. The
distractor letters are letters that are outside of the given
sequence; they may come before the sequence (9 in items 2 and 3)
or after the sequence (C in items 1 through 3T.
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Skill: C(d/r)02

Skill Statement: Identifies letters of the alphabet at random.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
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Skill: C(d/r)03

Skill Statement: Uses picture dictionary and primary encyclopedia.

Grade: I

Skill Description

The student locates words in a picture dictionary. When using a
picture dictionary, the student usually knows the word orally, but
does not know the spelling. By locating a picture corresponding to
the word, the student can find the spelling that appears with it
and can use that spelling in his/her writing.

Most picture dictionaries are arranged by concept, i.e., with separate
pages for people, animals, colors, etc. However, LAUSD prefers
picture dictionaries that are arranged alphabetically. Therefore,
this skill requires the student to locate pictures that are arranged
alphabetically.

Comment: The second part of this skill ("Uses . . .

primary encyclopedia") is not assessed
because encyclopedia use is general!y not
taught at this grade level and because
grade l students usually do not have
sufficient reading ability to use an
encyclopedia.

Assessment

Comment: The basic skill required to use a picture dictionary
is the ability to recognize pictures. For example,

given the word "horse': orally. the student should be
able to identify a picture of a horse. However, such

an ability is so basic (probably required at the
kindergarten level) that it is not appropriate for
assessment an the SES.

Because LAUSD is primarily concerned with the ability

to locate words alphabetically, the items used to

assess this skill focus on identifying the first

letter of words. This assessment of this skill is

Similar to that used for Skill C(sp)01. However, the

present skill differs il) by using capital letters

and (2) by not requiring discrimination of similar

letters or similar sounds.
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C(d/r)03 (continued)

Sample Item

Directions: Which 'etter begins the name of the picture?

[picture: fish]

A F Z

Item Description

The student chooses the letter that begins the word illustrated in
a given picture. The stimulus for each item Is a picture and a
series of three letters arranged in alphabetical order. The correct
answer (F above) is the letter that begins the word illustrated
in the picture. The distractors are letters that came before
and/or after the target letter in normal alphabetical sequence.
Distractors are neither graphically nor orally confusing with
she target letter.
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Skill: C(d/004

Skill Statement: Participates in location/study classroom activities,
such as in [sic] compiling an individual word box,

book, or file.

Comment: This skill is not assessed because it is not amenable

to large-scale testing.
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Skill: C(d /r)O5

Skill Statement: Alphabetizes letters and words: first letter.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

4c this grade level, the student is able to (1) put letters in
alphabetical order and (2) alphabetize words by the first letter.

For subskill (1), the student arranges a sequence of letters in
alphabetical order. For subskill (2), the student alphabetizes
words by the first letter only, e.g., book before cake.

Assessment

Comment: Three Item types are used: tfle (a) requires the
student to Identify Correctly alphabetized lists of
letters; type (b) requires the student to identify
correctly alphabetized lists of words; type (c)
requires the student to insert a word into an alpha-
betized list. Type (a) assesses subskill (1); types
(b) and (c) assess subskill (2).

(a) Semple item

Directions: Which box of letters is in alphabetical order?

A.

D

B. D

C

C.

Item Description

The student chooses the correctly alphabetized list of
letters from a set of three lists. Each list contains the
same three alphabetically contiguous letters, but differs in
the order of the letters. One list (A above) is the
correctly alphabetized list of letters. The other two lists

have the letters rearranged in non-alphabetical order.

(b) Items

Directions: Which box of words is in alphabetical order?

1. A. away D. big C. away
big away come

_come come big
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C(d/r)05 (continued)

2. A. B. vhelp
play

_want

'play,
help
went

help
want
play.;

Item Description

The student chooses the correctly alphabetized list of words
from a set of three,lists. Each list contains the same three
words, each beginning with different letters. The first letters
of the words may be alphabetically contiguous (item 1), or not
(item 2). One list (A above) is correctly alphabetized. The
other two lists have the words rearranged in non-alphabetical
order.

(c) Sample_ item

Directions: The words are in alphabetical order.
Which word should go on the line?

jump

play

work

Item Description

A. see
B. help
C. you

The student chooses the word that can be correctly added
to a specified position in an alphabetical list. The
stimulus consists of a list of three words in alphabetical
order, each word beginning with a different letter. The
list also includes a blank In the middle of the list.

The student chooses from among three answer choices, all
of whEehbegin with different letters. The correct answer
(A Olive) is the word that fits alphabetically In the
blank. The distracters are words that fit eftswbere in
the list. They may come before the first word (j), after
the last word (C), or between adjacent pairs of words
(e.g., make). Trowever, they must not be able to fit in
the position of the blank; e.g., la cannot be used for
the sample item.
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Skill: C(d/r)06

Skill Statement: Alphabetizes words: second letter.

Grad.: 3

Skill Description

The student alphabetizes words by the second letter. At this grade

level, the words have the same first letter, so they must be
alphabetized by the second letter, e.g., los, before cent.

Assessment

Comment: Two item types are used: type (a) requires the
student to identify correctly alphabetized lists
of words; type (b) requires the student to insert
a word into an alphabetized list.

(a) Sample Item_

Directions: Which set of words is in alphabetical* order*?

A. B.

I

C.ce.

c I ocv

corn
cream

cap
corn

c lock

cream

cap
clock
cream

corn

Item Description

The student chooses the correctly alphabetized list of words
from a set of three lists. Each list contains the same four
words, and they all begin with the same letter, but eiffer
in the second letter. One list (A above) Is correctly
alphabetized. The other two lists have the words rearranged
in non-alphabetical order.

(b) Sample Items

Directions: These words are in alphabetical* order.* Which
word should go on the line?

2.

fence
f 1 00r

fun

second
shiny
song

A. farm
O. fight
C. food

A. stone
O. safe
C. skate



C(d/r)06 (continued)

3.

39

pale

pure
popcorn

A. peanut
B. print
C. pull

Item Description

The student chooses the word that on be correctly added
to a specified position in an alphabetical list. The
stimulus consists of a list of three words in alphabetical
order; the words begin with the same letter, but differ
in the second letter. The list also includes a blank,
which may be at the beginning of the list (Item l), at
the end of the list (item 2), or in the middle of the

list (item 3).

The student chooses from among three answer choices, all
of which begin with the same letter as in the stimulus
list, but differ in the second letter. The correct
answer (A above) is the word that fits alphabetically
in the blank. The distructors are words that fit
elsewhere in the list. They may come before the first
word (B in item 2), efter the last word (B and C in item
3), or between adjacent pairs of words ( ind.rin item
1, C in item 2). However, they must not be elite to fit
in the position of the blank; e.g., suck cannot be used
for item 2.
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Skill: C41/007

Skill Statement: Alphabetizes words: third letter and beyond.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student alphabetizes words by the third letter. At this grade
level, the words have the same first and second letters, so they
must be alphabetized by the third letter, e.g., cabin before carpet.

Assessment

Comment: Two item types are used: type (a) requires the
student to identify correctly alphabetized lists
of words; type (b) requires the student to insert
a word into an alphabetized list.

(a) Iggee Itew

Directions: Which list of words is in alphabetical* order?

A. cabin '
cannon
carpet
Cave

Item Description

O. cabin
carpet

cannon
cave

C.

The student chooses the correctly alphabetized list of words
from a set of three lists. Each list contains the same four
words, and they all begin with the same two letters, but
differ in the third letter. One list (A above) is correctly
alphabetized. The other two lists have the words rearranged
in non-alphabetical order.

(b) Sample items

Directions: These words are in alphabetical order. Which

word should go on the line?

1.

2.

star
study
stick

taste
table
tail

A.

B.

C.
1step

stood
street

A.

B.

C.

tag

talk
tank

[
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C(d /r)01 (continued)

101

3. package A. parent
palace B. patch

C. paid
paste

Item Description,

The student chooses the word that can be correctly added
to a specified position in an alphabetical list. The stimulus
consists of a list of three words in alphabetical order; the
words begin with the same two letters, but differ in the
third letter. The list also includes a blank space, which
may be at the beginning of the list (item 1:, at the end
of the Ils. (item 2), or in the middle of the list (item 3).

The student chooses from among three answer choices, all of
which begin with the same two letters as in the stimulus
list, but differ in the third letter. The correct answer
(A above) is the word that fits alphabetically in the
blank. The distractors are words that fit elsewhere
in the list. They may belong before the first word (0 in
item 1), after the last word (8 in items 1 and 3), or
between adjacent pairs of words (C). However, they must
not be able to fit in the position of the blank; e.g.,
taught cannot be used for item 2.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student alphabetizes words by the fourth letter and the fifth

letter. At this grade level, the words have the same first,
second, and third letters, but must be alphabetized by the fourth
and fifth letters (e.3., parent before parrot and jImmbefore sheet).

Assessment

Comment: Item types are the same as in grade 4, except that the
words in each set begin with the same three or four

letters.
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Skill: C(d /r)08

Skill Statement: Relates use of illustrations to dictionary entries.

Comment: Th!s skill is not Identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
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Skill: C (d/r)09

Skill Statement: identifies sections of dictionary in locating words.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student identifies sections of a dictionary in order to leD4ite

words. The following sections of a dictionary are assessed by

this skill: front (A to E), middle (F to P), and back (Q to 2).
Fur example, if the student wishes to find a word beginning with tl,
she/he looks in the middle of a dictionary, not at the front or the

back. Use of this skill helps speed up the student's locating of

words.

Assessment

Semple 1 teen

In a dictionary*, where would you find the word window?

A. in the front

B. in the middle
C. in the back

item Description

The student chooses the correct section of a dictionary where a
Particular word can be found. The directions for each item
ask the student to pick the section of the dictionary contal-ong
a specific wort. For each item, three answers are offered: C4)

the front, (1) the middle, or (C) the back.

The words used to assess this skill must be clearly in one
section and not near the borders; e.g., K or N words should be
used for the middle section, not F, G, 0, or P words.
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Skill: 01/010

Skill Statement: Locates words in a dictionary.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
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Skill: C(d /r)li

Skill Statement: Us.!s guide letters/words to locate an entry.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student uses guide words to locate a word in a dictionary or
glossary. 'Guide words appear at the top right and left hand side
of each page and signify the first and last word listed on each
page. By using the guide words and by following alphabetical order,

the student can locate a specific word.

Comment: Guide letters indicate the letter or letters that
begin the first and last word on each page.
However, because their use ip relatively infrequent,

they are not sssessed here.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: These are dictionary pages. Look at the two
guide words at the top of each page. Answer
the questions below.

Where would you find the word !gig

A. on page 45

B. on page 46
C. on page 47
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C(d/r)11 (continued)

I tem Descr lot ion

The student reads the guide words on dictionary (or glossary)
pages and indicates the page number where the specific word
can be found.

The stimulus is a set of three mock dictionary pages in
consecutive order. Each page has guide words at the top
right and left hand corners and the page number in the center
at the bottom. The rest of the page is unreadable. The
student identifies the page where a specific word would appear.
The three page numbers, in order, are the answer choices. The

guide words and the words to be located begin with the same
first two letters (cf. Skill C(d/r)07, grade 4).
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Skill: C(d/r) 12

Skill Statement: identifies and uses the various dictionary keys.

Comment: This skill is not assessed because it Is partially covered
by the Reading section of the SES (grade 3) and by Skill

C(d/r)15: Uses and interprets diacritical markings.

_ _
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Skill; 01/013

Skill Statement: Demonstrates use of parts of a dictionary.

Comment: This skill is not assessed for Composition because
it is covered by the Reading section of the

SES (grade 3).



Skill: C(d/r)14

Skill Statement: Demonstrates use of phonemic respellings of words
in dictionary.

Comment: For economy of assessment, this skill is assessed
together with Skill *1/015: Uses and interprets
diacritical markings.
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Skill: C(d/r)15

Skill Statement: Uses and interprets diacritical markings.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student uses the diacritical markings found in a dictionary
or glossary to determine the pronunciation of a word. At this
grade level, the student is able to read a pronounciation key to
demonstrate use of phonemic respellings of words (cf. Skill
C(d/r)14). Symbols used =n this skill include the macron (line over
vowels to mark the Id wild), schwa (lVcf. Skill C(sp)17), and
the accent (stress) mark (cf. Skill C(d/r)17).

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which word is the one in pronunciation symbols?

1. /on rid'/

2. All/

A. parade

B. parrot
C. parent
D. pardon

A. bait

B. bad

C. bath

D. bet

PRONUNCIATION KEY

/i/ as in date

/e/ as in Ago
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C(d/r)15 (continued)

Item Description

The student chooses the word that is shnwn In ;Irnnuntiotion
symbols. Each item contains one word transcribed in pro-
nunciation symbols and four possible answer choices. The
correct answer CA above) is the one for which the pronunciation
is shown.

The correct answer and its distractors are similar in spelling
and have the same number of syllables. This ensures that the
student is making the correct choice based on knowledge of pro-
nunciation symbols (and not just matching the target word with
the answer most similar in appearance). Therefore, the student
must consciously interpret the diacritical markings and consult
the pronunciation key for more complicated symbols.

For example, in item 1, all four answer choices begin with the
same three letters, but differ in the fourth letter and beyond.
In item 2, three of the four choices begin with the same two
letters (be); the fourth choice (bet) begins and ends with the
same letters as the target word.

A pronunciation key is included to help interpret the
pronunciation symbols. Th. key contains the interpretation
of all vowel symbols used; it does not contain cohsonant
symbols, since they are usually the same as the most common
spelling. 8y using this key, the student should be able to
determine the correct answer.
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Skill: C(d/r)16

Skill Statement: Selects appropriate meaning of ^ word from multiple

definitions.

Comment: This skill is not assessed for Composition because it

is covered by the Reading section of the SES (grade 3)
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Skill: 01/017

Skill Statement: Identifies and uses stressed and unstressed syllables.

Comment: For economy of assessment, this skill is assessed
together with Skill C(d/r)15: Uses and interprets
diacritical markings.
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Skill: C(d/r)18

Skill Statement: Uses table of contents.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSO for SES assessment.
However, it is covered by the Reading section of the

SES (grade 2).
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Skill: C(d/r)15

Skill Statement: Uses an index.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.

However, it is covered by the Reading section of the

SES (grade 5).
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Skiil: 01/020

Skill Statement: Locates, identifies, and uses various reference sources

in the library.

wade:

Skill Description

The student locates, identifies, and uses various reference sources

in the library to find information about specific items or topics.
The reference sources used to assess this skill are the following:
atlas, card catalog, dictionary, and encyclopedia.

Assess

.11$4112211.P.E1

I. Directions: Which would you use to find Cie most information

about flags?

A. an encyclopedia
B. a dictionary
C. an atlas*

2. Directions: Where would yo look to find a book about dogs?

A. in the card catalog*

B. in an atlas*

C. in a dictionary

Item Description

The student chooses the correct reference source to find specific
information about a given topic. In each item, a specific topic
is indicated and three possible answer choices are offered. The
choices include a dictionary, encyclopedia, atlas, and card catalog.
Only one answer choice (A above) can be correct for each item, so
distractors should not list potentially correct answer choices.
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SPELLING

The Spelling category contains more skills than any other category

in the LAUSO Composition continuum, and nearly all the skills are assessed

in the SES.

Many of the Spelling skill statements include the word "Identifies";

however, identification is not assessed separately. Moreover, for ease

of assessment, "writes" and "spells" have not been interpreted literall),

since such an interpretation would require a constructed-response task,

which was not permitted by LAWN test specifications. Instead, all Items

require the student to choose the correct spelling. In most cases, the

items focus on the spelling of the Individual parts specified by the skill

statement rather than on the spelling of *Awl. words.

In general, items for grades 1-3 use picture cues, while those for

grades 4-6 use sentence cues. The pictures must be unambiguously recog-

nisable and represent words in thildren's oral vocabularies. in addition

items for grades 1-3 usually have three answer choices, whereas those for

grades 4-6 have four answer choices. However, items assessing suffixation

skills most commonly have three answer choices because four choices would

be visually confusing.
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SPELLINS (sp)

01. Identifies and/or writes words that begin
with the same sound.

02. Identifies and spells rhyming words. x x

03. Identifies and writes letters that
represent final consonant sounds.

x x

04. Identifies and spells words that contain
short vowel sounds in medial position in
CVC pattern.

05. Identifies and spells words containing
initial/final consonant clusters.

06. Identifies and spells words containing
consonant digraphs (e.g., ch, sh, wh, th).

07. Identifies and spells words containing
vowel digraphs.

x

x

x

08. Forms plurals by adding s and es.

09. Spells and writes new words by adding

endings s, ed, im to base words.

10. Identifies and spells compound words.

11. Identifies and spells words that contain
long vowel/final e pattern.

12. Identifies and spells words containing
diphthongs (au, aw, el, oy, ou, ow).

13. Identifies/uses syllabication in
spelling words.

Identifies and spells words, using
derivations.

14. . prefixes

15. . suffixes

16. Writes contractions from paired words and
writes paired words from contractions.
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SPELLING (continued)

17. Identifies the schwa /e/ sound in words
and uses the letters it represents in
spelling.

18. Identifies and spells correctly
r-controlled vowel sounds.

x

19. Identifies and spells plurals of words ---

by changing f to v and adding es.

20. Identifies and spells plurals or other
inflected word forms by changing I to i

and addi j es.

21. Drops final e prior to adding inc suffix.

22. Identifies and spells words by changing
words to adjectives by adding -able
and/or -ful.

23. Identifies and spells words by changing
root words through adding noun-forming
endings (e.g., -er, -ness, -tion).

24. Identifies and spells words by changing
root words through adding the adverb-
forming ending j.

25. Forms irregular plurals by changing the
root words (e.g., man, men).

26. Changes the spelling and/or sound of a
root word when adding certain suffixes
(e.g., musician, instruction).

27. Doubles the final consonant before
adding ed or Ira when the word ends
in a single consonant preceded by
a short vowel sound.
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Skill: C(sp)01

Skill Statement: Identifies and/or writes words that begin with the
same sound.

Grade: 1

Skill Description

The student hears the initial consonant sound in a word and
generates the corresponding spelling. In the case of the /k/-k or
c spelling, the student also applies the rule that discriminates
between the spellings; i.e., /k/ is spelled with k before e, 1,

and but with c before a, o, and u.

The initial consonant sounds assessed are those commonly taught
in first grade and are spelled with single letters.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter begins the word?

(rug]

ug

A. r

8. w
C. 1

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word
that follows the CVC spelling pattern. The stimulus also
contains the partially spelled word reflected by the picture.
A blank is placed where the initial consonant belongs. The
student is given three choices from which to select the
correct initial consonant.

The distractors for this item are those consonants which are
most often confused. in speech and/or writing, with the
target consonant. They are listed below.

b d, m, p, v

d b, n, t
f v, p
g j, k/c, d
h n, p, k

9. d
k - c, g. t

k, g, t

1 r, w, t, I

m b, n
n d, m, t

p -h, b, q
1, w
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s c, z

t d, n, k
- f, b

w r, I

y - v, 1

z s, x
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Skill: C(sp)02

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells rhyming words.

Grade: I

Skill Description

The student hears the rhyming element (medial vowel and final
consonant) in a one-syllable CVC word and then identifies other
words that rhyme with the stimulus word. The ability to produce

rhymes (e.g., examiner says, "Tell me a word that rhymes with
red") is generally easier for students and should be considered
a prerequisite skill. The concept of rhyme is, of course. also
a prerequisite to Identifying words that rhyme.

This is an auditory discrimination skill that provides the
basis for the subsequent acquisition of many other skills in
spelling.

This skill is related to Skill C(sp)03: identifies and writes
letters that represent final consonant sounds, and Skill C(sp)
04: Identifies and spells words that contain short vowel sounds
in medial position in CVC words.

Comment: The spelling of rhyming words is not directly
assessed; it is indirectly assessed by the
skills for spelling vowels and final consonants.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word rhymes with the name of the picture?

[sun]

A. run
B. can

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word
that follows the CVC sound pattern. The student selects
the word that rhymes with the pictured word.

The correct response (choice A) has the same medial vowel
and the same final consonant as the stimu'us item. The
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C(sp)02 (continued)

distracter item (choice has either the same final

consonant or the same medial vowel as the stimulus item.
Since the identification of rhymes requires the recognition
of both the medial vowel and the final consonant, the ideal
assessment would include two distracters: lne with the same
vowel and a different consonant, the other with a different
vowel and the same consonant. However, because of the
limited number of CVC words available for use as distractors
at this grade level, this is not possible.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student hears the rhyming element in a one-syllable CVCe or
CVCC word and is then able to identify other words that rhyi6
with the stimulus word.

This skill is related to Skill C(sp)03: Identifies and writes
letters that represent final consonant sounds, Skill C(sp)05:
Identifies and spells words containing initial/final consonant
clusters, and Skill C(sp)11: Identifies and spells words that
contain long vowel/final e o4ttern.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which word rhymes with the name of the picture?

1. [nine]

A. fine
9. fire

C. fun

2. [tent]

A. went
8. when

C. want

.141.
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C(sp)02 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word
that follows the CVCe (item 1) or CVCC (item 2) spelling

pattern. The student selects the printed word that rhymes

with the name of the pictured stimulus.

The correct response (A above) has the same medial vowel
sound and the same final consonant(s) as the stimulus item.
One distractor (choice B) has the same vowel sound as the
stimulus, but differs in the final consonant. For items
assessing CVCC words, the final consonant for this distractor
should be (whenever possible) the first consonant in the
consonant cluster that distinguishes the stimulus item
(e.g., when as a distractor for tent). The other distractor
(choica) has the same final consonant or consonant cluster
as the stimulus item, but has a different vowel.
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Skill: C(sp)03

Skill Statement: Identifies and writes letters that represent final
consonant sounds.

Grade:

Skill Description.

The student hears the final consonant sound in a word and
generates the correct spelling for the following correspondences:
/b/-b. /d / -d. /mi-m. /n/-n, /p/a, /t/t.

The final consonant sounds to be assessed are those commonly
taught in first grade. Those spelled with double letters,
consonant clusters, and final r are assessed at higher grade
levels.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter finishes the word?

[top]

to

A. p
B. b

C. t

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word
that follows the CVC speilirq pattern. The stimulus also
contains the partially goelled word reflected by the
picture. A blank is placed where the final consonant
belongs. The student Is given three choices from which
to select the correct final consonant.

The distractors for this item are two consonants that are
frequently confused, in speech and/or writing, with the
target consonant. They are listed below.

b d, g, p
d b, g, t
g b, d, j, k/c, t
m n. b
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t d, k, p
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C(sp)01 (continued)

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student hears the final consonant sound in a word and generates
the correct spelling for the following correspondences: /ks/-x,
/f/-ff, /k/-ck, /1/-11, /s/-ss. The student also applies the following
sped-tlic rules: /ksTis spelled with x at the end of a root word; /k/,
/f/, /1/, and /s/ are spelled with ck,ff, 11, and ss, respectively,
at the ends of words after short vowels.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which lettftr or letters complete the word?

A. x
B. ks
C. cks

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word that
ends with one of the assessed consonant spellings. The stim-

ulus also contains the partially spelled word reflected by the
picture. A blank is placed where the final consonant belongs.
The student selects the correct answer from three choices.

The two distractors represent the most frequent misspellings
for the target item. They are listed below.

x ks, cks, cs, s

ff f, ft
ck - k, kc, c
11 - 1, Id
ss - s, st, z
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C(sp)03 (continued)

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student hears the final consonant sound in a word and generates
the correct spelling for the following correspondences:
/j/-2E, /j/lge, /m/-mb, /s/-ce, and /z/-se. The student also
applies the ftilowing specific rules: final /j/ is spelled with
le after long vowels and consonants (e.g., ME. Wilt), and with
Lt. after short vowels (e.g., belle, welm); fs/ is commonly
spelled with st after long vowel4-Te.g., rao), two-letter vowels
(e.g., choice), and consonants (e.g., since); /z/ is commonly spelled
with se after two-letter vowels (e.g., bruise).

Final /m/ spelled mb occurs infrequently and is not governed by
rules of correspondence. Final /f/ spelled glalso occurs in-
frequently and cannot be predicted by its envi-ronment. In both

cases. students must memorize their use in words.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

The sailors spotted a hu whale near the ship.

A. ge
B. dge
C. dje
D. je

Item Description

The stimulus is a simple sentence containing a word with the

target spelling. A blank is placed where the assessed spelling
belongs. The student selects the correct answer from four
spellings.

Answer choices. in addition to the correct
include alternate spellings for the target
letters teat represent graphic confusions.
listed below with their best distractors.

ph ff, f,

De - dge, I
dge - ge, j
mb m, me,

ce se, ss

p
Je g. dje
Je. 9

mm, b

c. s
se - ze, s, z
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Skill: C(sp)04

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words that contain short vowel
sounds in medial position in CVC pattern.

Grade: 1

Skill Description

The student hears the medial short-vowel sound is a word and
generates the corresponding spelling. The one-letter vowels
assessed dre /a/-a, /e/-e, /i/-i, /o/-o, and /u/-u.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter goes in the middle of the word,

Lbusj

b s

A.

B.

C.

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word that
folluwc the CVC spelling pattern. The stimulus also contains
the partially spell ..d word reflected by the picture. A blank
is planed where the vowel belongs. The student is given three
choices from which to select the correct medial vowel.

Sinw the sound /r/ often controls the sound of a preceding
vowel, words ending in r are not used as target words.
Attention must also be given to the construction of items
assessing /e/ and /1/. In some dialects, the pronunciation
of /e/ and /i/ is indistinguishable. This is particularly
true when the vowel is followed by the nasal consonants /n/
and /m/; e.g., en and Eis are pronounced the same in some
dialects.

The distractors are those spellings that are most commonly
confused with the target spelling. They are listed below.

a e, 0, u
e - a, 1

i - e,

- a, u
u a, o
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Skill: C(sp)05

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words containing initial/final
consonant clusters.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student hears the consonant cluster at the beginning
end of a one-syllable word and generates the correspond'
The student also applies the following specific rules:
spelled with 1.1 before E. i, and Y, but is spelled with

a, o and u and before a consonant; /k/ is spelled with
another consonant at the end of a word (e.g., ask, milk)
exception of /k/, each sound in a cluster is spelled as
alone.

or the

ng letters.

/k/ is
before

k after
. With the
it would be

Only two-letter consonant clusters are included in this assessment.
Clusters with three letters are generally introduced in the third
grade.

final consonant clusters are a common source of spelling errors and
are generally more difficult for students than initial clusters. The

pronunciation, and consequently the spelling, of final consonant
clusters is heavily influenced 10; dialect differences. Common errors
(in both pronunciation and spelling) include the omission of the first
consonant in the clusters beginning with 1 and m, and the omissiem
of the final consonant in the others.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which letter or letters begin the word?

[spoon]

0011

A. sp

B. st

C. p

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

[handl

ha

A. nd

B. n

C. d 147
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C(sp)05 (continued)

item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word that
begins (item 1) or ends (item 2) with a consonant cluster. The
stimulus also includes the partially spelled word reflected by

the picture. A blank is placed where the consonant cluster
belongs. The student selects the correct spelling from three
choices.

Words used to elicit spellings are one - syllable words with either
a long or a short medial vowel. Irregular words, words containing
unique correspondences (e.g., talk, could) and words containing
vowel-r spellings are not used.

The two distractors for this skill represent common spelling errors
due to sound confusions, letter omissions, or letter reversals

The initial consonant ciusters that may be assessed are listed
below with their best distractors.

bl b, dl, p1

br - b. dr, Pr
cl c, k, kl

cr c, k, kr
dr - br, d. tr
fl - f, fr
fr - f, fl

gl cl, g, gr
gr cr, g, gl

pl bi, p, pr

Pr P$ P1
sc c, s, sk
sk s, sc
sm s, sn
sn S. sm
sp 5, St, P
st 5, sp. t, ts
sw s, w
tr t, dr, 04

tw t, tr

The final consonant clusters that may be assessed are listed below
with their best distractors.

ct ck, ckt, k
ft - f, ff, fd, t
Id - 1, 11. le, 41. de
ik - ck, ke, lck

1P P. 11P, pe
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It - 1, 1d$ 11$ t

mP m, P$ Me, nP
nd n, nde, d
nt - n, nd, t

sk s, ss, st, k, ks
st S. Ss, t. ts
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Skill: C(so)06

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words containing consonant
digraphs (e.g., ch, sh, wh, th).

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student hears the consonant sound at either the beginning or
the end of a word and generates the corresponding digraph. The
following consonant digraphs are assessed at this level: /ch/-ch,

/ng/-11, /sh/-sh, /th /. /th/-th, /hw/-wh.

The student understands that each of the above sounds is spelled
with a specific two-letter consonant, and that the /th/ sound, as
in thin, and the /th/ sound, as in then, are both spelled with th.
Theindent also aalles the rule ear/ch/ is spelled with ch at
the end of a word after a long-vowel sound or after another consonant.
(The /ch/ shound spelled with tch is not assessed at this level,
although tch is the general spelling for /ch/ after a short vowel.)

The fact that a digraph consists of two letters that Oell only one
sound is a source of difficulty for some students. It is relatively

common for students to omit one of the letters in attempting to spell
a digraph. Additionally, the /hw/ sound (e.g., why, which) is not
differentiated from /w/ in many dialects. Students who do not differ-
entiate between the two sounds must memorize words with thew,'

spelling.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter or letters finish the word?

[sheep'

eep

A. sh

B. ch

C. s

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one - syllable word that
either begins or ends with a consonant digraph. The stimulus
also includes the partially spelled word reflected by the
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C(sp)06 (continued)

picture. A blank Is placed where the consonant digraph belongs.

The student is given three choices from which to select the

correct digraph.

Words used to elicit spellings are one-syllable words with
either a long or a short vowel sound.

The distractors for this skill reflect sound confusions,
letter omissions, and letter reversals. Appropriate
distractors are listed below.

cii (Initial) sh, c, j, he
cii (final) sh, g, he
nq (final) g. n, gn

sh (initial) ch, s, h, ss, hs
sh (final) ch, s, ss. hs
th (initial) d, t, lit

th (final) f, ff, t, ht

wh (initial) w, hw
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Skill: C(sp)07

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words containing vowel digraphs.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student hears the vowel sound in a one-syllable word and
generates the corresponding vowel digraph. The student under-
stands that a long-vowel sound is usually spelled with more
than one letter, but since each of the sounds assessed by this
skill may be spelled in different ways, the student must recall
the proper spelling for a specific word.

The vowel digraphs assessed at this level are /17-al, 4/-2x, /i/-ea,
a/-ee, /6/-oa, /6/-ow, /11/-oo, /11/-ue, /15/-oo.

With the exception of the final spellings ax, ow, and ue, the above
vowel digraphs usually occur medially. The digraphs ee and /151-oo
occur medially and finally. The oo spelling of /d/ usually occurs
only before k and d (foot is an exception).

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

[train]

tr n

A. al

B. ay
C. a

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word that
contains a vowel digraph. The stimulus also contains the Par-
tially spelled word reflected by the picture. A blank is placed
where the vowel digraph belongs. The student Is given three
choices from which to select the correctly spelled digraph.

Homophones (e.g., tail, road) and vowel -r words are not used.
Students at this levee have had little practice in distinguishing
the spellings of homophones. The In sound often changes the
sound of the preceding vowel and, In some dialects, is omitted
in speech.
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C(sp)07 (continued)

In addition to the correct answer (choice A above), choices
include other vowel digraphs for the same sound and the
single vowel letter commonly associated with the sound.

The vowel digraphs are listed below with their best distractors.

al - ay, a
ay - ae, a, al
ea ee, e
ee - ea, e
oa oe, ow, o
ow - oe, o, oa
00 ( /u /) ue, u
ue oo, ew, u
00 (/4/) - u, o

Grade: 5

Skill Description

At this level, the student generates the following vowel digraph
spellings: /e/-ea, /F/-ie, /T/-ie, /u/-ou, and /11/-ew.

The student also applies the following specific rules: /e/ spelled
ea usually occurs before d or th (e.g., bread, breath); ill spelled
ie occurs most often before f and v; triTpTfled le occurs finally
and is found In only four words, die, lie, 211, and tie; /U/ spelled
ew occurs finally and often indicates past tense (e.g., szat, drew).
The /u/ sound spelled ou is an infrequent medial digraph derived
from the French (e.g., touch, 240m) and is not predictable; students
must memorize those words in which the ox spelling occurs.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

Mules can carry a very h yy load.

A. ea
B. e

C. ;e

D. i
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C(sp)074(continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is a simple sentence containing a word with the
target digraph. A blank is placed where the assessed digraph
belongs. The student selects the correct answer from four
spellings.

In addition to the correct answer, choices include the vowel
digraph or ,owel letter that is the most common spelling for
the sound, and two other vowels or vowel digraphs that repre-
sent either sound or spelling confusions.

Spellings are listed below with their best distractors.

ea (W) e, I, le
ie (A7) - ee, ea, e
ie (AY) igh, i, y, ye

ou (/u/) u, o, 00
ew (/W) - oo, ue, u
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Skill: C(sp)06

Skill Statement: Forms plurals by adding s and es.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the plural of a noun is usually formed by
adding -s or -es to the root word. The student understands that, while
-s forms the plural of most nouns, -es occurs after words that end with
the letters s, z, sh, ch, and x.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which letter or letters finish the word?

1. [books]

book__

A. s

B. es

C. ses

2. [dishes]

dish

A. es

B. s

C. is

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture of no' than one of a common item.
The stimulus also contains the printed root word reflected by
the picture. A blank Is placed where the plural suffix belongs.
The student selects the correct plural suffix from three choices.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), answer choices

include the other noun plural (choice B), and a spelling that
reflects a phonemic confusion (choice 0.
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Skill: C(sp)09

Skill Statement: Spells and writes new words by adding ending s. ed.

ink to base words.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student recognizes that verbs must be expanded to fit certain
grammatical needs by adding suffixes. Given a verb, the student is
able to generate the appropriate letters in a suffix to spell a
form of the verb that is grameatically correct in its context.

While this and tertain other spelling skills overlap with language
skills. formal knowledge of grammatical terms and concepts is not a
prerequisite to this skill. It is assumed, however. that the
student is familiar with the process of suffixation in oral language
and is able to generate the verb forms required to produce a
grammatical sentence. However. students who speak a dialect other
than standard English may have difficulty with this skill.

Changes in the spelling of root words by doubling the final consonant,
dropping the final e. etc., are not required to perform the addition
of suffixes at this level.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which letter or letters finish the word?

1. I hope Judy find her skates.

A. s

B. es
C. ed

2. Last Saturday, it rain all day.

A. ed
B. d

C. Ing

3. We were watch television.

A. ing
B. en
C. ed
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C(sp)09 (continued)

!tem Description

The stimulus is a sentence containing a verb that needs to
be suffixed. A blank is placed where the suffix belongs.
The student is given three choices from which to select the
correctly spelled suffix.

The verbs selected to elicit spellings are one-syllable words
that do not require spelling changes for the addition of
these suffixes. The sentences employ the target words in such
a manner that the student will not be tempted to substitute
a different suffix; e.g., in "John work ail day," either
-s or -ed is appropriate as a suffix.

In addition to the correct answer (A), choices include a
distractor that reflects a phonemic or graphic confusion
(D) and a distractor that reflects a grammatical error (C).
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Skill: C(sp)10

Skill Statement: identifies and spells compound words.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student recognizes that certain English words are the result of
putting two words together to create a new word. The student generates
the correct spelling of compound words by applying the rules that there
is no change in spelling of either word and there is no space between
the component words.

The following is a list of some compound words that are frequently
taught at this and/or lower levels.,

afternoon basketball football sidewalk
airplane bedroom grandfather somebody
airport birthday grandmother somehow
anybody downstairs inside someone
anyone everybody moonlight something
anything everyone outdoors sometime
anyway everything outside somewhere
anywhere everywhere popcorn sunshine
baseball fireplace railroad upstairs

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which word completes the compound* word?

wan

A. side

8. long

C. fast

D. foot

Item Description,

The stimulus is one of the component words of a compound word
with an adjoining blank where the assessed spelling belongs.

The student selects one of four words to complete the compound.

Depending upon which segment of the compound provides the
stimulus, the distractors are either adjectives or nouns that
commonly accompany the stimulus component it common usage.

The above format presumes knowledge of the term "compound word."
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Si:kil C(sp)11

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words that contain the long
vowel/final e pattern.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student hears the vowel sound in a one-syllable word and
generates the corresponding spelling with the vowel-consonant-e
pattern.

The spellings to be assessed at this level Include /i/-a...e,
/T /- i...e, and /67-o...e. Two other vowel/final e spetling,
/87e...e and /01-u...e, are generally introduced at later grade
levels.

The student applies the rule that /T/ before a final consonant
is usually spelled i...e. In the cases of a...e and o...e, the
student must recall theproper spelling for specific word. The
vowel digraphs al and oa are also common spellings for these
sounds.

Assessment

Sample Item,

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

[bone]

A. one
B. oan
C. on

Item Description

The stimulus is a picture reflecting a one-syllable word that
is spelled with the long-vowel/final-e spelling patterr. The

stimulus also contains the partially spelled word reflected by
the picture. A blank is placed after the initial consonant or
consonant cluster. The student is given three choices from
which to select the correct spelling.
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C(sp)11 (continued)

Homophones (e.g., tale, rode) and vowel-r words are not used.

Students at this level have had little practice in distinguishing
the spellings of homophones. The /r/ sound often changes the

sound of the preceding vowel and, in some dialects, is omitted
in speech.

In addition to the correct answer, choices include a vowel
digraph with the same sound as the correct spelling and tNe
correct vowel without the e ending.

Spellings are listed below with digraphs and vowels that can
be combined with final consonants as distractors (e.g., cyk
as a distractor for cake).

a...e ay, ai, a
1...e y, ie
o...e Oa, ow, o



Skill: C(sp)12

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells wcrds containing diphthongs
(au, aw. oi, oy, ou, ow).

Grade: 4

Skill Descr +don

tine student hears the vowel sound a one-syllable word and
generates the corresponding diphthong.

The student also applies the following specific rules: /6/ is often
spelled with aw at the end of a word and before k, 1, and n (e.g.,
saw, hawk, bawl, lawn); foil is spelled with oi in the middle of a
word boil) and with a at the end of a word (e.g., 12) ;
/out is spelled with ow at the end of a word or before a f nai n
(e.g., cow, town) and with ou in all other positions.

Comment: Although au and aw have been specified for inclusion
in this skill, they are not actually phonemic dipthorgs.
Additionally, au is not assessed because it is not
generally taught by this grade level.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letters finish the word?

My dog will gr loudly.

A. owl

B. oul

C. ool

D. awl

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence containing a word with the target

spelling. A blank is placed where the spelling belongs. The
student is given four choices from which to select the correct

spelling.

For words in which the target spelling is medial (e.g., town),
only the initial consonant is given. This permits the use of

distractors that dmploy the vowel-consonant-e pattern (e.g.,
tone).
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C(sp)I2 (continued)

Spellings are listed below with their best distractors. The
distractors reflect common spelling errors that generally
derive from sound or letter confusions.

aw - au, ow, o, a
of oy, oe, o...e
oy ol, oye, co

ou ow, o...e, au,
ow - ou, o...e, aw,

161

aw, 00
00

p.
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Skill: C(sp)13

Skill 3catement: Identifiesiuses syllabication in spelling words.

Comment: This skill is not assessed for Spelling because it is
essentially covered by Skill C(m)22: Uses hyphen in
hyphenated words and in break of word at end of "ne.
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Skill: C(sp)14

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells word using derivations: prefixes.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student recognizes that certain words are formed by the addition
of a prefix to a root word. Given a root word, the student generates
the appropriate prefix to 5pell a meaningful word.

The prefixes to be assessed at this level are a- and un-. The student
understands that the prefix un- frequently means mnotne.g., unhappy),
but sometimes means that an operation is reversed (e.g., unwind). The
prefix a- has little meaning in modern English.

Assessment

Sample 'toms

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

1. We will have to walk cross the street.

A. a

B. u

C. ac
D. be

2. Juan is always early. its very usual for him
to be late.

A. un
B. unn
C. in

D. en

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence containing an unprefixed word.
A blank is placed where the assessed prefix belongs. The
student selects the correctly spelled prefix from four choices.
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C(sp)14 (continue)

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), answer choices
include a letter or letters representing a likely spelling
confusion (choice e), and two prefixes that may be confused
Ath the assessed prefix on the basis of sound, meaning, or
grammar (choices C and .0. A distractor that creates a word
similar in meaning to tge correct answer should not be used
(e.g., discover for uncover).
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Skill: C(sp)15

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words using derivations: suffixes.

Comment: This skill is not assessed because the derivational
suffixes appropriate for this assessment are assessed
by the following skills:

C(sp)22: Identifies and spells words by changing
words to adjectives by adding -able and/or
-ful.

C(so)23: Identifies and spells words by changing
root words through adding noun-forming
endings (e.g., -er, -ness, -tion).

C(sp)24: Identifies and spells words by changing
root words thrmigh adding the adverb-
forming ending hr..

C(sp)26: Changes the spelling and/or sound of a
root word when adding certain suffixes
(e.g., musician, instruction).
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Skill: C;sp)16

Skill Statement: Writes contractions from paired words and writes

paired words from contractions.

Comment: This skil, is not assessed for Spelling because it is
essentially covered by Skill C(w)06: Constructs con-
tractions from paired words and writes paired words from

contractions.
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Skill: C(sp)I7

Skill Statement: Identifies the schwa /e/ sound in words and uses the
letters it reprlsents in spelling.

Comment: This skill is not identified by LAUSD for SES assessment.
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Skill: C(sp)1R

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells correctly r controlled vowel
sounds.

ade: 6

Skill Description

The student hears the vowel-r sound in a word and generates the
corresponding letters.

The vowel -r spellings assessed are /iir/ -or, /er/ -air, /er/-are,

/er/-ear, Ter / -er, /ir/ -ir, /ir/-ur, /076r, fir77;ar, /60:47r,

/6r/ore.

The student understands that ar is the regular spelling for the
/ar/ sound; /er/ spelled with are occurs only at the end of
words, and /er/ spelled with ear appears only in bear, Eel; swear,
tear, and wear; while the er, ir, ur, and ear spellings of /i77---
cannot be predicted, the or spelling occurs only after the letter w;
/ir/ is commonly spelled with ear; Par/ is spelled with or before

r.

consonants and with ore at the ends of words.

Spellings with the vowel -r pattern are particularly difficult for
many students because /r/ often changes the pronunciation of the
preceding vowel. Additionally, pronunciation of vowel-r sounds varies
among speakers from specific dialect backgrounds. Those who speak r-

less dialects may not hear the /r/ in certain words. Such students
must rely heavily on visual memory in spelling vowel-r words.

Assessment

IDAPI2LItem

Directions: Which letter or letters complete the word?

Did you 1 n how to swim at camp?

A. ear
B. er
C. 1r

D. ur
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C(sp)18 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence that employs a vowel-r word. A
blank is placed where the target spelling belongs. The

student selects the correct answer (-hoice A) from four
spellings.

r.

Many of the vowel-r words common to th:s level are homophones
(e.g., stare- stair, hear-here). Homophones are assessed by
Skill egg/ and are not used as target words for this skill.

Oistractors differ with each sounA assessed, but generally
include alternate spellings for the same sound or sound
confusions. Spellings are listed below with their best
distractors.

ar - or, a, o, ur
air - are, ere, ear, er, ar
are - air, ere, ear, er, ar
ear &ern - are, air, ere, er, ar
er ur, ir, r

ir ur, er, r

ur er, ir, r

ear (/er/) ur, ir, er, r
or (Ar/) ur, er, ir, r
ear (MO eer, ere, er, ir
or (Ar/) - ar, o, u, a, ur
ore - oar, or, ar
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Skill: C(sp)19

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells plurals of words by changing
f to v and adding es.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the plural of certain root words that
end with f or fe is formed by changing the f or f_ e to v and adding
-es (e.g., calf..calves, wife-wives).

The student also recognizes that, while there are exceptions to
this rule (e.g., chef-chefs, safe-22122), the proper mode of
affixation can be predicted on the basis of sound. If /vz/ is
heard at the end of the plural word, then the rule is applied.

If /s/ is heard at the end of the plural word, the proper suffix
is the letter s and no change in the root word is required.

Assessment

Sample Item.

Directions: Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

shelf + s

A. shelves

B. shelfs
C. .....helvs

Item Description

The stimulus is the root word and the letter s, separated by
a plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed
word from three different spellings.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), choices
include the unmodified root word plus the plural suffiA
(choice B), and the modified root word (f changed to v) with
the improper sufqx (-s instead of -21).
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Skill: C(sp)20

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells plurals or other inflected word
forms by changing y. to i and addln. es.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the addition of certain suffixes to a
root word often requires a modification the spelling of the
root word. The student applies the rule that when the suffix -es
is added to a root word that ends with the single vowel Y, the
ximust be changed to the letter I. The student understands that
this rule does not apply to root words ending with the two letter
vowels ab sz and 21.

Comment: This rule (changing ito 1) is applied with the
addition of any suffix except for t.ffixes
beginning with i.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which spelling Is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

enemy + s

A. enemies
B. enemys
C. enemes

Item Description_

The stimulus is the root word and the letter s, separated by a
plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed word
from three different spellings.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), choices include
the unmodified root word plus the plural suffix -s (choice B),

and the improperly mAlfied root word (choice C). This latter

choice may be interpreted by some students as changing y. to e

and adding -s, and by others as dropping the xand adding -es.

1 71
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Skill: C(sp)21

Skill Statement: Drops final e prior to adding ing.suffix.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the addition of a suffix to a root
word often requires a modification in the spelling of the root
word. The student applies the rule tnat when the -lat suffix is
added to a root word that ends with the single letter e, the

final e in the root word must be dropped.

Comment: This rule (dropping e) is applied with the addition
of any suffix that begins with a vowel.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

hope 4. ing

A. hoping
B. hopeing
C. hopping

Item Description.

The stimulus Is the root word and the suffix -hal, separated :y

a plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed word
from three different spe'lings.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), choices include
the unmodified root word with the suffix -tits (choice B), and
the improperly modified root word (e dropped and final consonant
doubled) with the suffix -in (choice C).
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Skill: C(sp)22

Skill Statement: identifies and spells words by changing words to
adjectives by adding -able and/or -ful.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recotInizes that suffixes must often be added to root
words in order to form adjectives. Given a root word, the student
forms sr adjective by adding either -able or -ful.

Formal knowledge of grammatical terms and concepts is not a pre-
requisite to this skill. The student may be aware that the suffix
-able is similar in meaning to the word able, and that the suffix
-ful is similar in meaning to the word full.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which spelling Is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

1. value + able

A. valuable

B. valueable
C. valuble

2. break + able

A. breakable
B. breakible
C. breakabel

3. help + ful

A. helpful
B. helpfull
C. helpfil
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C(sp)22 (continued)

Item Description

The stimulus is the root word and the target suffix, separated
by a plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed

word from three different spellings.

Although this skill does not specifically call for the modifi-
cation of the root word prior to the addition of the suffix,
it is difficult to construct appropriate distractors for the
suffix -able (and other vowel-beginning suffixes) within the
constraints of the given format without requiring such modifi-
cation. item 1 is an example of a root word requiring a modifi-
cation in spelling prior to adding the suffix. Choice B (the
unmodified root word plus the suffix) and choice C (a phonemic
misspelling) are both likely errors. Item 2 shows a root wyrd
that does not require modification prior to lidding the suffix.
The distractors for this item focus on phonemic or graphic
confusions within the suffix itself. Given the fact that the
stimulus shows the correct spelling of the suffix, these are
unlikely choices. Item 3, which assesses the consonant
beginning suffix -ful, is subject to the same restrictions
as item 2 since it can be added to a voot word without requiring
a modification in the spelling of the root word.
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Skill: C(sp)23

Skill Statement: Identifies and spells words by changing root words
through adding noun-forming endings (e.g., -er,

-ness,

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that suffixes must often be added to root
words in order to form nouns. Given a root word, the student
forms a noun by adding a suffix.

The suffixes that may be employed in assessing this skill are
-191. (e.g., breaks e), -ante (e.g., attendance), -ence (e.g.,

difference), -er, e.g., folder), -im71;777,7611ear6), -ment
e.g., rila, -floss Te717,kindness),

-ure (e.g., ailure) --tnese suffixes commonly taiiEringr
to the end oTti:qixth grade.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

1. operate + ion

A. operation
B. operateion
C. operattion

2. differ + ence

A. difference

B. differrence
C. diffrence

Item Description

The stimulus is the root word and the target suffix, separated
by a plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed word
from three different speilings.
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C(sp)23 (continued)

Although this skill does not specifically call for the modifi-
ceion of the root word prior to the addition of the suffix,
it is difficult to construct appropriate distracters for
many of the vowel-beginning suffixes within the constra'nts
of the given format without requiring such modification.

Item 1 is an example of a root word requiring a modification
in spelling prior to adding the suffix. Choice 0 (the un-
modified root word plus the suffix) and choice C (dropping
the final e and doubling the final consonant beTore adding
the suffix) are both feasible errors.

Item 2 is an example of a root word that requires no modifi-
cation before adding the suffix. Choice 0 is a dtstractor
in which the final consonant is doubled, while choice C
reflects a misspelling caused by a sound confusion. Many
root words, however, do not lend themselves to effective
selected-response assessment. For example, the stimulus
fold + er is unlikely to elicit either folder or foldder.
Thus, items requiring a modification in the root word usually
permit the construction of better distractors and are employed
in assessing this skill.
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Skill: C(sp)24

Skill Statement: identifies and spells words by changing root words
through adding the adverb-forming ending Ix.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the suffix is often added to

an adjective in order to form an adverb. Given a root word (an
adjective), the student forms an adverb by adding the suffix -Ix.
The student aiso applies the rule th-t, since begins with a
consonant, it can be added directly to a root word.

Assessment

Sawble items

Directions: Which spelling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

1. loose .1- ly

A. loosely
8. eoosly

C. losely

2. sad .1- ly

A. sadly

8. saddly

C. sadily

item Description

The stimulus is the root word and the suffix -lb separated by
a plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed
word from three different spellings.

The construction of distractors for this skill is governed by
the spelling of the root word. If the root word ends with the
letter e (item 1), distractors focus on modifications within
the root word. Choice 8 for item 1 shows the final e dropped
in the root word, while choice C shows a vowel modification in
the root word.

If the stimulus word ends with a consonant (item 2), then one
distractor displays a doubled final consonant (choice 8), while
the other distractor indicates a sound confusion in forming the
suffixed word (choice C).
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Skill: C(sp)25

Skill Statement: Forms irregular plurals by changing root words (e.g.,
man, men).

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the plural form of some nouns is
formed by changing the spelling of the root word. Given a root
word, the student moJifies the spelling of the root word to form
the correct plural.

The singular/plural word pairs that may be assessed by this skill
are child-children, foot-Leelgglit-gms. Mirrate, taglg-altg,
won, toot woman-womn.

The plural forms of words ending in the letter o (e.g., 13&11
radios, gollt potatoes) and the unchanging plural fones-Le.g.,
7V:7-deedire not widely taught at this level and are not
rauda-Tri this assessment. The assessment of plurals Coe:
are formed by changing f to v and adding -es is assessed by
Skill C(sp)19 and is not included here.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

Sandy is raising two pet ducks and three

A. geese
D. gooses
C. goose

=lm

Item Description

The stimulus Is a sentence that employs the plural form of the
target word in an unambiguous manner. A blank is plac2d where
the plural belongs. The student must select the correct plural
form 'ram three choices.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A), choices include the
root word plus the suf4ix -s or -es (choice 8), and the unmodified
root word (choice C).
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Skill: C(sp)26

Skill Statement: Changes the spelling and/or sound of a root word
when adding certain suffixes (e.g., musician,
instruction).

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the addition of a suffix to a root
word often changes the spelling and/or sound of a root word.
Given a root word and a suffix, the student properly modifies
the root word and generates a suffixed form of the word.

The spelling changes that may be assessed by this skill are
be to 210 d(e) to s, t to Az er to L. x. to ic.

The student also applies the following specific rules:

be becomes awhen adding the suffixes -Ion or -lve to words
containing the Latin root scribe (e.g., subscribe-subscriWon,
describe - descriptive).`
d or de becomes s when adding the suffixes -ion or -ive to
root words ending in those le.ters (e.g., extend-extension,
conclude-conclusive).

t becomes ss when adding the suffixes -ion or -ive to words
containing the Latin root mit (e.g., admit-admission, permit-
permissive).

er becomes r when certain suffixes are added to some words
ending in er (e.g., anger-angry, enter-entrance, center-
central).

Y at the end of a root word is dropped before adding the
suffix -lc (e.g.. history historic). This rule also applies
when -ic occurs in a word with multiple suffixes (e.g.,

applx:applicant).

AmIssment

Sample item

directions: Which spoiling is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

anger + y

A. angry
B. angery
C. segerrY.

I 7 9
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C(sp)26 (continued)

Item Descrietion

The stimulus is the root word and a suffix, separated by a
plus sign. The student selects the correctly suffixed
word from three different spellings.

The nature of the distractors employed in assessing this skill
vary in accordance with the spelling charge and the suffix
chosen to assess the skill. Some items may effectively employ
the root word plus the suffix without any changes in the root
word (choice B in the sample item). If the root word ends in
a consonant, doubling the final consonant often creates an
effective distractor (choice C in the sample item).
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Skill: C(sp)27

Skill Statement: Doubles the final consonant before adding ed or inn
when the word ends in a single consonant preceded
by a short vowel sound.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student recognizes that the addition of a suffix to a root word
often requires a modification in the spelling of the root word. The

student applies the rule that when the -ed and -ha suffixes are
added to a root word that ends with a single consonant letter preceded
by a single vowel letter, the final consonant in the root word must
be doubled.

Comment: This rule (consonant doublihs) is applied with the
addition of any suffix that begins with a vowel.
However, the letters x, w, and Ldo not double (the
latter two function as vowels at the ends of words).

Assessment

2mBje Item

Directions: Which spellingw is correct? Remember the rules
you have learned about adding endings to words.

shop + Ins

A. shopping

B. shoping
C. shopeing

Item 7escription

Tht. stimulus is *ne root word and the suffix -ed or
separated by a plus sign. The student selects he correctly

suffixed word from three different spellings.

In addition to the correct answer (choice A in the sample item),
one distractor include, the suffixed root word without a doubled
consonant (choice 6). When the -122.suffix is used, the second
distractor adds an e to the root word before attaching the
suffix. When the -ed suffix is used, the second distractor is

the root word with a douIied consonant plus the letter d (e.g.,

shoppd).
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MECHANICS IN WRITING

The skills in the Mechanics in Writing category cover both

capitalization (Skills 01-11) and punctuation (Skills 12-23).

Assessment for capitalization skills usually requires students to

choose the word that should be capitalized in a sentence. Except for

Skill C(m)02 (Capitalizes first letter in ,first word in sentence), the

correct answer is never the first word in the sentence; otherwise, the

skill being asses,ed would be confounded with Skil' C(m)02.

Assessment for punctuation skills usually requires students to

choose the punctuation mark that correctly belongs in a spec'fied

sentence location. In order to provide a sufficient number of answer

choices, the distractor response "none of these (marks)" is often used.

According to testing theory, if a "none of these" response is sad as

an answer choice, it should also be the correct response for at least

one item in the assessment. However, such items (i.e., items that do

not require punctuation) do not conform to the LAUSD skill statements.

Moreover, on the 1979 SES, stuticnts did not perform well on items

where no punctuation was the correct response. Therefore, "none of

these (marks)" is not used as a correct response for any item.
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MECHANICS IN WRITING (m)

CAPITALIZATION SKILLS

01. Capitalizes first letters in names
of persons.

x

02. Capitalizes first letter in first word
in sentence.

x

03. Capitalizes the personal pronoun "I."

04. Capitalizes the first letter in names
of days of week, special days, months,
strcts, and cities.

05. Capitalizes the first letters in titles,
Mrs., Miss, Ms., Mr., and Dr.

06. Capitalizes the first letters in
names of states and countries.

07. Uses capital letters in abbreviations.*

08. Capitalizes first word in greetings
and closing of letters, invitations,
and notes.

09. Capitalizes each topic in an outline.**

10. Capitalizes first word in a direct
quotation.

II. Capitalizes the first, last, and important
words in a title or bibliography.

x

*See Skill C(m)05

**See Skill C(o)09 183
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MECHANICS IN WRITING (continued)

PUNCTUATION SKILLS

12. Uses period to end sentence.

13. Uses question mark to en sentence.

14. Uses periods at end of abbreviations
and initials.*

15. Uses comma .:hen writing the date. x

16. Uses comma between city and state. x

17. Uses comma to separate items in a series. x

18. Uses comma after direct address.

19. Identifies and uses exclamation point
appropriately.

x

20. Uses comma in quotation. x

21. Uses apostrope in singular and plural
possessive corms.

22. Uses hyphen in hyphenated words and
in break of word at end of line.

23. Uses the colon when writing dialogue
or the greeting in a letter and when
introducing a series.

*See Skill C(m)05
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Skil': C(001

Skill Statement: Caoitalizes first letters in noes of persona.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student uses a capital letter to begin a personal name (first

name and surname).

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital* letter?

I. Today we met Jeff at the party.
A S C 0

2. We played a game with Silly green.
A e C 0

Item Description

The stimulus is 6 sentence containing an uncapitalized ;first name
(item l) or an uncapitalized surname iitem 2). The student selects
the letter corresponding to the uncapitalized personal name (choices
C and 0, respectively). Distractors are other words in the sentence.

Comment: Surnames used in these items are preceded by a first
tame or title to ensure recognition. Common nouns
and adjectives tnat are within the grade-level reading
vocabulary can be used as surnames (e.g., green
becomes !My Green).
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Skill: C(m)02

Skill Statement: Capitalises first letter in first word in sentence.

Grade: 3

Skill Description

The student uses a capital letter to begin the initial word in a
sentence. The term sentence should be interpreted rather loosely
in this context becarsi;;77ents at this grade level are often not
capable of composing or identifying grammatically complete sentences.
Nevertheless, students should be expected to capitalize the first word

of those phrases or clauses that they interr et as sentences; e.g.:

y dog has a favorite toy. A ball with a bell in it.

However. sentence fragments are not used as assessment items.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital* letter?

1. please take my picture.
A B C

item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with the first word uncapitalized.
The student selects the letter corresponding to the first word
of the s ntence. Distractors are other words in the sentence.

Comment: Items of this type have an inherent problem in
that the correct response is always choice A.
Students who recognize this pattern could cone.
ceivably respond without ever reading the items.
However, his problem is alleviated in the SES by
combining these items with the items for Skill
C(m)01: Capitalizes first letters in names of
persons; e.g.:

I. We played a game with Billy green.
A B C

2. please take my picture.
A B C
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Skill: C(003

Skill Statement: Capitalizes the personal pronoun "I."

Grade: 2

Skill Description

The student uses a capital letter to write the personal pronoun I.
Knowledge of the technical term personal pronoun is not prerequi-
site to this skill.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which letter should be a capital letter
in the sentence?

1. Bill and I will play a game.
A

Item Descrialjel

The stimulus is a simple sentence containing the uncapitalized
pronoun I. The student selects the letter corresponding to the
1. Distractors are other words in the sentence.
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Skill: C(m)04

Skill Statement: Capitalizes the first letter in names of days of
week, special days, mukths, streets, and cities.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student capitalizes words from the following categories:

Category Examples

1. days of the week Saturday.

2. special days (holidays) csiLifiTttani, Memorial Day

3. months of the year Ara

4. %,treets

5. cities

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital* letter?

1. We are going to the beach next saturday afternoon.
A

2. My family had a big dinner on thanksgiving Day.
A B C

3. Fran's birthday is in July.
A B C

4. My friend lives over to pine Road.
A 8 C

5. Last summer we movel to a house on Main street.
A

6. Many people live in the city of Oakland.
A

Hill Street, Pine Road

Oakland

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence with one word requiring capitalizat:in.
The student selects the letter corresponding to the word that

should be capitalized. Distractors are other words in the

sentence.

1S8
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C(m)04 continued

The following are comments regarding the appropriate content for
assessment:

1. Days: Any day of the week may be chosen for xssessment.

2. alcial Days: Although the names of special days and holi-
days may not be within the students' reading vocabularies,
most students should be familiar with notional holidays.
In addition, the stimulus can incorporate clues by referring
to traditional activities usually performed 0. these holi-
days (e.g., "a kadinner on Thanksgiving DLy," or "fire-
works on IndependeZ;1571.

3. Months: Any month may be chosen for assessment. Since the
names of the months should be familiar to students, it is

not necessary to identify them in the stimulus (e.g., Fran's
birthday is in the month of July).

4. Streets: There are two options available for assessing
Wiinzation of streets: (1).capItalization of the name
of the street (see item 4) or (2) capitalization of Street,
Road, or Drive following the name (see item 5).

Street names can be selectee from conim' nnuns and adjectives
that are within the students' reading ocabularies (e.g.,
Pine, Mountain . The words street, road, and drive are
accepts e, a though drive miTieneWlamilia7-7717ihis
context. Avenue and WiT7vard are not used since they
may not be-METn the7WAVvocabulery.

5. Cities: Names of cities can be developed from common nouns
i771-7jectives (e.g., oak land). In addition, the names
of cities in the metroialtarM Angeles area should be
considered for inclusion since they are likely to be familiar
to students. The fact that a city name is being used should
be clearly indicated (e.g., cio of Oakland). The words
city, town, and viiia9e are appropriate for this grade level.
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Skill: C(m)05

Skill Statement: Capitalizes the first letter in titles, Mrs., Miss, Ms.,
Mr., and Dr.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student uses a capital letter to begin the personal title Miss
and the abbreviated personal titles Mrs., Ms., Mr., and Dr. Recog-
nition of the abbreviations as personal titles is prereiligite to
this skill.

Assessment

Comment: To facilitate assessment, this skill is combined with
Skill C(m)14: Uses periods at end of abbreviations, and
initials; and with Skill C(m)07: Uses capital. letters
in abbreviations [i.e., initials in names of persons].

Sample Items

Directions: Which name is capitalized* and punctuated* correctly?

1. A. Mrs. Hill
S. Mrs Hill
C. mrs. hill
D. mrs Mill

2. A. Cecilia T. Diaz
B. Cecilia T Diaz
C. Cecilia t. Diaz
D. Cecilia t Diaz

Item Description

The student selects the name in which a title (item 1) or an initial
(item 2) is capitalized and punctuated correctly (choice A).
Distracters are of fires types:

(1) choice B contains an abbreviation/initial that is
capitalized correctly, but is not punctuated;

(2) choice C codtains an abbreviation/initiel that is
punctuated correctly, but is not capitalized;

(3) choice D contains an abbreviation/initial that is
neither capitalized nor punctuated.

19 0
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Skill: C(m)06

Skill Statement: Capitalizes the first letters in names of states and
countries.

Grade: 5

Skill Oesciiption

The student uses a capital letter to begin the names of states and
countries.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which word should be capitalized*?

1. Steve's family lives on a ranch In the state of
A

texas.

0

2. My friend went to canada for her vacation.
A

item Description,

The stimulus is a sentence containing the uncapitalized name of a
state (item 1) or country (item 2). The student selects the let-
ter corresponding to the name of the state or country. Distractors
are other words In the sentence.

The following are comments on the appropriate content for assessment:

1. States: Since state names may not be within the students'
7;13771-g vocabularies, the word state is includ6d in the
stimulus as a clue. However, state is not used as a dis-
tractor. State names used in the assessment are relatively
short and easy to read (e.g.. Texas).

2. Countries: Names of countries are also short and easy to
7.;i37--Krthermore, names familiar countries are used
rather than less well-known countries. For example,
Canada and France are appropriate, but names such as
Guatemala are not.
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Skill: C(0)07

Skill Statement: Uses capital letters in abbreviat;ons.

Comment: To facilitate assessment, this skill is combined with

Skill C(405: Capitalizes the first letter in, titles,

Mrs., Miss, Ms., Mr., and Dr.
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Skill: C(008

Skill Statement: Capitalizes first word in greetings and closings of
letters, Invitations, and notes.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student capitalizes the word Dear In the greeting of a letter.
The student also capitalizes the ?TM word in the complimentary
closing of a letter (e.g., Your friend).

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which greeting is correct for a letter?

1. A. Dear Ben,
B. dear Ben,
C. dear ben,

Directions: Which closing is correct for a letter?

2. A. Your friend,
B. Yor-. Friend,

C. your friend,

Item Description

In item 1, the student selects the greeting that is capitalized
correctly (choice A), Distractors are (1) a greeting in which
dear is not capitalized (choice B) and (2) a greeting in which
117gand the personal name are not capitalized (choice C).

Comment: Although capitalization of personal names is not
covered by this skill, choice C is included to
provide a better range of distractors (see Skill

C(m)01: Capitalizes first letters in names of
persons).

In item 2, the student selects the complimentary closing that
Is capitalized correctly (choice A). Distractors ale (1) a
closing in which both words are capitalized (choice B) and (2)
a riosing in which neither word is capitalized (choice C).
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Skill: C(m)09

Skill Statement: Capitalizes each topic in an outline.

Comment: This skill is assessed by items for Skill C(o)03:
Constructs an outline independently.
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Skill: C(010

Skill Statement: Capitalizes first word in a direct quotation.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student uses a capital letter to begin the first word in a

dialogue quotation. implicit in this skill is the ability to distin-

guish a dialogue quotation (enclosed in quotation marks) from the
rest of the sentence.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital* letter?

1. Miguel said, "that coat is mine."
A B C D

.item Description

The stimulus is a sentence containing a dialogue quotation, the
first word of which is uncapitalized. The student selects the
letter corresponding to the first word of the dialogue quotation
(choice 0). Distractors are other words in the sentence.

The initial word in the quotation is not a proper noun, personal
title, or the personal pronoun 1. Capitalization of these words
is assessed by separate skills in the SES. furthermore, the
quotation is not positioned at the beginning of the complete
sentence.

A variety of sentence types (declarative, interrogative,
imperative, and exclamatory) may be used in the assessment.
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Skill: C(m)11

Skill Statement: Capitalizes the first, last, and important words in a
title or bibliography.

Grad: 5

Skill Description,

Comment: The skill statement suggests that two separate tasks
are required, i.e., capitalizing titles and capital-
izing bibliographies. However, capitalization of
titles seems to be the intent of the skill. Biblio-
graphies are lists of titles (along with their
respective authors, publishers, and publication
dates).

The student capitalizes the first, last, and important words in the

title of a book or story. "Important" words are generally defined
as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and all function words that are
at least five letters long.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which word should be capitalized*?

1. The dollar Dragon is a book about a magic toy.
C D

Item Description

The stimulus is a sentence containing a book title with one of its
important words uncapitalized. The student selects the letter corres-
ponding to the word in the book title. Distractors are other words

in the sentence. The stimulus clearly identifies the title as that

of a book. Moreover, the title is underlined (or italicized) so that
the student can easily identify it as a title.

136
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Skill: C(m)12

Skill Statement: Uses period to end sentence.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses a
period to end a declarative sentence (Which may be known to the stu-
dent as a "statement" or "telling sentence").

Comment: imperative sentences also end with a period. However,
elementary textbooks usually do not teach imperative
sentences at this grade level.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which punctuation mark should go in the blank In the
sentence? If none of these marks is right, fill

in the answer none of these.

1. Annie looked at the cat

A.

B.

C. none of these

Item Description

The stimulus is a declarative sentence with a blank replacing

the terminal punctuation. The student selects the period to
fill in the blank. Distractors are a comma and no of these.

A question mark or an exclamation point cannot be use as a
distractor because neither would be wrong (e.g., Annie looked
at the cat ? /;). Other punctuation marks (e.g., semicolon or
colon) are not used as distractors because they are generally
not familiar to students at this grade level.
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Ski ill: C(m)13

Skill Statement: Uses question mark to end sentence.

Grade: 2

Skill Description

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses a
question mark to end an interrogative sentence (which may be known
to the student as a question or "asking sentence").

Assessment

Sample itemt

Directions: Which punctuation mark should go in the blank in the
sentence? If none of these marks is right, fill in
the answer none of these.

1. Where do you go to school

A. ?

B.

C. none of these

Item Description.

The stimulus is an interrogative sentence with a blank replacing
the terminal punctuation. The student selects the question mark
to fill in the blank. Distractors are a period and none of these.
Other punctuation marks (e.g., semicolon or colon) are not
used because they are generally not familiar to students at
this grade level. Interrogative sentences used in the assess-
ment may be (1) questions beginning with an interrogative
pronoun or adverb (e.g., who how) or (2) questions beginning
with forms of be or auxiliary verbs (e.g., Is he your teacher ?;
Can you find the ball?).
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Skill: 0414

Skill Statement: Uses periods at end of abbreviations and initials.

Comment: To-facilitate assessment, this skill is combined with
Skill C(405: Capitalizes the first letter in titles,

Mrs., Niss, Ms., Mr., and Dr.
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Skill: C(m)15

Skill Statement: Usei comma when writing the date.

Grade: 4

Skill Description

The student places a comma between the day of the month and the year
when writing the date (e.g., May 2, 1980).

Comment: If the date occurs in the middle of a sentence, a
comma is also requireJ after the year (e.g., On May
2, 1980i Miry will be ten years old). If the day of

the month is not included In the date, a comma follows
the month (e.g., May. 1980). However, these two uses
of the comma are not commonly taught in elementary
textbooks. Therefore assessment of this skill is
limited to the use of a comma between the day of the
month and the year.

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which mark is missing?

I. May 2 1980

Item Description

The stimulus is a date with a blank following the day of the
month. The student sel..cts the comma to insert in the position

indicated by the blank. Distracters are a question mark, a

period, and an exclamation point.
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Skill: C(m)lb

Skill Statement: Uses comma between city and state.

Grade: 4

5k1 1 1 Description,

The student places a comma between the name of a city and the state
in which it Is located (e.g., Long leach, California).

Comment: if the names of the city and state occur in the
middle of a sentence, a comma is also reouired
after the state (e.g., They moved to Long Beach,
California. last year). However, most textbooks
do not teach this use of the comma at this grade
level. Consequently, students are required to use
a comma only between the city and state.

Assessment

Sample Itom

Directions: Lang Beach Is a city. California* is a state.
Which stork is missing?

1. Long leach California*

A. ,

B. ?

C. .

D. !

item Description

The stimulus is the name of a city followed by a blank and the
name of a state. The student selects the comma to insert in

the position indicated by the blank. Distractors are a question

mark, a period, and an eAciamation point.

The city and state are specifically identified in the item
directions so that the rending comprehension task is minimized.
For further discussion of appropriate city names, see Skill
C(m)04: Capitalizes first letter in names of days of week,
special days, months, streets, and cities.
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Skill: C(m)17

Skill Statement: Uses comma to separate Items In a series.

Grade: 5

The student uses a comma to separate nouns (with their modifiers)
in a series (e.g., We had bacons eggs, and toast for breakfast).

Comment: Adjectives, adverbs, prepositonal phrases, verb
phrases, and clauses can also be written in a

series. However, elementary textbooks commonly
teach this skill only with nouns at this grade

level.

Assessment

Sample Item,

Directions: Which punctuation* mark should go in the blank?

1. There were lions tigers, and elephants at the
circus.

A. ,

B.

C.

D. none of these marks

tem Descrtption

The stimulus is a sentence that contains three nouns in a series.
The student select- the comma to Insert in the position indi-
cated by the blank after the first noun. Distractors are an

exclamation point, a period, and none of these marks.

Comment: Most authortties agree that a comma should be
placed before the conjunction (usually and)
preceding the last item in a series. 'however,

this comma is sometimes omitted In printed text.
Therefore, this item includes the comma before
t)e conjunction. Students are only expected
to use a comma to separate the other items in
the series.



c(,)17 (continued)

The items in the series are limited to common nouns. If proper

nouns are used, the student might mistake the adjacent nouns
as first and last moms (e.g., Fre Oenry, and John); thus
none of these marks could be a corrdect response.

The number of n o u n s in the series is limited V, three so that

the stimulus does not become unnecessarily long.
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Skill: C(m)le

Skill Statement: Uses came after direct address.

Grade: 6

Skill

The student uses a comma after a noun of direct address to separate
the noun from the rest of the sentence in which it occurs (e.g.,
Jana here are your shoes).

Comment: Nouns of direct address also commonly occur at the
end of a sentence, where they require comma to
precede them (e.g., Whet are you doingi_Pete?).
However, only the use of a comma folloiiino a noun
of direct address is assessed here.

Assessment

Directions: Which punctuation* mark should go in the blank?

I. Billy are you finished yet?

A. 9

8. .

C. ?

D. none of these marks

Item Doscription

The stimulus is a sentence containing a noun of direct address in
the initial position. The student selects the comma to insert in
the space indicated by the blank following the noun. Distractors
are a period. a question mark, and none of these marks.
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Skill: C(m)19

Skill Statement: Identifies and uses exclamation point appropriately.

Grade: S

Skill Description

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses an
exclamation point to end an exclamatory sentence (which may be known
to the student as a sentence that shows strong feeling).

Comment: Implicit in this skill is the ability to determine the
"strong feeling" of a sentence. However, this is usually

dependent upon the sentence's oral context. That is, a
sentence becomes exclamatory when it is Ito. with
strong feeling. In writing, the use of ihi-iiclamation
point is often a matter of subjective judgement, and the
student "defines" an exclamatory sentence by punctuating
it with an exclamation point. (For further discussion

of this problem, see Skill C(s)04: identifies and

writes declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and

imperative sentences.)

Assewsent

Sample Item

Directions: Which punctuation* mark should go In the blank*?

1. Sandy shouted, "The horses are running away "

A.

B.

C. ;

D. none of these marks

Item Description

The stimulus is an exclamatory sentence (within quotation marks)
with a blank replacing the terminal punctuation. The student
selects the exclamation point to insert in the position indicated
by the blank. Distracters are a comma, a question mark, and
of these marks. A period is not used as a distractor becauselle
wwliT37;177taisariiy be incorrect. The exclamatory sentence is

presented as a dialogue quotation so that strong emotion can be
suggested by the speaker tag (e.g., Sandy shouted). Furthermore,
the dialogue exclamation is positioned at WirlWirof the sentence
so that the use of terminal punctuation is assessed and not other
skills of dialogue punctuation.
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Skill: C(m)20

Skill Statement: Uses comma in quotation.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

The student uses a comma to separate a dialogue quotation from its
speaker tag. If the speaker tag precedes the quotation, the comma
follows the tag; e.g.:

Bill asked I have some cake?"

If the speaker tag follows the quotation, the comma is placed after
the last word of the quotation, and It is enclosed by the quotation
marks; e.g.:

"We're leaving now: Lisa said.

Comment: if the quotation is an interrogative or
exclamatory sentence and the tag follows the
quotation, a question mark or exclamation
point is used in place of the comma (e.g.,
"uhere is my homework?" Jos& said). However,

this punctuation is not included at this grade
level. Moreover, interrupted dialogue, which
requires two commas (e.g., "I'm tired' Josh
saidt "but I'll finish my homework"), is also
inappropriate for this grade level.

Assessment

Sample Items

Directions: Which sentence is punctuated* correctly?

1. A. Julie asked, "Do you want to play baseball?"
B. Julie asked "Do you want to play baseball?"
C. Julie, asked "Do you want to play baseball?"

2. A. "I finished my homework," Jose' said.
B. "I finished my homework" Jose said.
C. "I finished my homework", Jose said.

Item Description

The stimulus is a set of three sentences containing a dialogue
quotation. The student selects the sentence in which the speaker
tag and the quotation are separated correctly by a comma (choice
A). Distractors are (1) a sentence in which no punctuation is
used between the tag and the quotation (choice B) and (2) a
sentence in which the comma is placed in the wrong position
(choice C).
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C(020 (continued)

Only three answer choices are used in these items because the
items became visually confusing with a larger number of dis-

tractors. in addition, the sentences for each item are presented
directly below one another so that visual comparison among them

is easier.
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Skill: C(m)21

Skill Statement: Uses apostrophe in singular and plural possessive forms.

Grade:

Skill Description

At this grade level, the student uses apostrophes correctly in

singular possessive forms. The student must identify the correct
position of the apostrophe in the singular possessive (i.e., be-
tween the root word and the 10. Singular possessives may be formed
from proper or common nouns le.g., Johnssig or from indefinite
pronouns (e.g., someone's . Howeven-raefikite pronouns are not__
included in assessment here because they are not commonly taught in

elementary textbooks.

Implicit in this skill is the ability to distinguish between plural
forms of nouns and singular possessives. However, students are not
expected to distinguish between singular and plural possessives at
this grade level.

Knowledge of the technical terms apostrophe and singular possessive
is not prerequisite to this skill.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which word is correct?

1. Jenny has an uncle. Jenny likes to visit her
house.--------

A. uncle's
C. uncles
C. uncles

Item Description,

The first sentence of the stimulus identifies the target noun
as singular. The student selects the singular possessive form
of the target noun (choice A) to insert in the blank in the
second sentence. Distractors are (1) the plural form of the
noun (choice D) and (2) a form in which the apostrophe precedes,
by one letter, its correct position in the word (choice C).
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C(021 (continued)

arade: 6

Skill Description,

At this grade level, the student uses apostrophes correctly in plural
possessive forms. Concomitantly, the student must identify the cor-
rect position of the apostrophe in plural possessives. The correct
position of the apostrophe in regular plural possessives is after
the s plural marker (e.g., boylrinl!). The correct form for Irreg-
ularplural nouns not endini-irtViUs-'s (e.g., children-children's).
The student must also be able to Atingisiih between
plural possessives and between possessives and plural forms of nouns.

Knowledge of the technical terms apostrophe, and plural possessive
is not prerequisite to this skill.

Assessment

Sample items

Directions: Which word should go in the blank?

I. Isabel has two parrots. Both beaks are very

sharp:

A. parrots'
B. parrots
C. parrot's

2. The gifts are on the table.

A. children's
B. childrens
C. childrens'

3. Juan has a cat. The tail is long.

A. cat's
B. cats

C. cats'

Item Description,

In item 1, the first sentence of the stimulus specifies that
the target noun is plural. The student selects the plural pos-
sessive form of the target noun (choice AL) to insert in the
blank in the second sentence. Distracters are (1) the plural
form of the noun (choice 11) and (2) the singular possessive
form of the noun (choice C).
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C(m)21 (continued)

In item 2, the student selects the possessive form of an
irregular plural noun (choice A). Distractors are (1) a form
with no apostrophe (choice 1) and (2) a form in which the apos-
trophe follows the s (choice C).

In item 3, the student selects a singular possessive noun (choice
A). The target noun in clearly identified as singular in the first
sentence of the stimulus. Distractors are (1) the plural form
of the noun (choice El) and (2) the plural possessive form of the

noun (choice S). Al least one item assessing a singular possessive
form is included at this grade level so that students may make
more discriminating responses.

2.10
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Skill: C(m)22

Skill Statement: Uses hyphen in hyphenated words and in break of word
at end of line.

Grade: 5

Skill Description

Comment: Hyphenated words are not assessed in the SES.
Authorities frequently disagree on the structure of

a hyphenated compound because the compound is often
in the transitional process of becoming one word,
as in the word basketball. (This word was originally
written basket basket-ball. Later the
hyphen was dropriaend the two words were written
together.) Therefore, SES assessment is limited to
the use of a hyphen in breaking words at the end of
a line.

In order to maintain an even margin, the student divides a word at

the end of a line. Many authorities recommend against breaking a
word at the end of a line; however, if words are to be divided. the
following guidelines are often suggested:

(1) Only words with two or more syllables can be divided, and
they must be divided between the syllables (e.g.. 2E2c-tic*
not pr- actice). One-syllable wards are not divideVii m
end a rrrwz Thus the ability to syllabify words is
implicit in this skill. (In practice, however, students
are usually encouraged to use a dictionary to check the
correct syllabification of a word.)

(2) Words should be divided so that at least three letters
appear on one line (e.g., enor -mous Is acceptable,

but e-normous is not).

Assessment

Sample Item

Directions: Which entence is punctuated* correctly?

1. A. If you want to be on the swimming team, you must prac-
tice every day.

B. If you want to be on the swimming team, you must prat
tice every day.

C. If you want tl be on the swimming team, you must pr-
actice every day.
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C(m)22 (continued)

Item Description,

The stimulus is a set of three sentences in which one word is
divided at the end of the line. The sentences are aligned with

each other to facilitate visual comparison. The student selects
the sentence in which the divided word is syllabified and
punctuated correctly (choice A). Oistractors (I) a sentence
in which the divided word is syllabified properly but Is not
hyphenated (choice B), and (2) d sentence in which the divided
word is hyphenated but is not syllabified properly (choice Ch

Comments: Although this skill is dependent upon the
student's ability to syllabify words, rules
for dividing words into syllables are imprecise,
at best. Language authorities often disagree
on the delineation of syllable boundaries in
words, and many authorities even question the
usefulness of teachlo and assessing syllabifica-
tion skills.

Because the boundaries of English syllables are
imprecisely defined, distractor type C is
designed so that the syllable division is
obviously incorrect. This is achieved by breaking
the word so that the first segment does not
contain a vowel (e.g., E7actice). The student

Is not required to discriminate between more
difficult divisions (e.g., pas-tice vs.
v act -ice).



Skill: C(m)23

Skill Statement: Uses the colon when writing dialogue or the greeting
of a business letter and when introducing a series.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student places a colon after the greeting in a bu :iness letter.

Comment: Colons in the introduction of a series and in
playscript dialogue are infrequently used by
students. In fact, many elementary textbook
series do not teach these two uses of the colon.
Consequently, only the use of the colon in the
greeting of a business letter is included in
SES assessment.

Assessment

Sample item

Directions: Which greeting is correct for a business letter?

1. A. Dear Ms. Brown:
B. Dear Ms. Brown,
C. Dear Ms. brown.
D. Dear Ms. Brown

Item Description

The stimulus is a set of four letter greetings. The student
selects the greeting that is correctly punctuated with a colon
(choice A). Distractors are greetings that are followed by a
comma (choice B), a period (choice C), and no punctuation

(choice D). Since the commit is usaas a distractor, the
item directions specify that the greeting Is for a business
letter (rather than a personal letter).

Comment: Some greetings are not used in the SES:
To whom it may concern because this greeting
does not appear in elementary textbooks; Dear
Madam, Dear Sirs, and Gentlemen because off"`
their 1701711-7exism.
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MUTING SAMPLES

Writing samples are critical components of any assessment of writing

ability, for they directly assess the ability to write. Writing samples

are included in the SES only for grades 3 and 6. (However, writing samples

would also be appropriate. in grades 2, 1, and 5. in addition, most author-

ities recommend that more than one writing sample be administered to permit

students sufficient opportunity to display their writing abilities.)

Each writing sample consists of three components: (1) the prompt,

which provides students the stimulus and directions for writing; (2) the

scoring key, which the teacher marks to evaluate students' writing; and

(3) the scoring guide, which provides guidelines for teacher evaluation

of student writing.

Evaluation is based on a modified analytic scoring scale. for each

prompt, the features that constitute good writing for that specific prompt

are identified as evaluation criteria. A student's writing sample is

evaluated for each criterion on a three-point scale; the guidelines for

interpreting the scale points for each criterion are provided in the scoring

guide. Scoring is done by the individual classroom teacher. (The reli-

ability of the scoring could be increased by training teachers to use the

scoring key and guide and/or by scoring on a larger than- classroom basis,

e.9., at school, area, or district level.) A detailed description of the

scoring system is found in Humes (1980b).
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Skills: C(c)06
C(s/d)03

Skill Statements: Creates imaginary characters and writes stories. . . .*

Dictates/writes a description of a person, place,
or thing.

Grr. 3

Skill Description

The student constructs a short climactic narrative. A narrative
presents an experience to an audience, giving the impression of
passage in time. A climactic narrative includes a plot, which
entails the selection and organization of events to build toward
a climax.

Characters are included in the story. Characters may be included
by a number of techniques. The writer may (I) give a direct
description of the appearance and personality traits of the char-
acter, (2) present the character in activities that enable the
reader to infer the character's attributes, (3) reveal reactions
to the character from other characters in the story, and (is)) 'present
the character's internal reactions to events, people, and
surroundings. At this grade level, character development will
not generally entail more than the first technique, especially
the physical description. Furthermore, students may include
characters simply by using their names.

In describing characters, the student selects appropriate attributes
that may be unique, salient, and/or evocative. Attributes should

be described by sensory language - -especially visual language at this
level - -in specific rather than general terms.

A number of other specific skills must be employed to compose
quality writing sample; these skills are referenced in the scoring
guide.

*
The rest of this task ("of two or more paragraphs") is not

stipulated in the stimulus for the writing sample.
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Assessment

Sample ftem

Look at the picture of these animels. Both /mime's are
wearing skates. The monkey's name is Bounce. The elephant's
name is Flash. Write a story about the picture and the animals
in it.

Tell something about the way the animals look.

Tell what they do together on their skates.

Have something strange or funny happen to them.

Write a good ending for your story.

Give your story a title.

Item Description

Using descriptive-writing and narrative-writing skills, the
student composes a story elicited by the stimulus. The
stimulus includes a picture that presents two named characters
in a situation that suggests a narrative about a race between
them.

The series of instructions on including specific features
helps ensure the production of these features and facilitates
the construction of an appropriate scoring key that evaluates
these features.
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Scorings Nry

The skills array of the key's matrix consists of the features
of good writing that are effected when students employ the
content and form skills appropriate at this grade level for
this writing task. The skills corresponding to each criterion
are listed by continuum number on the subsequent scoring
guide. PerfomAnce ratings of 3 (good), 2 (acceptable),
I (unacceptable) are given on each criterion in accordance
with the rating considerations that the scoring guide describes.
Thus the scoring key can be used to elicit diagnostic
information about individual component skills. It can also
be used to determine s total writing score by summing the
scores.

The skills are ordered to facilitate scaring ease. Thus, for
example, "Indents first word" is ordered as the first form
skill since the presenceiebsence of indentation is immediately
evident in the sample.

Scoring Criteria,
I

CONTENT:

FORM:

Writes a title.

Describes characters.

Writes a story line appropriate
for the picture.

Includes an appropriate conclusion.

Shows creativity/originality.

AM... 1. AM...

=1.1 aMMO. -
=1.1 aRIM mMMEW

WINIM 101... 101.....
Comment: No space is provided for evaluating

originality/creativity as "1" because this
rating world unfairly assess beyond
learned skills. However, this criterion
is included to "reword" imagination.

Indents first word of paragraph.

Capitalizes first word of sentences.

Includes periods at ends of sentences.

Spells correctly.

Writes legibly.

Comment: No space is provided for evaluating
indentation as "2" because students either
do or do not indent.
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Scoring Guide

The scoring guide describes the guidelines for determining
what' constitutes a 3, 2, or 1 score on (tech criterion in
the scoring key.

199

CONTENT: Students are to describe the pictured animals and
write a story about the picture. They are to
include a strange or funny event, write a "good
ending," and give the story a title.

WRITES A TITLE. jakill C(pd)01)

3. The title is appropriate and original.

2. the title is appropriate, but unimaginative
(for example, "The Race," or "The Animals").

I. The title is not relevi.lt to the story or is
not included.

DESCRISES CHARACTERS. (Skills C(s /d)O1, C(s /d)03, C(c)061

3. Both characters are included and their physical
appearances are described.

2. Both characters era included, but the only
descriptors included are the animals' names

or types.

1. One or no character is included.

WRITES STORY APPROPRIATE FOR THE PICTURE.

(For example, the animals start the race; an event occurs
that affects the animals or the race; a resolution
concludes the race.) (Skill C(c)Ob)

3. The noel line is interesting and appropriate
for the picture, and the events are appropriately
sequenced.

2. The story line lacks Interest, but is appropriate,
and most events are appropriately sequenced.

1. The story line is not appropriate andior the
events are sequenced so that the story is
difficult or impossible to understand.

INCLUDES AN APPROPRIATE CONCLUSION. (Skill C(c)04, C(c)06)

3. A significant and interesting conclusion is
included, and it fits the story line.

2. A conclusion is included, trA it is not
significant.

1. A conclusion is not included, or it is not

appropriate.
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SNOWS CREATIVITY /ORIGINALITY.

3. Color, style, and/or content distinguish the
story from other students' stories.

2. The story is similar to other students' stories.

Comment: No skill numbers are listed for
creativity /originality because this

feature is not the result of any
specific skills.

FORM: The form skills described below are important to written
composition. Scoring guidelines for these skills are not
precisely defined by numerical counts or values. Rather,
they are dependent upon teacher judgment. Utilizing
teacher judgment rather than exact numerical criteria
expedites the hendscoring process and gives accurate
relative scores.

INDENTS FIRST VORD OF PARAGRAPH. [Skill C[04)03]

3. The first word is indented.

1. The first word is not indented.

CAPITALIZES FIRST WORD OF SENTENCES. [Sentences here
include fragments that students perceive as sentences.]
[Skill C60021

3. All or most sentences have a capital letter
for the first word.

2. Some sentences have a capital letter for the

first word.

I. Many or all sentences do not have a capital
letter for the first word.

INCLUDES PERIODS AT ENDS OF SENTENCES. [Sentences here

include fragments that students perceive as sentences.]
iSkill C[412]

3. All or most sentences end with periods or with
other appropriate terminal punctuation.

2. Some sentences end with periods or with other

appropriate punctuation.

1. Many or all sentences do not end with periods or
other appropriate punctuation.
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SPELLS CORRECTLY. [Skills C(sp)01, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07,
09, ill

3. All or most words are spelled correctly.

2. Several words are misspelled.

1. Only a few words are spelled correctly.

Comment: Many misspellings of the same word
should be evaluated as one misspelled
word.

WRITES LEGIBLY. [Skill C(h)04j

3. All or most words are readable and .lave
appropriate size, shape, spacing, and
alignment.

2. Many words are readable, and unreadable words
do not interfere with comprehension of content.

I. Many words are unreadable so that content is
difficult or impossible to read.
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Skills: C(i /p)06

C(i/p)17
C(1/p)10

C(s/d)04

Skill Statements: Writes, in appropriate form, a personal letter. . . .*

Writes paragraphs supporting a point of view.
Prepares reports on books, films, and television

programs.
Writes a description, using specific words to

describe emotions.

Grade: 6

Skill Description

The student writes a personal letter in which he/she persuades a
friend to watch a specific television program. To do this, the
student provides appeals either to reason or to the emotions.

The letter format includes the heading (the month, day, year in
which the letter is written, and optionally the sender's address),
the salutation Gear and the name of the person to whom the letter
is being sent), the closing (an expression such as Your friend,
Best wishes, log), and the signature (the sender'sar;;;;TEan

nria;)7ifgOwle-dtWof the technical terms for letter parts is not
prerequisite to this skill.

The letter parts are placed correctly on the page: The heading is
placed at the top right-hand corner of the letter; the salutation
is located several lines below the heading and at the left-hand margin;
the closing is located several lines under the body of the letter,
in the lower right hand corner, aligned with tha heading; the
signature is located directly under the closing.

In supporting a point of view, the student states a viewpoint that
can and will be supported by subsequent arguments, or "reasons."
The statement of the point of view is a kind of topic sentence for
a persuasive composition. Arguments may be appeals to reasons or
appeals to emotions (the latter including appeals to authorities).
At this grade level, arguments do not consist of a sequence of
points that lead to each other in a chain of logic. Students may
construct such arguments; however, these formal arguments are not
required because they entail difficult reasoning and ordering skills.

To describe his/her feelings about the program, the student uses
terms that convey emotions specifically. Emotions can be conveyed
by words from all form classes.

*The rest of this task ("and includes the address and return address
on the envelope") is not included in the writing sample.
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A number of other specific skills must be employed to compose a
quality writing sample; these skills are referenced in the scoring
guide.

Assessment

Sample Item

Write a letter to a friend. The purpose of the letter is to
convince your friend to watch your favorite television program.

Tell your friend that you think he or she should
watch the program.

Give the name of the program.

Tell how the program makes you feel when you watch
it. Use exact words that describe your feelings.

Give two more good reasons why your friend should
watch the program.

Include all parts of a personal letter and put each
of them in the right place on the page.

Use good grammar and language.

Write complete sentences.

Item Description

Using (o) format skills of personal-letter writing, (2)
persuasive-writing skills, (3) descriptive-writing skills for
conveying emotion, and (4) expository-writing skills to convey
information (as appeals to reason) in precise language, the
student writes a personal letter. The hypothetical audience
for the letter is a personal friend. In the letter, the
student convinces the friend that he/she should watch a
favorite television program.

The series of instructions on including specific features
helps ensure the production of these features and facilitates
the construction of an appropriate scoring key that evaluates
these features. The instructions concerning good grammar,
language, and complete statements ale included so that the
audience type (a friend) does not influence the student to
use less formal language than is desired on a competency test.

Scoring Key

The skills array of the key's matrix consists of the features
of good writing that are effected when students employ the
content, format, and form skill: appropriate at this grade
level for this writing task. The skills corresponding to
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each criterion are listed by continuum number on the subsequent
scoring guide. Performance ratings of 3 (good), 2 (acceptable),
1 (unacceptable) are given on each criterion in accordance with
the rating considerations that the scoring guide descrites.
Thus the scoring key can be used to elicit diagnostic
information about individual component skills. It can also
be used to determine a total writing score by summing the
scores.

Scoring Criteria

CONTENT:

States a point of view. 0111 41.1011=1.

Describes feelings in specific words.

includes reasons to support opinions.

Includes content conventions appropri-
ate for a personal letter.

Shows creativity/originality.

Comment: No space is provided for evaluating
creativity/originality as "1" because
this rating would unfairly assess
beyond learned skills. However, this
criterion is included to "reward"

imagination.

FORMAT:

Includes all parts of a personal
letter.

Places letter parts correctly on
the page.

trIN.M 0111

1111.001=1. ,M,Melswo .../

FORMS

Uses complete sentences.

Uses correct grammar.

Capitalizes and punctuates correctly.

Spells correctly.

Writes legibly and indents paragraphs.

....

.......... Milmlaw

.11,011M

0111

.1IMMIM
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Scoring Guide

The scoring guide describes the guidelines for determining what
constitutes a 3, 2, or 1 score on each criterion in the scoring
key.

CONTENT: Students are to write a letter to a friend to
convince that friend to watch their favorite
television program. They are to state their
opinion of the named program, describe how the
program makes them feel, and give two more
reasons why the friend should watch it.

STATES A POINT OF VIEW. (Skill CW0171

3. A point of view is stated. (For example, the

student says he/she thinks the friend should
watch a specific television program.)

2. A statement of fact is given. [For example, the
student says he/she watches a specific television
program.)

1. Neither point of view nor statement of fact is
included.

DESCRIBES FEELINGS IN SPECIFIC WORDS. (For example,
specific words like "happy" rather than general words
like "good" are used to describe feelings.] [Skill

C(s/d)04]

3. Feelings are described in specific terms.

2. Feelings are described in general terms.

1. Feelings are not described.

INCLUDES REASONS TO SUPPORT OPINION (that friend should
watch program). (Skills C(I/010, 17)

3. Two or more reasons are included.

2. One reason is included.

1. No reasons are included.

INCLUDES CONTENT CDNVENTIONS APPROPRIATE FOR A PERSONAL
LETTER. (For example, begins and ends with audience
amenities such as saying "I hope to hear from you S0011"
so that the composition reads like a letter rather than
like an essay; uses the pronouns I/me and 11110
(Skill W/0061

3. The content suggests a personal letter.

2. Only part of the content suggests a personal
letter.

1. The content does not suggest a letter at all.
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SHOWS CREATIVITY /ORIGINALITY.

3. Color, style, content distinguish the letter
from other students' letters.

2. The letter is similar to other students' letters.

Comment: No skill numbers are listed for
creativity/originality because this
feature is not the result of any
specific skills.

FORMAT: Students are to use the correct han.ot for writing
a personal letter.

INCLUDES ALL PARTS A PERSONAL LETTER fdate, greeting,
body, complimentary closing, signature; the sender's
address may also be Included above the date; for scoring
this criterion, proper placement Is ignored- -see the
criterion immediately below]. (Skill C(i/p)061

3. All or nearly all parts of the personal letter
format are included.

2. Some parts of the personal-letter format are
included.

1. Few or no parts of the personal-letter format
are included.

PLACES LETTER PARTS CORRECTLY ON THE PAGE [see parts

above]. [Skill C(I/p)061

3. All or nearly all letter parts are correctly
placed.

2. Some letter ports are correctly placed.

1. Few or no letter parts are correctly placed.
[This criterion is also scored if no parts are
included.1

FORM: The form skills described below are important to the
writing product. Scoring guidelines for these skills
are not precisely defined by numerical counts or
values. Rather, they are dependent upon teacher
judgment. Utilizing teacher judgment rather than
exact numerical criteria expedites the handscoring
process and gives accurate relative scores.
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USES COMPLETE SENTENCES. [Skills C(s)03, 09]

3. All or most sentences are complete.

2. Some sentences are complete.

I. Most sentences are fragments and/Or run-ons.

USES CORRECT GRAMMAR (for example, subject-verb
agreement, pronoun form]. (Skills C(w)02, 03, 04, 05,
11, 12: Skill C(s)051

3. The letter has few or no grammatical errors.

2. The letter has some errors in grammar.

1. The letter has many errors in grammar.

CAPITALIZES AND PUNCTUATES CORRECTLY. (Skills C(401,
02, 03, 04, 08, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19]

3. The letter has few or no errors in capitalization
and punctuation.

2. The letter has some errors in capitalization
and punctuation.

I. The letter has many errors in capitalization
and punctuation.

SPELLS CORRECTLY. (Skills C(sp)01, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07,
08, 09, 11, 12, 18, 21, 271

3 Most or all words are correctly spelled.

2. Several words are misspelled.

1. Many words are misspelled.

Comment: Many misspellings of the same word
should be evaluated as one misspelled
word.

%OATES LEGIBLY AND INDENTS PARAGRAPHS (cursive writing,
with appropriate size, Shape, slant, spacing, alignment;
Paragraph indentation]. C(h)06, C(pd)031

3. The letter has few or no exceptions to the
criterion.

2. The letter has some exceptions to the criterion.

1. The letter has many exceptions to the criterion.
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SOUTHWEST REG1CNAL LABORATORY
TECHNEAL NOTE

WRITTEN COMPOSITION RESULTS ON THE 1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS

Joseph Lawlor, Bruce Cronnell, Larry Gentry, Ann Names

ABSTRACT

This report presents and discusses the results for the
A

Composition section of the Survey of Essential Skills, an assessment

instrument developed by SWAL and administered to students in grades

1-6 of the Los Angeles Unified School District in the spring of

1980. Results are reported in eight categoriest Word Processing,

Sentence Proccu;ng, Paragraph Development, Organizational Skills,

Dictionary/Reference Sources, Spelling, Mechanics In Writing, and

Writing Samples.
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Table 1

Number of Students for Composition

Grade 1 29,662

Grade 2 31,959
Grade 3 34,789
Grade 4 37,031
Gram 5 36,663

Grade 6 )12-12
Total 207,262

students liking part in the Composition survey et each grade level.

(Smaller number of stueents took pert in the Writing-Sample section:

numbers are reported in that section of this paper.)

This paper reports and discusses results in each

reporting categories used in the 1980 SO:

of the

Word Processing 3

Sentence Processing 8

Paragraph Development 19

Organizational Skills 26

Oicticonary/Reference Sources 32

Spelling 3e

mechanics in Writing do2

Writing Samples 58

Results are reported by grade level, along with discussion of

individual skills and items. However, since scores for individual

skills are often based on only one or two items, they should be

interpreted with caution.*

*A similar survey was also administered in 1979 (reported in
Cronnell 6 Humes, 1980). However, the surveys for the two years

differ considerably in Composition content and grade-level

placement.
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WRITTEN COMPOSITION RESULTS ON THE 1980 SURVEY OF ESSENTIAL SKILLS

Joseph Lawlor, Bruce Cronnell, Larry Gentry, Ann Humes*

The Survey of Essential Skills (SES) in Reading, Mathematics,

and Composition was administered to students in the Los Angeles

Unified School Oistrict (LAUSO) in the spring of 1980. The SES is

an assessment instrument developed by SWRL Educational Research and

Oevelopment in cooperation with LAUSO staff for the purpose of

surveying skill proficiency in reading, mathematics, and composition

in grades 1-6. Results of the SES are used by the Oistrict as a key

element for impleminting School Board policy that each child must

attain proficiency in designated essential skills before advancing

from one grade to the next.

The Composition skills included in the SES were selected from

the LAUSO Skills Continuum (LAUSD, 1979) by District curriculum

soetielists and by SWRL staff. The survey items developed by SWRL

correspond to the type of content that students encounter in their

language arts and spelling textbooks. (See Cronnell, Lawlor,

Gentry, Humes, $ Malthie, 1980, for detailed item specifirations.)

The SES was administered to elementary school children in the

Oistrict in the spring of 1980. Table 1 lists the number of

*Authorship of thls report is generally based on authorship of
the corresponding sections of the Survey of Essential Skills.
Lawlor: Sentence Processing, Paragraph Development, Mechanics in
Writing. Cronnell: ntroduction, Organizational Skills,
Dictionary/Reference Sources. Gentry: Word Processing, Spelling.
Humes: Writing Samples.
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WORD PROCESSING

Word Processing, a category that deals largely with students'

ability to select and use the appropriate parts of speech, was

assessed at grades 7, 3, 4, and 5. With the exception of fifth

grade, scores were generally high across grade levels; see Table 7.

Grade 2

Second graders, with an overall average score of 969, had no

difficulty in selecting and using adjectives (Skill (w)(14) and

prepositions (Skill (w)12), the only Word Processing skills assessed

at this level. The assessment for adjectives consisted of three

items; students had to choose the appropriate descriptive word to

complete a sentence (e.g., The (big) dog is black"). Students

scored well over 90% on each of the three. Scores on the

preposition items were equally high. The sentence completion format

was again employed, with students choosing the most appropriate

peposition (e.g., "The cat is (on) the bed") for three items.

Grade 3

Students in grade 3 did very well on items that required them

to select and use nouns (Skill (w)02) and pronouns (Skill (w)02),

but displayed some difficulty In selecting and using verbs

appropriately (Skill (w)03). The two noun items required students

to select either the singular or plural form of a noun to complete a

sentence (e.0-, "We have ten (toys) "); the composite score for

these items was 90. Third graders also scored over 90% on three

items that required the insertion of appropriate pronouns (e.g.,



Grade 2

Skill (w)04

Table 2

WORD PROCESSING RESULTS

Selects and uses adjectives
appropriately.

Items: 1. kis dog
2. fire is hot
3. girl is first

Skill (w)12 Selects and uses prepositions
appropriately.

Items: 4. on
5. in

6. under

Grade 3

Skill MO? Selects and uses nouns
appropriately. singular/plural

Skill (w)03

Items: 1. ten ton
2. a glass

Selects and
appropriate,

Items: 3.

4.

5.

Selects and
appropriatel

uses pronouns

Y.

us (singular/plural)
they (singular/plural)
she (gender)

uses verbs
y. regular/irregular

l'ems: 6. took

7. grew
8. sent

235

95
97
94

96
97
95

94
92

90
92

91

82

74

55

Correct

95

96

93

91

70
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Table 2 (continued)

Grade 4

Skill (w)02 Selects and uses nouns and pronouns
appropriately. pronouns only:
nominative/objective

Items: 1. they 94
7. us 92

Correct

93

Skill (w)05 Selects and uses adverbs
appropriately. 87

Items: 3. slowly 87
4. faster 87

Skill (w)06 Constructs contractions from paired
words and writes paired words from
contractions.

Items: 5. she is - she's 83

6. we have we've 76
7. isn't - is not 93
8. you'll = you will 86

Grade 5

Skill (w)03 Selects and uses verbs appropriately.
Past/past participle 53

Items: 1. drank 69
7. eaten 43

3. spoken 47

Skill (w)09 Identifies and uses homonyms,
synonyms and antonyms appropriately. 80

Items: 4. their (homophone) 63

5. cows eat/graze (synonym) 84

6. not happy/sad (antonym) 94
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",(They) were playing together"). They did as well choosing

between singular and plural pronouns as choosing between male and

female pronouns. When asked to distinguish between the regular and

irregular pasttense forms of verbs (e.g., "Linda (took)_ her

rabbit to school," where distracters were taked and tooked),

students did reasonably well on two of the three items, scoring 82%

and 742. A third item, however, proved to be very difficult. When

asked to choose the appropriate verb form for the sentence, "Last

week, I (sent) a letter to my friend," only 55* were able to

choose the correct response. A possible problem with this item was

the inclusion of the distractor send, which required students to

1;stineJish past/present as well as irregular/regular past.

Grade 4

Fourth graders, with a composite score of 87%, did well on all

skills. When asked to choose between the nominative and objective

forms of pronouns (Skill (w)02), they scored an excellent 93%. They

scored slightly lower on items that required them to select and use

adverbs (Skill (w)05). Scores for the adverb skill (e.g., The man

walked (slowly) ,up the street") averaged 87%. For Skill (w)06, an

assessment of the ability to use contractions (i.e., choosing the

correct full form for a contraction or the correct contraction for a

given full form), fourth graders scored a respectable 85t. Word

Processing skills at this grade level seem well intact.
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Grade 5

Results at the fifth-grade level were not so encouraging as

those at lower levels. Students in grade 5 attained a composite

score of only 67*, probably because half of their overall score was

based on the ability to discriminate between the past tense and the

Past participle of verbs (Skill (003). Three items were employed

assessing this skill, with students selecting the proper fora* og

a verb in a sentence completion task (e.g., "Henry (drank) his

milk"). Scores for two of the three items (eaten and spoken) were

below 50*. Only 63* of the fifth graders were able to use the

homophone their correctly, but they had little difficulty in using

synonyms OW or antonyms (94*), all of which were assessed as

Skill (w)09.
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SENTENCE PROCESSING

Sentence Processing skills were assessed at every grade level.

Those skills surveyed on the 1980 SES are tisted in Table 3.

Grade 1

First-grade students performed very well on Sentence Processing

items. In five items, students were given a picture and asked to

identify the sentence that described the picture (Skill (s101). Two

answer choices were provided, the distractor being a "scrambled"

version of the word order of the correct response; e.g.:

Directions: Look at the picture. Which group of
wards is a good sentence that tells
about the picture?

pictures boy building a model airplane

A. Makes a toy he.
B. He makes a toy.

The average score for these five items was 938, with individual

items ranging from 91 to 958.

Three additional items measured the students' ability to

identify a simple sentence (Skill (s)02). SL4dents were given two

groups of words, each one capitalized and punctuated as a sentence.

When students were asked to identify the group of words that was

actually a sentence, 33* responded correctly. An example of this

item type is Presented below:

Directions: Which group of words makes a good
sentence?

A. The car is blue.
B. Airplane fast little.
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Table 3

SENTENCE PROCESSING RESULTS

Grade 1

Demonstrates understanding of word
order in a sentence.

2 Correct

93

93
Skill (s)01

Items: 1. The cars 90. 91
2. He makes a toy. 93
3. The ball is big. 92
4. Mother is in the car. 95
5. He runs to the house. 95

Skill (s)02 Identifies or copies a simple
sentence, title, or caption.
Identification of simple sentences

only 93

Items: 6. The car is blue. 93
7. You can jump. 93
8. I like to play. 94

Grade 2 88

Skill (s)06 Expands simple sentence through the
use of modifiers. 85

items: 7. He gave me a pretty
flower.

8. The little girl ran
fast.

90

Skill (s)07 Manipulates sentences through use
of transformation. declarative
interrogative

Items: 9. be inversion 88
10. auxiliary inversion 93

240
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Table 3 (continued)

Correct

Grade 3 77

Skill (w)05 Constructs and identifies sentences in
which the subject and verb agree.
subject and verb adjacent 77

Items: 9. does 81:

10. grow 71

11. listen 66

12. is 88

Grade 4 83

Skill (s)04 Identifies and writes declarative,
interrogative, exclamatory, and
imperative sentences. identification
only

items: 9. interrogative 85

10. imperative 86

86

Skill (s)07 Manipulates sentences through use
of transformation. 76

Items: 11. interrogative declarative:
do support 72

12. declarative interrogative:
do support 79

13. declarative interrogative:
do support 77

Skill (s)10 Demonstrates the ability to substitute 88

parts of speech (e.g., pronoun for
noun).

Items: 14. she for Susan 90
15. them for the boys and

girls 91
16. it for the book 82



Table 3 (continued)

Grade 5

Skill (s)08

11

Correct

Identifies parts of sentences (e.g.,
subject/predicate). 58

Items: 7. one-word subject
8. predicate phrase

Skill (s)09 Combines simple sentences to form
compound and complex sentences.
compound sentences only

items: 9. and
10. but

52
63

79
89

71

Grade 6 64

Skill (s)08 Identifies parts of sentences (e.g.,
subject/predicate). 46

Items: 1. subject phrase 56
2. prepositional phrase 35

Skill (s)1l identifies and uses relative ciauses
that begin with who, which, that,
combining sentences

Items: 3. who clause modifying
subject

4. that clause c=odifying
olrect object

87

78

83
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12

Grade 2

Second graders did not perform quite so well as first graders

did on Sentence Processing items, but their scores were still good

(en average). In two items, students were required to select the

correct position for an adjective.in a sentence (Skill (s)06); e.g.:

Directions: Read the sentence. Where does the word
pretty go in the sentence?

Net gave me t a t flower.

0 0
Ninety percent of the students responded correctly to this item. On

a simiisr item in which the adjective was to be inserted before the

subject of a sentence, students had more difficulty MU.

Unfamiliarity with the item format may have contributed to some of

the students' difficulties.

In two o sr Sentence Processing items. second graders were

asked to transform a declarativ4 sentence into a question (Skill

(s)07). The transformation involved inversion of the main verb be

Or of an auxiliary verb; e.g.:

Directions: Read the sentence. The sentence must be
changed Into a question. Which Question
is right?

The kitten is lost.

A. The kitten lost is?
O. Is the kitten lost?
C. Is lost the kitten?

Students found the be inversion slightly more difficult (88%) than

the auxiliary inversion (93%).
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lugel

One Sentence Processing skill was assessed at third grade. :-

four items, students were required to select a verb form that would

agree with the subject of a sentence in person and number (Skill

(s)05). The subject and verb were adjacent; e.g.:

Directions: Think about how you write in school.
Which word should you use when you write
in school?

That girl not like Candy.

A. does

S. do

The overage score for all four of these items was only 77%.

However, students had much more difficulty with the regular form

me and listen (71%, 46%) than they did with the irregular form

does and it (848, 88%). These results may reflect typical textbook

emphasis on do and be in subject-verb rgreement exercises. In

addition, since many dialects lack the -s suffix and since the

suffix is stressed in instruction, students may be attracted to the

-s forms, believing them to be what is required in school writing.

Grade 4

Foarth graders scored higher than third graders did in Sentence

Processing. The average score for eight Sentence Processing items

was 83%. Two items required students to identify an interrogat.ve

sentence and an imperative sentence, respectively (Skill (s)04).

About 85% of tie students responded correctly. Although these

results are good, they are somewhat disappointing because the
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sentences used in the items included terminal punctuation, which

should have made the COT act response obvious for the item below:

Directions: Which sentence is a question?

A. Call a doctor!
B. The doctor Is here.
C. Who is your doctor?

Approximately ISB of the fourth graders could not identify the

question, even though it was clearly punctuated with a question

mark.

Three items on the fourth-grade survey measured students'

ability to transform declarative and interrogative sentences (Skill

(s)07). Unlike the third grade items, though, these transformations

reauired the use of the auxiliary verb do; e.g.:

Directions: This telling sentence can be mode into a

question. Which question Is right?

She likes to play basketball.

A. Laces she to play basketball?
B. Does she like to play basketball?
C. Do she likes to play basketball?

Two of these items required transforming a statement into a question

(78t). An additional item required a transformation from

interrogative to declarative. Students found this item to be more

difficult than the other two (720.

Most students (080) were successful in completing three

Sentence Processing items that required substituting a pronoun for a

noun phrase in a sentence (Skill (s)10); e.g.:
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Directions: Which word can take the place of the
underlined word?

Susan studied very hard before Susan
went to bed.

A. she
D. it

C. he

D. they

The average score for these three items was 88*. Howevert'one item

that required substitution of the pronoun it for the noun phrase the

book was considerably more difficult (821) than the other two items

(90%, 911),

Grade 5

Fifth-grade students did not score well on the four Sentence

Processing items (71$ overage). However, most of the difficulty

occurred with two items that required knowledge of grammatical terms

(Skill (s)08); e.g.:

Directions: Which part of the sentence is the
subject?

Gloria puss to study.
A

Only 521 of the fifth graders were able to answer this item

correctly, even though there were only two anwer choices given.

(Thus a score of 50% could have been predicted solely on the basis

of chance.) The results suggest that students were not at all

familiar with the term subject. Moreover, students also scored

poorly on a similar item that required identifying tie predicate of

a sentence (631). These scores are particularly discouraging

because textbooks devote a great deal of instruction to grammar
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study. However, knowledge of grammatical terms has been shown to be

of little use in learning how to write (e.g., Elley, Barham, Lamb, S

Wyllie, 1976). Thus the students' poor performance on these items

may be less alarming than it would seem at first glance.

Fifth graders performed much better on two Sentence Processing

items that required combining two simple sentences to form a

:omoourd sentence (Skill (s)09). In one item the sentences were to

be joined with the conjunction and, and the other item required the

use of but; i.e.:

Directions: Which is the best way to put the two
sentences together?

1. The air was cold. The snow was deep.

A. The air was cold, the snow was deep.
B. The air was cold, or the snow was

deep.

C. The air was cold, and the snow was
deep.

2. Juan was happy. Susan was sad.

A. Juan was happy, but Susan was sad.
8. Juan was happy, then Susan was sad.

C. Juan was happy, or Susan was sad.

Seventy-nine percent of the students answered the first item

correctly, and 89% responded correctly to the second item. Item 2

may have bean easier for students because of the obvious contrast

between happy and sad--a contrast that would seem to make it easier

to select the response containing but. Nevertheless, students

scored much better on these items than they did on the Items

requiring identification of sentence parts.
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Grade 6

Sixth-grade scores for Sentence Processing were even lower than

those for grade five. The average score for four Sentence

Processing items was only 64. However, the major problem again was

with two items that required knowledge of grammatical terms (Skill

(s)08). In one item, students were asked to identify a subject noun

rase among three possible choices; only 54 of the students were

le to do so. A second item required identifying a prepositional

phrase among four choices; i.e.:

Directions: Which part cf the sentence is a
prepositional phrase?

Andy and 1 are making some cookies for the party.

A

Only 352 of the sixth graders answered this item correctly, despite

the fact that textbook instruction normally covers prepositional

Phrases by this grade level. The poor scores on these two items

(and on the two similar items in grade 5) indicate that students are

not familiar with grammatical terminology.*

Two other sixth-grade Sentence Processing items measured

students' ability to use relative clauses (Skill (s)11); e.g.:

Directions: Which is the best way to put these
sentences togetner?

*This unfamiliarity with grammatical terminology probably does
not affect writing ability since research has shown that formal
grammar study does not contribute to the development of composition
skills (cf. Mellon, 1969, chapter 1).

248
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The woman won the race. The woman was
very happy.

A. The woman, she won the race. was
very happy.

B. The woman who won the race was very
happy.

C. The woman won the race was very
happy-

Eighty -seven percent of the students answered this item correctly.

The correct response to the second item contained a relative clause

introduced by that, and students found this item to be more

difficult (782).
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PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT

Paragraph Development skills were assessed in grades 4, 5, and

6. Those skills surveyed on the 1980 SES are listed in Table 4.

Grade 4

Fourth graders had considerable difficulty with Paragraph

Development items, averaging only 69$ on four items. Most of the

difficulty occurred in two items that required the student to selec

the appropriate chronological transitional word is a story (Skill

(pd)06); e.g.:

Directions: Which is the best word to use in the
blank?

Nick brushed the dirt off the old
treasure chest. He turned the key and
opened the lock. He waited for a few
minutes. he lifted the top.

A. Sleepily
B. Finally
C. While
D. Before

Only 52$ of the fourth graders were able to select the correct

response (finally) in this item. In a similar item requiring the

use of the transitional word then, scores were a little better

(61$). Difficulties may have arisen from the considerable reading

load required by the items. However, such difficulties may be

unavoidable in assessing this skill because a minimum of four

sentences is required to provide sufficient context for the

transitional word. in each item, students were especially attracted

to one distractor (i.e., Before in the example &boom) that, when
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Table 4

PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

E Correct

Grade 4 69

Skill (pd)06 Uses/identifies transitional words and
phrases to make paragraphs and
sentences flow smoothly. chronological
transitions 57

Skill (pd)07

Items: 17. finally
18. then

Edits and proofreads paragraphs for
final copy.

Items: 19. spelling
20. capitalization

52
61

80

82

81

Grade 5 80

Skill (pd)06 Uses/identifies transitional words and
phrases to make paragraphs and
sentences flow smoothly. logical

transitions 86

Items: 11. also
12. so

89

82

Skill (pd)07 Edits and proofreads paragraphs for
final copy. 77

Items: 13. spelling 81

14. spelling 77

15. capitalization 84

16. punctuation 67

251
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Table 4 (continued)

Grade 6

Skill (pd)04 Composes a paragraph describing a
sequence of times or events.

Correct

74

Items: 5. arrange three sentences 73
6. arrange three sentences 67

7. choose sentence to come
next in a story 81

Skill (pd)09 Writes paragraphs showing conversation. 20

Item: 8. choose sentence where new
paragraph should begin
(new speaker) 20

252
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read as if it were simply a continuation of the previous sentence,

is an appropriate choice.

Fourth graders, however, scored much better 411 two proofreading

items (Skill (pd)07). in one item, students were asked to select a

correctly spelled sentence MOM in the other item, students were

required to choose a correctly capitalized sentence (82$); e.g.:

Directions: Which sentence is capitalized correctly?

A. Once i wrote a letter to Julie.
B. once I wrote a leiter to Julie.
C. Once I wrote a letter to Julie.

Grade 5

Unlike fourth graders, fifth-grade students performed very well

on items assessing the use of transitional expressions (Skill

(pd)06). At fifth grade, the items included logical transitions in

short expository paragraphs; e.g.:

Directions: Which is the best word to use in the
blank?

Football is one kind of game to
play. Baseball is ono.:her kind of game

you can play. Many people like

to play basketball.

A. yet

B. also
C. below
D. soon

Eighty-nine percent of the students answered this item correctly,

and 83 responded correctly to a similar item requiring the use of

so.

The fifth-grade survey also included four proofreading items

similar to those used in the fourth-grade assessment (Skill (pd)07).
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However, the fifth-grade survey included two spelling items, one

capitalization item, and one punctuation item: e.g.:

Directions: Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

A. I like bacon, eggs, and toast.
8. I like bacon, eggs, and, toast.

C. I like bacon eggs, and toast.

Of the four items, the punctuation item was the most difficult

(67%). The scores for the two spelling items averaged 79%, and the

capitalization item yielded a score of M. The item format may

have contributed to difficulties with the punctuation item. Since

the three sentences are so nearly identical, students may have had

problems identifying the comma errors.

Grade 6

Sixth graders had a great deal of difficulty with Paragraph

Development items. The average score for four items was only 60%.

Three items measured students' ability to arrange a sequence of

events in chronological order (Skill 4104). In two of these

items, students were required to select kle correct order for three

sentences in a story; e.g.:

Directions: The sentences for this story are not in
the right order. Read the title and the
Story. Then answer the question that
follows the story.

THE VISITOR AT THE 000R

1. As Sharon opened tne door, the noise
grew louder.

II. Sharon saw a little puppy standing
by the door.

III. Sharon heard a noise outside the
door.
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What is the right ordpr for these
sentences?

A. III, Ii, I

B. 1, III, 11

C. III, 1, II

Scores on these two items averaged 70t. The reading load required

by the items 'nay have contributed to the low scores.

In another item, also designed to assess chronological

ordering, students were asked to select a sentence to complete an

unfinished story; i.e.:

Directions: This story is not finished. Read the
title and the story. Then answer the
question that follows the story.

THE LANDING

The spaceship slowly settled on the
surface of the planet. A door in the
side of the ship slid open. A ladder
was lowered to the ground.

Which sentence should come next in the
story?

Ir A. The spaceship turned out of Its
orbit and dived toward the planet.

B. A small figure stood in the doorway
of the ship and peered out.

C. The ship's engines roared as it
descended from the clouds.

Apparently, this item format was much easier for students; 84

responded correctly.

One sixth-grade item was designed to assess students' ability

to paragraph conversation (Skill (pd)09)i i.e.:
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Directions; Read this story part. Where should a
new paragraph Wegin?

The bus returned to school in the
afternoon. ® Linda and Ricardo got
off and walked toward the classroom.
® "Old you enjoy the trip to the zoo?"
RI irdo asked. ID Linde replied, I
su. did. My favorite part was the
monkey house because some of those
monkeys act just like people.

Only 20% of the students were able to answer this item correctly.

Several factors may have contributed to these poor results. first,

students may not have been familiar with the concept of beginning a

new paragraph for each speaker in a conversation. Language arts

textbooks normally provide little instruction in this skill, and

reading texts commonly use ether paragraphing conventions for

dialogue. Second, the item format was probably confusing. Althoug*

steps were taken to minimize the reeding load in this item, any

selected-response assessment of this skill wil! necessarily be

affected by students' reading abilities.
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ORGANIZATIONAL. SKILLS

Two rather different kinds of Organizational Skills were

assessed: classification (grades 2 and 4) and outlining (grades 5

and 6). Students performed very well on the former and very poorly

on the latter; this result reflects the relative difficu'ty of the

two kinds of skills. See Table 5.

Grade 2

Second-grade students classified items (pictures) and (printed)

words (Skill (o)01). Students were asked "Which picture/word Is a

?" (e.g., a color) or "Which picture/word is something to

?" (e.g., something to eat). Students had near-perfect scores

(99$) for classifying items; their scores were also high (93$) for

classifying words. These excellent results indicate that students

have no difficulty with simple classifications, especially when

distractor choices are not conceptually close to the correct answer

(e.g., for milk--the answer for "something to drink"--the

distractors were balloon and game).

Grade 4

Fourth-grade students classified words only (also Skill (o)01).

Their scores (88$) were somewhat lower than those for second

graders. This is probably because the distracters were conceptually

closer to the correct answer (e.g., for branch--the answer for "part

of a tree"--the distractors were grass and Around). Still, students

performed well on this task.

257
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Table S

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS RESULTS

Grade 2

Skill (001 Classifies items.

Items: 11. toy (ball) 99
12. animal (dog) 99

13. something to eat (Pie) 99

Correct

96

99

Classifies words. 93

Items: 14: color (green) 96
IS. something to wear (coat) 89
16. something to drink (milk) 9S

Grade 4 88

Skill (001 Classifies items and/or words.
(words only]

items: 21. part of the body (finger) 91

22. someone in family (brother) 92
23. part of a tree (branch) 88
24. noise (bark) 81

88

Grade 5 58

Skill (003 Constructs an outline independently. se

Items: 17. capitalization
(skill (009) 56

18. indentation 51

19. numbering and lettering h7

20. content organization 78

Grade 6 58

Skill (004 Uses an outline to prepare a report. 58

Items: 9. all information, but not
in right order 38

10. not all information 66

11. matches exactly 65
12. all information, but not

in right order 63
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GraqeS.

TIn fifth-grade was "Constructs an outline independentlY"

(Skill (o)03). Students performed very poorly (58*). This is not

surprising for at least three reasons. First, outlining appears to

be a difficult Skill at all levels. Second, textbook analysis

(Humes, 1979b) suggests that this skill is better assessed at grade

6. Third, selected-response formats are less than ideal for this

skill; a constructed-response format is possible (Humes, Cronnell,

Lawlor, Gentry, S Fieker, 1980) and is probably more appropriate.

However, such a format would require responses to be scored by

teachers.

The grade S outlining skill was divided into four subskills.

The first subskill assessed ability to capitalize the first word in

a topic in an outline (Skill (m)09: Capitalizes each topic in an

outline). The format was the same as that used for capitalization

skills in the Mechanics section. Students had difficulty with this

subskill (56%). The second subskill assessed ability to recognize a

correctly indented outline; distractors illustrated Indentation that

was either completely inappropriate for any outline or inappropriate

for the outline content used. Students had even more difficulty

with this subskill (51%). They were very much attracted to the

distractor with reverse indentation, i.e., with main topics indented

and subtopics at the maroin. The third subskill assessed ability to

recognize an outline that was numbered and lettered correctly;

distractors illustrated numbering and lettering that was complete l,.

inappropriate for any outline. Students had even greater difficulty

259
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with this subskill (422). They were very mach attracted to the

distractor in which main topics were preceded by Ramon numerals and

subtopics were preceded by Arabic numerals. The fourth subskill

assessed ability cognize appropriate content to include in an

outline; students had considerably less difficulty with this

subskill (78t).

Grade 6

The sixth-grade ?ill was "Uses 4n outline to orepare a report"

(Skill (0)04). Students performed very poorly on this skill (58t..

the same score 4s in grade 5). Again this is not surprising because

of the difficulty of the skill. Moreover, students may have had

problems with the unfamiliar Item format, which required

considerable reading. (Again, a constructed response format is

possible Humes et 41., 1980 and probably more appropriate, but

requires teacher scoring.) The item format presented a brief

outline and four paratpaphs written from it: students had to choose

cv.a of tnree sentences to acscribe the paragraph. See Figure 1 for

the outline and a sample item. Students performed moderately well

on three items (numbers 10-12average 64*), but very poorly on the

other item (number q38*). The paraaraph for the latter item

(shown in Figure 1) had 411 the content, but with the sentence for

the second main topic. (11) moved to follow the sentence for the

first main topic (I). The result is an ecceptably arranged

paragraph, although not in the arrangement stipulated by the

outline. Students tended to identify the paragraph as matt g
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Read Me outline and the paragraphs
that have been written from it. Which
sentence best describes each paragraph?

Musics! Instruments

I. Brass Instruments
A. Trumpets
B. Bugles

II. String hestruments
A. Violins
B. Guitars

IL Musical Instruments

There are many kinds of musical
instruments. Some instruments are
called brass instruments. Some
instruments are called string
instruments. Trumpets are
brass inenunente; so are bugles.
Violins are string instruments. Guitars
are also string instruments.

The paragraph matches the
outbin exactly.

The paragraph does not have
all the information from the
outline.

The paragraph has all the
information from the
outline, 104 it is not in the
right order.

Figure 1. Sample Item for Outlining (Grade 6)

exactly more frequently than they identified it as in the wrong

order. The slight misordering may not have been as noticeable to

students as the more obviou$ disordering in item number 12, where

the sentences for main topic ii and its subtopics A and B were

ordered before all of the sentences for topic I.

Comments

The overall pattern of results for Organization Skills is

mixed: Students did well on simple skills and poorly on difficult

skills. The easier classification skills in grades 2 and 4 may not

be critical to development of ability in written composition, and

their high scores mu./ present a somewhat distorted view of total
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student ahility at these Grade levels. The more difficult outlining

skills in arades 5 and 6 also may not be critical to development of

ability in written composition; in fact, many composition

authorities oppose the teaching of outlining skills because (1) such

skills are not generally used by most mature writers and (2) the use

of outlines distorts the normal composing process. Since outlining

represents the total Organizational Skills category in grades 5 and

6, student scores may be depressed because of assessment items that

may not be critical to the development of ability to produce good

written compositions.
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DICTInNARY/REFERENCE SOURCES

The Dictionary/Reference Sources section focused primarily on

alphabetization skills. (in the 1979 SPES, such skills were

assessed in the Reading section; see Fiege-Kollmann, 1980.) At each

grade level, scores were above 70% (see Table 6), indicating that

most students satisfactorily attaining the skills.

Grade 1

First-grade students were first asked to identify letters of

the alphabet in seg. -e (Skill (d/r)01). Each item presented three

A

letters in consecutive order plus a blank at the be.inning, in the

middle, or Jt the end. Students chose which of three setters

belonged :n the blank. 'erformdnce was very good on this task

(9421, with scores somewhat higher when the blank came at the end of

the sequence than when it came at the beginning or in the middle.

The other first-Irade skill was "Uses picture dictionary"

(Skill (d/r)03). This skill was assessed by having students choose

the letter that spelled the first sound !ri a picture word. Students

performed very well with this task (96%). These scores are somewhat

better than those on the analogous task in the Spelling section

(87%). However, the distractors for Skill (d/r)03 were purposefully

designed not to be either visually or aurally confusing, whereas the

Spelling distractors were, since such confusions are common spelling

problems. Although scores for this skill are quite good, it is not

clear that the skill is really relevant to Dictionary/Reference

Sources. That is, since most picture dictionaries are arranged by

263
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Table 6

DICTIONARY/REFERENCE SOURCES RESULTS

t Correct

Grade 1 9;

Skill Id/001 Identifies letters of the alphabet in
sequence. 94

Items: 9. A 0 C 98
10. ECG 95
11. U V _I 91

12. _RST 93

Skill (0003 Uses picture dictionary and primary
encyclopedia. picture dictionary
only

Items: 13. fish 97

14. house 94

15. pencil 47

16. turtle 95

96

Grade 2 78

Skill (d/r)05 Alphabetizes letters. 89

Items: 17. C 0 E 93
18. K I M 89

19. R $ T

Alphabetizes words by th= first
letter. 68

Items: 20. away big come 85

21. help play want
22. jump play work 54

Grade 3

Skill (0006 Alphabetizes words by the second
letter.

Items: 13. cap clock corn cream 66

14. bake begin blow break 81

IS. cage cent circus 70

16. pair picture popcorn 77

264
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Grade 4

* Correct

71

Skill (d/r)C7 Alphabetizes words by the third
letter. 68

Items: 25. cabin cannon carpet cave 79
26. stage steal straw study 76

27. taste taught teeth 58.

28. package palace paste 61

Skill (d/r)09 Identifies sections of a dictionary. 76

Items: 29. window in the back 75

30. chocolate - in the front 78

Grade 5 79

Skill (d/r)11 Uses guide words to locate an entry. 79

items: 21. magic
22. matter

2, map
24. mail

82

80

81

73

Grade 6 77

Skill (d/r)07 Alphabetizes words by the fourth
letter. 84

Item: 13. discover disease dish
distance 84

Alphabetizes words by the fourth
and fifth letters. 69

Item: 14. spank spare spark
sparrow 69

Skill (d/r)15 Uses and interprets diacritical
markings. 78

Items: 15. parade 87

16. bait 69

Skill (d/r);: Identifies and uses various reference
sources in the library. 76

Items: 17. flags - encyclopedia 77

18. book about jogs - card

catalog 2 R5 75
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rolegorie.. of word, (e.n., colors, animal%), the plimary skills

needed for picture-dictionary use are il) piciule identilicatirn 4110

(2) classification. The former skill is really irrelevant to

Written Composition, and the latter is covered by Organizational

Skills (although not until grade 2).

Grade 2

In grade 2, more standa d dictionary skills were assessed:

alphabetizing letters and words (Skill (d/r)05). Students had

1;ttle difficulty in recognizing which set of three consecutive

letters was in alphabetical order (89%), although scores decreased

as the letter sets were drawn from farther back in the alphabet.

The other second-grade task was the alphabetization of words by the

first letter. Students did not do so well with this skill (68%).

They did much better recognizing a correctly alphabetized set of

words when they began with consecutive letters at the beginning of

the alphabet than when they began with non-consecutive letters later

in the alphabet. (It is not clear whether consecutiveness or

location in the alphabet is the problem; perhaps both.) One item

required students to choose the word that would go in a specified

posit'on in an alphabetized list. Although this task is closer to

"real world" alphabetizing than is recognizing a correctly

alphabetized list, it was more difficult. (This format difficulty

was generally found in grades 3 and 4 as well.)

266
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Grade 3

Third-grade students alphabetized words by the second letter

(714, Skill (d/r)06). Scores for the four items were spread over

1571, but no explanation for these differences is apparent.

Grade 4

Fourth-grade students alphabetized words by the third letter

(68%, Skill (d/r)C7). Students clearly did better when Choosing the

correctly alphabetized set of'words (78%) than when choosing which

word would fit in an alphabetized list (60%). Students also had to

identify the section of a dictionary in which a word would be

found--in the front, middle, or back (76*, Skill (d/r)C41. Because

"middle" is somewhat amorphous, words were either clearly at the

front (chocolate -- beginning with the third out of 26 letters) or at

the back (window -- beginning with the fourth letter from the end of

the alphabet). Student errors on both it.lms were generally the

choice of "in the middle."

Grade 5

Fifth -tirade students identified on which page a word would

occur, based on guide words only (Skill (d /r)1l). The guide words

and the item words were the same up to the third letter (i.e., the

alphabetizing skill was at the fourth-wade level). Students

performed relatively well (79%). One item (number 24) had a score

considerably lower than that scores for the other items; no

explanation for this difference is apparent.
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Grade 6

Several skills were assessed in sixth grade. Students

alphabetized words by the fourth and fifth letter (76%, Skill

(d/r)07), using only the format in which they selected the correctly

alphabetized set of words. As might Le expected, students did much

better alphabetizing words by the fourth letter OW than by the

fifth letter (692). Another sixth-grade skill involved

interpretation of dictionary pronunciation respellings of words

(Skill (d/r)15). A word was given in dictionary pronunciation

symbols and students chose which of four words that respelling

represented. The two-syllable word parade (87%) was easier than the

one-syllable word bait (69%). This result is not surprising since

it is easier to find similarly spelled distractors for one-syllable

words than for two-syllable words; therefore, the distractors for

parade were probably perceived as more obviously wrong than those

for bait. The final sixth-grade skill required identification of

the appropriate library reference source to use when looking for

specific information (Skill (d/r)20). Students did relatively well

with items for this skill (76%), suggesting that they generally know

what encyclopedias and card catalogs are used for and what atlases

and dictionaries are not used for.
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SPELLING

Results of the Spelling section indicate that. in general,

students in grades 1, 2, and 3 do very well on basic spelling

skills. In the upper elementary grades, where spelling processes

and less common spellings are assessed, scores are considerably

lower; see Table 7. This same trend was noted for the 1979

assessment (Cronnell S Humes, 1980).

Grade 1

Unlike the 1979 assessment in which first graders demonstrated

their ability to discriminate rhyming words and consonant and vowel

sounds by matching pictures, the 1980 assessment required students

to select and use actual spellings (e.g., (r) ug). The composite

score for the four skills assessed was 82%. Scores for three of the

skillsinitial consonants (Skill (sp)01), final consonants (Skill

(sp)C3), and rhyming words (Skill ('p)02) were well above 80% and

indicate that most first graders in the District have little

difficulty in learning these skills. The relatively complex task of

discriminating and spelling medial short voweli (Skill (sp)04)

°roved to be somewhat more difficult, with students attaining an

average score of 70*.

Grcle 2

Second oradars followed much the same pattern as their younger

counterparts, attaining higher scores on consonant and rhyming tasks

and lower scores in spelling vowel sounds. They did very well (88%)

in speli;hg initial Awl final consonant clusters (Skill (sp)05), and
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Table 7

SPELLING NMILTS

Grade 1

2 Correct

82

Skill (sp)02 Identifies and spells rhyming words. 84

Items: 17. sun -run 84

18. pig-112 83

19. bed--red 84

Skill (sp)01 Identifies and spells initial
consonant sounds. 87

Items: /0. /r/-r (rug) 86

21. /d/-d (dog) 86

22. /n/-n (nut) 88

Skill (sp)03 Identifies and spells final consonant

sourds. 86

Items: 23. /p/-2 (top) 82

24. /n/-n (pan) 87

25. /t/-t (hat) 88

Skill (sp)04 Identifies and spells medial short
vowel sounds.

Items: 26. /u/-u (bus) 70

27. /40/-o (mop) 72

28. /e/-e (ten) 69

70

Grade 2 91

Skill (sp)02 Identifies and spells rhyming words. 82

Items: 23. nine--fine
24. tent--went

Skill (sp)03 Identifies and spells final
consonant sounds.

36

78

Items: 25. /ks/-x (box) 94
26. /s/-ss (glass) 74

84
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Table 7 (continued)
% Correct

Skill (sp)05 Identifies and spells initial/final
consonant clusters. 88

Items: 27. st (stamp) 85
28. a (noon) 93
29. nd (hind) 87

30. sk (mask) 88

Skill (sp)11 Identifies and spells long vowel/
final e pattern. 62

Items: 31. /3/-o...e (bone) 40
32. /i/-a...e (cake) 84

Grade 3

Skill (sp)06 Identifies and spells consonant
digraphs.

Items: 17. /sh/-sh (sheep) 84

18. ing/-ng(r12.1) 87
19. /hw/-wh (whale) 76

Skill (xp)07 Identifies and spells vowel digraphs.

Items: 20. 5/-al (train) 74

21. /b/-oo (foot) 87

22. f6/-ow (crow) 89

23. /W/oee (teeth) 78

Skill (sp)08 Forms plurals by adding s and es.

Items: 24. es (dishes) 75
25. s (booksT 80

Skill (sp)09 Spells new words by adding s, ed,
Lis to base words.

dos

Items: 26. ed (rained) 67

27. s (findsr 64

28. ing (watching) 80

82

82

78

70



Table 7 (continued)
t Correct

Grade 4 64

Skill (sp)12) I.!entifies and spells words
containing diphthongs. 58

Items: 31. /a/-aw* (hawk)
32. /ou/-ow (growl)

Skill (sp)14 Identifies and spells words by
adding prefixes.

68

47

Items: 33. a- (across) 84
34. un- Tunusual) 74

Skill (sp)27 Doubles final consonant before adding
ed or Jim.

Items: 35. shopping 56
36. sligrd 53

79

55

grade 5 68

Skill (sp)03 identifies and yells final consonant
sounds. 63

Items: 25. /j/-gl (hugs) 76
26. /s/-se (verse) 61

27. /z / -se (bruise) 53

Skill (sp)07 identifies and spells vowel digraphs. 68

items: 28. /u/-ou (cIusins) 61

29. /e/-ea (heavy) 77
30. I / -le (thief) 67

Skill (sp)10 Identifies and spells compound words.

Items: 31. cornfield 84

32. houseboat 63

*Listed as a diphthong in LAUSD continuum.
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Table 7 (continued)

Grade 6

Identifies and spells words with r-

Correct

Skill (sp)18
controlled vowels. 73

Items: 19. /er/-ear (tear) 61

20. /er/-ear (learn) 84

Skill (sp)19 Spells plurals by changing f to v

and adding es. 67

Items 21. shelves 67

Skill (sp)20 Spells new words by changing / to i
and adding es. 77

Item: 22. enemies 77

Skill (sp)ii Drops final e prior to adding L.%
suffix. 60

Items: 23. hoping 48
24. arriving 72

Skill (s0)22 Changes words to adjectives by
adding -able or -ful. 63

Item: 25. valuable 63

Skill (sp)23 Spells new words by adding noun-
forming endings. 63

Items: 76. laziness 49

27. operation 77

Skill (s0)24 Changes words to adverbs by adding
57

Item: 28. loossix 57

Skill (sp)25 Forms irregular plurals by changing
root words. 70

Item: 30. geese 70

Skill (sp)26 Changes spelling/sound of words when
adding certain suffixes. 68

Item: 29. onga 68
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scored a respectable 842 on the spellings of final consonants (i.e.,

box, glass- -Skill (sp)03). On a skill requiring them to rhyme items

containing long vowels and/or final consonant clusters (Skill

($102), second graders scored 82%. The composite spelling score

for Ois grade (81*) was depressed by a low success rate on one of

the two items in the long vowel/final e category (Skill (sp)11).

While 841 were able to select the correct spelling for cake, only

402 swelled bone correctly. For this latter item, pupils were

required to complete the stimulus "b " (accompanied by a picture

of a bone) by choosing either ow, on, or the correct answer--one.

Approximately the same number of students chose °an as did pm.

This suggests that some students may have interpreted one as

representing a word in itself (i.e., /wun /) and opted for the

common' , taught tia digraph.

Grade 3

Students i grade 3 attained a composite score of 781x, scoring

quite well 'n all items except those assessing inflectional suffixes

(Skill (sp)b9). For individual items assessing the spelling of

consonant digraphs ($1011 (sp)06) and vowel digraphs (Skill (sp)07),

scores ranged from 748 to 89%. Third graders also did well :f

forming plurals by adding -s (80%) and -es (75%) (Skill (sp)08).

Thes. last scores represent a significant improvement over 1979

scores for similar items. The moat diff'cult skill for

third-orAers proved to be the addition of inflectional suffixes

(Skill (sp)09). Although they had little difficulty with the -122
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suffix (80%), an item that called for adding -ed to a base word

(i.e., rained) elicited only 67% correct answers, and only 64% were

..bte to select -s as the correct suffix for finds.

Grade 4

Fourth graders did not do well on the Spelling section,

attaining the lowest composite score (64%) for any grade level.

They did relatively well (79%) in adding prefixes (Skill (WA),

but found the other assessed skills very difficult. Two items

called for students to use vowel digraphs (Skill (sp)07); 68% were

able to select aw as the correct digraph for hawk, but only 47%

chose ow as the proper welling for growl. Since students were

asked to furnish the entire word ending (i.e., owl to complete the

stimulus "qr "), some students may have been reluctant to choose

owl because this particular letter combination can stand alone as a

whole word. 0oublino final consonants (Skill (sp)27) was another

difficult task for fourth graders. Two items were employed to

assess this skill and the results were quite consistent; 562 made

the correct transition from shop to shopping, and SO derived

slipped from slip.

Grade 5

The relativelyilow conwsite score (68%) at grade 5 is the

resu't of highly diverse scores within Individual skill categories.

The essestment of ifinal consonant spellings (Skill isp)03), for

example, was marked by a score of 76% for the /j/-21 spelling in

bat, but a very low score of 53% for the /z/-se spelling in bruise.
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Similarly, vowel digraph spellings (Skill (sp)07) ranged from 77%

for /e/-ea (i.e., hellI) to 61t for /u/-ou (i.e.. cousins). Such

mixed results are probably best explained by the fact that spellino

textbooks generally devote little attention to such spellings (see

Gentry, 1979, 1980). Fifth graders did somewhat better on choosing

the correct component words to complete compound words (Skill

(sp)l0), with an average score of 70 for the two items.

Grade 6

Most of the grade 6 assessment dealt with specific suffixes and

suffixation processes. Most of the students as this level (77%)

appear to have a good grasp of the rule requiring them to change /

to i before adding -es, as in changing enemy to enemies (Skill

(sp)20). They had a more difficult time spelling plurals by

changing f to v and adding -es, as in making the transition from

shelf to shelves (Skill (sp)19); only 67% were successful. Mixed

results were obtained in items that required dropping the final e

(Skill (sp)71). Two items were used to assess this skill; while 77%

were able to employ the correct process to spell arrivinn when given

/1 the base word arrive, only 48% were able to derive hoping from hope.

Scores 'or this latter item seem to have been influenced by the

inclusion of the distractor bopping, a real word in itself. That

many students are unsure about when the final e should be dropped

and when it should be retained is shown by the large number who
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incorrectly dropped the e in loose before adding the suffix -1/

(Skill (sp)24); only 57k spelled loosely correctly.

gelling new words by adding noun-forming endings (e.g.,

changing lazy to laziness--Skill (sp)23), the average score was 63t.

The same score (63%) was attained on Skill (sp)22--changing words to

adjectives by adding -able or -ful (e.g., value-valuable). Sixth

graders did well in spelling words containing r-controlled vowels

(e.g., learn--Skill (s018), averaging a respectable 73%. They did

almost well (70%) on Skill (sp)25 which involved the spelling of

irregular plurals (e.a., geese). An item that required a change in

the spelling of a base word when adding a slffix (i.e., changing

anger to angrySkill (sp)26) elicited an average score of 68t.
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MEZMANICS IN WRITING

mec"anics in Writing skills (capitalization and Punctuation

eere assessed in grades 2-6. Those skills assessed on the 1980 SES

are listed in Table 8.

Grade 2

Second-graders scored reasonably well in Mechanics, averaging

78* on six items. (This was the highest average score fot all five

of the grade levels in which Mechanics were assessed.) In two

items, students were required to identify the pronoun 1 as the word

to he capitalized in a sentence (Skill (m)03); e.g.:

Directions: Fill in the bubble under the letter that
should be a capital.

Bill and i will play a came.*

0 0 0
Eighty-one percent of the students answered this iten. correctly.

The second item was somewhat more diff'cult (7n), possibly because

the two distractors (birthday and c:rcus) were more attractive to

stvlents (perhaps because they frequently appear in capitalized

forms).

Two item; required students to select a period as the terminal

punctuation for a declarative sentence (SICO (012). Distractors

were a comma and none of these. Approximately 80% of the students

*Capitalizat!ot. items generally followed this item format for

all grade levels of the SES, except that, in grades 3-6, letters
were substituted for the bubbles shown here. Consequently, only
those capitalization items that differ from this format will be

illustrated in subsequent grade-level discussions.
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Table 8

MECHANICS IN WRITING RESULTS

Correct

Grade 2

Skill (m)03 Capitalizes the personal pronoun 1. 77

items: 33.

34.

81

73

Skill (017 Use. period to end sentence. 80

Items: 35.

38.

84
76

Skill (m)13 Uses question mark to end sentence. 78

Grade 3

Skill (m)01

Items: 36. wh-word question
37. Inverted-auxiliary

question

85

70

Capitalizes first letters in names
of persons. 70

Items: 79. .ast name (Green) 65

31. first name 17J;71) 73

37. first name (33,;T 71

34. first name (Lu4a) 701

a e i. A
Skill (00#' Icapitalizes first letter in first ita*>,

ki.;%..,
word in sentence. .1, 77

i

Items: 30. 73

1S. 71



Table 8 (continued)

Grade 4

Capitalizes the first letter in names
of days of the week, special days,

Correct

Skill (m)04

months, streets, and cities. 61

Items: 37. day of the week (Saturday) 63
38. street name (Main Street) 55

Skill (m)08 Capitalizes first word in greeting and
closing of letters, invitations, and
notes. 61

Items: 39. greeting 89
40. closing 35

Skill (m)10 Capitalizes first word in a direct
quotation. 51

Item: 41. 51

Skill (m)15 Uses comma when writing the date. 86

Item: 42. May 21. 1980 86

Skill (m)16 Uses comma between city and state. 62

Item: 43. Long Beachj. California 62

Skill (m)21 Uses apostrophe in singular and plural
Possessive forms. (singular only) 72

`tem: 44. uncle's 72

Grade 5

Sill (m)05 Capitalizes the first letters in
titles, Mrs., Miss, Ms., Mr., and Or. 87

Item: 33. Mrs. Mill; see (m)14 87

Skill (m)06 Capitalizes the first letters in
names of states and countries. 84

Items: 35. country (Canada) 83

36. state (Texas) 84
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Table 8 (continued)

Skill (m)07 Uses capital letters in abbreviations.
(initials only)

Items 34. Ceeili , T. Diaz; see

t Correct

79

(m)14 79

Skill (m)11 Capitalizes the first, last, and
important words in a title or
bibliography. 67

Item: 37. book title (The Dollar
Dragon) 67

Skill (014 Uses periods at end of abbreviations
and initials. 83

Items: 33. abbreviated title (Mrs.
Hill); see (m)05 87

34. initial (Cecilia T.

Diaz); see (m)07 79

Skil. (m)17 Uses comma to separate items in a
series. 79

Items: 41. liens?. tigers, and

elephants 79

43. books?. magazines, and
records 78

Skill (m)19 Identifies and uses exclamation
point appropriately. 73

Items: 42. r 73
44. 7?

Skill (m)20 Uses comma in quotation. 60

Items: 38. initial speaker tag 7?

39. final speaker tag 48

Skill (m) ?? Uses hyphen in hyphenated ...iord and in

break of word at end of line. [break
at end of line only ) 59

Item: 40. prac-tice 59
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Table $ (continued)

% Corect

Grade 6

Skill (m)I8 Uses comma aster direct address. 71

Items: 31. initial direct address 70
32. medial direct address

within quotation 71

Skill (m)21 Uses apostrophe in sinful.. and plural
Pcssessive corms. 51

Items: 34. irregular plural
(children's) 53

35. singular Tcat's) 64

36. regular plural iparrots') 36

Skill (m)23 Uses the colon when writing dialogue or
the greeting in a business letter and
when introducing a series. (greeting
only)

Items 33. 41

41
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correctly ident;fied the period as the appropriate punctuation in

these two items.

Two additional items measured the use of a question mark in

Interrogative sentences (Skill (013). Distractors for these items

were a period and none of these. The stimulus in the first item was

a wh-word question ("Where do you go to school ? "); 85% of the

students answered this item correctly. In the second item, the

stimulus was an inverted-auxiliary question ("Can you find the

ball?"). Cnly 70% of the students were able to answer this item

correctly, apparently finding tht inverted-auxiliary question more

difficult to identify than the wh-word question. This result is the

opposite of that found in tht t979 SPES (Cronnell 6 flumes, 19801.

Grade 3

Third-grade scores in Mechanics averaged 71% on six items.

Students had some difficulty capitalizing names of persons (S1611

(001). In three items, about 70% of the third-graders were able to

identify a first name (e.g., Jeff) as the word to be capitalized in

a sentenc.OL One item required capitalizing a surname (i.e., Billy
,

Green); eilly 65% of the students responded correctly to this item.

Cenfusioh may have resulted from the use of green as a surname.

Textbooks often include instruction on the use of "color words," and

thus students may be more accustomed to seeing such words in their

lower-case form.

Two additional items included in the third-grade survey

measurti capitalization of the first word in a sentence (Skill
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(m)0 ?). Slightly more than 70* of the students answered these items

correctly. These results are somewhat disappointing since this

skill is usually introduced and practiced very early in texttook

instruction. Even so, more than one-quarter of the third-graders

could not identify the first word of a sentence as requiring

capitalization.

Grade 4

The average score for the eight fourth-grade Mechanics item-

was only 65%. Many students had difficulty capitalizing a day of

the week and the name co' a street (Skill (004). Scores on these

two items were 63 and 59%, respectivelf.

In two item;, students were asked to identify correctly

capitalized letter parts (Skill (m)08); e.g.:

Directions: Which closing is correct for a letter?

A. your friend,
B. Your friend,

C. Your Friend,

Only i% of the fourth-graders were able to identify choice B as the

correct answer in this it4. (Choice C was chnen more frequently.)

Textbooks include a great deal of instruction on letter formats, ht

students did not seem to be aware that the first word (and only the

first word) in the closing of a setter is capitalized. However,

students scored much higher (89%) of a similar item containing the

greeting of a letter.

One item measured capitalization of the first word in a

dialogue quotation (Skill (m110). Only 5t% of the students
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responded correctly, despite the fact that textbook instruction

usually covers this capitalization skill by fourth grade.

Three punctuation items were also included in the fourth-grade

Survey. Most students OW identified a comma as the appropriate

punctuation mark in a date (Skill (015). However, fourth-graders

were not as successful (62%) in using a comma between a city and

state (Skill (016). The final punctuation item required students

to identify the correct form of o singular possessive noun (Skill

(021); i.e.:

Directions: Which word is correct?

Jenny has an uncle. Jenny likes to
visit her house.41=11

A. uncle's
B. uncles
C. uncles

Scventy-two percent of the students responded correctly to this

item.

Grade 5

Vfth graders performed much better on Mechanics than did

Afo 1 4raders, averaging 74* on 14 items. Most students (87%) had
1u

no 'fficulty identifying a personal title that was correctly
11i:.

capitalized and punctuated (Skills (m)05 and (014); e.g.:

Directions: Which name is capitalized Ind punctuated
correctly?

A. mrs. Hill
B. Mrs. Hill
C. Mrs Hill
0. mrs Hill
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On a similar item containing an initial in a personal name (Skills

(m)07 and (014), scores were somewhat lower (7(71.

Two items required students to identify the name of a countr%

and a state as the word eeding capitalization in a sentence (Skill

(006). Most students (84*) had no problems with these items.

One item measured capitalization of a word in a book title

(Skill (011). Only 67* of the students answered the item

correctly, even though most textbooks introduce this skill well

before fifth grade.

Fifth-graders performed reasonably well (790 on two items that

required the use of a comma in a series (Skill (017). Scores were

somewhat lower (740 on two additional items assessing the use of an

exclamation point (Skill (019).

Two items required identifying the correct placement of a comma

in a dialogue quotation (Skill (m)20). In one item, the speaker tag

preceded the Quotation (i.e., Julie asked, "Do you want to play

baseball?"). Seventy-two percent of the students responded

correctly. Howeve', In the second item, the speaker tag followed

the Quotation (i.e., "I finished my homework," Juan said.), and only

49* of the students selected the correct answer. This suggests that

students may be more accustomed to using a speaker tag before a

quotation in their own writing.

The final Mechanics item at ths grade level measured students'

ability to use a hyphen in the break of a word at the end of a line

(Skill (m)22); e.q.:
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Directions: Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

A. If you went to be on the
swimming team, you must prat
tice every day.

B. If you wont to be on the
swimming team, you must pr-
actice every day.

C. If you want to be on the
swimming team, you must prac-
tice every day.

Students did not perform well on this item (590, but this is not

surprising, considering that most textbooks do not emphasize this

skill; even though spelling texts provide considerable practice in

syllabication, they do not generally teach its practical

use--dividing words at ends of lines.

Seale 6

Sixth-grade scores for Mechanics were the lowest of all the

grade levels tested- -55 *. Two items assessed the use of a comma

after a noun of direct address (Skill (m)18). Approximately 70* of

the students answered these items correctly.

Students had much more difficulty, however, with three items

that measur the use of apostrophes in possessives (Skill (021).

One item required students to select the correct form of an

irregular plural Nossessive; e.g.:

Directions: Which word should go in the bleilk?

The gifts are on the table.

A. childrens
O. children's
C. childrens'
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Fifty-three percent of the students identified the correct form in

this item. In 4 similar item, 642 of the students correctly

identified a singular possessive form (cat's). The most difficult

of the three items contained a regular plural possessive (parrotsi:

only 362 of the students answered this !tem correctly. (This

percentage is only slightly higher than that which could have been

predicted by chance alone.) Textbooks generally introduce

instruction on apostrophes in fourth grade, with considerable review

and practice in grades five end six. Ne'ertheless, sixth - graders

still did not seem to understand the basic rules for using

apostrophes in possessives.

Sixth-grittier also scored poorly on one item assessing the use

of a colon in the greeting of a business lette, (Skill 0)23); e.g.:

Directions: Which greeting is correct for a business
letter?

business-letter greetings, although actual business as ce pe'mits

distractor, even though the directions specifically refer t a

business letter, not a personal letter. (Some textbooks d in the

Distract Fermat either a colon or a comma to be used with/

l'

Students found the greeting cont.ining a comma to be an attritive

A. Dear Ms. Brown,
B. Dear Ms. Brown
C. Dear Ms. Brown.
D. Dear NS. Brown:

Only 412 of the students were able to answer this item correctly.
M,

h y

only the former.)
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WRITING SAMPLES

A writing-sample item was included in the SES for both sixth

and third grades. This writing-sample stimulus was highly

structured. Such structuring facilitates easy scoring according to

criteria that pertain specifically to that stimulus. As an example,

the stimulus for grade 3 is displayed in Figure 2; the corresponding

scoring key for the grade 3 stimulus is displayed in Figure 3.

As illustrated in the scoring key in Figure 3, the skills array

of the scoring matrix consisted of the features of good writing that

the sample exhibits when a student employs the content and form

skills that are appropriate for both the specific writing task and

tie grade level of the assessment. Performance ratings of 3/2/1

(good/acceptable/unacceptable) were given on each skill criterion.

A scoring guide accompanied both writing-sample items (see

Figure 4); this guide described the features that constitute a good,

acceptable, or unacceptable score on each criterion in the scoring

key. For further information on the scoring method, see Humes

(1980). See Humes (1979a) for a description of a pilot study of

these writing samples, scoring keys, and scoring guides. See

Cronnell (1980) for a study of writing samples collected from a

number of schools participating in the 1980 SES.

For both grades 3 and 6, totals of the three categories

(good /acceptable /unacceptable) for all criteria add up to more than

100 because every criterion does not have three possible ratings.

Grade 3 had one criterion--"Indents first word of paragraph"--that

could be scored only "good" or "unacceptable." Because there was no
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"acceptable" category, this dichotomy depressed total scores for

grade 3. Grade 6 had one criterion--"Shows creativity and

originality"--that could be scored only "good" or "acceptable."

This dichotomy slightly elevated total scores because there was no

"unacceptable" category.

Sums of the "good" and "acceptable" categories of the writing

samples in the 1980 SES produce overall scores that are higher than

the total scores on the selected-response items. Table 9 compares

the overall scores on the selected-response items with the scores on

the writing samples. Scores on the writing-sample items are

discussed in detail below by the grade level at which each

writing-sample item was administered.

Table 9

writing-Sample and Selected-Response Scores

Writing Sample

"Good" and
Percent Percent "Acceptable"

Percent Accept- Unaccept- Summed for
Good able able Overall Score

Corresponding
Selected-
Response
Items

Grade 3 115 39 22 814 78%,

Grade 6 51 34 16 85% 644
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Writing liamplo

Look at the picture of the animals. Both animals 'are
wearing skates. The monkey's name is Bounce. The elephant's
name is Rash. Wrfte a story about the pitta's and the animals
in it.

Tell something about the way the animals look.

Tell what they do together en their skates.

Have something strange or how happen to them.

Writes good ending for your story.

Give your story a title.

When pa finish your story, give it to your tacker with
this booklet.

Figure 2. Writing-Sample Stimulus for Grade 3.
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35. Writes a title. 3 2 1

36. Describes characters. 3 2 1

37. Writes storyline appropriate for picture. 3 2 1

38. Includes appropriate conclusion. 3 2 1

39. Shows originality/creativity. 3 2

40. Indents first word of paragraph. 3 1

41. Capitalizes first word of sentences. 3 2 1

42. Includes periods at ends of sentences. 3 2 1

10. Spells correctly. 3 2 1

44. Wr;tes :ogibly. 3 2 1

Figure 3. Example of Writing-Sample Scoring Key (Grade 3).
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Grade 3

Tice stimulus for the grade 3 writing sample (see Figure 2) was

oesigneo to elicit descriptive and narrative content. The sample

was scored for 97% (33,315) of the students taking the Witten

Composition section of the SES. Total good/acceptable/unacceptable

storeb'were 45/39/77%. scores for the individual criteria are

presented in Table 9.

Students received more "good" scores for form (53/30/23%) than

for content (38/46/21%). however, for the combined categories of

"gOod" aim "acceptable," form (83%) and content (84) scores are

nearly ioentical.

On the individual content categories, students sccreo highest

on "Writes a title for a paragraph" any lowest on "Includes .51

appropriate conclusion." Lower scores for "conclusion" may be

explicable on the basis of students' prior practice. Many stories

that s:udehts write through third grade are straightline narratives,

wnich, unlike climactic narratives, do not require a conclusion.

however, the story prompted by,the item stimulus is a climactic

narrative.

The WWI scores on form skills were slightly d

students' performance on paragraph indentati

received lower - scores than capitaliZ

because students may not be f

uses, to describe cha

scores for 1

pressed by

n. Spelling skills

Cion and punctuation, perhaps

amiliar with the spellings of terms

asters and their actions. The relatively high

gibility of handwriting may reflect the high degree of
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Table 9

Grad.. 3 Writing-Sample Scole

i in category
G A U

CONTENT: 35. Writes a title for a paragraph 38 49 14

36. Describes characters. 35 42 23

37. Writes a story line that is
appropriate for the picture. 40 42 18

38. Includes an appropriate

conclusion. 37 35 28

39. Shows creativity and originality. 38 62 1
Total 38 46 21*

FORM: 40. Indents first word of paragraph. 62 38

41. Capitalizes first word of
sentences. 58 21 21

42. Includes periods at the ends of
sentences. 56 23 21

43. Spells correctly. 35 41 24

44. Writes legibly. 56 35 9

Total 53 30 23*

TOTAL 45 39 22*

*Totals add up to more than 100 because every criterion does not I.

have three possible ratings.
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Grade 6

The writing-sample item 1for grade 6 was designed to elicit

descriptive and persuasive content within a letter format. See

Figure 5 for that stimulus.

The writing sample was scored for 95* (35,439) of those

students taking the Written Composition section of the SES. Total

good/acceptable/unacceptable scores were 51/34/16*. See Table 10

for scores on the individual criteria.

Scores for format (68/22/10*) were higher than scores for

either content (51/38/114) or form (16/35/70t). However, scores for

combined categories of "good" and "acceptable" were 80* or higher on

all thrte'kinds rf skills, sn students did quite well on the

writing-sample item. The lowest scores for content were given to

"Describes feelings in specific words." Verbalizing their emotions

may seem awkward or embarrassing to students; however, only let

failed to attempt such descriptions.

Although -scores for "Places letter parts correctly on the page"

were slightly lower than thoSE for "Includes all parts of a personal

letter," most students appear to-have had little or no difficulty

with either of these skills.

Highest form-skill scores were again (as in third grade) given

for handwriting skills (1.e., "Writes legibly and indents

paragraphs"). The lowest form-skill scores were given for

"Capitalizes and punctuates correctly." These lower scores may

result from difficulty with the special capitalization and

punctuation required by the personal-letter. format (e.g.,

capitalizing the salutation and include a comma after it).
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Write a letter to s Mend. The purpose of the letter is to
convince your Maul to ustch your favorite television
pnAgnvn.

Tell your friend that you think he or ebe should
watch the program.

Give the name of the program.

Tell how the program makes you feel when you
watch it. Use enact words that describe your
feelinp.

Give two more good mesons why your friend should
witch the program.

Include all parts of a personal totter and put each of
them in the right place on the page.

Use good psinrasr and language.

Write complete sentences.

when you finish your letter, give it to your teacher with this
booklet.

Figure 5. WritingSample Stimulus for Grade 6.
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Table 10

Grade 6 Writing-Sample Scores

t in category
G A U

States a point of view. 68 77 10

Describes feelings in specific
words. 48 34 18

Includes reasons to support

opinion. 49 35 16

!ncludes content conventions
appr9priate for a personal letter SS 33 17

Shows creativity and originality. 3E 66

. 51 38 14*

FORMAT: 42. Includes all parts of a personal
letter.

43. Places letter parts correctly on
the page.

Total

FORM: 44. Uses complete sentences.

45. Uses correct grammar.

46. Capitalizes and punctuates
correctly.

47. Spells correctly.

48. Writes legibly and indents
paragraphs.

Total

TOTAL

71 19 9

65 25 10

68 77 10

49 31 70

36 71

37 38 76

45 33 77

50 36 LI

45 35 20

61. 34 16*

*Totals add up to more than 100tbecause every criterion does not

have three possible ratings.
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Scores for "Sort is correctly" may have herd ;frrtro negatively by

the difficulty or spellings for terms students nerd to use to

describe their feelings. Writing for the audience stipulated by the

sample ("Write a lettei to a friend') may have affected scores for

"Uses correct grammar," since students do not feel so compelled to

consider grammar when they address thiir frie90-'rather than their

. teacher. However, the prompt did instruct students to "Use good

grammar and language."

300
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PART II

COMPETENCY RASED ASSESSMENTS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS
(District of Columbia Public Schools)

Introduction

"The Development of item Specifications for Language Arts Assessment"

"Pert 1: Listening" (Technical Note No. 2-82/01)

"Part II: Grammar Usage" (Technical Note No. 2-82/02)

"Part III: Sentence Structure" (Technical Note No. 2-82/03)

"Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation" (Technical Note No.
2-82/00

"Pert V: Language Expression" (Technical Note No. 2-82/05)

"Part Vi: Spelling" (Technical Note No. 2-82/06)

"Part VII: Literature" (Technical Note No. 2-82/07)

"Part VIII: Study Skills, Mess Media, and Nonverbal Communication"
(Technical Note No. 2-82/08)



COMPETENCY-BASED ASSESSMENTS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS:
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Working in collaboration with the District of Columbia Public Schools

(DCPS), SWRL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each

semester (A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1 in the district's

elementary schools. DCPS presented SWRL with a l i t of language-arts

objectives to be assessed by the district. These objectives were selected

41
from the district's continuum of objectives, as described in the DCPS

Competency-Based Curriculum guide (CBC). This guide describes each

objective in the continuum.

SWRL responded tc the list before writing actual specifications and

items. This response pointed out overlaps between reading and language-

arts objectives and recommended that some objectives be deleted from

assessment. These deletions were recommended (1) when objectives were

assessed by the same OM at a different semester or by another skill

in the specifications, or (2) whenthe skill did not lend itself to

large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described appropriate assessment differences for objectives

that had been listed by DCPS for testing at more than one semester (e.g.,

Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming particular laces).

For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described

(e.g., capitalize names of streets, towns, cities, states, and countries in

one semester, and name, of rivers, lakes, parks, and continents in the other

semester). For other objectives, assessment could only be differentiated

by the type of format or the vocabulary level used in the items (e.g., orders

letters to make words). SWRL also contented that some objectives, on the basis
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of SWRL's analyses of textbook presentation, seemed to be specified for

assessment at a grade that might be toa, early for mastery (e.g., identify

'pronouns, an objective listed for the firs: semester of grade two).
. I

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, DCPS moved some objectives

to higher grades and deleted others. The district also considered many

of the differentiations SWRL had proposed for objectives listed for

assessment at more than one semester. However, DCPS curriculum specialists

ultimately decided not to differentiate between semesters of assessment,

but to assess the whole objective for every semester at which that objective

was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRL staff for 11

categories of objectives:

Listening (perceiving content aurally rather than visually)

Grammar Usage (e.g., identifying parts of speech)

Sentence Structure (e.g., ordering ideas, constructing sentences)

Capitalization (i.e., using rules for capitalization)

Punctuation (i.e., using rules for punctuation)

Language Expression (e.g., using correct verb forms)

Spelling (e.g., spelling words by joining affixes)

Literature (e.g., identifying genres)

Study Skills (e.g., using dictionaries)

Mass Media (e.g., distinguishing between print and non-print
media)

Nonverbal Communication (e.g., understanding messages conveyed
by signs)

Th specifice.lons were based on an ana4ysis of the CDC, enalyses of

language-arts textbooks (Humes, 1978; Cronnell, 1978), and the research
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on composing (e.g., Humes, 1980a). In some cases where the statement of

the objective was amenable to interpretations other than that described

in the CBC, special care was taken to insure that resulting assessments

woul, align with the local program.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specificatiors provided content descriptions that noted factors

involved in the use of each objective, including other inherent skills

and prerequisite knowledge. Each content description was followed by an

item description. Where feasible, productive tasks, particularly

writing samples, were specified as the appropriate assessment, since

research generally indicates that writing skills are most appropriately

assessed by actual composing tasks (e.g., Cooper 6 Odell, 1977). Scoring

keys and guides developed on the basis of current research (Humes, 1980b)

were also provided for the writing samples. For multiple-choice items,

the item description explained both construction of the item stimulus and

the answer choices and noted any important considerations relevant to

assessing an objective in the particular item format. Items to be used in

the assessment instrument were presented. For complete specifications, see

the eight reports that follow:

"The Development of Item Specifications for Language Arts
Assessment"

"Part I: Listening" (Technical Note No. 2-82/01)

"Part II: Grammar Use " (Technical Note No. 2-82/02)

"Part III: Sentence Structure" (Technical Note No. 2- 82/03)

"Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation" (Technical Note
No. 2-82/04)



a.

"Part V: Language Expression" (Technical Vote No. 2- 8k /OS)

"Part VI: Spelling" (Technical Note No. 2182/06)

"Part VII: Literature" (Technical Note No. 2-82/07)

"Part VIII: Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal
Communication" (Technical Note No. 2-82/08)

The vocabulary Sias controlled In the items so that words used for

the A-level surveys were generally those listed In Harris and Jacobson

(1972) at two or more grade levels below the level of issessnent.

The words for the 0-level surveys were those listed for one or more grade

levels below. This vocabulary control helped ensure that reading ability

was not a primary factor in determining students' language -arts success.

However, technical terms at or above grade level were somettligi used in

the directions either because no synonyms were available or because the

district preferred to use these terms.

SWRL and district personnel met to review specifications. A few

items were subsequently revised and submitted to the district forlts

approval. After the assessment instruments were
t
administered and scored,

SWRL analyzed the data to determine what, if any, changes needed to be

made. Very few problem items were identified. However, revisions were

suggested for those that were found.
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DATE: January 1, 1982

NO: 282/01

SOUTHWEST REGICEAL LABORATORY'
TECHNICAL NOTE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART I: LISTENING

Bruce Cronned and Ann Humes

ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions of a

large metropolitan schoodistrict. The specifications lnc!ude content

descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction of

appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing the

objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASVSSMENT
PART is LISTENING

Bruce Connell and Ann Humes

Working in collaboration with s large metropolitan school district,

SWRL developed 44444444nt instruments for language Will for each

semester (A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1.6) in the district's

elementary schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one

large category of objectives in the core curriculum that Is described in

the district's instructional guide. In the first .section of the paper,

background for the project is provided. This background includes a

discussion of same of the activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to

constructing the assessment specifications; it also outlines the types

of information and material included in the languege -arts

specifications. The background is followed by specifications for the

objectives in the Listening category.

BACKGROUND

Presented with 4 list of language arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out

overlaps between reading and language arts objective and recommended

that particular objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions

were recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at

a different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2)

when the skill did not lend Itself to large-scale assessment.
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SWIM also described appropriate assessment differences for

objectives that been listed by the district for testing et more than

one semester. For some of these objectives, differences In content

could be described; for other objectives, assessment could only be

differentiated by the type of format or the vocabulary level used in

items. SWRL els° commented that some objectives, on the basis of SWAL's

analyses of textbook presentation, seemed to be specified for assessment

at a grade that might be too early for mastery.

In responding to SVRL's recommendations, the listrict moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also

considered many of the differentiations SWRI. had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. however, district

people ultimately decided not to differentiate between or among levels

of assessment, but to assess the whole objective for every semester at

which that objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SIIRL staff. The

specifications were based primarily on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SVRL's analyses of languagearts

textbooks. In some cases, where the statement of the objective was

amenable to interpretations other than that described in the guide,

special CGoit was taken to insure that resulting assessments would align

with the local program, as described in the district's guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specifications Include content descriptions that note factors

involved in the use of each objective, including other Inherent skills
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end prerequisite knowledge. Lech content description Is followed by en

Item description. The item description explains both the Item stimulus

end the answer choices. The item description also notes any other

important considerat4ms relevant to assessing in objective in the

particular item format. At least one sample Item Is then presented for

each obi tive; mo sins are included in the case of items that are

into elated forest or c' tent. The sample items generally are ones

ectu sad in the assessment instruments, with the folicwing changes

mode for clarity In this presentation:

I. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (I).'

2. Directions are included with each item. Because these items
'assess listening, directions in the actual instrument are
printed separately for the teacher to read to students; In
addition, more specific instructions are provided et -the early
levels; e.g., "Look at number

Because listening assessed, neither lower- nor upper -

level students are required to read the items used In the Listening

section; these passages are teed by the teacher. Only the answer

choices, which the teadhir also reeds, are printed In the test booklet.

Aftet level 2 some directions are printed in the booklet. Materials

that appear only la teacher materials are enclosed in boxes 1 the

specifications.

Same of the vocabulary may be above reeding grade level, but these

words should be within students' ore) repertoires. Consequently,

re7-1111; ability should not limit students' demonstration of their

ability to listen. Additionally, teachers are encouraged to explain

directions if students do not understand them. Teachers are also
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permitted to help students If students do not understand how to do a

task, so long as the help does not cue the correct response.

The assessment speclfliations are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to Listening objectives covered in Part I, other

areas of language arts assessment are described in the following

documenti:

Part Grammer Usage
Part Sentence Structure
Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation

Part V: Language Expression
Part VI: Spelling
Part VII: Literature
Part VIII: Study Skills, Mess Media, and Nonverbal

Common lost i on
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INDEX OF SPECIFICATIONS

. Objective, all

1. Identify rhyming elements 7

2. Identify a complete thought 8

3. Identify the sequence of ideas 12

4. Identify the mein idea 14

9. Identify descriptive words and phrases 19

6. Identify compound words 20

7. Describe inferred meaGing from context 22

8. Identify standards of good listening 23

9. Demonstrate the skill of attentive listening 24
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SPECIFICATIONS

ODJECTIVE I

. Identify rhyming elements.

Assessment Level: IA

CONTENT

The student listens to a pair of words
rhyme. Rhymes are words that end with
with the same vowel sound and the same
so, Iskra, gat -Laja, K
prerequisite to thiCobjective.

and identifies the pairs that
the same vowel sound or that end
c sonant sound(s); *.g., jar
edge of the term Aim is

Comment: Students at this level may produce rhymes more easily
than they can identify them.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item consists of a pair of words read by the teacher. The words
may rhyme or not rhyme (as in Item 1). The.rhymes are of three types:
(I) word pairs that end with tfe same vowel sound, e.g., Allomilz (2)
word pairs that end with the some vowel sound and the same consonant
sound, e.g., sm-1211; (3) %lord pairs that end with the SSW vowel
sound and the same two (or more) consonant sounds, e.g., hand -bind. The
non-rhymes are of three types: (1) word pairs ending with different
vowels, e.g., Wring (2) word pairs containing the same vowel but
different final consonants, e.g., kitli; (3) word pairs containing the
same final consonant(s) but different vowels, e.g., f1111211. All word
pairs (rhymes and non-rhymes) begin with different somas~

respond by marking either "yes" or "'Won the test booklet.

ITEMS

Directions: Do these words rhyme?

1. fill - ball

yes no
0 /0

*As previously noted, content within boxes appears only in teaher
materials.
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OSJECTIVE 2

Identify a complete thought.

Assessment Levels: 144, IS

Comment: Although the objective statement uses the term c lete
thou ht, the skill as described in the instructions
gu de pertains to complete sentence. Many complete
thoughts are not comp ete sentences (e.g., phrasal

answers to questions), end many complete sentences are
hard to interpret as complete thoughts (e.g wh
questions). In the text below, the term complete,
sentence is used to describe content; however, in the

.

assessment items, the term complete thought Is used since
that is the term students have presumably learned from
instruction.

CONTENT

The student distinguishes between a group of words that comprises
complete simple sentence and a group of words that does not comprise a
complete simple sentence. A complete simple sentence is a sentence (1)
containing one main clause with a Subject and a finite verb and (2)
containing no subordinate clauses.

Comment: imperative sentences and some exclamatory sentences are
exiuded by this definition of a complete simple sentence
because they are structurally similar to groups of words
that do not comprise complete sentences, and children at
this age are not capable of making such sophisticated
distinctions.

Groups of words that do not comprise complete simple sentences may be of
three basic types:

I. groups of randomly arranged words that make no sense
syntactically. Such groups of words may be either rearranged
sentences (e.g., Runs boy the away, which is derived from The
boy runs away) or groups of words that in no way could be
arranged as a sentence (e.g., Prink book girl fast).

2. groups of words that could be parts of sentence but do not have

syntactic structure. Such groups of words may be either
incomplete sentences (e.g., The ran to the) or sentences with
a word or words missing in the middle e.g., Those people want

eat).

3. groups of words that comprise syntactic units that could be

parts of complete sentences; e.g.:
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OBJECTIVE 2 (continued)

predicates:
noun phrases:
prepositional phrases:
gerund phrases:
subordinate clauses:

Went to the store.
The lame brown dot.
In the house.
Runniqg through the park.
When t was little.

These three types of word groups that do not comprise complete sentences
range from easy to distinguish from complete sentences (type I) to
difficult to distinguish from complete sentences (type 3).

Comments: Type 3 word groups are, in fact, considered sentences
when they are answers to questions (e.g., Where's your
friend? In the house.). In addition, speakers (even
educated speakers liten say such word groups with
sentence intonation. Moreover, even In writing, such
word groups may be treated as complete sentencesnot
only in dialogue, where they match normal spoken usage,
but also in other texts where skilled writers use such
phrases for rhetorical effect.

Another problem with type 3 word groups is that they
frequently can be considered to be "complete thoughts." -
For example, When I Was Llttle could be the titie of a
story or a pictul%iooudthen express the main idea,
which surely must be a "complete thought."

At Level 1A, assessment is of type 1 word groups that do not comprise

complete sentences. At Level 2, type 2 word groups are assessed; type 3
word groups are not assessed because of the many difficulties associated
with them, as noted in the preceding comment.

ITER DESCRIPTION

Each item consists of a group of four words. (items ere short to lessen
students' processing load.) Nelf the items are complete simple
sentences that contain a subject and a finite verb. At Level IA, the
other half consists of groups of randomly arranged words -- either

rearranged sentences (as in item I) or groups of words that in no way

could be arranged as sentences (as in item 3). At Level 110, the other

half consists of groups of words that could be pert of sentence but do

not have syntactic structure -- either incomplete sentences (as in'item 1)
or sentences with a word or words missing in the middle (as in item 3).

The teacher asks whether each group of words is a "complete thought."

(The term complete thought is used in/the directions because this is the

term that is supposed to be used in instruction and is therefore
presumably the term that is familiar to students.) The teacher also
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OBJECTIVE 2 (continued)

reads each group of words. Students respond by marking either "yes" or
. "no" on the test booklet.

ITEMS

Level lA

Directions: Is this group of words a complete thought?

1. Runs boy the away.

Level 18

yes 'no
00

1 2.
My friends are here.

yes no
00 0

[3. Drink book girl fast.

yes no
0 00

Directions: is this group of words a complete thought?

1. They ran to .the

yes no
0 10

[2.- John likes to swim.

yes no
10 0
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3. Those people want eat.

10

OBJECTIVE 2 (continued)

yes lus

0 00

321
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OBJECTIVE 3

identify the sequence of ideas.

Assessment Level: 1B

CONTENT

The student listens to a story containing several or:ered events and
then identifies the order in which the events happen in the story.

Comment: Although the objective statement refers to "Ideas," the
instructional guide indicates that "events" are the
content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The item consists of a story read by the teacher and three pictures
randomly arranged in the test booklet. The story is short (3-4
sentences) so that students can remember what they have heard. The
story includes three consecutive events; the pictures illustrate these
three events and thus comprise three items. After reading the story,
the. teacher asks which picture illustrates the first, next, and last
events in the story. Students respond by merking,the appropriate
numbers (1, 2, 3) under the pictures.

ITEMS

leacher
Materials: Listen woefully to this story so you can answer some

questions. Pay attention to the order that things happen
In the story.

One day Annie went to the park by herself. First she

played on the swings. Next she played on the bars with.her
friend Marla. When it was time to go, Annie waved good-bye
to Maria.

1. find the picture for what happened first. Fill in the
circle under 1 for that picture.

2. find the picture for what happened next. Fill in the
circle under 2 for that picture.

3. Find the picture for what happened last. Fill in the

circle under 3 for that picture.
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OBJECTIVE 3 (continued)

(picture: little girl (Annie) waving good-bye to another
. little girl (Maria))

1 2 13
o 0 0

(picture: girl (Annie) on park swings--no other children)
11 2 3

o 0 0

[picture: girl (Annie) playing with another girl (Maria)
at the perkon bars)

1 12 3
O 0 0

32.1
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OBJECTIVE 4

Identify the mein Ides.

Assessment Levels: 2A, 3A, 4A, 1,0, 5A, 58, 68

CONTENT

The student listens to a passage and identifies the mein idea Of tha
passage. The mein Idea Is the central thought of a passage. It can be
explicitly stated, or it may be en implicit idea that the listener
Infers from hearing several details that help bring the :.antral- -idea to
mind. At the elementary school level, the details .must offer clear and
unambiguous support for the central idea that the speaker wants the
listener to recognize.

Comments Although this objective is assessed at Levels 2A, 3A, 4A,
414 5A, 58, and 68, Instruction is presented in the
curriculum guide only at the second grade level.
Assessment for these levels is differentiated by the
difficulty of the listening passages and, in part, by the
performance mode of the items.

1TEN DESCRIPTIONS

The teacher reeds a brief passage and the answer choices, and students
select the main idea. The correct answer end the distractors are
printed in the student booklet. The correct answer is a phrase or

sentence that generalizes the content of the story. The distractors are
ideas that are either too specific or too general.

At Levels 2A and 3A, the passage is b'7 sentences long and includes
easily understood activities. The student chooses one of three possible
titles for the passage, called a "story" in the directions. The passage

is labeled a story even when It is a description rather than a
narrative, since this tens is most familiar to students.

At Levels 4A and 411, the student listens to a short narrative or
expository passage, end then selects the appropriate title. A second

item type is included mt Level 49. For this type, the student listens
to a short expository passage reed by the teacher and then identifies
the main !Ole by selecting the phrase that completes a sentence (e.g.,
This story 'as about ).

At Levels 5A and 611, the student listens to a short expository passage
reed by the teacher and then identifies the mein idea of the passage.

At Level 59, assessment is In two parts:

(1) The student listens to two related expository passages and

identifies the mein idea for each passage.
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OBJECTIVE 4 (continued)

(2) The student next listens to both passages read again by the
teacher and selects a title for the two parts taken together.
The correct answer is a phrase that generalizes the content of
the two parts taken together. Distrectors are phrases that
would be suitable titles for each part separately.

ITEMS

Level 2A

Directions: Listen to this story and think about title for it.

Betsy got up very early In the morning. She grabbed
her fishing pole and walked down to the lake. Soon after
she put her line In the water, Betsy caught s fish. Within
n hour, she had caught three big trout. Then she went
back to her cabin and cooked the fish for breakfast.

What is the best title for this story?

1. A. Fishing for Breakfast B. tatting Up in the Morning
0 0

C. A Bay at the Lake
0

Level 3A

Directions: Listen to the story and think about a title for It.

1. Emily grows vegetables in her back yerd. She grows
carrots, tobatoes, end peas. She waters her plants often
and pulls out the weeds that grow In her little garden.
when the vegetables are rips, she picks them and shares
them with her family.

Which is the best title for this story?

A. Life on s Fano

OB. The Vegetable Carden

C. Now to Grow Carrots
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OBJECTIVE 4 (continued)

Level 4A

Directions: Listen to the story and think about a title for it.

Level 48

1. Farmer Green had i strange goat. The goat would eat
almost anything. It ate paper, cloth, and wood. it even
tried to eat metal and rubber. The farmer had to tie the
goat to a post to keep it from chewing on his truck.

S*

Which Is the best title for this story?

A. Now to Raise Goats.
B. The Farmer's Truck

IC. The Nungry Goat

Directions: Listen to the story and think about a title for it.

1. Once upon a time, when animals could speak, there lived
a man who hated animals. One day the man stole the animals'
speech. From then on, animals nevvroke again.

Which is the best title for this story?

A. A Men Who Lived Long Ago

ie. Now Animals Lost Their Speech
C. lien and Animals

Directions: Listen to the story and think what the story is about.

T. Sometimes we can guess what an animal looks like when
we hear its name. A starfish looks like a star, and the
sunfish got its name from its bright colors. One kind of
fish has a snout that looks like a peddle. This fish is

called the paddlefish.

This story is about el=1

A. the sun and the stars
S. snouts and peddles

IC. fish and their names
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OBJECTIVE 4 (continued)

Level SA

Directions: Listen to the story and think about Cvmain idea.

1. We wear rings mainly is decorations, but rings ire
also signs of power. Long ago, a queen may have given her
ring to a trusted servant. The ring gave the servant the
power to be the queen's messenger. A queen could also use
her ring for signing letters. She put some hot wax on the
letter and pressed her ring against it.

What is the main idea?

BA. how queens used rings
B. how to become a messenger
C. how to sign letters

Level SS

Directions: Listen to 4'46 story and think about the main idea.

1. The sand in the desert is made up of small grains.
These, grains of sand are blown about by the wind, making
them rub against each other. Gradually the grains become
round and smooth, and the sand becomes very fine.

What is the main idea?

A. how sand storms begin
S. how the desert wind blows

OC. how desert sand becomes smooth

2. The grains of sand on the sea shore are not smooth and
round. The little grains have sharp angles and points.
Each of the wet grains has a film of water around it, so it
cannot rub against other grains.

What is the main idea?
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ODIUM 4 (continued)

.1/

A. sharp angles
/D.

C.

see sand
film of water

Directions: Listen to the story again end think about a title for
It.

3. Whet would be s good title?

OA. Different Kinds of Sand
S. See Sand
C. Desert Send

Level S

Directions: sListen to the story end think about the mein idea.

1. Four different kinds of musical instruments are
usually found in an orchestra. String instruments are
instruments like violins and cellos. Wind instruments
include flutes and oboes. Trumpets and trombones are kinds
of brass instruments. Some instruments, like drums end
cymbals, woke a sound when they are hit. These are the
percussion instruments. All these instruments play
together in an orchestra.

What is the mein idea?

A. kinds of drums and violins
S. kinds of brass Instruments
OC. kinds of musical instruments
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OBJECTIVE S,

identify descriptive words and phrases.

Assessment Level: 2$

The student listens to descriptive words and phrases, and understands
their meanings. Descriptive words and phrases are adjectives and
adjectival phrases, respectively. Knowledge of the technical term
descriptive Is not prerequisite to this objective.

Comment: As presented In the insir I guide, this objective
can be interpreted in two r ways: (I) the student
listens to a story end t s which words and phrases are
descriptive; (2) the st ent uses descriptive words and
phrases In an oral des iption. Since neither of these
approaches is amenable to large-scale assessment (and
since the letter appr Involves speaking, rather than
listening), they are not covered by the assessment.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The Item consists of a question posed by the teacher and three answer
choices printed in the test booklet. The question asks students to
identify the picturf of an object that has a certein descriptive
characteristic, but the question does not name the object. The correct
answer is a picture of an object with the dairibed characteristic. The
distractors are pictures of objects having a characteristic opposite of
thet named (e.g., "squat" as opposed to "tall" in item 1) or not capable
of being described by the named characteristic.

ITEMS

Directions: Which picture is of something that is tall?

I. (picture: (picture: (picture:
tali tree) squat table) telephone)

I0

329

0
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OBJECTIVE 6

Identify compound words

. Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

This objective consists of two sub objectives. (I) Given a compound
word, the student tells the two component words; e.g., for plavoround,
the component words are atm and ground. (2) Given two words, the
student tells what camp and can be formed from them; e.g., news and
upgr combine to form newspaper. Knowledge of the technical arm
compound Is not prerequisite to this objective.

Comments: Only the second sub objective is covered by assessment.
This objective covers only written compounds: e word
composed of two words written together es one word.
(Oral compounds include not only those written as one
word, but many others written with space between the
component words, e.g., White House,)

The value of this objective as T listening skill is
highly questionable. However, the district was resolute
in its decision to assess it

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item consists of two pairs of words. Dne pair (e.g., A in item 1)
consists of the component words of a compound; to ensure that the words
Are understood as forming a compound, they must not otherwise occur
together except as a compound (e.g., not rand * mother, which could be

rand mother as well is grandOother). The other par e.g., e in item
1 consists of en adjective plus a noun; the adjective noun phrase is
meaningful, but not compound. Since this is a test of listening
ebility, the directions and the items are read by the teacher. The
items are else printed in the test booklet to ease students' memory

load. The teacher asks students to identify the word pair that "can be
put together to make one word."

331
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OBJECTIVE 6 (continued)

ITEMS

=r
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Directions: Which words can be put together to make one word?
(Teacher reads choices.)

1. AR. work * book

L(Read: "work and book")

B. small + child
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OBJECTIVE 7

Describe inferred meaning from context.

Assessment Level: SA

CONTENT

The student listens to short passage and identifies the meaning that can
be inferred from the passage. Since that meaning is not explicitly
stated in the passage, the student must derive the meaning by
reasoning - -by making e conclusion based on evidence in the passage.

Comments Examples in the Instructional guide sometimes require
students to make Inferences based on a single sentence.
However, a sentence often does not provide sufficient
context for drawing inferences. Consequently, assessment
focuses on inferences drown from a multi-sentence
passage.

Knowledge of the term infer is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student listens to a short passage read by the teacher end selects
the sentence Oat states a meaning that can be inferred from the
passage. Distractors ore of two types: (1) a sentence that states on
inference that is incorrect, given the passage, as Bs (2) a sentence
that states an inference that can be neither proven nor disproven from
the passage, as A.

ITEMS

Directions: Listen to the story end answer the questions.

Pablo gritted his teeth as he straightened up the
living room and picked up everything his friends had left
behind. He frowned and muttered to himself as he vacuumed
the room.

1. What can you infer from this story?

A. Pablo has dog.

B. Pablo liked to vacuum.

IC. Pablo was angry about the mess.
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OBJECTIVE 8

Identify standards of good listening.

Assessment Level; 5B

CONTENT

The student identifies the following standards of good listening, as
specified in the "Guide for Good Listening" in the instructional guide:

a. Look at the speaker and try to concentrate on what he sic is

saying.
b. Try to pick out the main points the speaker is making.
c. Try to notice whet details the speaker uses in developing his

sic main points.
d. Decide whether or not you can agree with all the facts given.
e. Make a note of anything the speaker says that puzzles you.
f. When the speaker finishes, ask any questions you have about

what he sic has said.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The item consists of three imperative sentences that indicate ways in
which someone might listen. The student chooses the sentence that is
not one of the standards in the "Guide for Good Listening." The correct

answer is a bad listening behavior--one that is the opposite of the

standards in the "Guide for Good Listening." Dlstrsctors are two of the

standards listed above.

!TENS

Directions: What is not s good way to listen?

1. A. Try to pick out the main points the speaker is
making.

IB. Agree with all the facts that the speaker gives.
C. Make a note of anything the speaker says that

puzzles you.
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OBJECTIVE 9

Demonstrate the skill of attentive listening.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student demonstrates the ability to listen attentively by following
oral directions. Attentive listening is defined as intent listening
that requires concentration. It is focused on one person or one form of
communication.

Comments Instruction also includes Attentive listening to sounds.
This is not assessed because of the difficulty of
itanderdizing sounds for large-scale assessment.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a description of directions given to a named individual.
The teacher reads the directions only once. The directions contain two
components (e.g., "print" and "underline"). The student chooses the
answer that illustrates the correctly followed directions (e.g., a
printed name that is underlined). Distractors do not match for one of
the dimensions of the directions (e.g., printed but not underlined;
underlined but written in cursive).

Comment: This item type provides an indire..t measure of the
objective. Constructed-response items (where the student
follows oral dirs.-firms) would be preferable, but would
require considerable hand-scoring.

ITEMS

Directions: Betsy Jackson was asked to print her name and to
underline it.
Which answer follows the directions?

1. A. Betsy son
g. Aktit,46Jackp64.

Betsvrjackson
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART II: GRAMMAR USAGE

Ann Humes, Larry Gentry, Bruce Cronnell, Joe Lawlor

ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions

of a large metropolitan school district. The specifications include

content descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction

of appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing

the objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART 11: GRAMMAR USAGE

Mn Humes, Larry Gentry, Bruce Cronne:1, Joe Lawlor

Working in collaboration with a large metropolitan school district,

SWRL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

(A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the district's elementary

schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one'large cate-

gory of objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the district's

instructional guide. In the first section of the paper, background for the

project is provided. This background includes a discussion of some of the

activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the assessment

specifications; it also outlines the types of information and material

included in the language-arts specificatibns. The background is followed

by specification:: for the objectives in the Grammar Usage category.

BACKGROUND

Presented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language-arts objectives and recommended that

particular objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions were

recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a

different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2) when

the skill did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described appropriates assessment differences for objectives

that had been listed by the district for testing at more than one semester.
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For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could only be differentiated by the

ZIP* of format or the vocabulary level used in the items. SWRI. also

commented that some objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of text-

book presentation, seemed t« be specified for assessment at a grade that

might be too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations Sift had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. However, district

people ultimately deeded not to differentiate between or among levels

of assessment, but to assess the whole objective for every semester at

which that objective was listed.

Specifications and items were there prepared by SWIM staff. The

specifications were based primarily on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL's analyses of iOnlyage-arts

textbooks. In some cases, where the statement of the objective was

amenable to interpretations other than that described In the guide,

special care was takon to Insure that .sulting assessments would align

with the local program, as described in the district's In%tructional

gu'de.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

these specifications include content descriptions that note factors

Involved in the use of each objective, including other inherent skills
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and prerequiMte knowledge. Each content description is followed by an

item description. The item description explains both the item stimulus

and the answer choices. The item description also notes any other impor-

tant considerations relevant to assessing an objective in the particular

item format'. At least one sample item is then presented for each objective;

more items are included in the use of items that are interrelated by for-

mat or content. The sample items are generally ones actually used in the

assessment instruments, with the following changes made for clarity in

this presentation:

1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (f).

2. Directions are included with each item. In the actual
instrument ior grades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to studentit; in addition,
more specific: instructions are provided at the early levels;
e.g., "look at number .

le

Additionally, teachers are encouraged to read (and explain) directions

if students do .vt understand them. Teachers are also permitted to help

students if they do not understand how to do a task, so long as the help

does not cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Harris and Jacobson* word list.

The words used for the A-level surveys are generally those listed ii two

or more grades below'the level of assessment. The words for the 11level

surveys are those listed for one or more grade levels below. Such vocab-

ulary control helps ensure that reading ability is not a primary factor

in determining students' language-arts success.

The Harris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of technical

terms needed for directions (e.g., sentence, punctuation, capitalize).

t Jacobsoo. N. D. "Basic elementary reading
vocabularies. New York: Macmillan, 1972.
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Such words or .re avoided where possible, but using them was necessary in

many uses. In some Instances, the technical terms were used at the

district's request, despite the availability of acceptable synonyms.

The assessment specifications are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to the Grammer Usage objectives covered in Part II,

other areas of language arts assessment are described in the following

documents:

Part I: Listening
Part Sentence Structure
Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation

. Part V: Language Expression
Part VI: Spelling
Part VII: Literature
Part VIII: Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal Communication

340
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SPECIFICATIONS

OBJECTIVE I

identify nouns.

Assessment Level: 1A

CONTENT

The student identifies the noun in s simple sentence. Although the term
noun is subject to various definitions, it is defined in the instructionalwe as "a person, place, or thing." At this level, the student is
expected'to know that the phrase naming word refers to those words that
designate persons, places, and th ngs. T The student is not expeptbd to be

familiar with the more technical term noun.

ITEM PESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a four-word sentence with only one noun. The student
selects the correct answer from three answer choices, listed in order of
appearance in the sentence. The distractors are two other words in the

sentence. Since pronouns might also be classified as "naming words,"
pronouns are not used in the sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Which is the naming word in the sentence?
S

1. Look at the dog.

Look at dog

0 0 00
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OBJECTIVE 2

identify singular and plural nouns.

Assessment Level: IA

CONTENT

The student demonstrates understanding of the concept of number as it
relates to nouns by discriminating between singular and plural forms.
Only regular noun plurals, formed by adding -s to the root word, are
covered by this objective.

Knowledge of the terms singular and plural is not prerequisite to the
objective. Students are expected to know plural forms as "words that

mean More than Oftf."

ITEM OESCRIPTION

Presented with both the singular and plural forms of a given noun, the

student selects the stipulated form. Singular.and plural nouns serve as
distracters for each other.

!TENS

Directions: Which word means more than one?

I. Car cars

0 #0

Directions: which word means only One?

2. book books

10 0
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OBJECTIVE 3

Identify action words.

Assessment Level: IA

CONTENT

The student identifies the word that is a verb among words representing
other parts of speech.

While a verb may be either (I) a word that expresses an action or (2) a
word that expresses a state of being or becoming, only those verbs that
express an action are included In this objective. Verbs that express a
state of being or becoming, commonly referred to as linking verbs, are
assessed by Objective 12 at Level 28. Irregular verbs and past forms
are assessed by other objectives.

Knowledge of the term verb is not prerequisite to this objective.

Comment: This objective, as described in the instructional guide,
differs from Objectives 6 (Identify verbs in context) and
11 (Identify regular verbs) only in the complexity of
content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a picture of a character or a group of characters engages
in an easily recognizable activity. The student selects the verb that
moresents the activity from three answer choices. The correct answer is
a verb ("action word") ending with the suffix -.Ina. The suffix -.la is

employed to clearly establish the quality of "action" and to distliljUish
verbs frrm other parts of speech (e.g., la can be a noun or a verb, but
la in ,s more often treated as a verb aii . However, the -ingLforms

of ver bs may not be In children's reading vocabularies. One diifractor
is a pronoun that is appropriate for the character(s) in the picture. The
other distractor Is the name of an object In the picture.

ITEM

Directions: Which word tells what the person in the picture is doing?

1. [picture: boy painting a house)

painting he house

#0 0 0
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OBJECTIVE 4

Identify a sentence as a complete thcught.

Assessment Level: IA

CONTENT

The student discriminates between a simple sentence and a group of
unrelated words. At this level, the student's ability to identify sentences
is likely to be based on recognition of semantic "completeness" rather than
on knowledge of grammar and syntax; the student recognizes a sentence as a
group of words that expresses a complete thought ("says something"), rather
than as a subject-predicate construction with particular grammatical and
syntactic features.

The Instructional guide inc;udes the identification of sentences vs.
sentence fragments. However, students at this level probably cannot make
such fine distinctions. In fact, young students are likely 0 identify
(and punctuate/capitalize) any semantically unified structure as a sentence;
e.g.:

The large brown dog. (noun phrase)

Was running. (verb phrase)

In the park. (prepositional phrase)

Consequently, assessment of this objective has very narrow limits at this
level. The student can be asked to Identify a simple sentence, but only
when that sentence is contrasted with a word group that is clearly not a
sentence or a group of related words in a legitimate syntactic structure.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Gruen two word groups (each capitalized and punctuated as a sentence),
the student identifies the group that comprises a sentence. Distracters
are strings of unrelated words. Each sentence and distracter consists of
four words in order to lessen the reading requirement. Any noun.. that are
included in the distracters are positioned so that the word group does not
appear to be a noun phrase; e.g., "Work have my" is used rather than "Have
my work."

ITEM

Directions: Which is a good sentence?

1. The ball is red. Wak have my what.
00 0
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OBJECTIVE 5

Identify possessive nouns.

Assessment Level: lB

CONTENT

The student identifies possessive nouns. The possessive nouns included
here are those formed by adding an apostrophe and the suffix -s.

Students at this level are expected only to distinguish between singular
nouns and singular possessives. They are not expected to discriminate
between plurals ending in -s and the possessive case (e.g., 1221/001),
nor are they required to distinguish between plural possessives and singular
possessives (e.g., dlogsqtala).

Familiarity with the grammatical terms possessive and noun is not
prerequisite to this objective, but students s ould be's Iliar with the
relationship between the use of an apostrophe and the concept of "belonging."

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three singular nouns and selects the one that
shows possession. The correct answer is a singular noun with an apostrophe
and the suffix -s. The two distractors are singular nouns. To avoid errors
that might be incurred through over-generalization of the concept, nouns
ending with the letter s are not employed as distractors (e.g., bus, dress).
Neither are -s plurals used as distractors for the reason noted in the
Coutent section above.

ITEM

Directions: Which word means that something belongs to someone?

1. mothir's daddy girl

#0 0 0
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OBJECTIVE 6

Identify verbs in context.

Assessment Level: 1B

CONTENT

The student Identifies the verb in a sentence.

While a verb may be either (1) a word that expresses an action or (2) a
word that expresses a state of being or becoming, only those verbs that
express an action are included in this assessment. Verbs that express a
state of being or becoming, commonly referred to as linktng-verbs, are
assessed by Objective 12 at Level 28. Irregular verbs and past forms are
assessed by other objectives.

Knowledge of the term verb is not prerequisite to this objective. However,

students are expected to recognize certain verbs as "doing words."

Comment: This objective differs from Objectives 3 (Identify action
words) and 11 (Identify regular verbs) only in the
complexity of content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a simple sentence that contains or'y one verb. The

student selects the correct answer (the verb) from three answer choices,
listed in order of appearance in the sentence. The correct answer is a

main verb that represents a physical activity. Since students it this
level have had practice in identifying only nouns, verbs, and pronouns
(as indicated by the instructional guide), the two distractors are either
nouns or pronouns.

ITEM

Directions: Which word is the lain word in the sentence?

1. Pete plays with the ball.

Pete plays
0 #0

ball
0
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OBJECTIVE 7

Identify declarative sentences.

Assessment Level: 111

CONTENT

The student identifies declarative sentences--statements that end with
a period.

Students at this level or* expected to discriminate only between
declarative and interrogative sentences (i.e., questions). Exclamatory
sentences (i.e., showing emotion) and imperative sentences (i.e., giving
commands) are assessed at a higher level.

Declarative sentences sometimes differ from interrogative sentences only
in terminal punctuation and/or word order, e.9.,:

The doctor is here. (declarative)

The doctor is here? (interrogative)

Is the doctor here? (interrogative)

Consequently, students may identify declarative sentences by terminal
punctuation.

Knowledge of the grammatical term declarative is not prerequisite to this
objective. Students must, however7174WITar, with the term "telling
sentence" as a synonym for the more technical term.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of two sentences with the some number of words and
dealing with similar content. The student identifies the declarative
("telling") sentence. The distractor is an interrogative sentence.
properly capitalized and punctuated.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence is a telling sentence?

1. Bill has a bike

p

/
What is a bike?

#0 0
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OBJECTIVE 8

Identify interrogative sentences.

Assessment Level: Ill

CONTENT

The student identifies interrogative sentences -sentences that ask a
question and end with a question mark.

Students at this level are expected to discriminate only between
Interrogative and declarative sentences ("telling sentences"). Exclama-
tory sentences (i.e., showing emotion) and imperative sentences (i.e.,
giving commands) are covered by Objectives 14 and 15 at Level 2B.

Interrogative sentences sometimes differ from declarative sentences only
in terminal punctuation and/or word order, e.g.:

The doctor is here. (declarative)
The doctor 10 here? (interrogative)
Is the doctor here? (interrogative)

Consequently, students may identify interrogative sentences by terminal
punctuation.

Knowledge of the grammatical term interrogative is not prerequisite to
this objective. Students must, however, be familiar with the term "asking
sentence" as a synonym for the more technical term.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of two sentences dealing with the same number of
wool& and similar content. The student identifies the interrogative
sentence. The distractor is a declarative sentence, properly capitalized
and punctuated.

ITEM

Directinns: Which sentence is an asking sentence?

1. Sue will go with us. Can Sue go with us?

0 #0
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OBJECTIVE 9

Identify pronouns.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student
other parts
he, it, the

suitcase)
adjectives,

13

identifies the word that is a pronoun among words representing
of speech. A pronoun is a word that can replace a noun (e.g.,

). Some pronouns can also function as noun determiners (e.g.,
; however, since these forms are sometimes classified as
they Ire not assessed here.

Knowledge of the term proioun is prerequisite to this objective.

The identification of plural pronouns is assessed by Objective 10 at this
level, so it is not covered here.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Thi student Is presented with three words, each a different part of
speech. The student selects the word that is a pronoun. The correct

answer is a singular personal pronoun. One distracter is a common noun;

the other is a verb.

ITEM

Directions: Which word Is a pronoun?

1. book ask she

0 0 #0
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OBJECTIVE 10

Identify singular and plural pronouns.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student discriminates between singular and plural pronouns. Singular
pronouns are those words that can replace nouns referring to one person
or thing (e.g., she, it). Plural pronouns replace nouns referring to
more than one person or thing (e.g., they, them). Both nominative and
objective forms of pronouns are included here.

Knowledge of the terms pronoun, sin ular, and plural is not prerequisite
to this objective. However, the stu ent is expected to know which
pronouns refer to one person or thing and which refer to more than one
person or thing.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three pronouns and selects the one that
"means one" or the one that ''means more than one." When the correct

answer is a singular pronoun, the distracters are plural pronouns.
When thu correct answer is a plural pronoun, the distracters are singular

pronouns. Possessive pronouns that end with s (e.g., his, hers) are not
used as distracters because the final s may invite sane students to
identify such pronouns as plurals.

ITEM

Directions: Which word means more than one?

1. he they it

0 00 0
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OBJECTIVE 11

Identify regular verbs.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student identifies the word that is a verb from among words
representing other parts of speech.

Comment: The objective statement implies that students
identify regular verbs as opposed to irregular verbs.
However, in the instructional guide, "non-regular verbs"
are actually other parts orspeech.

While a verb may be either (I) a word that expresses an action or (2) a
word that expresses a state of being or becoming, only those verbs that
express an action are included in this assessment. Verbs that express
a state of being or becoming, commonly referred to as linking-verbs, are
assessed for Objective 12 at Level 2B. Irregular verbs and past forms
are assessed by other objectives.

Knowledge of the term verb Is not prerequisite to this objective. However,

students are expected to recognize certain verbs as "action words."

Comment: This objective differs from Objective 3 only in complexity
of content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three words, each a different part of speech.
The student selects the one that is a verb ("action word"). The correct
answer is a present-tense verb that expresses an action. One distracter
is a preposition; the other is an adjective. Nouns are not used as dis-
tracters since they often suggest an "active" agent (e.g., 110 and are
frequently employed as verb forms (e.g., His brother dogged him everywhere
he went.).

ITEM

Directions: Which word is the action word?

1. in good jump

0 0 #0

351
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CSJECTIVE 12

Identify non-action words.

Assessment Level' 29

CONTENT

The student identifies forms of the verbs be and have.

The student is expected to .e familiar with the following verb forms
as listed in the !nstructional guide:

be have

Present singular: I am I have

you are you have
he, MT, it is he, she, it has

Present plural: we are we have
yo4 are you have
they are they have

Past singular_: I was. I had

/ou were you had
he, she, It was he, she, it had

Past plural: we were we had
you were you had
they were theyMid

Present and past participle forms are not included in this objective, nor
is subject-verb %greement. The objective covers the use of these verbs
as main verbs only, not as auxiliaries.

Knowledge of the grammatical term verb and knowledge of the present and
past tense forms of be and have are prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence that employs a form of the verb be or have. The

student identifies the word in the sentence that is a form of the target

verb. The distracters are two other words that appear in the stimulus sen-

tence. The three choices are listed in order of appearance in the sentence.

In assessing the verb have, only has and had (but not have) are assessed

because the directions must include the VFX have.
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ITEMS

Directions: Which word in tne sentence is a form of the verb be?

1. Lucy is very nice.

is very nice
#0 0 0

Directions: Which word in the sentence is a form of the verb have?

2. The children had fun.

children had fun
0 #0 0
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OBJECTIVE 13

identify irregular verbs.

Assessment Level: 2B

CONTENT

The student identifies verbs as either regular or irregular. Regular
verbs form their past and past participle forms by adding -ed to the
present form. (This process sometimes entails dropping theTinal e,
doubling the final consonant, or changing the final Y to 1 before adding
the suffix.) The past and past participle forms of irregular verbs are
formed through spelling and pronunciation changes (e.g., swim, swam, swum).
Therefore, the student must know, for example, that the past tense and
past participle of work are formed by adding -ed, but that this principle
does not apply to

Connent: According to the instructional guide, students must
recognize irregular verbs from their present forms.
However, the irregularity is actually found In the past
forms. Consequently, the assessment uses past tense
forms of verbs--forms that clearly Illustrate the dif-
ference between regular and irregular verbs.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three past-tense verbs and selects the one
that is irregular. The correct answer is an irregular verb in the simple

past tense. Irregular verbs ending with the sounds /d/ or /t/ (e.g.,
found, caught) are not assessed since their endings are phonologically
similar to the inflected ending -ed (e.g., wanted, looked). The dis-

tractors are two verbs in the siciiie past tense that are constructed by
adding -ed to the present form.

ITEM

Directions: These words all show past time. Which word is an irregular

action word?

1. sang worked called
#0 0 0
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OBJECTIVE 14

Identify imperative sentences.

Assessment Level: 28

CONTENT

The student identifies imperative sentences as sentences that express a
command. Imperative sentences are punctuated with a period and are dis-
tinguished by their structure: the subject, /22., is usually not stated.

Knowledge of the grammatical term in rative is not prerequisite to this

objective. Students are expected to recogn ze imperative sentences as
sentences that "give a command."

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three sentences, each representing a
different type of sentence. The student selects the imperative sentence
("command"). One distractor is a declarative sentence; the other is an
interrogative sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence gives a comm.nd?

1. S;t down in the car. Is this your ball?

#0 0

I like to eat cake.
0

355
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OBJECTIVE 15

Identify exclamatory sentences.

Assessment Level: 28

CONTENT

The student identifies the exclamatory sentence as distinguished from other
sentense types. Exclamatory sentences are sentences that end with en
exclamation point g., I need a do,:torl) and generally express strong
emotion. However, they are not distinguished by any particular structural
characteristics. Sentences that are structurally declarative, inter-
rogative, or imperative can be transformed into exclamatory sentences by
changing the terminal punctuation; e.g.:

I need a doctor. I need a doctor!

What are you doing? What are you doing!

Cali a doctor. Cali a doctor!

Since, by definition, exclamatory sentence* always end with an
exclamation point, stuients may identify such sentences by terminal
punctuation.

Knowledge of the term exclamatory is not prerequisite to this skill.
Students are expected to recognize exclamatory sentences as sentences

that "show emotion."

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three different types of sentences, and
selects the exclamatory sentence (the sentence that "shows emotion").

One distractor is a declarative sentence; the other Won interrogative
sentence. Neither sentence describes feelings.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentencr shows emotion?

1. Do not go so fast,
00 0

David is in the house.

Is the tree green?
0
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OBJECTIVE 16

Distinguish between common and proper nouns.

Assessment Levels: 3A and 38

CONTENT

The student distinguishes between common and. proper nouns. The student
understands that a noun is a word that identifies a p &'rson, place, or
thing. The student further understands that (1) a common noun refers to
general class (e.g., man, sljb 1,21) and does not require a capital letter,
and that (2) a proper noun refers to a particular person, place, or thing
(e.g., M- arv, Florida, City Hall) and always requires a capital letter.

Since a basic difference In the printed forms of common and proper nouns
is the non-use or use, of capital letters, students may distinguish between
the two types an the basis of capitalization rather than word meaning.

Knowledge of the term proper noun is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Presented with three nouns, the student selects the one that is a proper
noun. The correct answer is a capitalized proper noun. The distractors

are (uncapitalized) common nouns.

ITEM

Directions:' Which word is a Ever noun?

1. A. hand
B. picture

IC. Steve
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OBJECTIVE 17

Identify possessive pronouns.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

Given a list of personal pronouns, the student identifies those that show
possession. Possessive pronouns indicate ownership or a relationship
(e.g., her dog, his friend).

The class of possessive pronouns is composed of the following words:

my, mine his its their, theirs
your, yours her, hers our, ours

Comment: Some authorities clas.sify words such as her, his, their
as possessive adjectives rather than possessive pronouns.

The term possessive pronoun is not prerequisite to this objective. At

this level possessive pronouns are referred to as words that show
"belonging."

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three personal pronouns and is asked to
select the one that is a possessive. The correct answer is a possessive

pronoun ending with the suffix -s (i.e., hers). When used in isolation,
such pronouns are easier to distinguish as possessives than are unsuffixed
forms. Additionally, certain pronouns are also homophone3 (e .0, its,
our, their) and are thereby precluded from assessment. Both distractors

are personal pronouns that do not show possession.

ITEM

Directions: Which word shows belonging?

1. he it hers

0 0 10
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OBJECTIVE 18

Distinguish among declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory
sentences.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student identifies four sentence types, characterized by the features
explained below.

(1) Declarative sentences are statements that end with a period
(e.g., Tile doctor is here.).

(2) Interrogative sentences are sentences that as a question and
end with a question WIlc (e.g., Who is your doctor?). Inter-

rogative sentences are o'ten distinguished by their inverted
word orde. by the presence of a wh word (e.g., who, what).
However, st..;orices that are structurally declarative wirri
transformed into questions simply by chaljing their terminal
punctuation (e.g., The doctor is here?).

(3) 12perstive sentences are sentences that express a command or
polite request e.g., Please call a doctor.). Imperative
sentences are punctuated with a period and are distinguished
by their structure: the subject, Ala, is usually not stated.

(4) Exclamatory sentences are sentences that end with an exclamation
point (e.q., I need a doctor!). Generally, exclamatory sentences
express strong emotion, but they are not distinguished by any
particular structural characteristics. Sentences that are struc-
turally declarative, interrogative, or imperative can be
transformed into exclamatory sentences by changing the terminal
punctuation, e.g.:

I need a doctor! (declarative structure)
What are you doing! (interrogative structure)

Call a doctors (imperative structure)

Identification of the first three types essentially involves identification
of terminal punctuation. However, punctuation of sentence types is not
incluued in this objective. Terminal punctuation is assessed for other
objectives.

Knowledge of the terms declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and
imperative is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is d set cf th:ec sentences. The student identifies a

declarative ("telling") sentence in item 1, an interrogative ("asking")

359
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sentence in item 2, an imperative sentence ("giving a command") in item
3, and an exclamatory sentence ("showing emotion") in,item 4. For item

both distractors are interrogative sentences since both imperative and
exclamatory sentences can be broadly interpreted as "telling" sentences.
For 'tic 7. the distractors are a declarative sentence and an imperative
sentence. For item 3, the distractors are an interrogative sentence

and a declarative sentence, and for item 4, the distractors are a declar-
ative sentence and an imperative sentence.

ITEMS

Directions: Which one is a telling sentence?

1. A. May I have some cake?
#B. Freddie has a new pet.
C. Did you go to the party?

Directions: Which one is an asking sentence?

2. A. We went for a walk.
#B. Is the paint wet?
C. Come with us.

Directions: Which sentence gives a command?

3. A. Have you seen Linda?
B. This is a good book.

#C. Tell me your name.

Directions: Which sentence shows emotion?

4. #A. That ride was too fast!
B. Mary will walk to school.
C. Put on your coat.

36J
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OBJECTIVE 19

Distinguish between present and past tense of verbs.

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

Given the present and past forms of a regularly formed verb, the student
discriminates between the two forms according to tense.

The past forms of regular verbs consist of the present tense form plus
-ed. Although this process sometimes entails dropping the final e,
doubling the final consonant, or changing the Y tc i before adding the
suffix, the identification of past forms that require spelling changes
is not part of this assessment.

Although the instructional guide Includes a few irregular verbs (e.g.,
saw, rode) in instruction, irregular verbs ere assessed for another
objective.

Knowledge of the term verb is not prerequi5:te to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with the present and past forms of a regular
verb and identifies th_ form that "shows past time." The correct answer

is the verb plus the suffix -ed. The distractor is the present tense
form of the same verb.

ITEM

Directions: Which word shows .east time?

i. A. bark
/B. barked
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OBJECTIVE 20

Identify adjectives in context.

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student identifies adjectives in sentences. At this level, the
student knows adjectives as "describing words" that are used to convey
qualities of size, shape, sense, order, number, etc. For this objective,
the adjectives (I) modify nouns. and (2) immediately precede the nouns
they modify.

Knowledge of the term adjective is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student reads a simple sentence and identifies the one adjective
("describing word") in the sentence. The answer choices are three words
from the sentence, listed in order of their appearance. The correct

answer is a descriptive adjective that immediately precedes a noun. The
two distractors are either nouns or verbs. The articles a, an, and the
are sometimes treated as adjectives (thouyn not commonly taught as such
at this level), so they are not employed as distractors.

ITEM

Directions: which word is a describing word?

1. May I have the red balloor?

A. have
/B. red

C. balloon

362
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OBJECTIVE 21

Identify simple subjects and predicates.

Assessment Level: 36

CONTENT

The student identifies a word as the simple subject or simple predicate

of a sentence.

The student understands that every sentence has a complete subject (i.e.,
a noun phrase) and a complete predicate (i.e., a phrase that says some-
thing about the subject). (Complete subjects and predicates are covered

by Objective 22.) The student further understands that one word in the
complete subject constitutes the simple subject; It is the "main word"
in the complete subject and cannot be omitted if the sentence is to "make

sense." Additionally, the student understands that one word in the com-
plete predicate is the simple predicate; it is the headword or mein verb

in the predicate phrase.

For example: The tiny bird flew away.

Complete subject: The tiny bird

Simple subject: bird

Complete predicate: flew away

Simple predicates flew

Knowledge of the technical terms simple subject and simple predicate is

prerequisite to this objective.

ITEII OESCRIPTION

The student identifies the simple subject in one sentence and the simple

predicate in another. In both sentences, the complete subject contains

only one noun (the simple subject) and the complete predicate contains

Only one verb (the simple predicate). Additionally, the simple subject

immediately precedes the simple predicate In both sentences.

For item 1, the student identifies the simple subject. The distractors

are two words from the predicate phrase--the simple predicate and a noun.

For item 2, the student identifies the simple predicate. The distractors

are two words from the noun phrase that constitutes the complete subject- -

the simple subject and en adjective that modifies the simple subject.

Answer choices are listed In order of appearance in the sentence.
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ITEMS

Directions: Which word is the simple subject of the sentence?

I. The old man laughed at my joke.

#A. man
B. laughed

C. joke

Directions: Which word is the simple predicate of the sentence?

2. The tiny kitten jumped off the tab:e.

A. tiny
B. kitten

#C. jumped
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OBJECTIVE 22

Identify complete subjects and predicates.

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student (1) identifies a phrase as either the subject or the predicate
of a sentence and (2) differentiates between the simple subject/predicate
and the complete subject/predicate. Generally, the subject is the word
or group of words that identify the entity about which something is stated
in the sentence. The predicate is the part of the sentence that expresses
what is said about the subject.

Subject phrases are noun phrases (i.e., nouns and their preceding/following
modification). Modifiers can include adjectives, determiners, phrases
(prepositional and verbal), and clauses. The simple subjectols the head-
word of the subject noun phrase (i.e., the noun tanshich the modifiers
relate).

Comment: Verbal phrases and noun clauses can also serve as subjects
(e.g., Playing basketball is fun; Where he went is a
mystery). However, identificationaigiiiiiTuctures is
not assessed.

Predicate phrases arc usually anything that comes after the subject; i.e.,
verb phrases (auxiliary verbs and the main verb) plus objects (direct/
indirect), complements, adverbs, and adverbial phrases or clauses. The

simple predicate is the headword (or main verb) of the predicate phrase.

Comment: Many language authorities maintain that the simple
predicate is comprised solely of the main verb without
any accompanying auxiliaries (e.g., Small birds were
sin in cheerfully). However, the instructional guide
inc udes auxiliary verbs as part of the simple predicate.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus for each item is a declarative sentence. In item 1, the

student identifies the complete subject. The distractors are both parts
of the predicate--a verb phrase and an adverbial phrase that modifies
the verb phrase. In item 2, the student identifies the complete predicate.
The distractors are both parts of the complete subject--a noun phrase and
a prepositional phrase that modifies the noun phrase.
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ITEMS

Directions: Which is the complete subject of the sentence?

1. The horses were running across the field.

#A. The horses
B. were running
C. across the field

Directions: Which is the complete predicate of the sentence?

2. The peopli on the train waved to us.

A. The people
D. on the train
#C. waved to us

366

40
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OBJECTIVE 23

Distinguish between linking verbs and helping verbs.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student discriminates between linking verbs and helping verbs as they
are described in the instructional guide: Linking verbs are verbs that
do not show action, and helping verbs are those that are part of a
predicate containing more than one word.

Comment: instructional examples include sentences in which the
helping verbs listed below have a linking verb function
(e.g., "Tomorrow will be cloudy.")

The following verbs are covered in the instructional guide:

Linking Verbs

am
was
were
is

are

He Verbs

should be
have been
may be
can be
shall be
had been

would be
has been
must be
might be
will be
could be

These helping verbs include both simple auxiliaries (e.g., have been)
and modal auxiliaries 1e.g., must be).

Comment: One-word helping verbs (e.g., the auxiliary verb have) are
not included in the instructional guide. Therefore, they

are not assessed.

Knowledge of the terms linking verb and helping verb is prerequisite to
this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with two sentences, one with a linking verb and
one with a helping verb. The sentences have the same subjects. The

linking verb is followed by predicate nominative in (as in it "m 1)
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and by a predicate adjective (as in item 2); the helping verb serves as
an auxiliary to the main verb for both items. These patterns help students
differentiate the verb types by their functions.

The student selects the sentence with a linking verb for Item 1 and the
sentence with a helping verb for item 2. Consequently, linking verbs
and helping verbs serve as distractors for each other. Answer choices
are limited tv two sentences In order to ensure precise assessment of
the Objective.

ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence has plinking verb?

1. WA. Sue and Nick are friends.
8. Sue and Nick may be called on for help

Directions: Which sentence has a helping verb?

2. A. My orother's new coat is clean.

WO. My brother's new coat must be cleaned.

368
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OBJECTIVE 24

Distinguish between present, past, and future tenses of verbs.

Assessment Levels: 4A and 48

CONTENT

At level 4A. the student discriminates between present-tense verbs and
past -tense verbs. The objective as described in the instructional guide
includes only simple present (e.g., He walks; they walk) and simple past
tense (e.g.. He walked), but not continuous or perfect forms; the verbs
covered include both regular and irregular verbs. Simple past tense for
regular verbs is formed by adding the -ed suffix to the base word (e.g.,
walk ed = walked). Simple past tenseTor irregular verbs is formed by
changing theWrring and pronunciation of the base word (e.g.. sing -vm).

At level 45, the student discriminates between verbs in the present tense
and verbs in the future tent. The objective, as c.escribed In instruction,
includes only simple present (e.g., She comes; they come) lind simple
future tense (e.g.. She will come). but not continuous and perfect
forms. Simple futur. tense of the auxiliary verbs shell or will
plus the base form of the verb (e.g., shall go).

Comments: Some authorities do not acknowledge that future tense is
equivalent to past and present tense since future can
only be conveyed by auxiliaries or by continuing and
sometimes simple present forms. Correspondingly, some
of the examples in the simple present have an implicit
future time meaning (e.g., They draw excellent pictures).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For Level 4A, the stimuli are two sentences, one with a verb in the simple
past tense and one with a verb in the present tense. No other clues to
tense are included in the sentences (e.g., words like now, last week).
The student selects choice A if the sentence tells about present time or
choice Bif the sentence tells about past time. Consequently, present

and past serve as distracters for each other.

For Level 48, the stimuli are also two sentences, e.e.with a veil) in the
simple future tense and one with a verb in the present tense. No other

clues to tense are included in the sentences (e.g., words like soon, next
week). However, the directions for the items include the word only so
MIT students are not misled by possible future-time occurrencei6f the
action described by simple present (i.e., in item 2, Eric likes 0 draw
now and will probably still like to draw tomorrow). The student selects
choice A if the sentence tells about present time or choice e if the
sentence tells about futuri time. Consequently, present and future forms

serve as distracters for each other.



Al both Level 4A and 4B, only two answer choices are provided in order
to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEMS

Level 4A

Directions: Is the sentence about something that is happening now
or something that happened in the past?

1. We moved to the house on take Street.

A. now
18. in the past

2. I see a biro In that tree.

WA. now
B. in the past

Level 48

Directions: Is the sentence about something that is happening now
or something that will happen only in the future?

1. Bill will work on a picture for the story.
j,

A. now

W13. in the fcture

2. Eric likes to draw cartoons.

WA. now
B. in the futur-

3 70
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OBJECTIVE 25

Identify descriptive adjectives.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student identifies descriptive adjectives, which are generally defined
as wois that express some kind of perceptive judgment about or opinion of
the characteristics of a noun or pronoun (e.g., green, foolish, big).
Instruction covers adjectives that describe kind, color, and size.

Comment: This objective does not include comparative or superlative
forms.

Knowledge of the term descriptive adjective is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with only one descriptive adjective. Any other

adjective is a limiting adjective. The student selects the word that
conveys a characteristic of a specific noun (I.e., street). Distractors

are a noun and verb in the sentence. Answer choices are presented in the
same order as they appear In the stimulus sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Which word tells the kind of street?

I. Their family lived on a busy street.

A. family

8. lived

IC. busy
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OBJECTIVE 26

Identify limiting adjectives.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student identifies limiting adjectives, which modify nouns or pronouns
and are generally defined as articles (e.g., an), demonstratives (e.g.,
this), possessives (e.g., Ex), relatives (e.g., which), interrogatives
e.g., what), indefinites (e.g., most), exclamatory words (e.g., what,

as in What enthusiasm!), numbers e.g.,1 one), and words of location or
identiTTE;i7,71TFWFounty courthouse). The i7,structional guide includes
those limiting adjectives that describe quantity (i.e., how much/m0ny?)
and identity (i.e., which one?),

Knowledge of the term limiting adjective is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a limiting adjective. The student
ioentifies the word that tells "how many cookies" in item I and "which
table" in item 2. Distractors are nouns and verb forms. Answer choices
are presented in the same order as they appear in the stimulus sentence.

ITEMS

Directions: Which word tells how many cookies?

1. A few cookies were left after the party.

#A. few

B. were

C. party

Directions: Which word tells which table?

2. Please put the books on this table.

A. put

B. books
#C. this
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OBJECTIVE 27

Identify adverbs.

Assess lent Level: 13

CONTENT

The student discriminates between adverbs and other parts of speech by
identifying an adverb out of context.

For this objective, the adverb functions as a modifier of the verb.

Comment: The instructional guide does not cover adverbs as modifiers
of adjectives. other adverbs, or sentences--the three other
units that adverbs most commonly modify.

Knowledge of the term adverb is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student identifies the adverb among three answer choices. Distractors

include a noun and an adjective.

ITEM

Directions: Which word is an adverb?

I. A. turtle

#B. slowly

C. yellow

37J
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OBJECTiVE 28

Identify adverbs in context.

Assessment Level: 48

CONTENT

The student discriminates between adverbs and other parts of speech by
identifying adverbs in context. Prereauisite to this objective is knowl-
edge of the function of adverbs as modifiers of verbs and knowledge of
the term adverb.

Comment: The instructional guide does not cover adverbs as modifiers
of adjetives, ether auverbs, or sentences- -the three
additional units that adverbs commonly modify.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with one adverb modifying the main verb. The
student Identifies the adverb among three choices. The answer choices
are presented in the same order as they appear in the sentence. One dis-

tractor is a function word and the other distractor is a noun that is not
vrt of either a phrasal or clausal adverbial modifier in the sentence.

ITEM

Cirections: Which word is an adverb?

1. The children walked quickly.

A. The
B. children

NC. quickly
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OBIECTIVE 29

Identify personal pronouns.

Assessment Level: 48

CONTENT

The student discriminates between personal pronouns and other parts of
speech by identifying personal pronouns in context. In the instructional
guide, personal pronouns are presented as words that chiefly refer to
persons.

Comment: Some authorities define personal pronouns in a more
t.tchnical sense, as words that make shifts among first,
s.cond, and third person (e.g., I, 2J. he).

The objective, as described in the instructional guide, includes nominative
and objective personal pronouns (e.g., I, me), reflexives (e.g., himself),
and possessive pronouns (e.g., her).

Comment: Some authorities classify words such as her, his, their as
possessive adjectives rather than as possessive pronouns.

Knowledge of the term personal pronoun is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with one personal pronoun. The student
identifies the pronoun among three choices. The answer choices are pre-

seited in the same order as they appear in the sentence. Te distractors
include a verb and an adjective.

ITEM

Directions: Which word is a personal pronoun?

1. The blue coat belongs to him.

A. blue
B. belongs

#C. him
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OBJEC-"IVE 30

Identify indefinite pronouns.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student identifies indefinite pronouns, understanding Lhat an
indefinite pronoun Foes not refer to a specific antecedent. The follcw-
ingIndefintte pronouns are covered by this objective: another, art,
anyone, both, each, either, everybody, few, and,
nobody, none, no one, me, other, others, some, several, scinebod , some-

one. Thrsi)bj7cOW does not cover the id-OM-nal-53-6f unct on,

antecedent, or person-number agreement of indefinite proncdns.

Knowledge of the term indefinite pronoun is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The sticulus is a sentence with only one pronoun, an indefinite pronoun.
The student selects the pronoun from three answer choices presented in
the same order as they appear in the sentence. The distractors are a
noun and an adjective in the sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Wnich word is an Indefinite pronoun?

1. The weather was so bad that nobody came to the show.

A. weather
B. bad

#C. nobody

376
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OBJECTIVE 31

Distinguish between demonstrative and interrogative pro^ouns.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student discriminates between demonstrative and Interrogative pronouns,
understanding that demonstratives "point out" something and interrogatives
introduce a question. The same words may be adjectives or pronouns:
Words like this and that are demonstrative pronouns when they replace a
noun (e.g., igis is a good cookie), but demonstrative adjectives whe.1
they modify nouns (e.g., That book is mine); words like whose and which
are interrogative pronouns whin"Eg7Wiince a noun (e.g., Which Is the
finger you hurt ?), but interrogative adjectives when they modify nouns
;79., Which book did you read?). However, the instructional guide treats

all demonstratives as pronouns.

KIwiedge of the terms demonstrative_pronoun and interrogative pronoun
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with both a demonstrative and an interrogative
pror...lun. This stimulus is dialogue for item 2, which oscises the enter-
rogative pronoun. Dialogue is used to ensure ..hai students do not guess
the right answer merely because the interrogative prcncun is tne first
word in the sentence. The student selects the pronoun from three
answer choices presented In the same order as they appear in the sentence.
Demonstrative aid interrogative pronouns serve as distractore for each
other. The other distractor is a noun.

ITEMS

Directions: Which word is a demonstrative pronoun?

1. What is the name of this?

A. What
B. name

#C. this

Directions: Which word is an interrogative pronoun?

2. The teacher asked, "Who wrote that?"

A. tlacher
#B. Who
C. that

37y



OBJECTIVE 32

Dist:nguish between descriptive and limiting adjectives.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student discriminates between descriptive adjectives and limiting
adjectives. According to the instructional guides, the student under-
stands that descriptive adjectives convey kind, color, and size, while
limiting adjectives describe quantity (i.e., how much/many?) and identify
(i.e., which one?).

Knowledge of the terms descriptive adjective and limiting adjective is
prerequisite to this skill.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a descriptive and a limiting adjective.
In item 1, the student identifies the limiting adjective; in item 2, the
student identifies the descriptive adjective. Consequently, the limiting
and descriptive adjectives serve as distractors for each other. The
other distractor is a noun in the sentence.

ITEMS

Directions: Read the sentence, and answer the questions.

The friendly bus driver ga/e directions to several

visitors.

1. Which word is a limiting adjective?

A. friendly
B. directions

IC. several

2. Which word is a descriptive adjective?

#A. friend:y
B. directions
C. several

3 78
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OBJECTIVE 33

Distinguish among adverbs that tell how, when, and where.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student discriminates among adverbs of manner, time, and location.
To discriminate among these adverbs, students must understand that adverbs
of manner answer the question "how," adverbs of time answer the question
"when," and adverbs of location answer the question "where."

Knowledge of the term adverb is prerequisite. to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with an underlined adverb of manner, time, or
location. The student selects the 091swer that tells which information is
provided by the underlined adverb. Answer choices are question fragments
consisting of the key words when, how, and where plus the subject and
verb of the sentence. Consequently, the question fragments serve as
distractors for each other.

ITEMS

Directions: Which question does the underlined adverb answer?

1. Julie often reads lung books.

IA. when Julie reads
B. how Julie reads
C. where Julie reads

2. Jean threw the ball outside.

A. when Jean threw
B. how Jean threw

IC. where Jean threw

3. Jeff folded the shirt smoothly so it would not wrinkle.

A. when Jeff folded
#B. how Jeff folded
C. where Jeff folded

3 79
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OBJECTIVE 34

Identify adverbial clauses.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that an adverbial clause has both e rubject and
predicate and is a component of a larger synts:t1c unit, a senteilce. The
adverbial clauses covered by this objective modify verbs or main clauses.
Adverbial clauses are introduced by subordinating conjunctions (e.g.,
after, because). in the instructional guide, adverbial clauses occupy
only the beginning or end position in the sentence.

Knowledge of the term adverbial clause is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with a set of three related sente,es. The
student selects the correct answer, which is a sentence with an adverbial
clause. The adverbial clause is at the end of the sentence in item 1,

- and at the beginning of the sentence in item 2. Distractors are sentences
without adverbial clauses. One distractor is a sentence with another
adverbial con4truction, a prepositional phrase that iunctions as a modifier
of the verb; the prepositional phrase occupies the same position in t,e
sentence as does the adverbial clone. Th:: 'tistractor discririnaZes

between phrases and clauses as adverbs. Tha other distractor has no

adverbial modifiers: in item 1, this distractor has a compouno direct
object; in item 2, this distractor has a compound subject. The compound
object and compound subject also occupy the same position in the sentence
as does the adverbial clause. Adjective and noun clauses are not use() in
the items because the objective does not er.tail discriminating between
kinds of clauses.

ITEM:

Directions: Which sentence has an adverbial clause?

1. A. Mrs. Homes dug up the grc'nd with a shovel.
B. Mrs. Homes planted vegetables, fruits, and lowers.

#C. Mrs. Homes watered my plants when I was gone.

2. #A. After the game was over, we went to Lisa's house.
O. Wind, rain, and pieces of i:t pounded Lisa's house.

C. After the stools, we leit Lisa's house.
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OBJECTIVE 35

Identify prepositions.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student discriminates between prepositions and other parts of speech
by identifying prepositions out of context. Only oneword prepositions
(e.g.. from) are covered in instruction; phrasal prepositions (e.g..
in additiTiF to) are not included.

Knowledge of the term preposition is prerequisite to this objective

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three single-word choices and selects the
preposition among them. Distractors are words that are clearly adjectives
ameidverbs. Some words (e.g.. inside) that function as adverbs may also
furiction as prepositions. These words are not used as distractors because
their function is not identifiable out of context.

ITEM

Directions:. Which word is a preposition?

1. A. red

#B. into
C. quietly
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:EIJECTIVE 36

Identify repositions in context.

Assessment Level: $A

CONTENT

The student identifies prepositions in context, distinguishing them from
other sentence parts. The student understands that a preposition shows
the relation of a word like a noun, verb or pronoun to the rest of the
sentence. Only one-word prepositions (e.g. into) are, covered in the
instructional guide; phrasal prepositions (e.g., j spite of) are not
included.

Knowledge of the term prepositIon Is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is A sentence with one preposition. The student selects the
preposition from three answer choices, all of which are function words.
The answer choices are presented in the same order as they appear in the
sentence.' The distractors are other function words--a conjunction and an
article.

ITEM

Directions: Which word is a preposition?

The girl rode her bicycle down a steep street and then
stopped.

U. down
B. a

C. and

382
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OBJECTIVE 37

Identify prepositional phrases.

Assessment Level: SA

CONTENT

The student identifius a prepositional phrase, the function of which is
to establish an adverbial or adjectival relationship between the object
of the preposition and the word that the phrase modifies. However, the
objective does not cover identifying that function. Only oneword pre-
positions (e.g., down) are covered in the instructional guide; phrasal
prepositions (e.g., ahead of) are not included.

Knowledge of the ,term prepositional phrase is prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a simple declarative sentence containing one prepositional
phrase. The student selects the prepositional phrase among three answer
choices. Distractors are other multipilloword sentence parts. One
distractor contains the same number of words as the prepositional phrase
so that phrase length does not inappropriately cue the correct response.

ITEM

Directions: Which part of the sentence is a prepositional phrase?

I. Pete and Tony sang In the show last week.

A. Pete and Tony
#0, in the show
C. last week
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OBJECTIVE 1!

Identify conjunctions.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student identifies conjunctions out of context. The student
understands that a conjunction is a word that joins words or group of
words. Examples in instruction include coordinating conjunctions (i.e.,
conjunctions that join two grammatically equivalent sentence elements),
subordinating conjunctions (i.e.. conjunctions that join two sentence
elements, making one grammatically subordinate), and individual conjunc-
tions that comprise one half of a correlative conjunction (i. ».. certain
words like either that, when they are paired in a sentence with another
conjunction, join elements in that sentence; either . . . or is an
example).

Knowledge of the term conjunction is prerequisite to this obje.tive.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three sinile-word answer choI.es from which
he or she selects the Conjunction. The distractors are verbs and adjec-
tives.

ITEM

Directions: Which word is a conjunction?

1. A. green
B. jump

SC. after /

0

3 S4
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OBJECTIVE 39

Identify conjunctions in context.

Assessment Level: 58

CONTENT

The student identifies conjunctions in context, understanding that a
conjunction Is a word that joins words or groups of words. Examples In
the instructional guide include coordinating conjunctions (i.e., conjunc-
tions that join two grammatically equivalent sentence elements),
subordinating conjunctions (i.e., conjunctions that join two sentence
elements that ve not grammatically equivalent), and individual conjunc-
tions that comprise one half of a correlative conjunction (i.e., certain
words like either that, when they are paired in a sentence with another
conjunction7liNielements in that sentence; either . . . or Is an

example).

Knowledge of the term conjunction Is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with one conjunction. The student selects
the conjunction from three answer choices presented in the same order as
they appear in the sentence. The distractors are other function words.
One distractor has the same number of letters as comprise the conjunction.

ITEM

Directions: Which word in the sentence is a conjunction?

1. You may use a pen or a pencil to fill out this form.

O. or
8. to
C. out

385
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OBJECTIVE 40

Distinguish between coordinate and correlative conjunctions.

Assessment Level:

CONTENT

The student discriminates between coordinate and correlative conjunctions.
Coordinate conjunctions join two grammatically equivalent sentence
elements (e.g.. Janet and Liz). Correlative conjunctions also join
grammatically equivalent elements, but they function as word pairs:
The first correlative introduces and points out the relationship, and
the other correlative completes the joining function (e.g., your guide
will be either Janet or Liz).

Knowledge of the terms coordinate conjunction and correlative conjunction
is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with three sentences containing conjunctions.
The words not joined by the conjunctions are nearly identical in each
sentence. The student selects the sentence with the correlative con-
junction. Oistractors are sentences with coordinate conjunctions, one
of which is also part of the correlative conjunction in the item. Students
are not asked to identify coordinate conjunctions because coordinate
conjunctions also comprise one half of a correlative-conjunction pair
(e.g., or is a coordinate conjunction by itself; paired with either, as
in either . . . or, or is part of a correlative conjunction). This dual
role could mislead iSi student: The student might select the choice
with the correlative either . . . or, for example, when the item elicited
identification of a coordinate because the student recognized
OT as a coordinate conjunction.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence contains a correlative conjunction?

1. A. Your guide will be Janet or Liz
B. Your guides will be Janet and Liz.

IC. Your guide will be either Janet or Liz.

386
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olocTivE 41

Demonstrate the use of conjunctions as words that connect words, phrases,
and sentences.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student demonstrates an understanding that conjunctions are used
to join words, phrases, and sentences.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists of two sentences with a coordinating conjunction
displayed in a box. The student selects the sentence in which the coor-
dinating conjunction has been used correctly to join the sentences. The
sentences in item i comprise a compound sentence; the sentences in item 2
comprise compound objects of a preposition. Distractors are (1) sentences
in which the conjunction is placed as the beginning with the coordinate
elements simply strung together (e.g., And Alex gave his tickets to Lisa
to me), and (2) sentences in which the conjunction is misplaced within the
sentence (e.g., Alex gave his ticks.; and to Lisa to me).

ITEMS

Directions: Read the two sentences. If you put the sentences together
by using the word in the box, which sentence is correct:

I. The hungry kitten wasn't theirs.
They fed it anyway. LIB

A. But the hungry kitten wasn't theirs, they fed it anyway.
B. The hungry kitten wasn't theirs, they fed but it anyway.

IC. The hungry kitten wasn't theirs, but they fed it anyway.

2. Alex gave his tickets to Lisa.
Alex gave his tickets to me. nr1
A. And Alex gave his tickets to Lisa to me.
IL Alex gave his tickets to Lisa and me.
C. Alex gave his tickets and to Liss to me.

387
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OBJECTIVE 42

Identify interjections.

Assessment Level: 58

CONTENT

The student identifies interjections as words that express strong emotions.
The interjection may consist of one or two words (e.g., Oh! or Hal Na!)
and is an independent element that does not enter into a syntacT17-7Jation
with other words.

Comment: Although the instructional guide uses only exclamation
marks after interjections, some authorities use a comma
after the interjection and an exclamation mark after the
sentence (e.g., Ouch, I bumped my kneel).

Knowledge of the term interjection is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists.of an interjection and an exclamation point, followed
by a complete sentence. The student identifies the interjection among
three answer choices presented In the same order as they appear in the
sentence. Distractors are nouns and verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word Is an interjection?

1. Ouch! I bumped my knee on the desk.

IA. Ouch
B. bumped

C. knee

388
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OBJECTIVE 43,

Identify compound subjects.

Assessment Level: 5D

CONTENT

The student identifies a compound subject, which consists of two or more
subjects joined by and, as well as, when necessary, by appropriate punc-
tuation. The subject in the Instructional guide is a simple rather than
a complete subject (i.e., nouns plus their modification).

The student understands that the subject is that part of the sentence
about which something is stated in the predicate. The student also recog-
nises that the subject determines the appropriate concordance between
subject and predicatesingular or plural agreement.

Implicit in this objective is the ability to discriminate between simple
and compound subjects.

Knowledge of the term compound subject is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEh DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of three sentences. The student identifies the

sentence containing a compound subject. Distractors are (i) a sentence
with a singular subject preceded by a modifying adjective (e.g., chocolate

cake) and (2) a sentence with a plural subject. Distractors do not con -

tain compound parts (e.g., a compound predicate) and therefore, oo not

contain conjunctions. Such close distractors are sometimes misleading

to students.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence contains a compound subject?

1. A. Chocolate cake is my favorite dessert.

O. Linda and Paul will visit a shoe factory.
C. All the students enjoyed the movie.
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OBJECTIVE 44

Identify compoend predicates.

Assessment Level: $11

CONTENT

The student identifies compound predicates, which he or she understands
as two or more main verbs joined by and, as well as, when necessary, by
appropriate punctuation. The student understands that the predicate
expresses what is said about the subject.

Some predicates in the instructional guide have intervening direct objects
or adverbs, and some do not However, the objective does not cover iden-
tifying the elements as part of a complete predicate (i.e., verb phrases
consisting of auxiliary verbs and main verbs plus objects, complements,
and various single-word, phrasal, and clausal modifiers).

Implicit in this objective is the ability to discriminate between simple
and compound predicates.

Knowledge of the term compound predicate is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of three sentences. The student identifies the
sentence containing a compound predicate. The correct answer is a sen-
tence that has a compound predicate with a direct object or adverbial
modifier intervening between the elements of the compound predicate.
Distracters are 0) a sentence that contains a nominal direct object and
a prepositional phrase in the predicate and (2) a sentence that contains.

a verbal (i.e., an infinitive or gerund) as a direct object.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence contains a compound predicate?

1. OA. Alice weeded the garden and cut the lawn.
B. We can sail the boat across the blue lake.
C. My horse loves to eat sugar.
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OBJECTIVE 45

Identify sentence pattern noun and verb (NV).

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student identifies basic sentences that consist of a noun (which
serves as the subject) and a main verb (which serves as the predicate);
e.g.:

N + V: Birds fly.

An optional determiner (in instruction, an article - -a, an, the) may
precede the noun; e.g.:

(g) * N * V: The birds flew.

Comments: Even when the determiner is included .n the sentence, it
is parenthesized -46- the labeling.

The instructional guide includes labeling of sentences
with the (D), N, and V symbols. However, the assessment
in the instructional guide is concerned only with the con-
struction of sentences that conform to presented patterns.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student identifies the sentence containing a specific sentence
pattern: either N + V or (D) + N + V. Three answer choices are given,
all, beginning with the same subject (i.e., the same N or the same (D) +
NY. The correct answer is a sentence following the specific sentence
pattern. Distracters follow two other sentence patterns (with determiner
added before the first N, when approprilte, to match the pattern of the
correct answer): N + V + N and N + lV + Adj.

Comment: The distracter sentence patterns are derived from
Objectives 46 and 49.

ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern N

1. A. Eagles are large.
B. Eagles hunt animals.

/C. Eagles fly.

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern (D) + N + V7

2. 0. The children played.
D. The children reed books.
C. The children ere happy.
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OBJECTIVE 46

Identify sentence pattern noun, verb, noun (NVN).

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student Identifies basic sentences that consist of a noun (which
serves as the subject), a mein verb (which is not a linking verb--see
Objective .7), and another noun (which serves as the direct object); e.g.:

N + V + N: Dogs chase cats.

An optional determiner (la instruction, an article--a, an, the) may precede
either noun; e.g.:

(D) + N + V + N: The dogs chased cats.

N + V + (D) + N: Dogs chased the cats.

(D) + N + V + (D) + N: The dogs chased the cats.

Comments: Even when the determiner is included in the sentence, it
is parenthesized in the labeling.

The instructional guide includes labeling of sentences
with the (D), N, and V symbols. however, the assessment
in the instructional guide is concerned only with the con-
struction of sentences that conform to presented patterns.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student identifies the sentence containing a specific sentence pattern:
one of the four illustrated above. Three answer choices are given, all
beginning with the same subject (i.e., the same N or the same (D) + N).
The correct answer is a sentence following the specific sentence pattern.
Distractors follow two other sentence patterns (with a determiner added
before the first N, when appropriate, to match the pattern of the correct
answer): N + V and N + LV + Adj.

Comment: The distractor sentence patterns are derived from
Objectives 16 and 49.

ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern N + V + N7

1. A. Squirrels are furry.

Oil. Squirrels eat acorns.

C. Squirrels chatter.
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Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern (D) + N * V + N?

2. A. The sailors sang.
B. The sailors were tired.

/C. The sailors washed clothes.
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OBJECTIVE 47,

Identify sentence pattern noun, linking verb, noun (NIA).

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student identifies basic sentences that consist of a noun (which
serves as the subject), a linking verb (which is a form of be), and
another noun (which serves as the complement); e.g.:

N + LV + N: Deers are animals.

An optional determiner (In instruction, an article -a, an, the) may precede
either noun; e.g.:

(0) + N + LV + N: The men are nurses.

N + LV 4 (0) + N: Andrew is a nurse.

(0) + N + LV + (0) + N: A bear is an animal.

Comments: Even when the determiner is included in the sentence, it
is parenthesized in the labeling.

The Instructional guide includes labeling of sentences
with the (0). N, and LV symbols. However, the assessment
in the Instructional guide is concerned only with the con-
struction of sentences that conform to the presented patterns.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student Ident"les the sentence containing a specific sentence
pattern: one of the four illustrated above. Three answer choices are
given, all beginnitos with the same subject (i.e., the same N or the same
(0) + N). The correct answer is a sentence following the specific sen-
tence pattern. Distracts s follow two other sentence patterns (with a
determiner added before N, when appropriate, to match the pattern of the
correct answer): N + V + N and N + LV + Adj.

Comment: The distracter sentence patterns ere derived from
%objectives 46 and 49.

ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern N + LV +

1. OA. Bees are Insects.
B. Dees make honey.
C. Dees are busy.

394
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Directions: Which sentence follows the Vattern N + LV + + N?

2. A. Betsy won the prize.
B. Betsy Is smart.

OC. Betsy Is e doctor.

395
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OBJECTIVE 40

Identify sentence pattern noun, linking verb, adverb (IILVAdv).

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student identifies basic sentences that consist of a noun (which
serves as the subject), a linking verb (which Is a form of be), and an
adverb (which serves as the complement); e.g.:

N+ LV *Adv: Ronnie is here.

An optional determiner (In instruction, an article -tea, *no the) may precede
the noun; e.g.:

(C) * N * LV * Adv: The boys are here.

Comments: Even when the determiner Is Included In the sentence, it
Is parenthesised in the labeling.

Relatively few adverbs fit in this sentence pattern. In

most linguistic descriptions of basic sentence patterns,
an adverb phrase can be used In the slot following the
linking verb. However, the instructional guide gives no
Indication that the symbol "Ade refers to more than one
word (and 6;1 other symbols used clearly ref. only to
one word). A more common sentence pattern with a final
single -word adverb is N N. V * Adv (e.g., Judy ran quickly).

However, although one item for such a pattern occv
for Instruction and another occurs for assessment In the
instructional guide, this pattern is not consistent with
the objective statement.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student Identifies the sentence containing a specific sentence
pattern: N LV * Adv or (D) N * LV * Adv. Three 'newer choices are
given, all beginning with the same subject (IA., the same N or the some
(D) * N). The ce tact answer is a sentence following the specific sen-
tence pattern. Distractors follow two other sentence patterns (with
determiner added before the first N, when appropriate, to match the
pattern of the correct answer): N + V + N :cud N + LV + N.

Comments: The distrector sentence patterns are derived from
Objectives 46 and 47.

The sentence pattern for Objective 49 (N LV + Adj.) is
net used as a distractor because the distinction between
adverbs and edjectives often difficult to make.
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ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern N LV Adv?

1. A. Ronnie is king.
B. Ronnie likes candy

/C. Ronnie is here.

Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern (D) N LV Adv?

2. A. The girls play baseball.
OB. The girls are nearby.
C. The girls are friends.

397
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ODJECTIVE 49

Identify sentence pattern noun, linking verb, adjective (NLVAdj.)

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student Identifies basic sentences that consist of a noun 'Ihich
serves as the subject), a linking verb (which is a form of be), and an
adjective (which serves as the complement); e.g.:

N LV Adj: Candy is sweet.

An optional determiner (in instruction, an article- -0, an, the) may precede
the noun; e.g.:

(0) N LV Adj: The undies are sweet.

Commeats: Even when the determiner Is included in the sentence, it
is parenthesized In the labeling.

The instructional guide also includes the pattern (0)
Adj N LV Adj (e.g., The big candies are sweet).
However, since this sentence pattern is not consiStent
with the objective statement, it is not assessed here.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student identifies the sentence containing a specific sentence
pattern: N LV Adj or (0) N LV Adj. Three answer choices are
given, all beginning with the same subject (i.e., with the same Nor the
same (0) N). The correct answer is a sentence following the specific
sentence pattern. Distractors follow two other sentence patterns (with
determiner added before the first N, when appropriate, to match th'

pattern of the correct answer): N V N and N V Adv.

Comment: The distractor sentence pattern N V N Is derived from
Objective 47. The other distractor sentence pattern is
not part of the instructional guide, but it is used because
it is a common pattern and the sentences parallel the
correct answer.

ITEMS

Directions. Which sentence follows the pattern I* LV Ad[?

1. /A. Fires are dangerous.
B. Fires destroy forests.
C. Fires burn swiftly.
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Directions: Which sentence follows the pattern (D) N LV Ad 37

2. A. The audience watched Julie.
B. The audience clapped loudly.

/C. The audience was noisy.
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OBJECTIVE SO

Apply the rules for using the basic parts of speech as they relate
to sentence sense, use, and structure.

Assessment Level: 68

CONTENT

The en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier levels are covered
here. See those objectives for the relevant content.

Comment* Objectives specified for Levels IA and lB are not assessed
here because they are too basic to be assessed five
years after iritial mastery.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For descriptions of the items included for this review, see objectives
assessed at earlier levels.

ITEMS

For example items, see specifications at earlier levels.
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TECHNICAL NOTE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART ills SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Ann Humes, Joseph Lawlor, and Larry Gentry

MSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elenenter schooling intentions of

a large metropolitan school district. The specifications Include

content descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction of

appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing the

objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PMT Ilk SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Ann Humes, Joseph Lawlor, end Larry Gentry

Working In collaboration with a large metropolitan school

district, MAL developed assessment instruments for language arts fox

each semester (A and O) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the

district's elementary schools. This paper provides detailed

specifications for one large category of objectives In the core

curriculum that Is described In the district's instructional guide. in

the first section of the popery background for the project is provided.

This background includes a discussion of some of the activities SWIM

staff engaged In prior to constructing the assessment specifications;

it also outlines the types of information and material included in the

language-arts specifications. The background is followed by

specifications for the objectives in the Sentence Structure category.

BACKGROUND

Presented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed

by a large metropolitan school district, SWIM responded to the list

before writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed

out overlaps between reading and language am objectives and

recommended that mobjectives be deleted from assessment. These

deletions were recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the

same skill at a different semester or by another skill in the

specifications, or (2) when the skill did not lend itself to large -

scale assessment.
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SWRI. also described appropriate assessment differences for

objectives that hid been listed by the district for testing Angora

then one semester. For some of these objectives, differences in

content could be described; for other objectives, assessment could only

be differentiated by the type of format or the vocabulary level used in

the items. SRL also commented that some objectives, on the basis of

SWRL's analyses of textbook presentation, seemed to be specified for

assessment et a grade that might be toc early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also

considered many of the differentiations SWRL had proposed for

objectives listed for assessment at more than one semester. However,

district people ultimately decided not to differentiate between

semesters of assessment, but to assess the whole objective for every

semester et which that objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRL staff. The

specifications were based primarily on en analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL*s analyses of language arts

textbooks. in some cases, where the Stittialnt of the objective was

amenable to interpretations other then that described in the guide,

special care was taken to insure chat resulting assessments rould align

with the local program, es in the district's guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were

provided. These specifications include content descriptions that note

factors involved in the use of each objective, including other inherent
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skills and prerequisite knowledge. Each content description is

followed by en item description. The item description explains both

the item stimulus and the answer choices. The item description also

notes any other important considerations relevant to assessing an

objective in the particular item format. At least one sample item is

then presented for each objective; more items are included In the case

of items that are interrelated by format or content. These staple

Items are generally those ectually used In the assessment instruments,

with the following changes made for clarity In this presentations

1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (I).

2. Directions are included with each item. in the actual
instrument for grades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to students; in addition,
more specific instructions are provided et the early levels;
e.g., "Look at number ."

Additionally, teachers ere encouraged to read (and explain) directions

if students do not understand them. Teachers are also permitted to

help students if they do not understand how to do a task, so long is

the "help" does not cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Norris and Jacobson word

list.* The words used for the Aplevel surveys are generally those

listed at two or mora grades below the level of assessment. The words

for the 11level surveys are those listed for one or more grade levels

below. Such vocabulary control helps ensure that reading ability is

not a primary factor In determining students' languageerts success.

elerris, A. L., Jacobson, M. D. Basic elementary reading
vocabularies. New Yorks Macmillan, 1972.
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The Norris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of

technical term* needed for directions (e.g., sentence' paragraph'

cursive). Such words were avoided where possible, but using them was

necessary in any cases. In some instances the technical terms were

used at the district's request, despite the availability of acceptable

synonyms.

The assessment specifications are presented below. 10 general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to the objectives covered In Part ill, other areas of

language-arts assessment are described in the following documentss

Part Is Listening
Part Ils Grammar Usage
Part Ills Capitalization and Punctuation
Part Vs Language Expression
Part Vls Spelling
Part VIII Literature
Part VIM Study Skills, Mess Media, and Nonverbal Communication
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Index of Specifications

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Objective ftM

I. Order letters to melte words 7

2. Order words to asks sentences 9

3. Construct manuscript letters 11

4. Demonstrate the ability to sake the transition from
manuscript to cursive writing 13

5. Identify the parts of a friendly letter 14

6. Order ideas and principles In logical form 16

7. Construct cursive letters 19

8. Identify parts of a business letter 20

9. Construct a friendly letter 22

10. Apply the rule for addressing envelopes 28

11. Distinguish basic sentences from fragments and run-on
sentences 30

12. Apply the rule for proofreading 33

13. Identify the parts of a book report 35

14. Identify clauses 36

15. Construct a letter of Invitation 38

16. Identify topic sentence 42

17. Construct a paragraph using topic sentences and
supporting sentences 44

18. Apply the rules for completing information on a variety
of forms 48

19. Construct two unified paragraphs

20. Apply the rules for constructiong sentences and
paragraphs
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SPECIFICATIONS

OPJECTIW 1

Order letters to mike words.

Assessment Weiss lA and 111

CONTENT

The student arranges a given series of letters to spells word.

Comments The ability to generate soundstospelling correspondenceb
is prerequisite to this objective. However, the instruc-
tional vide does not introduce spelling objectives until
grade 3. Consequently, students at this level may find
this objective difficult.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level IA, the stimulus is a picture of a familiar object. The
student selects the word that names the pictured object. Distracters
are scrambled versions of the correct spelling. The distracters are
designed so that they do not represent misspellings of the target word
(e.g., cask for the target word mkt). The use of such distracters
would earths items inappropriatiti difficult for students at this
level.

At Level ill, the stimulus is also a picture of a familiar object. The
letters that spell the name of the object ere displayed (out of
sequence) beneath the picture. The letters are printed in over-sized
manuscript to facilitate copying by the student. The student arranges
the given letters by writing the word on the guidelines. Student
responses are rated as not notable, acceptable, or unacceptable
according to the criteria listed in the Scoring Guide.

ITEMS

Level IA

Directions: Which word is the name of the picture?

1. [pictures cake)

cake Eke kcee

10 0 0



Li..a1

Directions: Look at the picture. Change the order of the letters
to peke the word that is the name of the picture.
Write the word on the blank line.

1. picture: ball

lalb

an....
2 1

0 0

SCORING GUIDE

Students' responses are stored according to the following criteria:

* (Not Scareble): No response is given, or response Is illegible;
order of the letters cannot be determined.

2 (Acceptable): All letters are in the correct order.

1 (Unacceptable): One or more letters are out of order.
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ONECTIVE 2

Order words to mike sentences.

Assessment Levels: IA and ID

fam_it
The student recognises that word order affects the meaning of standard
English senteaces and that word order can determine whether or not e
group of words is actually e sentence. At Level IA, the student should
understand sentences with the following patterns:

(1) subject-verb
(2) subjectverbedlrect object

At Level IS, the student should understand sentences with these
additional patterns:

(3) subject-verb-prepositions, phrase
(4) subjectlinking verb-predicate .dj.ctive/noun

(5) subjectverb-adverb

Knowledge of gram eeticel terms is not prerequisite to th; objective,
and the student Is not required to identify sentence ports.

A picture stimulus Is used to minimise the reading requirement. The

student Wee' the sentence that describes the picture. The correct
response is -Neils sentence in one of the syntactic orders noted is
the Content settle.: above. Districtors are scrambled versions of the
word order of the correct responses, and they are clearly ta
sentences. At these levels, only two ensue" choices era used so that
the reeding task doss not iseppreprlettly ingress, the difficulty of

the items.

The use of the stools present tense conforms to students' reeding
abilities at this grade level. Although the present progressive tense
would SOW MONO natural (e.g., The deg is euleg), students might have
difficulty reeding sees inflected verb forms, e.g., elating.

Level

Direetioes: Which is a good sentence that tells about the picture?

1. (picture: dog sating)

The eats dog. The dog efts.



Level 11

Directions: Which is s good sentence that tells about the picture?

[

1. pictures boy sitting at * table, editing * piece
of coke; on the table Is 0 cake with
one piece cut out of it.

Ne sets some coke. Coke some sets he.

00 0
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OBJECTIVE 3

Construct manuscript letters.

Assessment Levels: IA and IA

IMLIT

The student copies a manuscript letter from a model. The instructional
guide lists the following groupings for manuscript letters:

Lower case

1. at a, (it Op At bp P

2. v, w, x, y, 2, k

3. it It t

4. r, m, n, c, e, f, I, h, u, s

Amer case

1. 116 A, N, A, V, V, X, Y,

2. II, D, J, P, A, V

3. C, G, 0, 04 $

O. E, F, N, 1, L, T

At the district's suggestion, lower-case letters are assessed at Level
IA, and uppercase letters are assessed at Level IS.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item contains a model enuscript letter printed In guidelines 1/2
inch high, with a dotted line in the center. The student copies the
letter on :hailer guidelines. Students' responses are rated according
to the criteria listed in the Scoring Guide.
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IUDS

Level lA

Directions: Copy this letter on the blank lines. Use your but
printing.

1.

Level 111

d- 41.

* 3 2 1

0 0 0 I

Directions: Copy this letter on the blank lines. Use your best
printing.

1.

* 3 2 1

0 0 0 0

SCORING GUIDE

Students' responses are scored according to the following criteria:

*: no response

3: good letter formation

2: legible, but some problems with letter formation

1: illegible, very difficult to read
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OBJECTIVE 4

Demonstrate the ability to make the transition from manuscript to
cursive writing.

Assessment Level: 21

CONTENT

The student copies a transitional cursive letter from a model,
maintaining the appropriate site, shape, and slant of the model.
According to the district, transitional letters are I, to u, and w.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each Item contains a model cursive letter printed in guidelines 1/2 Inch
high, with a dotted line in the center. The student copies the model on
similar guidelines. Students' responses are rated according to the
criteria listed in the Scoring Guide.

ITEM

Directions: Copy this letter on the blank lines. Use good cursive
writing.

1.

AA A. AA AO

* 3 2 1

0 0 0 0

SCORING GUIDE

Students' responses are scored according to the following criteria:

*: no response, or response Is written in manuscript

3: good letter formation

2: legible, but some problems with letter formation

1: Illegible, very difficult to read
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OBJECTIVE

Identify the parts of a friendly letter.

Assessment Levels 28

CONTENT

The student identifies the following parts of a friendly letter:

(I) The heading contains the address of the sender and the month,
day, and year in which the letter is written. The heeding is
located in the upper right-bend corner of the letter, aligned
with the middle of the page.

Comments In =teal friendly letters, the sender's address is
optional and, if written to someone well known to
the sender (e.g., a relative), probably
inappropriate.

(2) The r ti consists of Dear end the name of the person to
whom the otter is being sent. The greeting Is aligned with
the left-hand margin, approximately two lines below the
heading.

The hgly, contains the message of the letter. The body begins
on thi-first line under the greeting, and paragraphs within
the body are indented.

The clesin2 of a friendly letter Is usually Intense,
consisting of Love, Your friend, or Your dau hter (or other
appropriate reTiiion7iFFWsl closing Is iecated two lines
below the body of the letter, and it is aligned with the
heading.

(3)

()

(5) The si nature is the sender's handwritten name. In a friendly
letter, t sender's first name Is usually sufficient. The
signature is located directly under the closing.

Knowledge of the technical names for :sitter parts (e.g., beadle") is
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM OESCRIPTION

The stimulus Is a friendly letter. The parts of the letter are
numbered. The student selects the name of the letter pert thet
Identifies each numbered section. Distracters era the names of other
letter parts.
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11101

Directions: Read this letter. The parts of the letter have numbers
next to them. Use these numbers to answer the questions
following the letter. (Teacher reads letter.)

241 Green Street, S.E.
(1) Weshington, O.C. 26031

Ray 12, 1,61

(2) Deer Annie,

1 have a new pet dog. Ne can run fast. lie

(3) can jump, too. Can you came to my house? We can play
with my new dog.

(4) Your friend,

(S) Jeff

1. What is part 1 of the letter celled?

the greeting the heeding the closing
0 60
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OBJECTIVE 6

Order loess and principles in logical form.

Assessment Levels: SA and 31

CONTENT

The student organizes the content of a given paragraph in chronological
(time) order.

Comftnts Although the objective statement refers to "ideas and
principles," the instructional guide indicates that
mevente ., the content.

At Level 3A, this objective is relevant to narratives. A narrative
presents an experience to an audience, giving the impression of passage
In time. The incidents of the narrative are organised in the order of
their occurrence. The cohesion of a narrative is dependent upon this
appropriate ordering.

At Level 31, this objective is relevant to informative compositions that
explain a procedure. The steps in the procedure are presented in the
order in which they must be performed. The cohesion of a procedural
explanation is dependent upon this appropriate ordering.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level IA, the stimulus is the title of a hypothetical story and the
three sentences that comprise the story. The student identifies an
appropriate sequence of events for the story by determining which is the
beginning, middle, and ending sentence. The title is broad enough to
encompass the events listed for the story and narrow enough to limit the
arrangement of those events.

At Level 31, the stimulus for the items is a picture of an object with
its parts simply and graphically displayed. The steps required to make
the object are listed (out of order) beneath the picture. The student
Identifies the appropriate sequence by determining which is the first,
second, and third step In the procedure.

The answer choices are amenable to only one possible sequence. That
sequence should be readily evident 0 students. Transitional
expressions that suggest time order ere not used in the sentences
because students might choose sentences on the basis of the time word
rather than on the arrangement of the story or procedure.

Pronouns are not substituted for nouns in any of the sentences in the
story for Level 3A (even though this does make the story stylistically
awkward). If pronouns (e.g., she) were used, students who recognize the
need for pronoun referents could use that knowledge in determining
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the correct order of the sentences. For example, the sentence "She
Jumped out of bed" could not be the first sentence in the story because
the referent for the pronoun would not hove been identified.

At Level 311, choices A and C include the phrase "In the dish," although
this phrase is imprecise. However, exact expressions (i.e., for A, "on
the top," and for C, "on the cake") would inappropriately cue the
correct answer.

ITEMS

Level 3A

Directions: The sentences in this story are not in the right
order. Read the title and the sentences. Then answer
the questions thet follow the story.

THE NURRYUP MORNING

A. Judy ran ell the way to school.
D. Judy Jumped out of bed.
C. Judy got dressed as fast as she could.

1. Which sentence should be first in the story?

A.

is.
c.

2. Which sentence should be the middle of the story?

A.

S.

iC.

3. Which sentence should be last in the story?

,A,

S.

C.

Level 31

Directions: Lock at this picture of an ice cream treat.

{

picture: dish containing a dessert; a piece of pound
cake is on the bottom, with a scoop of ice
cream an top of it; a cherry Is on top of
the ice cream

These are the steps to follow for making the treat.
But the steps are not in the right order.
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A. Put a cherry In the dish.
S. Put a piece of cake In tht dish.
C. Put some Ice cream In tit, dish.

1. Which should you do first?

A.

'B.
C.

2. Which should you do next?

A.
a.

'C.

3. Which should you do list?

IA.
B.
C.

419
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OBJECTIVE 7

Construct cursive letters.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT.

The student copies a cursive letter from a model, maintaining the
appropriate size, shape, and slant of the model.

!TEN DESCRIPTION

The item contains a model cursive lotto- printed In guledines !i2 inch
high, with a dotted line in the center. The student copies the letter
on similar guidelines. Students' responses are rated 'coercing to the
criteria listed in the Scoring Guide.

ITEM

Direct!ons: Copy this letter on the blank lines. Use good cursive
writing.

1. 11

IP OW MP

SCORING SNIDE

Students' responses are rated according to the f'llowing criteria:

: no response, or response is written in manuscript

3: good letter formation

2: legible, but some problems with letter formation

1: illegible, very difficult to read
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ODJECTIVE

Idiptify parts of a business letter.

Assessment Levels 3A

CONTENT

The student Identifies the following parts of a business letters

(1) The Medina, contains the address of the sender and the month,
day, and year in which the letter is written. The heading is
located in the upper right-bend corner of the letter, aligned
with the center of the page.

(2) The inside address contains the name and address of the person
to 1.117freTth Is written. The inside address is placed
two lines below tie heeding, end it is aligned with the left
margin.

(3) The regal na, consists of Dear and the name of the person to
whom t he otter Is being sent. in most business letters, the
greeting contains the appropriate persons! title (e.g., IV)
and the person's lest name.

(4) The,b contains the message of the letter. The body begins
two Thies below the greeting, and paragraphs within the body
are indented.

(5) The closinsof a business letter is usually formal, consisting
of $1ncer 1 , Yours truly, or Sinc4rely lours. The closing is
lout two lines below the body of the letter, and it is
aligned with the heading.

(6) The si tore Is the sender's handwritten name, usually both
first an last names. In business letters, the sender's name
Is also typewritten or printed just below the signature.

Knowledge of the technical names for business letter parts (e.g., inside
address) Is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a short business letter. The parts of the letter are
numbered. The student selects the name of the letter part that
identifies each numbered section. Distrectors are the names of the
other letter parts.
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1TEN

Directions* Read this business Letter. Parts of the letter have
numbers newt to thee. Use these numbers to answer the
question below.

(1) 204 Hill Street
Springfield, IL 62704
Nay 14, 1981

Ns. Susan Brown
Nappy*Thee galloons

(2) 761 Creamy Street, N.E.
Laguna Allis, CA 92675

(3) Dear Ns. Brains

Please mell me one bon of red balloons. I am

sending you $2.50 for the balloons. Thank you.

(4) Yours truly,

C4 04.1.%1NO

(5) Joseph Downs

1. What Is part 1 of the letter called?

SA. the heading
D. the body
C. the Inside address
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OIJECTIVE

Construct a friendly letter.

Assessment Levels 38

CONTENT

The student writes a friendly letter, using the appropriate forest. The
following parts are included In the letters

(1) The ,headingicantains the address of the sender and the month,
day, and year in which the letter is written. The heeding is
located in the upper right-hand corner of the letter, aligned
with the middle of the page.

,Cemments in actual friendly letters, the sender's address Is
optional end, if written to someone well known to
the sender (e.g., a relative), probably
inappropriate.

(2) The greeting consists of Dear and the name of the person to
wham the letter is being sent. The greeting Is aligned with
the left-hand margin, approximately two lines below the
heeding.

(3) The Ash; contains the message of the letter. The body begins
on the first line under the greeting, and paragraphs within
the body are Indented. The content of the body generally
describes interesting experiences of the writer.

(4) The ploeingiof a friendly letter is usually informal,
consisting of latAte Your friendi or Your Ought r (or other
appropriate retStionWiD776; closing is ocated two lines
below the body of the letter, and it is aligned with the
heeding.

(5) The si tore is the sender's handwritten name. In a friendly
letter, t1iie sender's first name is ususliy sufficient. The
signature is located directly under the closing.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Using narrative-writing skills, the student writes a straightline
narrative in the format of a friendly letter. The writing prompt
directs the student to writes letter to a friend, describing on
experience common to all students.
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Student's responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
scoring key. Teechers first determine whether or not the student's
response can be scored (e.g., responses rated as illegible or off- topic
receive no further scoriae). If the response can be scored, the teacher
than rates each of the cl:teria listed in the key. The Scoring Guide
describes whet constitutes a rating of good, occepteble, or aacceptable
on each criterion In the Scoring Rey.

ITEM

Directions: Wits a letter to a friend. Tell your friend about the day
you started to school for the first time.

Wits about at least three things that happened to you.

Toll about the things in the order that they happened.

S. sure to leclude all the parts of a friendly letter
and put them In the right place on the page.

Use your own address and today's date.

De sure to capitalise and punctuate the letter
correctly.

SCORING KEY

1. Nark one of the following:

A.: Student's response is illegible (no further scoring
0 required).

O.: Student's response is not relevant to the prompt (no
0 further scoring required).

C.: Student did not respond at all (no further scoring
0 required).

Da Student's response can be scored (see criteria below).
0
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Good Acceptable Unacceptable

CONTENT:

2. Includes three
or more events. 0 0 0

9. Arranges events
In chronologicaltor.de r

FORMAT:

0 0 0

4. Includes the parts
of a friendly
letter. 0 0 0

5. Places letter
parts correctly. 0 0 0

FORM:

6. Indents first word
of peragreph(s)
in the body of the
letter. 0 0

Comments The "Indents first word" criterion hes only good
and unacceptable ratings because a student either
does or doss not indent.

7. Uses margins. 0 0 0

8. Capitalizes
correctly. 0 0 0

9. Punctuetes
correctly. 0 0 0

10. Spells correctly. 0 0 0

11. Writes legibly. 0 0 0

425
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SCORING GUIDE

CONTENT:

2. Includes three or more events.

Good: Three or more events are Included.

Acceptable: Two events are included.

Unacceptable: One or no event is included.

3. Al s events in chronological order.

Good: The events are arranged in chronological order.

Acceptable: One event is out of order.

Unacceptable: Events are not appropriately ordered.

Comment? if only one or no event is included, score this
criterion as unacceptable.

FORMAT:

4. Includes the parts of a friendly letter (i.e., address, date,
greeting, body, closing, signature; for scoring this criterion,
Ignore proper placement - -see criterion below).

Good: All or most letter parts are included.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are Included.

Unacceptable: Few or no letter parts are included so that the
product is not recognizable as a letter.

5. Places letter parts correctly (see parts above).

Good: All or most letter parts are placed correctly.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are placed correctly.

Unaccoptable: Few or no letter parts are placed correctly.

Comment: Score this criterion as unacceptable If no letter
parts are included.
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FORM:

6. Indents first word of paragraphs) in the body of the letter.

Good: The first word of the body is Indented.

Unacceptable: The first word of the body Is not indented.

7. Uses margins.

Good: Margins are evident on both sides of the paper.

Acceptable: A margin is evident on one side of the paper.

Unacceptable: No margins are evident.

8. capitalizes correctly (i.e., first word of sentence, names
of persons, names of months, days, streets, cities, states,
greeting, and closing).

Good: The letter has few or no capitalization errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some capitalization errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many capitalization errors.

9. Punctuates correctl (i.e., commas follow:ng greeting and
commas n address and date; periods at end of

sentences).

Good: The letter has few or no punctuation errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some punctuation errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many punctuation errors.

10. Spells correctly.

Good: Most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Comment: The ratings refer to "different words." If the

student misspells the mom word more than once,
count it as one misspelling.
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11. Writes legibly.

Good: All wards are readable.

Acceptebie: Most words arse readable, and unreadable words do
not interfere with comprehension of content.

Unacceptable: Many words are unreadable so that content is
difficult to read.
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OBJECTIVE 10

Apply the rule for addressing envelopes.

Assessment Levels 38

CONTENT

The student places the address and return address (name, street address,
city, state, and zip code) on an envelope correctly. The student must
know the order of the address parts (name followed by street address,
then by city, state, and zip code) and the location of each type of
address.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a picture of an envelope with blank lines where address
elements belong. The blank lines ere numbered. The student selects the
address pert - -a street address (item 1), a name (item 2), and a city,
state, and zip code (item 3) - -that should be placed on each numbered
line.

All distracters are the address parts described above. The answer
choices are the same for all three items. Since each choice is the
correct response for one item and a distracter for two other items, no
additional distracters are added.

Oistractors are ordered the same in each item because changing the order
of the distracters Is confusing and serves no useful purpose.

!TENS

Directions: This envelope has some missing parts.

Michael Parks
(1)

Washington, D.C. 20331

(2)

1317I;ke Street
(3)

1. Which part goes on line 1?

A. Fullerton, CA 92631
B. Ms. Emily Bridges
IC. 1700 Crossfleld Street
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2. Which pert goes on line 2?

A. Fullerton, CA 92631
OB. Ms. Emily Bridges
C. 1700 Crossfield Street, N.W.

3. Which pert goes on line 3?

IA. Fullerton, CA 92631
0. Ms. Emily Bridges
C. 1700 Crossfield Street, N.W.

43o
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OBJECTIVE 11

Distinguish basic sentences from fragments and run-on sentences.

Assessment Levels: 4A and 49

CONTENT

Al Level 4A, the student, understanding sentences as word groups that
contain a subject and predicate, distinguishes sentences from fragments.
Fragments are incomplete sentences that may be missing a subject or
predicate, or they may be subordinate clauses that have been improperly
separated from the Independent clauses that they modify (e.g., We
stopped at a restaurant. Because we were hungry.).

At Level 40, the student identifies run-on sentences as two independent
clauses that are improperly joined without a conjunction. Run-on
sentences can appear with or without a comma (e.g., The children swam in
the pool, they had a wonderful time/That is not your coat it is mine).
Run-on sentences are usually the result of in error 16-the coordination
or subordination of clauses.

Although the terms run-on sentence, and comma splice are often used to
describe the faulty sentence construction, students need not be familiar
with the technical meaning of these terms.

Consents: Identification of sentence fragments and run-on
sentences is an important component skill of the proof -
reeding/editing process. Students are usually required
to identify (and correct) fragments in their own
compositions before preparing the final written
products.

This objective may be difficult for students because
sentence fragments are frequently used in informal
conversation with little or no negative effect on the
communication v gess. Therefore, students may have
problems understanding why written language requires the
use of grammeticelly complete sentences, particularly
since some fragments do appear in prose (e.g., in
written dialogue).

ITEM OESCRIPTION

At Level 4A, the stimulus consists of four contextually related lines;
three lines are complete sentences, and one is a sentence fragment. The
student identifies the line that is a fragment. The directions for the

item do not include the word fragment. The less technical label

"complete sentence" Is used rather than the term "fragment" so that
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rtudents at this level ere assessed on their knowledge of sentences
rather than their knowledge of technical terms.

The items illustrate two common sentencefragment errors:

1) The fragment in item 1 (choice A) is a prepositional phrase end
its modifiers. Students are often able to Identify a single
prepositional phrase is a fragment, but they may assume that
the additional detail provided by a second phrase (here a
participial phrase) makes a complete sentence.

2) The fragment in item 2 (choice C) is a verbal phrase containing
a present participle (ins) form. Nero students nay assume
that the verbal is the predicate of the sentence. In addition,

the verbal may appear to be a gerund, milking the entire
construction appear to be a noun phrase. This suggests e
semantic unity that students may interpret as a complete
sentence.

Other structures commonly written as fragments include subordinate
adverbial clauses (e.g., Because he was cold), infinitive phrases (e.g.,
To keep dry In the rein), and relative clauses (e.g., Who were camping
In the park). However, the two items provided hers assess an
appropriate range and difficulty for this grade level.

At Level 4D, the student is presented with three related sentences from
which to select the one that is a run-on sentence. Item directions do
not include either the technical tern "run-on sentence" or the abstract
expression "complete thought." Rather, the directions for the item are
written so that students at this level are assessed on their knowledge
of sentences rather than on their knowledge of technical or abstract
terminology. The correct responses represent two common types of run-on
sentences that are often generated when it or then introduces the second
clause. The distracters for these items also contain two clauses, but
they are grammatically correct. One choice is a compound sentence
joined by a coordinate conjunction (choice II In item 1 and choice C in

item 2). The other choice is a complex sentence (choice C in item 1 and
choice A in item 2). The subordinate clause in this second type of
distracter is placed in the initial position so that a comma Is used to
separate the clauses. This allows the distracter to be physically
Medlar to the other choices.

ITEMS

Level 4A

Directions: The thres lines tell a story. Which line is me
complete sentence?

1. IA. With the yellow sun looking down on us.
S. We filled a box with wed things to eat.

C. Then we went off on our picnic.
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2. P. The sleepy little bird went flying 3n the
air.

B. It stopped in a big tree.
Soon falling asleep in its leaves.

Level AB

Directions: The throe sentences tell a story. One sentence is
wrong because it is really two sentences joined
together incorrectly. Which sentence is not correct?

1. OA. The mouse was not in the trap, it did not get
caught.

B. The mouse ate the food, but then it ran away.
C. Because the mouse was full, it went to sleep

In its nest.

2. A. When Annie had her birthday, we gave her a
party.

OB. First we ate our dinner, then we had cake.
C. We played games, and then we sang songs.
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OBJECTIVE 12

Apply the rule for proofreading.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student reads composed text and finds and corrects any error(s).
Proofreading is an extremely important skill in the preparation of final
written documents. The student should be able to find and correct
errors derived from those writing objectives taught and assessed et
earlier grade levels; e.g., at Level 4, students may be required to
proofread for capitalization of proper nouns (a Level 3 objective), but
not be required to proofread for capitalization of proper adjectives (a
Level 5 objective).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus for the items is a paragraph containing five errors. These
errors are derived from objectives that are listed for the sections on
Capitalization, Punctuation, Language Expression, and Spelling and that
are taught and assessed at grades 1, 2, mud 3.

Students are to cross out each error in the paragraph. They then write
the corrections oture the crossed-out errors. Students' responses are
rated according to the criteria listed In the Scoring Guide.

ITEMS

Directions: Reed this paragraph very carefully. There are 1121
mistakes in the paragraph. When you find a mistake, cross
it out. Then write the correction above the mistake.

Remember, there are five mistakes in the paragraph.

Nave you ever lived on a farm. Last summer, I stay at

my friend's farm In Maryland. every morning, I helped my

friend silk the cows. I helped her feed the chickens, to.

Then 1 went horseback ridsing.

SCORING GUIDE

Students are to identify and correct the five errors in the paragraph.
The paragraph is shown below with the proper corrections inserted.
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Each correction is numbered to correspond to an item scored by the
teacher on the answer sheet.

2(1)

Nave you ever lived on a Caney Lest summer, I

stayed (2) E(lit

lkof at my friend's farm In Maryland. ery morning,

I htblped my friend milk the cows. I helped her feed

too(h) riding(S)
the chickens, )4. Then I went horseback r1ng.

Score each item (1) according to the criteria listed below:

32 Student identifies and corrects the error.

2: Student identifies the error but does not correct it
appropriately.

1: Student neither identifies nor corrects the error.
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OBJECTIVE 13

Identify the parts of a book report.

Assessment Level: RA

CONTENT

The student identifies the parts of a book report, which, in the
Instructional guide, include the title of the book, the author's name,
en Interesting or %exciting episode from the book, the cherecters' names,
and an evaluation of the book as one to be recommended or not
recommended to classmates.

TEN DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a paragraph with all the above listed elements of a book
report. The student reads the book report and answers questions about
thet report. The questions ask for identification of the parts of a
book report. The correct answer for each Item Is a proper name. The
distrectors are other proper names In the book report. Proper nouns are
used as distracters so that students do not guess the correct answer on
the basis of capitalisation.

Directions: Read this book report. Then answer the questions.

The name of the bock 1 read is A TO to the Hills.
J. O. Sands wrote this book. The two poop e in this book
are Timothy and Sharon. The bast part of the book Is the
story about finding the gold. I think anyone who likes
exciting stories will like this book.

1. Which is the title of the bookl

OA. A Trip to the Nills
B. J. 0. Sands
C. Timothy and Sharon

2. Who Is the euthoe of the book/

OA. J. D. Sends
S. Sharon
C. Timothy
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OBJECTIVE 14

Identify clot As.

Assessment Levels 45

CONTENT

The student identifies subordinate clauses. Although mein clauses and
subordinate clauses both have a subject and predicate, a subordinate
clause must be a component of a larger syntactic unit, a sentence. A
mein clause is in independent construction that can stand alone is a
sentence. A subordinate clause is a part of a sentence that functions
like a noun, in adjective, or in adverb.

Comments Although the objective refers to clauses, the
instructional guide covers only subordinate clauses.
Furthermore, only adjective clauses are covered
(adverbial clauses are assessed for another area e
objectives).

Two types of subordinate clauses are presented In instructions

(1) Subordinate adjective clauses, often called relative clauses,
modify nouns and pronouns within a mein clause (e.g., The ;pH
who won the contest was very happy). Adjective clauses are
often introduced by a relative pronoun (e.g., that, who).

(2) Subordinate adverb clauses modify verbs or mein clauses (e.g.,
We cancelled the picnic because the weather turned rIlw
clause modifies cancelled; They will leave when their money
runt outs clause modifies the mein clause). Adverb clauses
are introduced by a subordinating conjunction (e.g., after,
because).

This objective does not require the student to identify either the
function or the type of subordinate clause. The student is only
required to identify sentences that have subordinate clauses.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The directions ask students to identify the sentence that has a clause
as "pert of the sentence." This wording focuses students' attention on
the subordinate clause, yet does not require students to understand the
term " subordinate."

The stimulus consists of three sentences, each in answer choice. One
distracter is a simpi' sentence consisting of subject, verb, end eject.
Another distracter is a simple sentence expended with a prepositional

phrase. The correct answer is the same simple sentence expanded with a

subordinate clause. Using the same kernel sentence in each answer
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choice focuses students' attention away from the mein clause. 11.1$

practice precludes asking a student discriminate between a moil and a
subordinate clause.

ITEM

Directions: Which has a clause as part of the sentence?

1. A. The children sew the teacher.
II. The children sew the teacher In the room.

IC. The children saw the teacher who told the story.

438
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OBJECTIVE 15,

Construct a letter of invitation.

Assessment Level: 48

CONTENT

The student incoporates the content of an invitation into the format of
a friendly letter. The student Includes the date, time, and place of
the event, as well as a polite request to attend the event. For a

description of the parts of a friendly !etter, see the specifications
for Objective 5 (identify the parts of a friendly letter) at Level 2B,
and Objective 9 (Construct a friendly letter) at Level 3B.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student writes an invitation in the form of a friendly letter. The
student's invitation is to include information on what, where, and when
elements. This information is given in the prompt.

Students' responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
Scoring Key. Teachers first determine whether or not the student's
response can be scored (e.g., responses rated as illegible or off-topic
receive no further scoring). If the response can be scored, the teacher
then rates each of the criteria listed in the key. The Scoring Guide
describes what constitutes a rating of good, acceptable, or unacceptable
on each criterion in the Scoring Key.

ITEM

Directions: Write a letter to a friend. Invite your friend to a
birthday party and picnic to be held on Saturday,
June 13. The party will be at Rock Creek Park. It will

start at eleven o'clock in the morning at picnic grove
number 3.

Be sure to tell your friend about the birthday party end
picnic.

Be sure to tell when and where the party will be held,
and ask your friend to come.

Be sure to include all the parts of a friendly letter
end put them in the right place on the page.

Use your own address and today's date.

Be sure to capitalize and punctuate correctly.
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SCORING KEY

1. Mark one of the following:

A.: Student's response is Illegible (no further scoring
O required).

B.: Student's response Is not relevant to the prompt (no
O further *coring required).

C.: Student did not respond at all (no further scoring
O required).

O.: Student's response can be scored (see criteria below).
0

Scoring Criteria Good Acceptable Unacceptable

CONTENT;

2. Includes information
on what content. 0 0 0

3. includes information
on when content. 0 0 0

4. includes Information
on where content. 0 0 0

5. Includes request. 0 0

Comment: The "Includes request" criterion has only good and
unacceptable ratings because a student either does
or does not include a stated request.

FORMAT:

6. Includes parts of
a friendly letter. 0 0 0

7. Places letter
parts correctly. 0 0 0

FORM:

8. Punctuates correctly. 0 0 0

9. Capitalizes

correctly. 0 0 0

10. Spells correctly. C 0 0
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SCORING GUIDE

CONTENT:

2. Includes information on what.

Good: Both party and picnic are mentioned.

Acceptable! Only the party or the picnic is mentioned.

Unacceptable: Neither party nor picnic is mentioned.

3. includes information on when.

Good: Both time and date are Included.

Acceptable: Only time or date is included.

Unacceptable: Neither time nor date is mentioned.

4. Includes Information on where.

Good:

Acceptable:

Ur Ieptable:

Both Rock Creek Park and picnic grove number 3
are mentioned.

Eitaer Rock Creek Park or picnic grove number 3
is mentioned.

Neither Rock Creek Park nor picnic grove number
3 is mentioned.

5. Includes request.

Good: The request Is stated (e.g., "Please come to a
birthday party . . .").

Unacceptable: The request Is not stated.

FORMAT:

6. Includes_parts of a friendLEItttLE (i.e., heading, greeting,
body, complimentary closing, signature; for scoring this
criterion, Ignore proper placement--see criterion below).
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Good: All or most letter parts are included.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are included.

Unacceptable: Few or no letter parts are included.

7. Places letter parts correctly (see parts above).

Good: All or most letter parts are placed correctly.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are placed correctly.

Unacceptable: Few or no letter party are placed correctly, or
no letter parts are included.

8. Capitalizes correctly (i.e., names of persons; first word of
sentence; names of months, days, streets, cities; greeting and
closings).

Good: The letter has few or no capitalization errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some capitalization errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many capitalization errors.

9. Punctuates correctly (i.e., comma following greeting and
complimentary closing, comma in address and dates, periods at
ends of sentences).

Good: The letter has few or no punctuation errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some punctuation errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many punctuation errors.

10. Wills correctly.

Good: Most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Comment: The ratings refer to "different words." If the

student misspells the same word more than once,

count it as one misspelling.
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OBJECTIVE 16

Identify a topic sentence.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student identifies a sentence that states the main idea of a
paragraph. Other sentences in the paragraph elaborate on that single

sentence; they can be subsumed under that sentence, given an outline
form of the paragraph. Thus the scope of the sentence is broad enough
to encompass all supporting sentences /ideas, yet specific enough to
limit the paragraph to one main idea.

Knowledge of the term topic sentence Is prerequisite to this Objective.

Comment: Many professional writers do not include topic sentences
in all paragraphs. Furthermore, topic sentences am
probably more common In persuasive and expository
writing; they are secs common in narrative and
descriptive writing.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a paragraph with a topic sentence and three supporting
sentences. The topic sentence is the first sentence (item 1) or the
last sentence (item 2). The first line of the stimulus is indented so
that it reflects the paragraph format.

Since topic sentences are most relevant to informative writing, the
paragraph is an example of informative prose.

The paragraph has three supporting sentences. All supporting sentences
in the stimulus relate to one relatively simple concept. Both the main
idea, which is presented in the topic sentence, and the supporting ideas
of the paragraph are simple enc..?:4 that the task does not require
focusing on the content to understand the task. Neither do students
need special prior factual knowledge to comprehend the paragraph.

The distractors are other sentences in the paragraph. The choices are
presented in the same order as they appear in the paragraph.

Comment: A task more closely assessing writing ability would
require students to select a sentence that could be added
to a paragraph as the topic sentence. However, that item

type would not match the objective as presented in

instruction.
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ITEMS

Directions: Read the paragraph. Which sentence is the topic sentence
of the paragraph?

1. Some animals are important to people In different
ways. Dogs are important as pets. Chickens lay eggs.
Cows give us milk to drink. Even spiders are useful
because they kill harmful insects.

IA. Some animals are important to people in
different ways.

B. Dogs are important as pets.
C. Even spiders are useful because they kill

harmful insects.

2. Long ago, people in our country lived in caves.
Some of the people who came later lived in tents.
Early settlers built -abins for homes. A few people
have even built small castles to live in. This shows
that many things have served as homes in our land.

A. Long ago, people in our country lived in
caves.

B. Early settlers built cabins for homes.
IC. This shows that many things have served as

homes in our land.



OBJECTIVE 17

Construct a paragraph using topic sentences and supporting sentences.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student writes a topic sentence that states the main idea of a
paragraph. Supporting sentences in the paragraph elaborate on the topic
sentence; they can be subsumed under that sentence, given an outline
form of the paragraph. Thus the scope of the topic sentence is broad
enough to encompass all supporting sentences, yet specific enough to
limit the paragraph to one main idea.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student writes a paragraph that describes a specific object or
entity. The stimulus directs the student to use specific descriptive
terms and to include a topic sentence in the paragraph. The prompt also
tells the student to describe particular sensory chararteristics of the
object or entity. Thus these descriptive details are the supporting
statements for the topic sentence.

Students' responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
Scoring Key. Teachers first determine whether or not the student's
response can be scored (e.g., responses rated as Illegible or off-topic
receive no further scoring). If the response can be scored, the teacher
then rates each of the criteria listed in the key. The Scoring Guide
describes what constitutes a rating of good, acceptable, or unacceptable
on each criterion in the Scoring Key.

ITEM

Directions: Write a paragraph that tells about your favorite food. Use
exact words so that someone who has not eaten this food can
tell what it is like.

Be sure to write a topic sentence in your paragraph.

Tell what your favorite food looks like.

Tell how the food smells.

Tell how the food tastes.

Use good grammar and language.
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Write complete sentences.

Capitalize and punctuate correctly.

SCORING KEY

1. Mark one of the following:

A.: Student's response is illegible (no further scoring
0 required).

O.: Student's response is not relevant to the prompt (no
0 further scoring required).

C.: Student did not respond at all (no further scoring required).
0

0.: Student's response can be scored (see criteria below).
0

Scoring Criteria good Acceptable unacceptable

CONTENT:

2. Includes a topic

sentence. 0 0 0

3. Oescribes
appearance. 0 0 0

4. Describes aroma. 0 0 4

5. Oescribes taste. 0 0 0

FORM:

6. Uses correct grammar
and complete
sentences.

7. Ounctuates and
capitalizes
correctly.

0

0

8. Spells correctly. 0 0 0
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SCDRING GUIDE

CDNTENT

2. Includes a topic sentence.

Good: A topic sentence is
food is pizza").

Acceptable: A beginning sentence
has tomato sauce and

included (e.g., "MY favorite

is Included (e.g., "lk pizza

cheese on it").

Unacceptable; No coherent beginning sentence is evident.

3. Describes appearance.

Good: The appearance of the food Is described with some
exact sensory words (e.g., "thick tomato sauce").

Acceptable: The appearance of the food is described with
general words (e.g., "red Stuff").

Unacceptable: The appearance of the food is not described.

4. Describes aroma.

Good: The aroma of the food is described with some exact
sensory words (e.g., "tangy").

Acceptable: The aroma of the food is described with general
words (e.g., "good").

Unacceptable: The aroma of the food Is not described.

5. Describes taste.

Good: The taste of the food i3 described with some exact
sensory words (e.g., "spicy").

Ac:eptable: The taste of the food is described with general
words (e.g., "good").

Unaccepteble: The taste of the food is not described.
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FORM:

6. Uses correct ,jammar and complete sentences.

Good:

Accepta e:

Unacceptable:

Tht composition has few or no grammatical errors,
and all sentences are complete.

The composition has some grammatical errors, and
most sentences are complete.

The composition has many grammatical errors, and
many sentences are fragments and/or run-ons.

7. Punctuates a !capitalizes correctly.

Good: The composition has few or no errors.

Acceptable: The composition has some errors.

Unacceptable: The compositior has many errors.

8. Spells correctly.

Good: Most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Comment: The ratings refer to "different words." If the
student Jisspells the same word more than once,
count it is one misspelling.



OBJECTIVE 18

Apply the rules for completing information on a variety of corms.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student fills in the following personal information on a form:
name, address, city, state, area code, telephone number, signature,
school, and teacher.

1TEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sample form. The student fills in his or her name,
street address, city, state, -Owl, and teacher.

Students' responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
Scoring Key. The teacher rates each of the criteria listed in the key.
The Scoring Guide describes what constitutes a rating of good,
acceptable, or unacceptable on each criterion in the Scoring Key.

ITEM

Directions: Fill in your name, home address, school, and teacher on
this form.

1. NAME
(Last) (First)

2. HOME ADDRESS

3. CITY STATE

4. SCHOOL TEACHER
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SCORING KEY

Scoring Criteria Good Acceptable Unacceptable

1. Includes information
on line 1. 0 0

2. Includes information
on line 2. 0 0 0

3. Includes information
on line 3. 0 0 0

4. Includes information
on line 4. 0 0 0

Comment: Scores should not be lowered for readable
misspelled words.

SCORING GbIOE

1. Includes information on line 1. (name)

Good:

Acceptable:

Unacceptable:

Last name and first name are listed in reverse
order.

Names are listed, but not in the correct order.

First or last name is omitted, or the
information is not correct.

2. Includes information on line 2. (address)

Good:

Acceptable:

Number and street address are listed in order.

Either number or street is included, or number
and street are not in the correct order.

Unacceptable: Number and street are omitted, or the
information is not correct.
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3. Includes information on line 3. (city, state)

Good: Both city aid state are included.

Acceptable: Either city or state is included.

Unacceptable: Neither city nor state is included, or the
Information Is not correct.

A. Includes Information on line 4. (school, teacher)

Good: Sci.uol and teacher are included.

Acceptable: Either school or teacher is Included.

Unacceptable: No Information Is included, or the Information
is not correct.
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OBJECT1VI 19

Construct two unified paragraphs.

Assess:P-4 Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student writes two or more paragraphs. The student understands that
a paragraph is a physical division In a composition. A paragraph is
composed of a series of sentences pertaining to a single topic. The
Student also understands that, in most school-writing situations (and
particularly in formal writing assignments), paragraphs are indented.

Although the "proper" division of a c aposition into paragraphs Is
Subject to a variety of interp 'ations by composition authorities,
students at this level should recognize that the clearly defined
sub-topics ie.g., friendly letters, business letters) of A general topic
(e.g., letters) can be treated as separate paragraphs.

ITEM DE;CRIPTION

Using expository writing skills, the student writes a two-paragraph
essay. The writing prompt directs the student to write two paragraphs,
with each paragraph containing a specific type of informhtion.

Students' responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
Scoring Key. Teachers first determine whether or not the student's
response can be scored (e.g., responses rated as illegible or off-topic
receive no further scoring). If the response can be scored, the teacher
then rates each of the criteria listed in the key. The Scoring Guide
describes what constitutes a rating of good, acceptable, or unacceptable
on each criterion in the Scoring Key.

ITEM

Directions: Write two paragraphs that explain why people write
different kinds of letters. One paragraph should give some
easons for writing friendly letters. The other paragraph

shoOd give some reasons for writing business letters.

Write two paragraphs.

Give at least two reasons why people write friendly
letters.

Give at least two reasons why people write business
letters.

Use good grammar and language.
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Write complete sentences.

Be sure to eApitalize and punctuate correctly.

SCORING KEY

1. Mark one of the following:

A.: Student's response is illegible (no further scoring required).
0

B.: Student's response is not relevant to the prompt (no further

0 scoring required).

C.: Student did not respond at all (no further scoring required).
0

0.: Student's response can be scorA (see criterlc below).
0

Scoring Criteria Good Acceptable, Unacceptable

CONTENT:

2. Includes two (or
more) paragraphs. 0 0

3. Includes reasons for
writing friendly
letters.

4. Inclu:Its reasons for

writing bus!ness
letters.

5. Organizes content
of paragraphs
logically.

0

0

0

Comment: The "Includes two (or more) paragraphs" criterion
has only good and unacceptable ratings because the
student either does or Goes not write more than
one paragraph.
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FORM:

6. Uses correct grammar
and complete
sentences. 0

53

7. Capitalizes and
punctuates correctly. 0 0 0

8. Spells correctly. 0 0 0

SCORING GUIDE

CONTENT:

2. Includes paragraphs.

Good: Two (or more) paragraphs are included.

Unacceptable: One paragraph is included.

3. Includes reasons for writing friendly letters.

Good: Two or more reasons for writing friendly letters
are included.

Acceptable: One reason for writing friendly letters is
included.

Unacceptable: No reason for writing fr;endi, letters is
Included.

4. Includes reasons for writing business letters.

Good: Two or more reasons for writing business letters
are included.

Acceptable: One reason for writing business letters is
included.

Unacceptable: No reason for writinfj business letters is
included.
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5. Organizes content of paragraphs logically.

Good: All of the Information about friendly letters Is
in one paragraph, and all of the information about
business .etters Is In the other.

Acceptable: Some of the information about friendly letters In
contained in the paragraph about business letters
or vice versa.

Unacceptable: The information about friendly letters and
business letters is so mixed that the paragraphs
do not follow any logical structure.

FORM:

6. Uses correct grammar and complete sentences.

Gc There are few or no grammatical errors and most
sentences are complete.

Acceptable: There are some grammatical errors, and some
sentences are complete.

Uracceptable: There are rany grammatical errors, and few
se ntences are complete.

7. Capitalizes and punctuates correctly.

The composition has few or no errors.

Acceptable: The compositIon has some errors.

Unacleptable: The composition has many errors.

8. Spells correctly..

Good: Most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Comment: The ratings refer to "different words." If the

student misspells the same word more than once,
count it as one misspelling.
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OBJECTIVE 20

Apply the rules for constructing sentences and paragraphs.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student writes a business letter, including the appropriate content
and using format objectives for business letters. The following are the
specific objectives relevant to this task at this grade level:

Objective 8: Identify the parts of a business letter.

Objective 17: Construct a paragraph using topic sentences and
supporting sentences.

See these individual objectives for their descriptions.

Comment: A business letter is used to assess this objective
because of the emphasis that instruction places on
letter-writing skills. Instruction in other types of
discourse (e.g., persuasive) does not provide a
sufficient number of content objectives for appropriate
assessment.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Using expository-writing end letter-writing skills, the student writes a
business letter. The stimulus is an advertisement. This prompt and the
directions provide all the information needed to write the business
letter so that it includes the appropriate content and is written in
correct letter format. An advertisement is an especially satisfactory
stimulus because It entails less discourse for students to read while
still providing all the elements required for the letter. A shorter
stimulus is also facilitated LI asking students to use their own address
and "today's" date.

The personal title of the receiver of the letter Is included in the
stimulus so that students need not make judgements about which title is
appropriate (e.g., Ms./Mrs.igiss).

Students' responses are rated according to the criteria listed in the
Scoring Key. Teachers first determine whether or not the student's
response can be scored (e.g., responses rated as illegible or off-topic
receive no further scoring). If the response can be scored, the teacher
then rates each of the criteria listed in the key. The Scoring Guide
describes what constitutes a rating of good, acceptable, or unacceptable
on each criterion In the Scoring Kej.
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ITEM

Directions: Read the following magazine advertisement.

picture: magician puling rabbit out of hat.

HAVE FUN!

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS!

LEARN HOW TO DO MAGIC TRICKS!

Send for our new book, Easy Magic. The same tricks
are on our record, also called Easy Magic. To order
either the book or the record, send a check or money
order for $2.00 to Mr. Paul Tinker, EZ Magic
Company, 200 Main Street, Lakeside, Ohio 43600.

Write a business letter asking for either the book or the
record.

Be sure to include all of the important information.

Use language that is correct for a business letter,
including exact words like book or record instead of
thing.

Be sure to tell the name of the book or record.

Tell that you are sending the money with the letter.

include all of the parts of a business letter and put
them in the right place on the page.

Use your own address and today's date.
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SCORING KEY

1. Mark one of the following:

A.: Student's response is illegible (no further sccring required).
0

B.: Student's response is not relevant to the prompt (no fu-then
0 scoring required).

C.: Student did not respond at all (no further scoring required).
0

O.: Student s response can be scored (see criteria below).
0

Scoring Criteria

CONTENT:

Good

2. Includes important
information in body
of letter. 0

3. Uses precise
language. 0

FORMAT:

4. Includes parts of

a buOrless letter. 0

5. Places letter
parts correctly. 0

FORM:

6. Uses correct grammar
and complete
sentences.

7. Capitalizes correctly. 0

8. Punctuates correctly. 0

9. Spells correctly. 0

Acceptable

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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SCORING GUIDE

CONTENT:

2. Includes important information in body of letter 0.e.,
advertisement, request, name of book or record, money).

Good: All important informati. is included.

Acceptable: Most important information is Included.

Unacceptable: Much important information is not included.

3. Uses precise language (e.g., states explicitly book or record
and either none y order or check).

Good: Precise words are us:d.

Acceptable: Vague wording is used.

Unacceptable: Language does not exploit request.

FORMAT:

4. Includes parts of a business letter (i.e., heading, inside
address, greeting, body, closing, signature; for scoring this
criterion, ignore pre.oer placementsee criterion below).

Good: Al l or most letter parts are includad.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are included.

Unacceptable: Few or no letter parts are included.

5. Places letter parts correctly.

Good: Ail or most letter parts are placed correctly.

Acceptable: Some letter parts are placed correctly.

Unacceptable: Few or no letter parts are placed correctly, or
no letter parts are Included.
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6. Uses correct grammar and complete sentences.

Good:

Acceptable:

Unacceptable:

The letter has few or no grammatical errors, and
all sentences are complete.

The letter has some grammatical errors, and most
sentences are complete.

The letter has many grammatical errors, and many
sentences are fragments and/or run-ons.

7. Capitalizes correctly (including capitalization of letter
parts).

Good: The letter has few or no capitalization errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some capitalization errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many capitalization errors.

8. Punctuates correctly (including punctuation of letter parts).

Good: Tne letter has few or no punctuation errors.

Acceptable: The letter has some punctuation errors.

Unacceptable: The letter has many punctuation errors.

9. Spells correctly.

Good: Most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Comment: The ratings rsfer to "different words." If the

student misspells the same word more than once,
count it as one misspelling.
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ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions

of a large metropolitan school district. The specifications include

content descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction

of appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing the

objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART IV; CAPITALIZATION AND PUNCTUATION

Joseph Lawlor, Bruce Cronnell, and Ann Humes

Working in collaboration with a large metropolitan school district,

SW developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

(A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the district's elementary

schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one large category

of objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the district's

instructional guide. In the first section of the paper, background for

the project is provided. This background includes a discussion of some

of the activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the assess-

ment specifications; it also out!ines the types of information and material

included in the language-arts specifications. The background is followed

by specifications for the objectives in the Capitalization and Punctuation

categories.

BACKGROUHD

P.-esented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed

by a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language arts objectives and recommended that

some objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions were

recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a

different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2) when

tha skill did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described the assessment differences for objectives that

had been listed by the district for testing at more than une semester.



For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could only be differentiated by the

type of format or the vocabulary level used for the items. SWRL also

commented that some objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of text-

book presentation, seemed to be specified for assessment at a grade that

might be too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations SWRL had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. Howe er, district people

ultimately decided not to differentiate between or among levels of assess-

ment, but to assess the whole objective for every semester at which that

objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRL staff. The

specifications are primarily based on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL's analyses of language-arts text-

books. In some cases, where the statement of the objective was amenable

to interpretations other than that described in the guide, special care

was taken to insure that resulting assessments would align with tne local

program, as described in the district's instructional guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specifications include content descriptions that note factors

Involved in the tae of each objective, including other inherent skills and
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prerequisite knowledge. Each content description is followed by an itul

description. The description explains both the item stimulus and the

answer choice,. The item description also notes any other important

considerations relevant to assessing an objective in th' particular item

format. At least one sample item is then presented for each objective;

more items are included in the case of items that are interrelated by

format or content. These sample items are generally ones actually used

in the assessment instruments, with the following changes made for clarity

in this presentation:

1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (#).

2. Directions are included with each item. In the actual
instrument for grades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to students; in
addition, more specific instructions are provided at
the early levels; e.g., "Look at number .

Additionally, teachers are encouraged to read (and explain) directions

if students do not understand them. Teachers are also permitted to help

students if they do not understand how to do a task so long as the help

does not cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Harris and Jacobson word list.*

The words used for the A-leiel surveys are generally those listed at two

or more grades below the level of assessment. The words for the B-level

surveys are those listed for one or more grade ievels below. Such

vocabulary control helps ensure that reading ability is not a primary

factor in determining students' language-arts success.

The Harris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of technical

terms needed for directions (e.g., sentence, E.Lictuation, capitalize).

*Harris, A. L., S Jacobson, M. D. Basic elementary reading

vocabilaries. New York: Macmillan, 1972.



Such words were avoided where possible, but using them was necessary in

many cases. In some instances the technical terms were used at the

district's request, despite the availability of acceptable synonyms.

The assessment specifications are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

in addition to the Capitalization and Punctuation objectives

covered in Part IV, other areas of language arts assessment are described

in the follm'ng documents:

Part I: Listening
Part II: Grammar Usage
Part III: Sentence Structure

Part V: Language Expression
Part VI: Spelling
Part VII: Literaure
Part VIII: Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal Communication
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Index of Specifications

Objective' Capitalization !le

1. ientify the first word to be capitalized in a sentence . . . 8

2, Apply the rule for capitalizing the word 1

3. Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming pets and
persons

4. Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming days,
months, holidays, and historic' events

5. Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming
particular places

6. Apply the rule for capitalizing each word it the greeting
and the first word in the closing of a letter 14

9

10

11

12

Apply the rule for capitalizing story titles

8. Apply the iule for capitalizing proper nouns naming
buildings and organizations

15

16

1. Apply the rule for capttalizi*g abbreviations of proper nouns . 18

10. Apply the rule for capitalizing initials 20

11. Apply the ru'e for capitalizing proper adjectives 21

12, Apply the rule for capitalizing the first word in a direct
quotation 22

13, Apply the rule for capitalizing words referring co the Deity
and sacred writings . . 23

14. Apply the basic rules of capitalization 24

Objective: Punctuation Page

A
. Apply the rule for using periods to follow declarative

sentences 25

Apply the rule for using question mark; with interrogative
sentences 26

3. Apply the rule for using a period to follow an imperative
sentence ... - 28



Objective: Punctuation (cont.) Page

4. Apply the rule for using a period to follow abbreviations . . . 29

5. Apply the rule for using the apostrophe with contractions . . . 30

6. Apply the rule for using commas in dates 31

7. Apply the rule for using exclamation marks to follow
exclamatory sentences 32

8. Apply the rule for using a period to follow initials 33

9. Apply the rule for using the apostrophe to show possession . 34

10. Use commas in the greeting and closing of a letter 35

11. Apply the rule for placing commas in the address of a letter 36

12. Apply the rule for using a comma to separate words in a
series 37

13. Apply the rule for using a comma to separate the word too
from the rest of the sentence 38

14. Apply the rule for using the color to introduce a list . . . . 39

15 Apply the rule for using an exclamation mark to follow strong
interjections 40

16, Apply the rule for using a colon after the greeting in a
business letter

17. App'y the rule for using quotation marks wito direct
quotations

18. Apply the rule for using question marks and quotation marks
to end an interrogative quotation 43

19. Apply the rule for using commas with direct quotations . . . , 44

20. Apply the rule for using the comma to separate a name in
direct address 46

21. Apply the ruts for using a comma to follow mild interject off . 47

22. Apply the rule for using a comma with coordinating
conjunctions 48

23 Apply the rule for using a hyphen to divide a word at the end
or . line 49
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Objective: Punctuation (cont.) LW..

24. Construct hyphenated compound words 50

25 Apply the rule for using a comma to set off introductory
phrases 51

26. Apply the rule for using d comma after an introductory
adverbial clause 52

27. Apply the rule for using commas for setting off parenthetical
expressions 53

28. Apply the rule for using quotation marks around specific
titles 54

29. Apply the rules of punctuation 55
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAPITALIZATION

OBJECTIVE 1

Identify the first word to be capitalized in a sentence

Assessment Levels: lA and 1B

CONTENT

The student uses a capital letter to begin the initial word in a sentence.
The term sentence should be interpreted rather loosely in this context
because students at this level are often not capable of composing or
identifying grammatically complete sentences. Nevertheless, students
should be expected to capitalize the first word of those phrases or
clauses that they interpret to be sentences; e.g.:

My dog likes to play with his favorite toy. A ball with a little
bell in it.

However, fragments are not used as assessment items.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimi,!us is a sentence with the first word uncapitalized. Three
choices for capitalization are given, listed in the same order as they
appear in the sentence. The student selects the initial word in the
sentence as the one word requiring capitalization. Distractors are
other words in the sentence.

Comment: These items have an inherent problem in that the correct
response is always the first word. Students who recognize
this pattern could conceivably respond without ever
reading the items. This problem ca,i be alleviated by
mixing these items with the items for Objective 2 (Apply
the rule for capitalizing the word "I") in the assessment
instrument.

ITEM

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. we will ride with you.

we ride

NO 0

you

0
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OBJECTIVE 2

Apply the rule for capitalizing *:le word I.

Assessment Levels: lA and

CONTENT

The student uses a capital letter to write the personal pronoun I.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a simple sentence containing the uncapitalized pronoun
I. Three choices for capitalization are liven, listed in order of
appearance in the sentence. Thz student selects i as the word
requiring capitalization. Distractors art other words in the sentence.
To provide contrast with items for Objective 1 (Identify the first word
to be capitalized in a sentence), the correct answer is not the first
choice.

ITEM

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. Mike and i can have fun

and

0 10
fun

0
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OBJECTIVE 3

Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming pets and persons.

Assessment Levels:, 2A and 2B

CONTENT

At Level 2A, the student uses a capital letter to begin the first name
of a person. At Level 2B, the student uses capital letters to begin
last names and names of pets.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level IA, the stimulus is a sentence containing an uncapitalized
first name. At Level 2A, the stimulus is a sentence containing an
uncapitalwed last name or name of a pet. Three choices for capitalisa-
tion are given, listed in order of appearance in the sentence. The
student selects the name as the word requiring capitalization. Distractors
are other words in the sentence.

Surnames used in items for Level 2A are preceded by a first name or title
to ensure recognition. Common nouns and adjectives that are within the
grade-level reading vocabulary are used as surnames.

ITEMS

Level 2A

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. She gave the yellow bike to sam.

gave bike sam

#0

Level 28

Directions: Which word should Legin with a capital i'ttel?

1. My friend Ann white made this rocket.

friend white rocket
0 #0 0
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OBJECTIVE 4

Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming days, months, holidays,
and historical events.

Assessment Levels: 2A and 2B

CONTENT

At Level 2A, +he student uses a capital letter to beoin the lams of a
day (e.g., Saturday) and the name of a month (e.g., July). ht .evel 28,

the student uses a capital letter to begin the name of a holitlAv
Christmas, Memori7.1 Day).

Comment: Although the objective lists "historical events," the
only such event exemplified in the instructional guide
is Bicentennial, which is not an important event in the
1980's. Consecuently, capitalization of historical
events is not assessed.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level 2A, the stimulus is a sentence containing the uncapital:zed nacre
of a month or a day. At Level 2B, the stimulus is a sentence containing
an uncapitalized name of a holiday. Three choices are given for capital
ization, listed in the same order as they appear in the sentence.. The

student selects the word requiring capitalization. Distrdctors afe other
words in the sentence.

Comment Because of students' limited reading skills at this
ie"el, the names of most days, months, and holidays
are not on the prescribed vocabulary list.

ITEMS

Level 2A

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

I. David will call us on sunday.

call us sunday

0 0 #0

Level 2B

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. At thanksgiving. our friends come to eat.

thanksgiving friends eat

#0 0 0

472
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OBJECTIVE 5

Appl), the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming particula. places.

Assessment Levels: 3A and 3B

CONTENT

At Level 3A, the student uses a capital letter to begin the name of a
street (e.g., Hill Street), a city (e.g., Tampa), a state (e.g.,
Texas), or a c3117777i., Canada). At IIWY-38, the student uses a
capital letter to begin the name of a river (e.g., Missouri River), lake
(e.g., Lake George), park (e.g., Lincoln Park), or continent (e.g., Africa).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level 3A, the stimulus is a sentence containing the uncapitalized name
of a street, city, state, or country. Three choices for capitalization
are given, listed in the same order as they appear in the sentence. The
student selects the street, city, state, or country as the word requiring
capitalization. Distractors are other words it the sentence.

The following are comments on the appropriate content for assessment:

1. Streets: There are two options available for assessing
capitalization of streets: (I) .7.apitalization of the name of

the street (e.g., hill Street) or (2) capitalization of Street
or Road following ITIWTZT4Te.g., Hill street).

Street lames can be selected from common nouns acid adjectives
t.iat are within the students' reading vocabularies (e.g.,
Hill). The wards Street and Road are acceptable, but Drive,
Avenue, ars Boulevard are not used since they may not be
within students' reading vocabularies.

2. Cities: Names of cities can be developed from common nouns
and adjectives (e.g., hill + town 2, Rilltown). When a
city name is being used, it is clearly indicated as a
city (e.g., tit of Pittsfield). 11-1 words cits and town
are appropriate or this grade level; however, these words
are not used as distracters.

3. States: State naoes used in the assessment are relatively
familiar, short, and easy to read (e.g., Texas, but not North
Dakota).

4. Countries: Names of countries are xlso familiar, short, and
easy to read. For example, Canada and France are appropriate,
but names such as Guatemala are not.

473
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At Level 3B, the stimulus is a sentence containing the uncapitalized name
of a river, !ake, park, or continent. Three choices for capitalization
are gien, listed in order of appearance in the sentence. The student
selects the name of the river, lake, park, or continent is the word
requiring capitalization. Distractors are other words in the sentence.

There are two options for assessing capitalization of rivers, lakes, and
parks:

1. capitalization of the name of the river, lake, or park; e.g.,

missouri River, Lake george, lincoln Park;

2. capitalization of River, Lake, or Park; e.g., Mississippi river,
lake George, Lincoln park.

Names of rivers, lakes, and parks can be selected from common nouns and
adjectives that are within the students' reading vocabularies; e.g.,
Red River, Turtle Lake, Bear Park.

Continent names may not be in students' reading vocabularies;
consequently, those used need to be familiar, short, and easy to read
(e.g., Africa).

ITEMS

Level 3A

Directio-s: Which word svauld begin with a capital letter?

1. We took a bus to the town of fox Hills.

A. took

B. bus

#C. fox

Level 3B

Directions:, Which word should begin w'th a capital letter?

1. Our friends have a farm near Tur:le lake.

A. friends

B. farm

#C. lake



OBJECTIVF 6

Apply the rule for capitalizing each word in the greeting and the first
word in the closing of a letter.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student capitalizes all words in the greeting of a letter (e.g.,
Dear Friend). The student also capitalizes the first word in the

complimentary closing of a letter (e.g., Your friend).

Knowledge of the technical terms greeting and closing is prerequisite

to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

in item 1, the student se'ects the greeting that is capitalized correctly
(choice B). Distractors are (1) a greeting in which dear is not capitalized
(choice rip and (2) a greeting in which dear and the personal name are not
capitalized (choice C).

In item 2, the student selects the complimentary closing that is
capitalized correctly (choice A). Distractors are (1) a closing in
which both ards are capitalized (choice C) and (2) a closing in which
neither word is capitalized (choice B).

ITEMS

Directions: Which greeting is right for a letter?

1. A. dear Charlie,
#B. Dear Charlie,
C. dear charlie,

Directions: Which closing is right for a letter?

2. IA. Your friend,
B. your friend,
C. Your Friend,
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OBJECTIVE 7

Apply the rule for capitalizing story titles.

Assessment Level: 38

CONTENT

The student capitalizes the first, last, and important words in the
title of a story. Unimportant (i.e., uncLpItalized) words in a title
are articles (a, an, the), short prepositions (e.g., of, for, in), and
conjunctions (e.g., and, or, but).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing a story title with one of its
important words uncapitallzed. Three choices for capitalization are
given, listed IA :he same order as they appear in the sentence. The
student selects r :e word in the story title as the word requiring cap-
italization. Distractors are other words in the sentence, but not in
the title. the stimulus clearly identifies the title as that of a story.
Moreover, tne title is in quotation marks so Oat the student cAn easily
identify it as a title.

ITEM

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. Many surprising things happen in the story "The clown
and His Pig."

A. things
B. happen

#C. clown

176
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OBJECTIVE 8

Apply the rule for capitalizing proper nouns naming buildings and
organizations.

Assessment Levels: 4A and 4I3

CONTENT

At Level 4A, the student capitalizes the words in the name of a building,
including nouns such as buildin library, muSLum when they are part of
the building's name. Articles a, an, the), conjunctions (e.g and),
and prepositions (e.g., of) are not capitalized as part of eh,. name of
a building, e.g., Museum of Natural History,

At Level 48, the student capitalizes the words in the name of an
organization. Articles (a, an, the), conjunctions (e.g., and) and
prepositions (e.g., of) are not capitalized as part of the name of an
organization (e.g., Department of Education).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level 4A, the stimulus is a sentence containing an ancapitalized part
of the name of a building. Either the "proper name" (e.g., washirpton
Monument) or the generic name (e.g., Washington monument) may be uncap-
italized. Three choices are given for capitalization. listed in the
same order as they appear in the sentence. The student selects the
building name as the word requiring capitalization. Distractors are
other words in the sentence.

At Level 48, the stimulus is a sentence containing an uncapitalized part
of the name of an organization. Three choices ate given for capitalization,
listed in order of appearance in the sentence. The student selects the
organization name as the word requiring capitalization. Distractors are
other words in the sentence.

ITEMS

Level 4A

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. The White house is a big building.

IA. house
O. is

C. big

47/
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Level 4B

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. The football players on the Flying eagles have
new team jackets.

A. players
#B. eagles

C. jackets
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OBJECTIVE 9

Apply the rule for capitalizing abbreviations of proper nouns.

Assessment Levels: 4A and 48

CONTENT

At Level 4A, the student capitalizes the following abbreviations o'
personal titles: Mr., Mrs., Ms., Dr.

At Level 411, the student capitalizes abbreviations for the names of days
(e.g., Sat.) and of months (e.g., Jan.).

Comments: Capitalization of other kinds of abbreviations (e.g.,
streets, states) is not included in the instructional
guide.

The use of periods with abbreviations for days and
months is assessed at Level 2A.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For Level 4A, the stimulus is a sentence containing the uncapitalized
abbreviation of a personal title. This title is followed by a (cap-
italized) surname. Three choices are given 'or capitalization, listed
in the same order as they appear in the sentence. The student selects

the personal title as the word requiring capitalization. Distractors
are other words in the sentence; they are short (2-4 letters in length)
in order to be similar in length to the correct answer.

At Level 4B, the stimulus consirts of the follcAng sequence: the

abbreviation of a day, the abbreviation of a month, and a numerical
date; e.g., Sat., Jan. 6. The student selects the sequence that is
correctly capitalized. Distractors are of two types: (1) the sequencr
with the day uncapitalized (e.g., sat., Jan. 6) and (2) the sequence with
the cAlth uncapitalized (e.g.;, Sat., Ian. 6).

ITEMS

Level 4A

This objective is not assessed in sentence context
brcau4e the use of abbreviations for days and months
is generally frowned upon in written text.

Directions: Which word should Lecin with a capital letter?

1. At the zoo, dr. Fair takes care of sick animals.

A. the
8. dr.

C. of

47:J
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Level 4B

rirections: Which one is correct?

1. A. Mon., Jan. 6
#B. Mon., Jan. 6
C. mon., Jan. 6
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OBJECTIVE 10

Apply the rule for capitalizing initials.

Assessment Level: 4B

CONTENT

The student capitalizes initials that represent abbreviations for (1)
middle names (e.g., John L. Smith). (2) first names (e.g., J. Smith),
and (3) both first and middle names (e.g., J. L. Smith). Initials are

capitalized because they are the first letters of personal names, and
names of persons are always capitalized (see Objective 3).

Comment: Use of periods with initials Is assessed at Level 2B.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

stimulus is a sentence containing an uncapitalized initial for a
first name or for a middle name. A first-name initial is followed by
an optional -ricifile initial and by a surname. A middle-name initial is
preceded by a first name (or a first initial) and followed by a surname.
Three choices are given for capitalization, listed in the same order as
they appear in the sentence. The student selects the initial as the
word requiring capitalization. Distractors are other words in the
sentence; they are short (1-3 letters in length) in order to be similar
in length to the correct answer.

ITEM

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. Have you ever heard of Booker t. Washington?

A. you
B. of

/C. t.
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OBJECTIVE 11

Apply the rule for capitalizing proper adjectives,

Assessment Level: 5A and 5B

CONTENT

The student capitalizes proper adjectives--i.e., adjectives formed from
proper nouns; e.g., American. Many, if not most, proper adjectives are
derived from the names-sEraTuntries and continents (see Objective 5);
e.g., American is derived from America. In addition, many proper
adjectives are also used as proper nouns; e.g., an American--someone
from America.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing an uncapitalized proper adjective.
Three_ choices are given for capitalization, listed in the same order as
they appear in the sentence. The student selects the proper adjective
as the word requiring capitalization. Distractors are other words in
the sentence.

Comment: The prescribed word list does not include proper
adjectives. Consequently, such words may not be in
students' reading vocabularies. However, the words
are those used in the instructional guide, so students
should be familiar with them.

ITEM

Directions; Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. Everyore wanted the hungarian dances to dance again.

A. wanted
'B. hungarian
C. again

482
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OBJECTIVE 12

Apply the rule for capitalizing the first word in a direct quotation,

Assessment Levels: 5A and 5B

CONTENT

At Level 5A, the student capitalizes the first word in a direct quotation
when the direct quotation begins a sentence; e.g., "Why do diamonds sparkle?"
he asked. Because the direct quotation begins a sentence, the objective
at this level is a version of the rule that the first word in a sentence
is capitalized (see Objective 1).

At Level 5B, the student capitalizes the first word in a direct quotation
when the direct quotation begins in the middle of a sentence; e.g., Julie

said, "Maybe I could start a stamp collection." Implicit in this objective
is the ability to distinguish a direct quotation (enclosed in quotation
marks) from the rest of the sentence.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For Level 5A, the stimulus is a sentence Olt begins with a direct
quotation. The first word in the quotation (and therefore the first
word in the sentence) is uncapitalized. The quotation is followed by
a speaker tag; e.g., she said. For Level 5B, the stimulus is a sentence
that has a direct quotation following an initial speaker tag; e.g.,
Oliver asked. Three choices are given for capitalization, listed in
the same order as they appear in the sentence. The student selects the
first word in the direct quotation as the word requiring capitalization,
Distractors are other words in the sentence.

ITEMS

Level 5A

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. "the red signal tells us to stop," she said

IA. the

B. red

C. stop

Level 56.,

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. Oliver asked, "can we play a game today?"

IA. can
B. play
C. today

453
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OBJECTIVE t3

Apply the rule for capitalizing words referring to the Diety and sacred

writings.

Comment- The instructional guide covers words referring to
deity in general (not only to "the Deity," which
usually means the Judeo-Christian God). In addition,
it covers names of religions, although this content
is not mentioned in the statement of the objective.
And while they are labeled as "Religion," instruction
also includes names of adherents to religions (e.g.,
Muslim) and proper adjectives referring to religions
(7.7.7Jewish). Assessment is based on the whole
range of instructional content.

Assessment Level':, SB

ONTENT

The student capitalizes the names of deity (e.g., Allah), of sacred
writings (e.g., Koran), of religions (e.g., Islam), of adherents to
religions ke.g., Muslim), and of proper adjectives referring to religions
(e.g., Jewish). Implicit in this skill is a considerable knowledge of
world religions (e.g., knowledge that the Paradise Scriptures describe
the wisdom of Buddhism).

ITEM DESCRIPTUA

The stimulus is a sentence containing an uncapitalized name of a deity, a
sacred writing, a religion, an adherent to a religion, or an uncapitalized
proper adjective referring to a religion. Three choices are given for
capitalization, listed in the same order as they appear in the sentence,
The student selects the appropriate religious word as the word requiring
capitalization. Distractors are other words in the sentence.

Comment: The prescribed word list does not include the words
assessed by this skill. Consequently, such words may
not be in students' reading vocabularies.

ITEM

Directions: Which word should begin with a capital letter?

1. A mrrmon church 's near my house,

#A. mormon
B. near

C. house
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OBJECTIVE 14

Apply the basic rules of capitalization.

Assessment Levels: 6A and 6e

CONTENT

The en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier levels are covered
here. At Level 6A, content covers objectives specified for Levels 2A-3B.
At Level 6B, content covers objectives specified for Levels 4A-56. See

those objectives for the relevant content.

Cement: Objectives specified for Levels 1A-1B are not assessed
here because they are too basic to be assessed five
years after initial mastery.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For descriptions of items included in this review, see the specifications
for lower levels.

ITEMS

For example items, see specifications for lower levels.

185
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PUNCTUATION

OBJECTIVE I

Apply the rule for using periods to follow declarative sentences.

Assessment Levels:, IA ant! 1B

CONTENT

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses a period
to end a declarative sentence, which may be known to the student as a
"telling sentence." Since all declarative sentences must end with a
period, the period usually defines a declarative (or imperative) sentence.

gnowledge of the term declarative is not prerequisite to this objective.

Comments: The instructional guide covers (1) 'discriminating between
complete sentences and phrases, (2) discriminating between
declarative and interrogative sentences, and (3) punctuating
declarative sentences. Since the first two tasks are
assessed in other areas of objectives, the content for
this objective is limited to puncti.'ation of declarative
sentences.

A declarative sentence can generally be changed to an
interrogative or exclamatory sentence by the use of a
question mark or an exclamation mark, respectively; e.g.:

Declarative: That was a good movie.
Interrogative: That was a good movie?

Exclamatory: That was a good movie!

In speech, these sentences are differentiated on
the basis of intonation and stress.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a declarative sentence with a blank replacing the terminal
period. The student selects the period as the appropriate insertion for

the blank. The distractor is a comma. A question mark or an exclamation
mark cannot be used as a distractor because either mark could be the correct
response, depending on the student's interpretation of the stimulus sentence.
Other punctuation marks--e.g., semicolor or colon--are not used because they
are generally not familiar to students at this level.

ITEM

Directions:, Which mark goes in the blank?

1. Ann can play

6 hO

486
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OBJECTIVE 2

Apply the rule for using question marks with interrogative sentences,

Assessment Levels: IA and 19

CONTENT

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses a
question mark to end an interrogative sentence, which may be known to
the student as a question or an "asking sentence." At Level 1A, students
are expected to recognize and punctuate interrogative sentences that begin
with a wh word (i.e., who, what, when, where, whir, how). At Level 19,
students are expected to recognize and punctuate yeirrio questions, which
begin with forms of be or with auxiliary verbs.

Knowledge of the term interrogative is not prerequisite to this
objective.

Comments:. The instructional guide also includes discriminating
between declarative and interrogative sentences. Since
this task is assessed by an objective in a different
section, the content for this objective is lrnited to
punctuation of interrogative sentences.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level 1A, the stimulus is an interrogative sentence that begins with
a wh word. At Level 1B, the stimulus for each item is a yes/no question.

The student selects the question mark as the appropriate inserion for
the blank that follows the sentence. The distractor is a period. An

exclamation mark cannot be used as a distractbr because it could be
the correct response, depending on the student's interpretation of the

sentence (e.g., What did you see! Is this your book!). Other punctuation
marks--e.g., colon or semicolon--are not used because the/ are generally
not familiar to students at this level.

ITEMS

Level IA

Directions: Which mark goes ire the blank?

1. What did you see

#0 0
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Level le

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. Is this your book

7 .

#0 0

488
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OBJECTIVE 3

Apply the rule for using a period to follow an imperative sentence.

Assessment Level,: 2A

CONTENT

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student places a
period at the end of an imperative sentence, which may be known to the
student as a command. Imperative sentences are also distinguished by
their structure: The subject, mu, is usually not stated (e.g., (you)
Wash the dishes).

Comment: The instructional guide also includes distinguishing
among declarative, interrogative, and imperative
sentences. Since this task is assessed by objectives
in another section, the content for this objective is
limited to punctuation of imperative sentences.

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify imperative
sentences. However, knowledge of the technical term imperative
is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITkM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is an imperative sentence with a blank replacing the terminal
period. The student selects the period as the appropriate insertion for

the blank. The distractor is a comma. The question mark cannot be used
as a distractor because the sentence could be interpreted as a question
(e.g., Take some birthday cake ?). An exclamation mark is also an
inappropriate distractor because the sentence could be interpreted as
an exclamatory command (e.g., Look at the baby goat!). Other punctuation
marks--e.g., colon or semicolon --are not used because they are generally
not familiar to students at this grade level.

ITEM

Directions : Which mark goes in the blank?

I. Take some birthday cake

O 00
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OBJECTIVE 4

Apply the rule for using a period to follow abbreviations.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student places a period after abbreviations for.days of the week
(e.g., Fii.) and for months (e.g., Air.).

Comment: Capitalization of abbreviations is not assessed until
Level 48.

Knowledge of the technical term abbreviation is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a date. Item 1 contains a day of the week, a month, and
a date; item 2 contains a month, a date, and a year. The student selects
the line in which the abbreviation for the day/month is followed by a
period. Distractors are ;Ines in which (I) the unabbreviated form of
the day/month is followed by a period and (2) the abbreviated form
of the day/month is not followed by a period. In all three lines, the
COMM/ is placed in the correct position (i.e., between the day of the
week and the month, or between the date and the year).

In

Directiensf Which date is correct?

1. Fri., May 3 Friday., May 3 Fri, May 3
0 0

2. December. 9, 1981 Dec. 9, 1981 Dec 9, 1981
0 00 P

4
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06.1ECTIVE 5

App;y the rule for using the apostrophe with contractions.

Assesiment Level:. 2A

CONTENT

The student uses an apostrophe in place the deleted letter(s) In a
contraction. At this level, the student is expected to form contractions
with not and will. Implicit in this objective is the ability.to recognize
contractions and the complete words from which the contractions are formed.

Knowledge of the technical terms apostrophe and contraction is not
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing two underlined words. The student
identifies the correct contraction formed from the underlined words.
Distractors are forms in which (I) the apostrophe follows the contraction
(e.g., didnt9 or (2) the apostrophe precedes, by one letter, its correct
position in the contract:on (e.g.., did'nt).

ITEM

Directions; Which word mesas the same as the words that have a line
under them?

I. I did not like that show.

didnt' didn't did'nt
0 $0 0
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OBJECTIVE 6

Apply the rule for using commas in dates.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student places a comma between a day ot the week and a month (e.g.,
Wednesday, .lay 5) and between a date and a year (e.g., March 9.1 1967)

Comment: if a date occurs in the middle of a.lintence, a comma is
also required after the last elemen in the date (e.g.,
On June 14, 1964 I will be ten years old). However, the
instrectional guide includes only one example of a date
in the middle of a sentence, and In that example, the
final comma has been omitted. Therefore, assessment here
includes only dates that occur at the end of a sentence.

Knowledge of the techical term comma is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM OESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing a date.. The student selects the
comma as the appropriate insertion for the blank. In item 1, a to no is
required between a date and a year, and in item 2, a coma is required
between a day of the week and a month. Distractors are a period and an
exclamation mark.

ITEMS

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. Julie sterted school on September 12 1974.

A. .

OB. ,

C. !

2. My birthday party will be on aturday April 24.
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OBJECTIVE 7

Apply the rule for using exclamation marks to follow exclamatory
sentences.

Assessment Level: 2B

CONTENT

Recognizing the need for terminal punctuation, the student uses an
exclamation mark to end an exclamation sentence.

Comments: Implicit in this objective is the ability to determine
the "strong feeling" of a sentence. However, this is
usually dependent upon the sentence's oral context.
That is, a sentence becomes exclamatory when it is

spoken with strong feeling. In writing, the use of the
exclamation point is often a matter of subjective
judgment, and the student defines an exclamatory
sentence by punctuating it with an exclamation mark.

Knowledge of the technical terms exclamation and exclamatory sentence
is not prerequisite t, this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is an exclamatory sentence (within quotation marks) with
a blank replacing the terminal exclamation mark. The student selects
the exclamation mark as the appropriate insertion for the blank.
Distractors are a period and a question mark.

Because written exclamatory sentences are so dependent upon the
interpretation of the reader, two procedures are used to ensure that

the student will recognize the stimulus as exclamatory

(1) The exclamatory sentence is written as a quotation so that
strong emotion can be suggested by the speaker tag (i.e.,
Pete shouted; Mary 1111E11).

(2) The directions specify that the student is to use the mark
that is "best," rather than "correct." This reflects more
accurately the subjective nature of the task.

The exclamatory quotations end the sentences so that other skills of
dialogue punctuation are not assessed.

ITEM

Directions: Which is the best mark to use in the blank?

1. Pete shouted, "Let me out of here "

1 . ?

#0 0 0

493
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OBJECTIVE 8

Apply the rule for using a period to forow initials.

Assessment Level: 2B

CONTENT

The student places a period after the initials in a proper name.

Comment: Capitalization of initials is not assessed until
Level 4B.

Knowledge of tie technical term initials is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a proper name: first name, middle initial, and last
name. The student selects the line in which the initial is followed by
a period. Distractors are lines in which (1) the first name is followed
by a period, and (2) neither the first name nor the initial is followed
by a period.

ITEM

Directions:, Which name is corre^?

1. John T Brown John. T Brown John T. Brown
0 0 #0
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OBJECTIVE 9

Apply the rule for using the apostrophe to show possession.

Assessment Level: 2B

CONTENT

The student uses apostrophes correctly in singular possessive forms,

The student must identify the correct position of the apostrophe in the
singular possessive (i.e., between the root word and the s; e.g., boy's).
Singular possessives may-be formed from proper or common nouns (e.g.,
John's, dog's).

Comments: The instructional guide also includes the formation
of plural possessives. However, the district Indicated
that only singular possessives should be assessed at
this level, with plural possessives being assessed at
fifth grade.

Knowledge of the technical term apostrophe is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a pair of sentences. The first sentence establishes the
possessive relationship between the target noun and the entity that is
owned (e.g., Sam has a pet kitten). The student selects the correct
possessive form of the target noun as the appropriate insertion for

the blank in the second sentence. Distractors are (1) forms in which the
apostrophe precedes, by one letter, its correct position in the possessive
noun (e.g.:, Sams) and (2) forms that contain no apostrophe (e.g., Sams)

Comment: One distractor type is specifically avoided in these
items, i.e., forms in which the apostrophe follows the
s (e.g., sisters'). The use of such distractors would
require the student to distinguish between singular and
plural possessives (assessed at fifth grade).

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. My sister has A horse. My horse likes to run.

sister's siste'rs sisters
#0 0 0
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OBJECTIVE 10

Use commas in the greeting and closing of a letter.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student places a comma after the greeting and complimentary closing
of a friendly letter.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a greeting (item 1) or a closing (item 2) of a letter.
The student selects the line in which the greeting/closing is followed
by a comma. Distractors are lines in which (1) the greeting/closing
is followed by a period and (2) the greeting/closing is followed by
no punctuation.

Knowledge of the technical terms sreeting and closing is prerequisite
to this objective.

ITEMS

Directions: Which greeting is right for a letter?

1. A. Dear Margie.
#B. Dear Margie,

C. Dear Margie

Directions: Which closing is richt for a letter?

a. #A. Your sister,
B. Your sister
C. Your sister,
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OBJECTIVE 11

Apply the rule for placing commas in the address of a letter.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student places a comma between the name of a street and its
geographical designation (e.g., 257 Main Street N.E.), and between a
city and the state in which it is lo!ated (e.g., Richmond, Virginia).

Knowledge of the technical term comma is not prerequisite to this
%.bjective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is an address part. The student selects the comma as the
appropriate insertion for the blank. Distractors are a question mark
and a period.

ITEM

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. 725 Rose Street N.W.
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OBJECTIVE 12

Apply the rule for using a comma to separate words in a series.

Assessment Level: 38

CONTENT

The student uses a comma to, separate nouns (with their modifiers) in a
series (e.g., We had bacon, eggsj_ and toast for breakfast).

Knowledge of the technical term comma is not prerequisite to this
obje4tive.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence contalning three or more nouns in a series.
The student selects the comma as the appropriate insertion for the blank.
Distractors are a period and an exclamation mark.-

Most authorities agree that a comma should be placed before the conjunction
(usually and) preceding the last item in a series. However, this comma is
sometimes omitted in printed text. Therefore, items include the comma
before the conjunction, and students are not assessed for their ability
to use commas to separate the other items in the series.

ITEM

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. I got a bike a game, and a book for my birthday.

49
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-OBJECTIVE 13

Apply the rule for using a comma to separate the word too from the rest
of the sentence.

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student places a comma before the word too when too is the last
word in the sentence (e.g., I lost my shoes, too). 11 too occurs in
the middle of a sentence, a comma is required before and after the
word (e.g., Johnj_ too, knows the answer).

Knowledge of the technical term comma is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing the word too. In item 1, too

is at the end of the sentence. In item 2, too is in the middle of the
sentence and is followed by a blank. Distractors are a question mark

and an exclamation mark.

ITEMS

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. Alex can sing and dance too.

2. Betsy, too is a good swimmer,

499
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OBJECTIVE 14

Apply the rule for using the colon to introduce a list.

Assessment "..evel: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses a colon to introduce a list of items in a sentence
(e.g., 1 bought the following items at the hardware store: a hammer,
a box of nails, a saw, and a screwdriver).

Comment: According to the conventional rule, a colon is not used
to introduce a list that serves as the grammatical object
of a verb or a preposition, or that serves as a complement
following a linking verb; e.g.:

The winners are Jill, Dave, Mary, and Peter.

However, the examples in the instructional guide include
the use of a colon to introduce lists that follow a
linking verb: e.g.:

My girlfriends are: Kim, Ann, Sue, Mary, JoAnn,

and Sandy.

Since this use of the colon varies from standard
punctuation practice, such seitences are not used in
assessing this objective.

Knowledge of the technical term colon is not pr! requisite to this

objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a complete sentence with a blank preceding a list. The
student selects the colon as the appropriate insertion for the blank.

Distractors are a comma and a period.

ITEM

Directions: Which mark goes in the blank?

1. We saw the following animals at the zoo tigers,

elephants, lions, and monkeys.

A.

#B.

C.
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OBJECTIVE 15

Apply the rule for using the exclamation mark to follow strong
interjections.

Assessment Level:. 4B

CONTENT

The student places an exclamation mark after a strong interjection
(e.g., Ouch!).

Comments: The instuctiDnal guide focuses on interjections that
precede a complete sentence (e.g., Ha! I caught you).
However, many authorities suggest that such interjections
should be followed by a comma, with the exclamation mark
coming at the end of the complete sentence (e.g., Ha,
I caught you!).

Instruction for this objective also includes imperative
sentences that precede declarative sentences (e.g., Run
fast! The house is on fire). Since these exclamatory

imperatives are complete sentences, they are not assessed
here. Exclamation marks in exclamatory sentences are
assessed at Level 2B.

Knowledge of the technical terms exclamation and interjection, is not
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM i:t:SCRIPTION

The stimulus is an interjection followed by a blank and a complete
sentence. The student selects the exclamation marks as the appropriate
insertion for the blank. Distractors are a question mark and a period.

ITEM

Directions: Which is the best mark to use in the blank?

1. Hurrah We won first prize.



OBJECTIVE 16

Apply the rule for using a colon after the greeting in a business !otter.

Assessment Level' 40

CONTENT

The student places a colon after the greeting in a business letter.
Implicit in this objective is the ab:Iity to identify the greeting in a
business letter.

Knowledge of the technical term greeting is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a greeting for a business letter (i.e., Dear plus a
personal title and a last name). The student selects the greeting that
is correctly punctuated with a colon. D:stractors are (I) a greeting
punctuated with a period and (2) a greeting punctuated with a comma.
Since the comma is used as a distractor, tie directions emphasized that
the greeting is for a business letter, as opposed to a friendly letter.

ITEM

Directions: Which greeting is right for a business letter?

1. A. Dear Dr. Stone.

#0. Dear Dr. Stone:
C. Dear Dr. Stone,
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OBJECTIVE 17

Apply the rule for using quotation marks with direct quotations.

Assessment Level: 5A

CON ENT

The student places quotation marks and terminal punctuation--either a
period or an exclamation point-in a dialogue quotation. Question
marks as terminal punctuation in a direct quotation are covered by
Objective 18.

Implicit in this objective is the ability to understand the concept of
dialogue and to recognize quotation marks as indicators of dialogue.
However, knowledge of the technical terms dialoque and direct quotation
is not required.

Comment; The instructional guide focuses on the proper placement
of quotation marks, terminal punctuation, and commas in
dialogue quotations. However, comma use is assessed by
Objective 19. Consequently, assessment for Objective 17
includes only the placement of quotation marks and terminal
punctuation.

Students are expected to punctuate quotations that contain initial
speaker tags (e.g., Amy said, "We are out of water."), final speaker
tags (e.g., "We are out of water," Amy said.), and interrupted dialogue
(e.g., "We are," Amy said, "out of water." .

ITU, DESCRIPTION

Each item contains three versions of,a sentence containing a dialogue
quotation. The student selects the version in which the quotation
marks and terminal punctuation are placed correctly. Distractors are
versions in which (1) the quotation marks are misplaced (e.g., "Albert
said," We'll he there soon) or (2) the terminal punctuation is misplace.;
(e.g., "I know the answer"! the girl cried).

ITEM

Directions: Which Sentence is punctuated correctly?

1. A. "Albert said," We'll be there soon.

HI. Albert said, "We'll be there soon."

C. Albert said, "We'll be there soon".
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OBJECTIVE le

Apply the rule for using question marks and quotation marks to end an
interrogative quotation.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student uses a question mark to end an interrogative quotation. The
student also encloses the quotation (and the question mark) within quotation
marks. Implicit it this skill is the ability to identify and pfinctupte
interrogative sentences (see Objective 3). The student must also be able
to use quotation marks appropriately (Objective 17).

Comment: The instructional guide focuses on sentences that contain
a final speaker tag (e.g., "Did he go home?" asked Tina).
Consequently, assessment of this objective also emphasizes
final speaker tags.

Khowledge of the technical terms question mark, quotation mark, and
interrogative quotation is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item contains three versions of a sentence containing an interrogative
dialogue quotation with a final speaker tag. The student selects the version
that is correctly punctuated. Distractors are versions in which (1) a comma
follows the quotation and a period follows the speaker tag (e.g., "Where are
you going.L" asked Emily.), or (2) a comma follows the quotation and a question
mark follows the speaker tag (e.g., "Where are you gcing2 asked Emily?).

The verb asked in the speaker tag of item 1 suggests that the quotation
is a question. In item 2, the verb said offers no such clue, and the
student must choose solely on the basis of the syntax of the quotation,
Consequently, item 2 may be more difficult than item 1. However, both
said and asked are included here to ensure that assessment matches the
instruction for this objective.

ITEMS

Directions:. Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

I. A. "Where are you going," asked Emily?
OB. "Where are you going?" asked Emily.
C. "Where are you going," asked Emily.

2. A. "Did you like that story," said Alice?
B. "Did you like that story," said Alice.

#C. "Did you like that story?" said Alice.
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OBJECTIVE 19'

Apply the rule for using commas with direct quotations.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student applies the following rules for using commas in dialogue
quotations;

(1) When the quotation is a declarative or imperative sentence,
and it preceees the speaker tag, a comma follows the
quotation and is enclostd within the quotation marks; e.g.

"Dinner is ready' said Mike.

(2) When the quotation follows the speaker tag, a comma is used
to separate the speaker tag from the quotation; the comma is
not enclosed within the quotation marks; e.g.,:

Tina aske44 "Where are you going?"

(3) When the speaker tag interrupts the text of the quotation, a
comma is used before and after the speaker tag; the preceding
comma is enclosed within the quotation makrs, but the following
comma is not e.g.:

"The rain' said Pete, "has stopped completely."

(4) When the quotation is an interrogative or exclamatory
sentence, and it precedes the speaker tag, the appropriate
terminal punctuation is used, rather than a comma; e.c.';

"Who was at the door?" Ann asked.
"Give it to me!" yelled Jack.

Comment; The use of question marks in quotations is
assessed by Objective 113. Consequently,
interrogative quotations are not assessed here.

Knowledge of the technical terms comma and direct quotation is not
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item contains three versions of a sentence containing a dialogue

quotation. The speaker tag precedes, interrupts, or follows the quotation.
The student selects the version that is pu-ictuated correctly. Distractors

are versions in which (1) the comma is omitted or (2) the comma is placed

in the wrong position.
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ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

1. A. Amy. said "I'll help you."
D. Amy said "I'll help you."
#C. Amy said, "I'll help you."

50G



OBJECTIVE 20

App:y the rule for using the comma to separate a name in direct address.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student uses a comma (or commas) to separate a proper noun of direct
address from the rest of the sentence in which it occurs. The position
of the comma(s) depends upon the position of the noun in the sentence:

(1) A noun of direct address located at the beginning of a
sentence requires a comma immediately after it (e.g., Toms
please collect the papers).

(2) A noun of direct address located in the middle of a sentence
requires a comma before and after it (e.g., Do you know, Jan,
where my coat is?). However, such constructions are uncommon

and are not included in the assessment.

(3) A noun of direct address located at the end
requires a comma before it (e.g., Watch you

Knowledge of the technical term direct address is not

this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

of a sentence
stepj. Pete).

prerequisite to

The stimulus is a sentence that contains a proper noun of direct address.

The student selects the correct blank as the position where a coma is
to be added to the sentence. Oistractors are other (incorrect) blanks

in the sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Where should a coma go in the sentence?

1. Lucy please close the door.

/A B C
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OBJECTIVE 21

Apply the rule for using a comma to follow mild interjections.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student uses a comma to follow a mild interjection at the beginning
of a sentence (e.g.. Wel1.1 I guess we're finished).

Knowledge of the technical term interjection is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence introduced by a mild interjection. The
student selects the correct blank as the position where a comma is
to be added to the sentence (i.e., after the interjection). Distractors
are other (incorrect) blanks in the sentence.

Comment: Since the interjection must come at the beginning of
the sentence, the correct response for these items
will always be choice A.

ITEM

Directions: Where should a comma go in the sentence?

1. Oh you found_ your jacket.

sA
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OBJECTIVE 22

Apply the rule for using a comma with coordinating conjunctions.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student uses a coma to separate the independent clauses in a
compound sentence. The clauses may be joined with the following
conjunctions: and, or, but, yet, so. The student recognizes that
the COMM is placed before the conjunction in a compound sentence
(e.g., Tom washed the dishesa. and Mary waxed the floor).

Comment: Instruction also requires students to provide the
appropriate conjunction when combining two independent
clauses. However, assessment here is limited to
punctuation of compound sentences. The use of
coordinating conjunctions is covered in another area
of objectives.

Knowledge of the technical term coordinating conjunction is not
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a compound sentence. The student selects the correct
blank as the position where a comma is to be added to the sentence (i.e.,
between the first clause and the coordinating conjunction). Distractors
are other (incorrect) blanks in the sentence.

Comment:. The Instructional guide notes that the comma is often
omitted from a compound sentence if the two clauses are
very short (e.g., They came and they went). Consequently,

the clauses in the assessment items consist of four or
more words so that students will recognize the need for
a COMM.

ITEM

Directions: Where should a comma go in the sentence?

1. The sky grew dark and the wind began to howl.

A #8
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OBJECTIVE 23

Apply the rule for using a hyphen to divide a word at the end of a line.

Assessment Level: 6A

CON_ TENT

In order to maintain an even margin, the student uses a hyphen to divide
a word at the end of a line. Only words with two or more syllables may
be divided. and they must be divided between the syllables (e.g., Bac-
tice, not Eractice).

Comment: Most authorities agree that a ward should not be
divided so that fewer than three letters remain on one
line (e.g., enor-mous is acceptable, but e-normous is
not). However, the instructional guide includes several
examples of hyphenated words that do not conform to this
principle (e.g., $.a-cation, li- brary). Assessment includes

seas correct responi77177words t at have been hyphenated
so that at least three letters remain on a line.

Knowledge of the technical term hyphen is not prerequisite to this

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus Is a set of three sentences in which one word is divided.
The sentences are aligned with each other to facilitate visual comparison.
The student selects the sentence in which the divided word is syllabified
and punctuated correctly. Distractors are (I) a sentence in which the
divided word is syllabified properly but the hyphen is at the beginning
of the next line and (2) a sentence in which the divided word is
hyphenated but is not syllabified properly.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

1. A. Lucy pulled a small wooden spl-
inter out of her finger.

#B. Lucy pulled a small wooden splin-
ter out of her finger.

C. Lucy pulled a small wooden splin
-ter out of her firmer.

51'
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OBJECTIVE 24

Construct hyphenated compound words.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that some compound words require a hyphen between
the component words of the compound (e.g., mother-in-law). The student
distinguishes the hyphenated compounds from (TTEompOURas that are written
as one word (e.g sidewalk), and (2) compounds that are written as two
words with no hyphen e.g., post office).

Comments: Authorities frequently disagree on the structure of a
hyphenated compound because the word is often in the
transitional process of becoming one word, as in.the
word basketball. (This word was originally written
basket ball, then basket-ball, and finally basketball.)
The instructional guide encourages students to use a
dictionary to check the spelling of compounds. However,
if students cannot use a dictionary during assessment,
they must then rely on their memory to determine the
correct spelling of compounds. For this reason, only
compounds in the instructional guide are covered.

The instructional guide also indicates that numbers
greater than ninety-nine are written as hyphenated
compounds (e.g., one-hundred). However, the normal
punctuation procedure is to use a hyphen only in numbers
from twenty-one to ninety-nine. Consequently, hyphenated
numbers greater than ninety-nine are not assessed here.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Each item contains three versions of a compound word. The student
selects the version in which the compound is written correctly with a
hyphen. Distractors are versions in which (1) the compound is written

as one word (e.g., twent two), and (2) the compound is written as two
words with no hyphen e.g., twenty two).

ITEM

Directions; Which word is written correctly?

1. A. father in law
B. fatherinlaw

SC. father-in-law
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OBJECTIVE 25

Apply the rule for using a comma to set off introductory phrases.

Assessment Level: 68

CONTENT

The student uses a comma to set off an introductory prepositional phrase
from the rest of the sentence. Implicit in this objective is the ability
to identify introductory phrases (covered in another area of objectives),
but knowledge of the te:hnical term prepositional is not required.

Comment: A comma is used after all introductory prepositional
pLrases in the instructional guide. However, contemporary
writers often omit the comma when the introductory phrase
is very short; e.g.:

By morning the snow was three feet deep.

Consequently, assessment of this objective includes only
introductory phrases of five words or more.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing an introductory prepositional
phrase that is five words long. The student selects the correct blank
as the position where a comma is to be added to the sentence (i.e.,
immediately following the introductory phrase). Oistractors are other
clearly inappropriate blanks in the sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Where should a comma be added to the sentence?

1. With no warning at all the dam collasped.
A 7

514
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OBJECTIVE 26
t

Apply the rule for using a comma after an introductory adverbial clause.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student places a comma after an adverbial clause that introduces a
sentence (e.g., When the game ended, the players shook hands). Implicit

in this objective is the ability to identify adverbial clauses (covered
in another area of objectives). ExamOlis in the instructional guide
emphasize the use of adverbial clauses introduced by when and while.
Consequently, when and while are also included here.

Knowledge of the technical term oductory adverbial clause is not
prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing an introductory adverbial clause.
The student selects the correct blank as the position where a comma is to
be added to the sentence (i.e., following the introductory adverbial clause).
Distractors are other {incorrect) 'blanks in the sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Where should a comma be added to the sentence?

I. When the stom was over we hiked back to the cabin.
A

513
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OBJECTIVE 27

Apply the rule for using commas for setting off parenthetical expressions.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student uses a comma or a pair of commas to separate a parenthetical
expression from the rest of the sentence in which it occurs. A .1ma
follows a parenthetical expression at the beginning of a ser erc. (e.g.,
Therefore will be closed tomorrow), and a comma is u_cl before
and after a parenthetical expression that occurs in the middle of a
sentence (e.g., This is howeverz not the time to discuss it). The
instructional guide includes three different types of parenthetical
expressions:

1) transitional expressions that establish a relationship between
the content that precedes the expression and content that
follows the expression (e.g., however, therefore);

2) expressions that comment on or qualify the assertion made in
the sentence (e.g., in my opinion, of course);

3) single-word interjections (e.g., well, 222).

The use of a comma to follow an interjection is assessed at Level 5$
under Objective 21 (Apply the rule for us:ag a comma to follo4 mild
interjections); therefore interjections are not assessed here.

Knowledge of the technical term parenthetical is not prerequisite

to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence containing a parenthetical expression. The

student selects the correct blank as the position where a comma is to
be inserted into the sentence. The comma follows a parenthetical
expression at the beginning of a sentence or precedes a parenthetical
expression in the middle of a sentence (the comma following the

expression appears in the item sttmulus). Distractors are other
(incorrect) positions in the sentence.

ITEMS

Directionss Where should a comma go in the sentence?

1. However you should ask her to help you.

IA U 17"

514
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DBJECTIVE 28

Apply the rule for using quotation marks around specific titles.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student places quotation marks around the titles of poems, stories,
songs, chapters, speeches, and articles.

'ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus for each item is a sentence containing the title of a
story (item 1) or a poem (item 2). The title is clearly identified in
the sentence as that of a story or a poem. The student identifies the
title as the part of the sentence that requires quotation marks around
it. Distractors are other words in the sentence. At least one of the
distractors contains the same number of words as the correct response
so that the length of the response dots not provide a clue to the
correct answer. In addition, one of the distractors contains a cap-
italized word so that students cannot choose the correct response
solely on the basis of capitalization.

Knowledge of the technical term quotation marks is prerequisite to thin
objec'ive.

ITEMS

Directions: Which words should have quotation marks around them
because they are the title of something?

1. ,John wrote a scary story called Phantom Island.

A. John wrote
B. a scary story

#C. Phantom Island

2. The poem Old Ironsides is about a famous ship.

A. The poem
/B. Old ironsides
C. famous ship
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OBJECTIVE 29

Apply the rules of punctuation.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier levels are covered
here. See those punctuation objectives for the relevant content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For descriptions of the items included for this review, see the
specifications for lower levels.

ITEMS

For example items, see speciflcations for lower levels.

51G
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ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions of

a large metropolitan school district. The specifications include con-
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appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing the
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART V: LANGUAGE EXPRESSION

Ann Humes and Larry Gentry

Working in collaboration with a large metropolitan school district,

SWRL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

(A and B) of Levels 1-6 grades 1-6) in thb district's elementary

schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one large

category of objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the

district's instructional guide. In the first section of the paper, back-

ground for the project is provided. This background includes a discussion

cf some of the activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the

assessment specifications; it also outlines the types of information and

material included in the language-arts specifications. The background is

followed by specifications for the objectives In the Language Expression

category.

BACKGROUND

Presented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language arts objectives and recommended that

some objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions were recom-

mended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a different

semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2) when the skill

did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described appropriate assessment differences for objectives

that had been listed by the district for testing at more than one semester.

516
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For some et these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could be differentiated onl by the type

of format or the vocabulary level used in the items. SWRL also commented

that some objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of textbook presen-

tation, seemed to be specified for assessment at a grade that might be

too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations. SWRL had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. However, district people

ultimately decided not to differentiate between semesters of assessment,

but to assess the whole objective for every level at which that objective

was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRI. staff. The

specifications are based primarily on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL's analyses of language-arts text-

books. In some cases, where the statement of the objective was amenable

to interpretations other than that described in the guide, special care

was taken to insure that resulting assessments would align with the local

program, as described in the district's instructional guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specifications include content descriptions that note factors

Involved in the use of each objective, Including other inherent skills

and prerequisite knowledge. Each content description Is followed by an

item description. The item description explains both the item stimulus

and the answer choices. The item description also notes any other important



considerations relevant to assessing an objective in the particular item

format. At least one sample item is then presented for each objective;

more items are included in the case of items that are interrelated by

format or content. These sample items are generally those actually uset

in the assessment instruments, with the followimg efianges made for clarity

in this presentation:

1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (1)

2. Directions are included with each item. In the actual
instrument for grades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to students; in
addition, more specific instructions are provided at
the early levels; e.g., "Look at number ."

Additionally, teachers are encouraged to read (and explain) directions 4f

students do not understand them. Teachers are also permitted to help

students if they do not understand how to do a task, so long as the "help"

does not cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Harris aft4 Jacobson word list.t

The words used for the A-level surveys are generally those listed at tum

or more grades below the level of assessment. The words for the D-level

surveys are those listed for one or more grade levels below. Such vocab-

ulary control helps ensure that reading ability is not a primary factor

in determining students' language-arts success.

The assessment specifications are presented below. In gene7al,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

*Harris, A. L., 6 Jacobson, M. D. Basic elementary reading

vocabJlaries. New York: Macmillan, 1972.
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In addition to the objectives covered in Part V, other areas of

language-arts assessment are detc.ribed in the following documents:

Part I: Listening

Part 11: Grammar Usage
Part III; Sentence Structure
Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation
Part VI. Spelling

Part VII: Literature
Part VIII: Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal Communication
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SPECIFICATIONS

OBJECTIVE 1

Apply the rule for using regular verbs in the present tense.

Assessment Level:. 3A

CONTENT

The student uses sentences in which the subject and the regular, present
tense verb agree in person and number. At this grade level, the subject
and verb are adjacent so that it is easier to determine the relationship;
e.g., agreement should be easier in The children want me to go with them
than in The children in my class want me to go with them, where the
singular noun class in the phrase in my class may interrupt the relation-
ship between the plural subject children and the verb want.

At this level, the student understands that the suffix -s must be added
to most verbs with third-person singular subjects (e.g., he wants, she
calls, it_pops). Some verbs require -es in the same caseTri77he8
misses) or a modification of the spell-frig of the verb when a suffix is
added (e.g., she stidies); however, such verbs are not included in the
instructionalFaiKTIhis objective and thus are not included in the
assessment.

The student also understands that the root (base, uninflected) form of
the verb is used with all other subjects in the present tense (e.g., I

help, you work, we wish, they earn).

Comment: Subject-verb agreement for be and have is covered by
Objectives 3 and 4, respect$vely. -Wirefore, it is not
included in assessment of this objective.

Knowledge of the terms verb and present tense is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the verb. The subject

and verb are adjacent. The student selects the verb form that agres with
the subject. Answer choices are (1) the unchanged root word and (2) the
root word plus the suffix -s. Answer choices are limited to these two in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objectives.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Annie her bike to school.

A. ride
NB. rides



OBJECTIVE 2

Apply the rule for using regular verbs in the past tense.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate oast tense forms of regula- verbs. The

student understands that the simple past form of regular verbs is con-
structed by adding the suffix -ed to the present tense form.

Although the instructional guide indicates that some past tense verbs are
formed by adding -d to the present tense form (e.g., liked), Such for-
mations actually entail dropping the final e and adding the suffix -ed.
This skill is taught and assessed in another section.

Comment: Past tense verbs that are formed by doubling the final
consonant (e.g., stopped) or changing the final x to i

before adding the suffix (e.g., cried) are not included

in this objective.

Knowledge of the terms verb and past tense is not prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the verb belongs. The
content of the sentence cues the past tense verb form. The student
Selects the past form of the verb from two answer choices. The distractor
is the present tense form of the same verb.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Last night, I my father.

#A, helped
B. help



OBJECTIVE 3

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb to be.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student uses sentences in which various forms of the verb be agree
with their subjects in person and number.

The student understands that the verb be has the following forms:

1. present tense

am: first-person singular subjects (i.e., I)-I
IS:. third-person singular subjects (e.g., he, she, it, Pete,

the car)

are: all other subjects (e.g., la, 211121, we, the girls)

2. past tense

was: first person singular subjects (1.e., !) and third
person singular subjects (e.g., !, he, she, it, Pat,
the house)

were all other subjects (e.g., 221, Lhev, we, the books)

Knowledge of the term verb to not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence in which a form of the verb be is used as a

main or auxiliary verb. A klqrik is placed where the form of be belongs.
The student selects the correct form of the verb from tnree answer
choices. The distractors are two forms of the verb be that do not agree
with the subject in person and/or number.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Henry

an
B. are

#C. is

reading a book.
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OBJECTIVE 4

Apply the rule for using the verbs have and has.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student applies the following rules for using the verbs have and has

1. Use have with I, xouL, and plural subjects In the present tense
and as the auxiliary form for the present perfect tense.

2. Use has with he she, it, and other third-person singular
subjects in the present tense and as the auxiliary form for the
past perfect tense.

The assessment focuses on present perfect tense usage because assessment
tasks in the instructional guide cover only the present perfect forms.

Knowledge of the term verb is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence that employs have or has as an auxiliary verb
immediately preceding a past participle. A blank is placed where the
verb belongs. The student selects the correct form of have from two
answer choices. Thus have and has serve as distractori-n7 each other.
Answer choices are limited to thest two forms in order to ensure precise
assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Sue worked very hard.

IA. has

B. have
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OBJECTIVE 5

Apply the rule for using the verbs saw and seen.

Assessment Level; 3A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate past forms of the irregular verb see.
The student uses the simple past (i.e., saw) with no auxiliary preceding
the verb and the past participle (i.e., seen) with an auxiliary verb.
The simple past and past participle of see are formed through spelling
and pronunciation changes.

Present

See, sees

Simple Past Past Participle

Saw seen

Implicit in this objective are two levels of understanding. First, the
student must be able to identify see as ail irregular verb. Second, the
student must be able to identify the correct simple past and past
participle forms of this irregular verb.

Knowledge of the term verb is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The
student selects the correct form of see to complete the sentence. Thus
saw and seen serve as distractors for each other. Answer choices are
limited to these two in order to ensure precise assessment of the
objective.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. They the toys in the window.

A. seen
#B. saw

528
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OBJECTIVE 6

Apply the luie for using the pronouns 1 and me.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student uses the nominative pronoun I as a subject and the objective
(accusative) pronoun me as the object (direct or indirect) of a verb.

Comment: The objective pronoun me Is also used after prepositions,
but this usage is not covered in the instructional guide.

This objective entails two levels of difficulty!

1. Simple subjects: I, me studied with Pat.

2. Conjoined noun phrases: Pat ano I, me studied together.

In simple sentences, as illustrated in (l) above, correct pronoun usage
may not be difficult. However, pronouns in conjoined noun phrases,

illustrated in (2) above, often cause usage problems; e.g.:

Pat and me studied together.

Comm: Although the objective includes the use of I and me in
"polite" usage (e.g., "Pat and lime" rather than "I/me
and Pat"), this aspect of instruction is not assessed
here. While "politeness" may provide the context for an
effective lesson in pronoun usage, it is not amenable to
objective assessment.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence that requires the use of the pronoun I or the

pronoun me. A blank is piked where the pronoun belong,. The student

chooses the correct pronoun for the sentence. Thus, 1 and me serve as

distractors for each other. Answer choices are limited to these two in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEMS

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Will you help with this?

A. I

#8, me



2. Joe end

IA. 1

B. me

... .4- -

13

went to the store

53g
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OBJECTIVE 7

Apply the rule for using to, too, and two.

Assessment Level:' 3B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that to, too, and two are homophones--they sound
the same, but that have different meanings and different spellings.
Given the context in which the particular homophone occurs, the student
uses the correct spelling.

Homophones are difficult for many students because their spellings cannot
be based on sound or rOes alone, but on meaning as well. Consequently,

students must depend upon memory to choose correctly among homophones.

Comment: Since, by definition, the homophones in a given set are
always pronounced alike, it is impossible to use the
"wrong" homophone in speech. Thus, the employment of
correct homophones is more appropriately considered to
be a spelling skill.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a simple sentence with a blank where the homophone belongs.
The student selects the correct answer from three answer choices. The

distractors are the other two words that have the same pronunciation but
a different meaning and a different spelling.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. My friend has horses.

A. to

B. too

#C. two
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OBJECTIVE 8

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb draw.

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verb draw. The

student uses (1) the -s form for third-person singular subjects i.e.,

draws), but the form without -s for all other subjects of sentences in
the present tense, (2) the simple past form (1.e., draw) without an
auxiliary, and (3) the past participle (i.e., drawn with an auxiliary
verb. The simple past and the past participleRihis verb are formed
through spelling and pronunciation changes.

Present

draw

Simple Past Past Participle

drew drawn

Implicit it. this objective are two levels of understanding. First, the
student must have the ability to identify draw as an irregular verb.
Second, the student must be able to identirrThe correct past forms of
this irregular verb.

Comment: Items do not assess for present tense because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms (which
are the difficult elements of the objective) and (2) the
present tense forms are regular and are assessed by other
objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct simple past or past participle to complete
the sentence. Distractors consist of (1) the other past form of the
verb and (2) a nonce word created by adding -ed to the base verb (i.e.,

drawed). This latter distractor is provided -accuse its selection can
reveal whether the student recognizes that past tenses for some verbs
are not formed in the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Last week, Jim a picture of a farm.

A. drawn
ie. drew
C. drawed
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OBJECTIVE 9

Apply the rule for using forms of verb contractions,

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student uses sentences in which the negative contracted forms of the
verb be agree with their subjects in person and number.

The student understands that the negative contracted forms of be are
formed by combining the verb form with the word not, deleting the medial
o in not, and substituting an apostrophe (e.g., is not - isn't).

Comment: As described in the instructional guide, this is essentially
a subject-verb agreement objective. The correct formation

of contractions is not a part of instruction for the
objective and therefore is not assessed.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence that employs a negative contracted form of the
verb be. A blank is placed where the contraction belongs. The student

selects the correct answer from three answer choices. The distractors

are two negative contractions of the same verb that do not Agree with the

subject in person and/or number.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Judy going to be here.

A. aren't
B. weren't

IC. isn't



OBJECTIVE 10

Apply the rule for using negative words..

Assessment Level: 38

CONTENT

The student avoids the use of "double-negatives" in sentences and uses
appropriate modifiers.

The student understands that many words carry the general meaning of "no"
and that such words are called "negative" words. The student further
understands that the use of two negative words in the same sentence often
results in the construction of a "double-negative" sentence, which !s not
acceptable in Standard English usage.

Comment: The use of the words =and no is assessed at Level 6A
by Objective 30. Therefore, these words are not covered
here.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence in which a negative word or construction (i.e.,
not, isn't) is employed. The mclifier is followed by a blank space where
a -positive word belongs (to avoid the use of a double-negative). The
student selects the correct word from three answer choices. The dis-
tractor is a negative word that would create a double- negative construction
in the stimulus sentence. Only one distractor is employed berause the
substitution of other negative words is unlikely.

ITEMS

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. I'm not going to do that again.

#A. ever
3. never

2. There isn't good to eat.

A. nothing

#8. anything
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OBJECTIVE 11

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs begin, drink, and sing.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verbs begin,
drink, and sing. The student uses (1) the -s form for third-person
singular subjects (e.g., begins), but the form without -s for all other
subjects of sentences in the present tense, (2) the simple past without
an auxiliary, and (3) the past participle with an auxiliary verb. The
simple past and past participle forms of these verbs are created through
spelling and pronunciation changes:'

Present Simple Past Past Participle

begin, begins began begun
drink, drinks drank drunk
sing, sings sang sung

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify begin, drink, and
sing as irregular verbs and to ident fy their correct simp e past and
past participle forms.

Comment; items do not assess for present tense because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms
(which are the difficult elements of the objective) and
(2) the present tense forms are regular and are assessed
by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

stt ent selects the correct simple past or Past participle to complete

the sentence. Districtors consist of (1) the other past form and (2)
a nonce word created by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the
verb. This third choice is provided because its selection can reveal
whether the student recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are
not formed in the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

I. Lisa a glass of milk with her cake.

A. drinked
NB. drank
C. drunk
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UBJECTIVE 12

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb bring.

Assessment Level:, 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregul4r verb bring. The
student uses (1) the -s form brings with third-person singular subjects,
but the form bd.% with all other subjects of sentences in the present
tens!, (2) the simple past without an auxiliary, and (3) the past partici-
ple with an auxiliary verb. The simple past and past participle, which
are the same, are formed through spelling and pronunciation changes:

Present

bring, brings

Simple Past Past Participle

brought brought

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify b.ing as an irregulpr
verb and to identify the correct simple past and past participle form of
bring.

Comment: Items do not assess for present tense because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms (which
are the difficult elements of the objective) and (2) the
present tense forms are regular and are assesse.: by other
objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The
student selects the past form to complete the sentence. Distractors are
nonce forms', one of which is created by adding the -ed suffix to the
,base form bring., This choice is provided because its selection can
reveal whether the student recognizes that the past tenses for some
verbs are not formed in the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Joe asked what I had for my lunch.

A. brung
#B. brought
C. bringed
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OBJECTIVE 13

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs come and become.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verbs come ani.:
become. The student uses (1) the -s form for third-person singular sub-
jects (e.g., comes), but tae form without -s for all other subjects of
sentences in the present tense, (2) the simple past without an auxil-
iary, and (3) the past participle form with an auxiliary verb. The simple
past forms of these verbs are produced by spelling and pronunciation
changes; the past participle form is the same as the rresent form:

Present

come, comes
become, becomes

Simple Past Past Participle

came come
became become

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify come and become as
irregular verbs and to identify the correct past form.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms
(which are the difficult elements of the objective) end
(2) the present-tense forms are regular and are assessed
by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the other past form and (I) a nonce word created
by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This third

choice is provided because its selection can reveal whether the studtrit
recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed its the same
way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Last week Dan's grandmother to visit him.

A. come
#6. came
C. comed
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OBJECTIVE 14

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb do.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verb do. The
student uses (I) the form does with third-person singular subjects, but
the form do with all other subjects of sentences in the present tense,

(2) the simple past without an auxiliary, and (3) the past participle
with an auxiliary vert,. The simple past and past participle of dc are
formed through spelling and pronunciation changes:

Present Simple Past Past Participle

do, does did done

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify do as an irregular
verb and to identify the correct simple past and past participle of do.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed (except through distractor
use) because the instructional guide focuses primarily
on past forms (which are the difficult elements of the
objective).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence, Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the present tense form of the verb and (2) the
simple past form.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. You have

A. do
B. did

#C. done

good work today.
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OBJECTIVE 15

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs eat, give, write, and
take.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verbs eat, jam,
write, and take. The student uses (1) the -s form for third-person
singular subjects (e.g., eats), but the form without -s for all otner
subjects of sentences in the present tense, (2) the simple past without
an auxiliary, and (3) the past participle with an auxiliary verb. The

simple past and past participle forms of these verbs are created through
spelling and pronunciation changes:

Present Simple Past Past Participle

eat, eats ate
give, gives gave
write, writes wrote
take, takes took

eaten
given
written
taken

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify eat, slye, write,
and take as irregular verbs and to identify their correct simple past
and past participle form.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms
(which are the difficult elements of the objective) and
(2) the present-tense forms are regular and are assessed
by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus Is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past fort '1 complete the sentence. Dis-
tractors consist of (1) the other past form co the verb and (2) a nonce
word created by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This

third chcice is provided because its selection can reveal whether the
student recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in
the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word pcs In the blank?

1. Terry has all the cherry pie.

A. cited
B. ate

NC. eaten

539
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OBJECTIVE 16

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs know, rise, blow, ja,
choose, and freeze.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verbs know, rise,
blow, fa, choose, and freeze. The student uses (1) the -s (or -es)
VG for thTTIFFirson singular subjects (e.g., knows), but the form
without -s for all other subjects of sentences in the present tense, (2)

the simple past without an auxiliary, and (3) the past participle form
with an auxiliary verb. The simple past and past participle forms of
these verbs are created through spelling and pronunciation changes:

Present Simple Past

know, knows knew
rise, rises rose
blow, blows blew
fly, flies flew
choose, chooses chose
freeze, freezes froze

Past Participle

known
risen
blown

flown
chosen
frozen

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify know, rise, blow,
ja, choose, and freeze as irregular verbs and to identify their correct
simple past and past participle forms.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed because (1) the
instructional guide focuses primarily on past forms

(which are the difficult elements of the objective) and
(2) the present-tense forms are regular and are assessed
by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the other past form and (2) a nonce word created
by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This third choice
is provided because its selection can reveal whether the student recog-
nizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in the same way
45 they are for regular verbs.
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ITEM

Directions:, Which word goes in the blank?

1. Amy gets up every day before the sun has .

A. rose

B. rised

#C. Hsen

ft.

54i
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OBJECTIVE 17

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs run and tell.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verbs run and
tell. The student uses (1) the -s form for third-person singular sub-
Jetts (e.g., runs), but the form without -s for all other subjects of
sentences in the present tense, (2) the simple past without an auxil-
iary, and (3) the past participle with an auxiliary verb. The simple
past forms of these verbs are formed through spelling and pronunciation
changes; the past participle form is the same as the present for run
and the same as the simple past for tell:

Present Simple Past !!!,t Partite

run, runs ran rn
tell, tells told told

Implicit in this objective is the ability to Identify run and tell as
irregular verbs and to identify their correct past forms.

Commert: Present tense is not assessed (except through distractor
use) because (1) the instructional guide focuses primarily
on past forms (which are the difficult elements of the
objective) and (2) the present -sense forms are regu:ar and
are assessed by other objectives.

:TEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) another form of the verb and (2) a nonce word
produced by adding -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This third
choice is provided because its selection can reveal whether the student
recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in the
same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Last night Jimmy

A. tell

B. telled
#C. told

his friend about his new pet.
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OBJECTIVE 18

Apply the rule for using forms of the verbs let and leave.

Assessment Level: 4B

CONTENT

The student uses the verbs let and leave according to the appropriateness
of their meaning in the context. The instructional guide provides the
following definitions:

let:

leave:

to allow; to give permission
to go away; to allow to remain

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing a ver'o. The student

selects the word with the meaning that is appropriate for the context.
Let and leave serve as the only distractors for each other in order to
ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions:' Which word goes in the blank?

1. The teach,r will

A. leave

#B. let

the class go oitside.
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OBJECTIVE 19

Auply the rule for using forms of the verb sit.

Assessment i.evel: 4B

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verb sit. The
student uses (1) the -s form for third-person singular subjects (i.e.,
sits), but the fors. gthcott -s for all other subjects of sentences in
the present tense, I-) the simple past without an auxiliary. and (3) the
past parti:tple with an auxiliary verb. The past and past participle
fn-ms of this verb, which are the same, are. created through spelling
and pronunciation changes'

Present

sit, sits

Simple Past Past Participle

sat sat

Implicit in thiS objective is the ability to identify sit as an irregular
verb and to identify thz. correct past form.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed (except through distractors
use) because (1) the instructional guide focuses primarily
on pas forms (which are the difficult elements of the
objective) and (2) the present tense forms are regular and
are assessed by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the present form of the verb and (2) a nonce
word created by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This

third choice is provided because i.s selection can reveal whether the
student recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in
the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Susan has in the big chair for a long time.

OA. sat

B. sit

C. slued

54,1
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OBJECTIVE 20

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb teach.

Assessment Level 4B

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate form of the irregular verb teach. The
student uses (1) the -es form with third-person singular subjects (i.e.,
teaches), but the form without -es with all other subjects of sentences
in the present tense, (2) the simple past without an auxiliary, and (3)
the past participle with an auxiliary verb. The simple past and past
participle forms of this verb, which are the same, are created through
spelling and pronunciation changes:

Present Simple Past

teach, teaches

Past Participle

taught taught

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify teach as *n
irregular verb and to identify the correct past form.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed (except through distractor
use) because (1) the instructional guide focuses primarily
on past forms (which are the difficult elements of the
objective) and (2) the present-tense forms are regular and
are assessed by other objectives.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The
student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the present form of the verb and (2) a nonce word
created by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This third
choice is provided because its selection can reveal whether the student
recgonizes that the past tenses for son,: verbs are not formed in the same
way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Yesterday, Mr. Brooks
a new game.

A. teach
B. teached

IC. taught

54d

the class how to play
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OBJECTIVE 21

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb g52..

Assessment Level: 4B

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verb go. The

student uses (1) oes with third-person singular subjects, but Is with
all other subjectilif sentences in the present tense, (2) the sTiol,
past without an auxiliary, and (3) the past participle with an auxio,ary
verb. The following are the forms of this verb:

Present Simple Past Past Participle

go, goes went none

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify .a as an irregular
verb and to identify the correct past forms of this verb.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed because (1) the instructional
guide focuses primarily on past forms (which are the
difficult elements of the objective) and (2) the present-
tense forms are regular and are assessed by objectives
covering subject-verb agreement.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a senten with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) the other past form and (2) a nonce word created
by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This third choice
is provided because its selection can reveal whether the student recog-
nizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in the same way
as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes In the blank?

1. The doctor has

A. goed
B. went

NC. gone

home for the day.

546
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OBJECTIVE 22

Apply the rule for using forms of the verb lie.

Assessment Level: 413

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate forms of the irregular verb lie
(meaning "recline"). the student uses (1) lies for third-person
singular subjects. but He for all other subjects of sentences in the
present tense, (2) the WTle past without an auxiliary, and (3') the

past participle with an auxiliary verb. The simple past and past
participle forms of this verb are created through spelling and
pronunciation changes:

Present

lie, lies

Simple Past Past Participle

lay lain

Implicit in this objective is the ability to identify lie as aprirregular
verb and to identify the correct past form.

Comment: Present tense is not assessed because (1) the instructional
guide focuses primarily on past forms (which are the dif-
ficult elements of 0.2 objective) and (2) present-tense
forms are regular and are assessed by other objectives.

ITEM DESCR!PTION

The stimulus i; a sentence with a blank replacing the main verb. The

student selects the correct past form to complete the sentence. Dis-

tractors consist of (1) tne other past form and (2) a nonsense word
created by adding the -ed suffix to the base form of the verb. This

third choice is provideTbecause its selection can reveal whether the
student recognizes that the past tenses for some verbs are not formed in
the same way as they are for regular verbs.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. The cat has on the chair all day.

A. lied

O. lay

#C. lain

541
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OBJECTIVE 23

Apply the rule for using the words a and an.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student uses the article a before words that begin with a consonant
sound (e.g., box, a uniform and the article an before words that begin
with a vowel s...wid q7i77irra le, an hour). The important distinguishing

criterion is the initial sound*thethilZirthat follows the article,
regardless of how it is spelled. For example, the Initial letter in
uniform is a vowel, but the initial sound is a consonant; the initial
letter in hour is a consonant, but the initial sound is a vowel.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus Is a sentence with a blank replacing the article. The
student selects a or an to complete the sent nee. Thus a and an serve
as distracters for each other. Answe, thoices are ilmited to two in
these items to ensure precise assessment of the skill.

Comment: Oral assessment may be more appropriate for this objective
because an oral context emphasizes the initial sound of
the following word rather than the initial letter.

ITEMS

Directions:' Which word goes in the blank?

I. We had hard time thinking of a game to play.

#A. a

B. an

2. George ate apple for lunch.

A. a

#8. en
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OBJECTIVE 24

Apply the rule for using the words good and well.

Assessment Level. 5.k

CONTENT

The student uses good as an adjective to modify nouns and well as
(1) an adverb to modify verbs and (2) an adjective to express the state
of a physical condition (e.g., a person feels/looks well).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student selects good or well. Answer choices are limited to these
two words in order to ensure precise assessmen of the objective.

ITEM

Directions Which word goes in the blank/

1. Linda rides a bike very

A. good

#8. well

5C)
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OBJECTIVE 25

Apply the rule for using the words its and it's.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that its and it's are homophones--they sound the
same, but have different meanings and different spellings. The student
uses its as a possessive form and it's as the contracted form of it is.
Given the context in which the particular homophone occurs, the student
uses the correct spelling.

Comment: Since the homophones in a given set are always pronounced
alike, it is impossible to use the "wrong" homophone in
speech. Consequently, the use of correct homophones is
more appropriately considered to be a spelling skill.

Homophones are difficult for many students because their spellings are
not based on sound or rules alone, but on meaning as well. Consequently,

students must depend upon memory to choose correctly between homophones.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the sentence and then selects its or it's to complete

the sentence. Answer choices are limited to these two words in order to
ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions:' Which word goes in the blank?

1. The dog was chasing

4. it's

#B. its

tail.
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OBJECTIVE 26

Apply the rule for using the words their .;id they're.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that their and they're are homophones--they sound
the same, but have different meanings and different spellings. The stu-

dent uses their as a possessive form and they're as the contracted form
of they are. Given the context In which the part?c6lar homophone occurs,
the student uses the correct spelling.

Cornmeal: Since the homophones in a given set are always pronounced
alike, it is impossible to use the "wrong" homophone in
speech. Consequently, the use of correct homophones is
more approortately considered to be a spelling skit).

Homophones are cficult for many students because their spellings are
not based on sou...! or rules alone, but on meaning as well. Consequently,

students must 4PoPncl t:pon memory to choose coi 'ectly between homophones.

ITEM DESCRIPTION_

The stimulus is F sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the scItenct. and theft selects their or they're to com-

plete the sentence. Answer choices are limited to these two words in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions hir.h word goes in the blank?

1, The children put

#A. their

6. they re

books away.
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OBJECTIVE 27

Apply the rule for using he words whose and who's.

Assessment Level;' 5B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that whose and who's are homophones--they sound
the same, but have different meanings and different spellings. The stu-
dent uses whose as a possessive form and who's as the contracted form of
'-*o is. Given the context in which the particular homophone occurs, the
student uses the correct spelling.

Comment; Since the homophones in a given set are always pronounced
alike, it is impossible to use the "wrong': homophone in
speech. Cnnsequently, the use of correct homophones is
more appropriately considered to be a spelling skill.

Homophones are difficult for many students because their spellings are
not based on sound or rules alone, but on meaning as well. Consequently,,
students must depend upon memory to choose correctly between homophones.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the sentence and then selects whose or who's to com-
pleteplete the sentence. Answer choices are limited to these two words in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions:: Which word goes in the blank?

1. Eric wants to know

WA. whose
B. who's

book this is.
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OBJECTIVE 28

Apply the rule for using the words your and you're,

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student recognize, that your and you're are homophones--tney sound
the same, but have different meanings and different spellings. The stu-
dent uses your as a possessive form and you're as the contracted form of
you are. Given the context in which the particular homophone occurs,
the student uses the correct spelling.

Comment: Since the homophones in a giv.n set are always pronounced
alike, it is impossible to use the "wrong" homophone in
speech. Consequently, the use of correct homophones is
more appropriately considered to be a, spelling skill.

Homophones are difficilt for many students because their spellings are
not based on souAd or rules alone, but on meaning as well. Consequently,

students must depAnd upon memory to choose correctly between homophones,

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the sentence and then selects your or you're to com-

plete the sentenc Answer choices are limited to these two words in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

trEm

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. When finished with the test, let me know.,

A. your
#B. you're
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OBJECTIVE 29

Apply the rule for using the words among and between.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student uses the words among and between correctly. The student uses

the word
in

in referring to more than two entities and the word
between in referring to only two entities.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the _entente and then selects among or between to com-
plete the sentence. Answer choices are limited to these two words in
order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.

ITEM

Directions; Which word goes in the blank?

1. Ms.. Deal divided the work
and Jan.

RA. among
B. between

Ronnie, Alex, Amy,
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OBJECTIVE 30

Apply the rule for using the words am: and no

Assessment Level:, 6A

CONTENT

The student uses the words Alt and no correctly. The student uses .ar_it

in negative contexts in order to construct sentences with single rather
than double negatives (e.g., He doesn't have any fish' and no in a sen-
tence context that does not contain another negative He has no
fish),

Comment: Other double-negative constructions are assessed under
Objective 10 at Level 3B.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the sentence a...d then selects lay. or no 2 complete the
sentence. Answer choices are limited to these two words in order to
ensure precise assessment of the objective.

111
ITEM

Directions Which word goes in the blank?

1. When we got to the movie, we didn't have money.

#A. 3ny

B. no
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DDACTIVE 31

Apply the rule for using the words at to, in, and into.

Comment: At the district's suggestion, in and into were not covered
in the assessment because distinguishing between these
two words is difficult even for educated adults.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student uses the appropriate preposition of location and direction
in a prepositional phrase that shows the relationship Letween two words
in a sentence--the word modified and the objet.: of the prepositional
phrase. The student uses et and to according to the following criteria:'

at: indicates the !citation is already attained

to: shows direction toward

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word beiongs.
This stimulus clearly suggests attained location when the item is
eilciting at ai a response, and movement in the direction toward some-
thing when tht item is eliciting to as a response. The student reads
the sentence and then selects the correct preposition to complete the
sentence. Answer choices are limited to the words at and to because
discrimination among three or more choices would require greatly expanded
stimuli in order to preclude ambiguity.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

1. All the children ran down the street when it was time
to go the swimming pool.

IA. to

B. at



OBJECTIVE 32

Apply the rule for using the words himself and themselves.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student uses the reflexive pronouns himself and themselves correctly.
The student understands that these pronouns are unlike other reflexives
in that himself and themselves consists of an objective (i.e., him, them)
rather than a possessive pronoun (i.e., his, their) plus self or selves.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank where the assessed word belongs.
The student reads the sentence and selects the reflexive form that has
the objective ratlar than the possessive pronoun. Answer choices are
limited to two in order to ensure precise assessment of the objective.
For himself, hisself is the distractor; for themselves, theirselves is
the distractor.

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

I. Ricardo went to the zoo by

WA. himself

B. hisself
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OBJECTIVE 33

Apply the rules for using the correct forms of words.

Assessment Level; 68

CONTENT

The en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier levels are covered
here. See those objectives for the relevant content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For descriptions of th,t items included for this review, see the
specifications at lower levels.

ITEMS

For example items, see specifications at lower levels.

*A
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ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions

of a large metropolitan school district. The specifications include

content descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction

of appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing

the objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FO LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART VI: SPELLING

Larry Gentry and Ann Humes

working in collaboration with a large metropolitan school district,

SWRL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

',A and 8) of Levees 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the district's elementary

schools. This paper provides deteiled specifications for one large cate-

gory of objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the district's

instructional guide. In the first section of the paper background for the

project is provided. This background includes a discussion of some of _the

activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the assessment

specifications; it also outlines the types of information and material

included in the language-arts specification. Thc. background is followed

by specifications for the objectives in the Spelling category.

BACKGKOUND

Presented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language-arts objectives and recommended that

particular objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions were

recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a

different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2) when

the skill did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described appropriate assessment differences for objectives

the had been listed by the district for testing at more than one semester..
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For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could be differentiated only by the type

of format or the vocabulary level used in the items. SWRL also commented

that sore objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of textbook presen-

tation, seemed to be specified for assessment at a grade that might be

too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations SWRL '.ad proposed for objectives

listed for assessment more than one semester. However, district

people ultimately decided not to Aifferentiate between or among levels

of assessment, out to assess the whole objective for every semester at

which ,hat objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared ty SWRL staff. The

specifications were based pr'larily on en analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL's analyses of language-a,ts

textbooks. In some cases, where the statement of the objective was

amenable to interpretations other than that described in the guide,

special care was taken to insure that resulting assessments would align

with the local program, as described in the district's instructional

guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specifications include content descriptions that note factors

involved in the use of each objective, ircluding other inherent skills



and prerequisite knowledge. Each content description is followed by an

item description. The item description explains both the item stimulu

and the answer choices. The item description also notes any other impor-

tant considerations relevant to assessing an objective in the particular

item format. At least one sample item is then presented fz- each objective;

more items are included in the case of items that are interrelated by for-

mat or content. The sample items are generally ones actually used in the

assessment instruments, except that, for this document, the correct answer

is marked with a number sign (0).

Teachers are encouraged to read (and explain) directions if students

do not understand them. Teachers are also permitted o help students if

they do not understand how to do a tack., so long as the "help" does not

cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Harris and Jacobson wore '1st.*

The words used for the A-level surveys are generally those listed at

or more grades below the ;eve) of assessment. The words for the

B-level surveys are those listed for one or more grade le-Als below.

Such vocabulary control minimizes the nossible interference that poor

readir: skills may have on spelling ability.

The Harris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of technical

terms needed for directions (e.g., sentence, punctuation, capitalize),

Such words were avoided where possible, but using them was necessary in

*Harris, A, L & Jacobson, H. D, Basic elementary reading
voc ,ularies. New York: Macmillan, 1972.

562
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many cases. In some instance. when acceptable synonyms were available,

the district preferred to use the technical terms

The assessment specifications are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered tSe most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to the Spelling objectives covered in Part VI, other

areas of language arts assessment are described in the following documents:

Part I: Listening
Part II: Grammar Usage
Part ill: Sentence Structure
Part IV: Capitalization and Punctuation
Part V: Language Expression
Part VII: Literature
Part VIII: Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal Cenmunication

563
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OBJECTIVE

Construct plurals of nouns ending in / following a consonant.

sessment Level; 3A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that, while most noun plurals are formed by
adding -s or -es to the rout word, the plurals of certain words that
end with the letter / are formed by modifying the spelling of the root
word before adding the suffix.

The student understands the following specific rules:

1. When a noun ends with 1. preceded oy a consonant, the plural is

formed by changing the / to i and adding the suffix -es (e.g.,
baby - babies, penny-pennies.).

2. Wen a noun ends with / preceded by a vowel, the plural is

formed by adding the suffix -s (e.g., k-boys, .12/.-112v).
This rule is covered by Objective 3.

Knowledge of the term plural is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimuli are two pictures with accompanying text. The first picture
depicts a single object or character; the picture is accopanied by zne
phrase describing its number and nature (e.g., one penn/). The other
picture depicts two of the same thing; it is acccmpanied by the adjec-
t:ve "two" and a blank where the noun plural belongs. The student
selects the correctly suffixed word from three ansver :hoices. The

correct answer is the plural form in which the final / (preceded by a
consonant) has been changed to i and the -es suffix has been added. The

distractors are (1) the unchanged root wore plus -s, and (2) the unchanged
root word plus -es.

ITEM

Directions: The first picture shows just one thing.

The other picture shows two of the same thing.
Which word is the right spelling for more than one?

1. [picture one pennyl 'picture. two pennies]

une penny cWO

frA. pennies
B., pennyes
C. pennys
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SPECIFICATIONS

OBJECTIVE I

Construct plurals by adding -s and -es to words,

Assessment Level:' 34

CONTENT

The student recognizes that the plural of a noun is usually formed by
adding -s or -es to the root word.. The student understands that -s
forms the plural of most nouns, but that -es occurs after words that
end with the letters s, 2, sh, ch, and x.

Knowledge of the ttrm Viral is not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Tle stimulus is a picture of two identical objects The name of -le
object (in its singular form) is also presented, with a blank at the
erd of the word v.:-ere the plural suffix belongs, The student selects
the correct suffix from three answer choices. The distractors include
the incorrect plural suffix (i.e., -s or -es) and an incorrect spelling
(i.e., -ses) that represents an over-generalization of the rule.

ITEM

Directions' Which letter or letters finish the word?

I, [picture: two boxes]

00 X

A. ses
#8., es

C, s
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OBJECTIVE 3

Cons:'uct plurals of nouns ending in y following a vowel.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that the plurals of certain words that end with
the letter y are formed by modifying the spelling of the root word
before adding the suffix, Th.: student understands the following specific
rules for forming plurals

1. When a noun ends with lr preceded by a vowel, the plural is

foined by adding the suffix -s (e.g., bow -boys, day-days),

2, Wnen a noun ends with lr preceded by a consonant, the plural is

formed by changing the y to i and adding the suffix -es ',e.g.,
.1.12y-babies, penny-pennies). This rule is covered by Objective 2,

Km-J.ledge of the term plural is not prerequisite to this objective..

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimuli are two pictures with accompanying text, The first picture
depicts a single thing; the picture is accompanied by the phrase describ-
ing its number and nature (e.g., one boy). The other picture depicts two
of the same thing; it is accompanied by the adjective "two" and a blank
where the noun plural belongs, The student selects the correctly suffixed
word fro!. three answer choices. The correct answer is tne plural form in
which -s has been added to the root word, The distracters are (1) the
modified root word (y :hanged to I) plus and (2) the unchanged root
word plus -es.

ITEM

Directions: The first picture shows SJSt one thing,
The other picture shows two of the same thing,
hnich ord is the right spelling for more than one?

1, [picture: one boy] [picturef two boys)

one boy

A. boles

#15. boys
boies
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OBJECTIVE 4

Construct the plural of noun' formed in the same and fn irregular ways.

Assessment Level: 3B

CC4TENT

The student recognizes that the plural form of some nc-ms is srelled the
same as the singular form (e.g., one deer-two deer). The student also
recognizes that the plural of some nouns is formed by changing the
spelling of the root word (e.g., one mantwo men). Liven a rocs word,
the student can pro:lute its correctly spelled plural form,

Plurals that are formed by changing f to v or ye and e'clding s are assessed

by Objective 13.

Knowledge of the term plural is not prerequisite to this objective.

RTE?! DESCRIPTION

The vimulus is a sentence that requIres tne plural form of the target
word. A blank is placed where the plural belongs. The student select:.

tne correct plural form from three answer choices.

,tern 1 assesses the student's at lity to identify an unchanging plural
form.. Only one distractor, the plural form plus the suffix -s, is

employed for this objective. Other incorrect spellings are unlikely
(e.g., sheepes) and are therefore not employed as distractors

Item 2 assesses tne student's ability to identify a plural form that
requires oodification of the root word. The d;stractors include (1) the
singular form plus the suffix -s, and (2) the plura! form plus the suffix
s.

ITEMS

Directi(ns: Which word goes in the blanO

I. Th- farmer has many

#A, sheep
B, cheeps

2. There were two in the cars

A, mans

B. mens
#C. men
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OBJECTIVE 5

Apply the rule for dropping the final vowel when adding suffixe udt
begin with vowels (keeping long vowel sounds.)

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that the addition of a suffix to a root word often
requires a modification in the spelling of the root word. The student
applies the rule that when a suffix beginning with a vowel is added to a
root word that consists of three or more letters and ends with a single
letter e, the final e in the root word must be dropped (e.g time + er =
timer, but see + Inca= seeing).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Tna student is presented with the root word (placed in a box) and a
sentence that requires the use of a suffixed form of the root word. A

blank is placed ..,here the suffixed form belongs. The student selects the
correct spelling from three answer choices. The correct answer is the

word in which the final e has been dropped and the proper suffix added,.
The oistractors for item 1 are (1) the unchanged root word plus the
suffix, and (2) a spelling in which the final e has been dropped and the
suffix added, but the final consonant has been doubled. This latter dis-

tractor is also included in item 2. The other distractor is clanged to
reflect an error in which the final e is urolped, but the suffix is

iinccrrectly spelled. Such an error Ti.e., savd) N. more likely in words

reqt:;ring a suffix. begin ing with the letter e than is an error in which

a double e occur! (e.g., saveed),

11 EMS

Directions: Look at the word in the box. Which form of that word goes

in the blank? Remember what you have learned about adding
endings to words,

1. Lmake 1

Jenny is a new house for her dog.

2,

A. makt:ng
#D. making
C, makking

rsavel

A. savved

B. savci

#C. saved

some cake for ;ou,

e'rs
ot.):1



OBJECTIVE 6

Apply the rule for using an apostrophe to show possession (singular).

Assessment Level: 3B

CONTENT

The student uses apostrophes correctly in singular possessive forms. Thus
the student must identify the correct position of the apostrophe in the
singular possessive (i.e., between the root word and the -s; e.g., boy's),

Singular possessives may be formed from singular proper or common nouns
(e.g., :ohn's/doz's) or from indefinite pronouns (e.g., someone's). How-
ever, incefinite pronouns are not included in this assessment because they
are not covered in instruction. Neither are possessive inanimate nouns
assessed since they are less frequent and are not accepted by some
grammar authorities (e.g., rot the cup's handle but the handle of the
cur)),

Implicit in this skill is the ability to distinguish between singular
possessives and the plural forms of nouns. However, students Should not
be expected to distinguish between written forms of singular and plural
possessives at this grace level. Plural possessives are designated for
assessment at Levels 5A and 5B by Objective 9.

Knowledge of the technical terms apostrophe and singular possessive is
not prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank replacing a singular possessive.
The student ;elects, from three pnswer choices, the :orrectly spelled
singular possessive form that completes the sentence. The distractors
are (I) a form with J apostrophe and (2) a fore in which the apostrophe
precedes, by one letter, its correct positor in the word.. Forms with
the epos rophe after the word (e,q,, mothers') are not uSed as distractors
because they represent the plural possessive,

ITEM

Directions: Which word goes in the blank?

I. This is mY friend.

A. mothers

B, rrothe'rs

SC, mother's
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OBJECTIVE 7

Apply the rule for doubling final consonats when adding suffixes that
begin with vowels ;keeping the short vowel sound).

Assessment Levels:. 4A and 4B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that the addition of a suffix to a one-syllable
root word often requires a modification in the spelling of that root word.
The student applies the rule that when a suffix beginning with a vowel is

added to a root word that ends with a single consonant letter preceded by
a single vowel letter, the final consonant in the root word must be
doubled. (When word final, the letters w and x are parts of vowel spellings
and are not treated as single consonants.)

Content for 4A is tha -11a suffix. Content for 4B includes the ed, -er,

-est, and suffixes.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with a short-vowel word (placed in a box) and a
sentence that requires a suffixed form of the root word. A blank is placed
where the suffixed form belongs. The student selects the correct spelling
from three answer choices. The correct answer is the word in which the
final consonant has been doubled and the suffix has been added. The
distractors are (1) a misspelling in which the correct suffix has been
added out the final consonant has not been doubled, and (2) a misspelling
in which the final consonant is doubled, but the suffix has been spelled
incorrectly,

ITEMS

Level 4A

Directions: Look at the word in the box.. Which fore of the word
finishes the sentence? Remember what you have learned
about adding endings to words,

L r35-1

Greg is

A, diging

B, diggin
#C. digging

57

in the garden,
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Level 46

Directions: Look at the word in the box. Which form of the word
fin'shes the sentence? Remember what you have learned
abort adding endings to words.

1 . I s topl

The car at the cornec.

A. stoppt
#13, stopped

C. stoped



OBJECTIVE 8

Apply the rule for keeping the final e when adding suffixes that begin
with consonants.

Assessment Levels: 5A and 5B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that when a suffix beginning with a consonant is
added to a word ending with the single letter e, the e is usual'', retained
(e.g safe + safely).

This objective presumes that the student also understands that when
suffixes that begin with vowels are added to wc.ds that end with single
e, the e ib usually dropped (e.g.. hope + = honing), This rule is
covered by lbjective 5.

Content for 5A is the -I/ suffix. Content for 5B includes the -less and
-ful suffixes'

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with the root word (placed in a box) and a
sentence that requires a suffixed form of the root word. A blank is

placed where the suffixed form belongs., The student selects the correct
spelling frc,r0 two answer choices, The correct answer is the word in
which the suffix has been added to the unchanged root word, The dis-

tractor is a woad in which the final e has teen dropped and the suifix
added. Answer choces are limited to two fn order to ensure precise
assessment of the objective.

ITEMS

Level 5A

Directions: look at the word in the box., Which form of the word
completes the sentence? Remember what you have learned

about adding endings to words.

1. [safe

The airplane landed

A, safly
#8, safely
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Level 58

Directions: Lc-A at the word in the box, Which form of the word
com..Ietes the sentence? Remember what you have learned

about adding endings to words.

use

A broken hammer is .........
A. usless

#8, useless
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OBJECTIVE 9

Apply the rule for using an apostrophe to show possession (plural).

Assessment Levels: 5A and 5B

CONTENT

The student uses apostrophes correctly to form plural possessives. The

student must identify the correct positior, of the apostrophe in the plural
possessive. The correct position of the apostrophe in regular plural
possessives is after the s plural marker (e.g., boys-Loys'). The correct
form for irregular plural possessives not endir% with s is 's (e.g.,
children-children's). This latter form parallels the correct form for
regular sTrliiii;77113uns (e.g., dog - dog's) and is generally easier for

students at this level.

Content for 5A is irregular plural possessives, Content for 5B is regular
plural possessives.

Implicit in the objective at Level 5A is the abllily to distinguish
between irregular plural possessives and the plura forms of nouns. How-

ever, students are not required to distinguish between irregular ana
regular plural possessives until Level 58. Singular possessives are
covered by Objective 6 pt Level 3B.

Knowledge of.the terms apostrophe ant; plural possessive is not
prerequisite to this objective,

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of related .ententes. The first sentence establishes
..he plural nature of the target word and the second sentence requires a
plural possessive. A blank es placed where the correct spelling belongs.
The student selects the correct enswer from three answer choices, The dis-

tractors are (1) forms with no apostrophe, and (2) forms in which the
apostrophe precedes, by one letter, its correct position in the word, As

noted above, forms with the apostrophe after the word (e.g., childrens')
are not used as distractors at level 5A because they are constructed in
the same way as regular plural possessives, which are assessed at Level 58.

ITEMS

Level 5A

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence?

1. the children read their stories to the class,

The stories were very good,

A, child,ens
B, childre'ns

#C, children's
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Level 58

,Ditections: 104oh word finishes the ,entente?

1. Mike has two do9s.
The names are clip and Flash..

A. dog's

B. cogs
PC. dogs'

0

576
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OBJECTIVE 10

Apply the rule for spelling words combining i and e.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student hears the stressed vowel sound in a two-syllable word and
generates the corresponding vowel digraph with the appropriate ie or ei
spelling.

r.

Prerequisite to this skill is knowledge of the following rhyme that is
used in the instructional guide to teach this objective.

Use i before e,
Except after c.
Or when sounded like a,
As in neighbor or weigh.

Comment: Exceptions to this rule include words in which the /ch/
or /sh/ sound precedes the vowel (e.g.. ancient, sufficient),
words in which the adjoining vowels are parts of two dif-
ferent syllables (e.g., science) and many common words such
as their, hei_ght, either. foreign, etc.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimuli.. is a sentence that employs a trio- syllable word in which the
stressed syllable is a vowel digraph that (1) is spelled ie or ei, and

(2) conforms to the rhyme taught in instruction. A blank is placed where
the assessed word belongs. The student selects the correct spelling from
three answer choices. The distractors are (1) an incorrect spelling of
the same word in which the letters of the digraph are transposed (e.g.,
le becomes ei), and (2) an incorrect spelling in which another digraph
TOr the sound is employed.

ITEM

Directions: Which word finishes the sentence?

1. Did you any mail?

A. receave
B. receave

#C. receive
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OBJECTIVE 11

Apply the rule for adding prefixes (un, re, El, dis).

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student recognizes that certain words are formed by the addition of
a prefix to a root word. Given a root word, the student generates the
appropriate prefix to spell a meaningful word.

The student understands that prefixes often have predictable meanings.
The prefix un- frequen.ly means "not" (e.g., unhappy), but sometimes
means that an operation is reversed (e.g., unwind); re- can mean either
"again" (4.g., reform) or "back" (e.g., ret7,70; 21: means "before"

d(e.g., is means "not" (e.g., slispleaser the "opposite of"
(e.g., disappear).

Prefixes are frequently attached to word parts rather than root words
(e.g., until, receive, predict, disgust). This aspect is not covered
in instruction. Consequently, this facet of prefix usage is not assessed.

Comment: Although this objective is categorized as a spelling
activity, instruction in the guide deals exclusively with
meaning. Thus, the spelling of prefixes is not assessed
here.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a pair of related sentences. The first sentence provides
the context for the second. The second sentence requires a prefixed word
for its meaningful completion, but a blank is placed where the target
word belongs. The student selects the correct answer f-om three answer
choices. The distractors are both inappropriately prefixed forms of the
root word.

ITEM

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

1. The glass fell, but it didn't break.
The glass is

IA. unbroken
B. prebroken
C. rebroken
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OBJECTIVE 12

Apply the-rule for using proper nouns and adjectives formed from proper
nouns.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student capitalizes proper nouns and proper adjectives.

The student understands that a proper noun is a word that names a
particular person, place, or thing, and that such words are always cap-
italized (e.g., Nancy, Mexico, Christmas). The student also understands
that proper nouns and W7o737-forMaT7-Wiproper nouns can act as adjectives
(e.g., Hawaiian pineapple); such words are called proper adjectives and,
like proper nouns, are always capitalized.

Comments: Some adjectives in the instructional guide are often
considered noun adjuncts rather than proper adjectives
(e.g., Ford automobile).

The instructional guide deals with the capitalization
of proper nouns and proper adjectives. Consequently,
this assessment focuses on capitalization rather than
other elements of spelling structure. The capitalization
of proper nouns is also assessed by objectives in other
sections.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence that employs a proper noun (i.e., United
States in item I) or a proper adjective (i.e., French in item 2). A blank
Winced where the target word belongs. The student selects the correct
answer from two answer choices. The correct answer is either a capitalized
proper adjective that is inferred from the use of a proper noun in the
sentence (see item 1), or (2) a capitalized proper noun that is Inferred
from the use of a proper adjective in the sentence (see item 2). The

distractor for both items is the uncapitalized form of the same word.
Only one distractor is employed in order to provide precise assessment
of the objective.

ITEMS

Directions: Which word completes the sentence?

1. People who lave in the United States are often called

IA. Americans
B. americans
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2. The French language is spoken in

A. france

#B. France

580
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OBJECTIVE 13

Appiy the rule for making words plural by changing f or fe to v.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student recognizes that the plural of certain root words that end
with f or fe is formed by changing the f or fe to v and adding -es
(e.g., calf:Calves, wife-wives).

Since the instructional guide does not deal with words that do not follow
this rule, students are not required to be familiar with exceptions (e.g.,

chef-chefs, safe-safes) Nevertheless, some students may recognize that
the proper mode ainNation can be predicted on the basis of sound. If

/vz/ is heard at the end of the plural word, then the rule :s applied.
If /fs/ is heard at the end of the plural word, the proper suffix is the
letter s and no change in the root word is required

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with a word that ends with f or fe. The target
word is displayed in isolation in a box. The student is also given a
sentence that requires the use of the plural form of the root word, but
a blank is placed where the suffixed form belongs. The student selects
the correct spelling from three answer choices. The correct answer is
the word in which the f or fe has been changed to v and the -es suffix
has been added. The drstractors are (I) a form in which the suffix -s
has been added to the root word, and (2) a form in which the f or fe
has been changed to v, but s (rather than -es) has been added.

ITEM

Directions: Look at the word in the box. Ihich form of the word
completes the sentence? Remember what you have learned
about adding endings to words.

1. rhTrn

Tony cut the apple into two

A. halfs

#B. halves
C. halvs
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OBJECTIVE 14

Apply the rule for spelling words correctly.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier levels are covered
here. See those objectives for the relevant content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

For descriptions of the items included for this review, see objectives
at lower levels.

ITEMS

For example items, see specifications for objectives at lower levels.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART VII: LITERATURE

Ann Humes, Bruce Cronnell, and Leila Fiege-Kollmann

Working in collaboration with a '.arge metropolitan school district,

SAL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

(A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the district's elementary

schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one category of

objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the district's

instructional guide. In the first section of the paper, background for

the project is provided. This background includes a discussion of some

of the activities SWRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the assess-

ment specifications; it also outlines the types of information and material

included in the language-arts specifications. The background is followed

by specifications for the objectives in the Literature category.

BACKGROUND

Presented with a list of language-arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language-arts objectives and recommended that

particular objectives be deleted from assessment. These deletions were

recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a

different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2) when

the skill did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described appropriate assessment differences for objectives

that had been listed by the district for testing at more than one semester.
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For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could only be differentiated by the type

of format or the vocabulary level used in the items. SWRL also commented

that some objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of textbook presen-

tation, seemed to be specified for assessment at a grade that might be

too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRI.'s recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations SWRL had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. However, district people

ultimately decided not to differentiate between or among levels of assess-

ment, but to assess the whole objective for every semester at which that

objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRL staff. The

specifications are based primarily on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide, together with SWRL's analyses of language-arts text-

books. in some cases, where the statement of the objective was amenable

to interpretations other than that described in the guide, special care

was taken to insure that resulting assessments would align with the local

program, as described in the district's instructional guide.

For each assessed objective, complete specifications were provided.

These specifications include content descriptions that note factors

involved in the use of each objective, including other inherent skills

and prerequisite knowledge. Each content description is followed by an

item description. The item description explains both the item stimulus

and the answer choices. The item description also notes any other important
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considerations relevant to assessing an objective in the particular item

format. At least one sample item is then presented for each objective;

more items are included in the case of items that are interrelated by for-

mat or content. The sample items are generally ones sttually used in the

assessment instruments, with the following changes made for clarity in

this presentation:

1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign ( #).

2. Directions are included with each item. In the actual
instrument for jrades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to students; in
addition, more specific instructions are provided at
the early levels; e.g., "Look at number .

II

Teachers are also encouraged to read (and explain) directions if students

do not understand them. Teachers are permitted to help students if they

do not understand how to do a task, so long as the "help" does not cue

students directly to the correct response. Additionally, item stimuli

that consist of literary selections (e.g., 4 story, a poem) are to be

read aloud by the teacher.

The vocabulary used is f ..nd in the Harris and Jacobson word list.*

Although the policy established for vocabulary control required words

listed at grads below the level of at..essment, this constraint was not

strictly applied for Literature because the items are read by the teacher.

Although a few words in the items may not be in students' reading

vocabularies, these words should be well within student's oral vocabularies.

The Harris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of technical

terms needed for directions (e.g., metaphor; personification). Such words

---1147177877. L.; 6 Jacobson, M. D. Basic elementary reading
vocabularies. New York: Macmillan, 1972.



were avoided where possible, but using them was ne:essary in many cases.

In some instances the technical term were used at the district's request,

despite the availability of acceptable synonyms.

The assessment specifications are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to the Literature objectives covered in Part VII, other

areas of language-arts assessment are described in the following documents:

Part I:

Part II:
Part III:
Part IV:
Part V:

Part VI:
Part VIII:

Listening
Grammar Usage
Sentence Structure
Capitalization and Punctuation
Language Expression
Spelling
Study Skills, Mass Media, and Nonverbal Communication.
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SPECIFICATIONS

OBJECTIVE I

Recall details in a story.

Assessment Levels: IA and 1B

CONTENT

The student identifies details that are part of a story presented orally
by the teacher. The story is a short narrative with enough detail for
asking factual wh questions (who, what, where, when) about the content
of the story.

The difficulty of the distractors differentiates between IA and 111 content.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a simple story that the teacher reads aloud and the
students follow in their own booklets. The teacher asks questions about
details in the story. Each question and two answer choices--short
phrases -are in the test booklet. The student selects the phrase that
correctly answers the question. For Level 1A, the distractor is a
plausible answer, but one not directly related to the content of the

story. For Level 111, the distractor includes a key word in the story.

ITEMS

Level IA

Di:ections: Listen to the story. After I read the story, I will

ask some questions about it.

One morning Tom went for a walk on the farm. He
was picking some flowers when he saw a cat lying in the
gras.. "Hello, Mr. Cat," said Tom.

The cat said, "Hello, Tom. Isn't this a fine
morning?"

Tom was so surprised that he dropped his flowers.
"Yes, it is a fine morning," he said, "but I didn't
know that cats could talk."

Listen to each question and choose the right answer.

1 . When did Tom go for a walk?

in the morning at night
10 0
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2. Where was Tom?

on a farm in a house
#0 0

Level ID

Directions: Listen to the story. After I read the story, I will

ask some questions about it.

Judy had a big tree outside her house. One morning

she saw something yellow shining through the green
leaves. She ran out to the tree. A big yellow balloon
was tied to a tree branch. The balloon carried a note.
"Come to the picnic at 2 o'clock," it said.

Listen to each question and choose the right answer.

1. Where was the balloon?

in the house in the tree

0 #0

2. What color was the balloon?

yellow green
#0



OBJECTIVE 2

Distinguish between real and make believe.

Assessment Level: 1B

CONTENT

The student distinguishes between real animals and make-believe animals.
Make-believe animals, such as those found in fairy tales, have anthropo-
morphic characteristics (e.g., the ability to talk).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists of two pictures. One picture is a photograph of a
common animal (dog, cat, mouse). Actual photographs are necessary since
students may interpret drawings of real animals as not rear. The other
picture is of a "make-believe" animal: a drawing of the same kind of
animal, either dressed in clothes, or acting as a human being, or both
(dog reading, cat holding a glass and drinking milk).

The student identifies either the real or the make-believe animal.

ITEM

Directions: Look at the two pictures. Which picture shows a real
animal?

[1. picture: photograph

a real chicken

I0

of] picture: cartoon drawing
of a chicken wearing a
dress, carrying a basket
(as the "little red hen")

0



OBJICTIVE 3

Identify elements of a fairy tale.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student identifies elements that commonly belong to the realm of fairy
tales. Common elements that students should be familiar with include the
following:

beginning ("Once upon a time")
happy ending ("They lived happily ever after")
human characters with superhuman and heroic qualities
animal characters with human or superhuman qualities
characters with only good qualities
villains
fairy tale characters (e.g., witch, dragon, prince, princess,
queen, king, knight)

magic
number symbolism (e.g., three wishes, seven swans)

Comment: Two factors constrain the assessment of this objective.
First, knowledge of the elements in fairy tales depends
on exposure to fairy tales. Students hear and read many
stories, but a heritage of fairy tales may not be part of
their personal experience. Consequently, students may not
understand the difference between a fairy tale and a story
based on fact or realistic circumstances. The second
constraining factor is that almost anything can be an
element or excerpt of a fairy tale. Therefore, when the
student is presented with an element of a fairy tale and a
realistic object or event, the student may decide that the
realistic object/event does belong in a fairy tale.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with questions about elements that typically

belong in a fairy tale. The teacher reads the questions to the students,

and the students select their answers from two alternatives. The correct

response is a phrase or sentence describing a typical element of a fairy

tale; the distractor is a phrase or sentence describing a realistic or
factual object or event.

ITEM

Directions; Think about the fairy tales you know. Think about the kinds
of things that hanpen in fairy tales. Now listen to each

question and choose the right answer.

1. Which might you find in a fairy tale?

a TV show a magic ring

0 #0
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OBJECTIVE 4

Identify words and phrases which create imagery.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student identifies words and phrases that contribute to imagery in
poetry. Imagery is the use of words that typically appeal to senses:
sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste. The words used may appeal to
more than one sense simultaneously, but usually one sense is stronger,
as indicated by these examples:

sight: snow-capped mountains, sparkling blue lake, neon lights

hearing: bird singing, steam escaping through a narrow hole,
vacuum cleaner humming, children shouting

touch: sand paper, bark of tree, cool water, baby's silky hair

smell: wood burning, freshly baked cake, perfume

taste: tartness of lemon, sweetness of honey, saltiness of
pretzels

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a poem that the teacher reads aloud and the students
follow in their own booklets. The teacher reads the question, and the
student selects the answer from three alternatives. Each answer choice
is a fine from the poem; the correct answer choice has several descriptive
terms that appeal to the senses, and the distractors are lines without any
imagery.

ITEM

Directions: Read along and listen carefully to the poem. Then answer
the question.

1. RAIN SOUNDS

Tires swishing on a wet street

Make a special sound.
I look out the window,
The rain is coming down!

Drops tapping on a trash can
Before they hit the ground.
Tap-tap, swish-swish,
I like to hear those sounds.



Which words in this poem help us to hear the sounds
that the poem is about?

A. I look out the window.
111. Tap-tap, swish swish
C. Before they hit the ground.
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OBJECTIVE 5

Identify the moral choice of a fable.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student identifies the moral in a fable. A fable is a short, simple
story designed to teach a moral truth. The characters are usually animals,
although people or inanimate objects can also be used as central figures.
The subject matter is often based on folklore and frequently deals
with supernatural incidents. The moral truth in a fable is typically
a lesson in human values (a deceiver cannot be trusted; physical qvalities
are often not important', by helping someone you help yourself).

Comment: The word moral is not used in the assessment: instead,
the studeri asked to identify the lesson of the fable.

ITEM OESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a fable that the teacher reads aloud and the students
follow in their own booklets. The teacher reads the questions, and the
student selects the moral of the story from three alternatives. The
correct answer choice is an inferential interpretation based on the
collective events in the story, while the distractors are literpl
interpretations of story details.

ITEM

Oirections:. Listen carefully to this fable. Then answer the question.

THE GOAT AND THE MONKEY

A monkey saw a man resting under a tree. The man

had a bag of bananas under his arm. The monkey was trying

to think of a way to steal the bananas from the man when
a big goat came along.

The monkey said to the goat, "Chase that man down
the road. I will grab the bananas, and I will give you

half of them when you come back."

The goat agreed. She chased the man down the road.
The monkey quickly grabbed the bananas and climbed up
into a high tree.

Soon the goat came back. She was tired and hungry

from chasing the men. She called up to the monkey, "I
did my job. Now give me half of the bananas."

The monkey, laughing, threw down only empty banana

skins and said, "Here is your share!"
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What is the lesson of this fable?

A. You should watch out for giants when you are
walking on the road.

Al. You should not trust someone who steals.
C. You should not eat bananas.
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3BJECTIVE 6

Identify sensory elements in poetry.

Assessment Leve': 3B

CONTENT

The student identifies, in poems, the words that appeal to the senses.
Such sensory words appeal to the reader's sight, hearing, touch, smell,

or taste.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a poem that the teacher reads aloud and the students
follow In their own booklets. The poem is rich in words and phrases
that create sensory impressions. The questions ask the student to
identify the sense to which the poem appeals. The student selects the
answer from three alternatives.

Comment: Sensory words and phrases can appeal to more than one
sense at a time, but usually the appeal is strongest for
one sense. Distractors are carefully chosen so that
there will be no ambiguity.

ITEM

Directions; Read along and listen carefully to the poem. Then answer
the question.

1. PLAYING IN THE SNOW

The cold sneaks up inside my sleeves.
It stings my nose and makes me sneeze.
My gloves are wet; my lips are blue.
My toes are like ice; oh, what shall I do?

Which sense does this poem tell about?

A. tasting
feeling

C. smelling
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OBJECTIVE 7

Identify onomatopoeia.

Assessment Level:, 3B

CONTENT

15

The student identifies words that create onomatopoeia. Onomatopottir
words suggest, by their sounds, the object or idea being named. There-
fore, these words imitate the sounds made by the objects they describe,
as these examples indicate: sewing maching humming, cat wring, snow
crunching, rain tapping against the window,

Knowledge of the technical term onomatopoeia is not prerequisite to this
objective; rather, stqdents must unuerstand the notion of a word that
imitates the sound an object makes.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists of a sentence in which an onomatopoetic word
describes the action. The student selects the word that imitates the
sound the object makes. There are two distractors, each a word taken
from the same sentence.

ITEM

Directions: Read each sentence. Listen for a word that sounds like the
noise it describes. Which word in the sentence sounds
like the noise it describes?

1. A bee was buzzing around the flowers.

A. bee
#8. buzzing
C. flowers
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OBJECTIVE 8

Oistinguieh between biography and autobiography.

Assessment Level: 4B

CONTENT

The student identifies features that are characteristic of both a biography
and an autobiography. The student also identifies the feature that dif-
ferentiates the two genres.

Both biography and autobiography are factual accounts of a person's life
history, giving insights into the character of that person. Both terms
may also include other people who are significant in the life that is
documented in the narrative. The feature that distinguishes autobiography
from biography is the author: An autobiography is written by the person
him- or herself, whereas a biography is written about the person by
someone else.

Knowledge of the terms biography and autobiography is prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Two item types are assessed. The stimulus for the first item type is the
subject of a sentence with a blank replacing the complete predicate. The

student selects the predicate that completes the sentence, making it a
true statement about biography and/or autobiography, or about autobi-
ography alone. Item assesses the student's ability to identify features

that are characteristic of both biography and autobiography. The dis-
tractor for this item is a feature that contrasts with the correct answer
(e.g., make-believe person/real person). Items 2 and 3 assess the stu-
dent's ability to differentiate between biography and autobiography.
Thus the distractor is a feature of the other literary form.

The second item type also assesses the student's ability to differentiate
between autobiography and biography. For this item type, two sentences
are presented to the st'sdent, who selects the one that would be found in
an autobiography. The correct answer is a sentence written in first-
person construction. The distractor is written in third-person construc-
tion, which is characteristic of biography rather than autobiography.

Directions: Complete the sentence.

1. A biography and an autobiography

A. tell about a make-believe person
#6. tell about a real person
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2. A biography of a person

A. is written by the person himself or herself
#B. is written by someone else

3. In an autobiography, the writer

#A. tells about his or her own life
B. tells about someone else's life

Directions: Which sentence would be found in an autobiography?

4. IA. I was born on a farm in Iowa.
B. Abe Lincoln was born in Kentucky.
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OBJECTIVE 9

Oistinguish between similes and metaphors.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student identifies the form and meaning of similes and metaphors and
differentiates between them. Similes and metaphors are clemon figures of
speech. Both similes and metaphors are used to make vivid, imaginative
comparisons between two entities.

In a simile, two unlike entities are compared to each other, usually by
using the words as or like (Her cheeks were like red apples): the second
entity has some attribute that is also characteristic of the first
entity (redness of apple and cheeks). In a metaphor, the first entity
is referred to as the second entity (Her cheeks were red apples). Thus,
some attributes inherent in one entity, is ascribed to another, unlike
entity.

Comment: Abstractions can also be comparison elemerts for simile
and metaphor construction, but this type is not covered
in instruction and is probably too difficult for students
at this grade level.

Knowledge of the terms simile and metaphor is prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTIGN

The stimulus consists of two sentences, one with a metaphor and one w:th
a simile. The student identifies the sentence with a Simile (in item
1) or a metaphor (in item 2). Thus simile and metaphor serve as dis-

tractors for each other.

ITEMS

Directions: Which sentence has a simile?

1. A. The sun was fire.

OB. The sun was like fire.

Oirections: Which sentence uses a metaphor?

2. OA. Mr. Fields is a giant.
B. Mr. Fields is as big as a giant.
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OBJECTIVE 10

Identify personification.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student identifies characteristics and examples of personification.
Personification is a figure of speech in which ideas, objectives, or non-
human entities are given human form, character, capabilities, and/or
emotions.

Knowledge of the term personification is prerequistte to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of three sentences, related by their reference to
the same natural phenomenon (i.e., rain and rainbows in item 1). The

student selects the sentence that contains personification. The dis-

tractors are sentences that do not contain personification. One

distractor has a named person as the subject of the sentence. The other

distractor has the natural phenomenon ac the subject.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence uses personification?

1. NA. The sun kicked away the morning clouds.
B. The sun is bright now, and the sky is blue.

C. Judy stands in the sunshine and smiles.
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OBJECTIVE 11

Identify alliteration.

Assessment Level: 5A

CONTENT

The student identifies sentences that contain examples of alliteration.
Alliteration is a literary device, typically used in poetry and sometimes
in prose. This device involves the repetition of an initial sound in two
or more words that may be part of a phrase, a sentence, or a larger unit
of discourse. Tongue twisters are good examples of alliteration (e.g.,
Peter Piper picked a peck oi pickled peppers).

Knowledge of the term alliteration is prerequisite to this objective.

Comment: Although alliteration sometimes refers to the repetition
of either consonant or vowel sounds, some authorities
distinguish between them, using the term alliteration
only for consonants and assonance for voarr--77-Bliti
instruction, the studentTITI;My exposed to alliteration
by consonant sounds, which, correspondingly, is the con-
tent assessed for this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists of a set of three sentences, one of which is an
example of alliteration. The student identifies that sentence. The

distractors are sentences with related meanings, but with no
alliteration.

ITEM

Directions: Which senterce is an example of alliteration?

1. A. The yellow butterfly spread its
#B. the bright brown butterfly flew

blossoms.
C. The butterfly rested on a piece
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OBJECTIVE 12

Identify a myth.

Assessment Level: 5B

CONTENT

The student identifies characteristics of myths. A myth is a story
based on folk beliefs. Myths often present supernatural events in an
attempt to explain natural phenomena or to record the adventures of
cultural heroes. In a ntyth, the folk history, customs, and beliefs of
a cultural group are interwoven with stories about gods, heroes, and
animals In the instructional guide, the student is introduced to
two types of myths: animal myths (e.g., Now the Bear Lost Its Till)
and myths involving gods, heroes, and supernatural iFiTWiTi77i7: Norse
and Greek myths).

Knowledge of the term myth is prerequis to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank. The student selects the answer
that fills in the blank to complete the sentence. The correct answer is
a characteristic of a myth, while distractors pertain to other genres.

ITEM

Directions: Which answer completes the sentence?

1. A myth ie

#A. a made-up story
B. a true story
C. a newspaper report
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OBJECTIVE 13

Identify a legend.

Assessment Lev::: 5B

CONTENT

The student identifies characteristics of a legend. A legend is a
fictitious tale associated with a real person, event, or place. A legend
often incorporates the customs and ideals of the cultural group to which
the legend is indigenous. The main character of a legend often possesses
superhuman qualities.

Knowledge of the terms legend and hero is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a sentence with a blank. The student selects the answer
that correctly completes the sentence. The correct answer is a charac-
teristic of a legend, while distractors pertain to other genres.

ITEM

Directions: Which answer completes the sentence?

1. A legend has

IA. a strong hero
B. a weak hero
C. no hero
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OBJECTIVE 14

Identify exaggeration in a tali tale.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student identifies exaggeration in a tall tale--a humorous narrative
that magnifies events beyond the limits of truth. Exaggeration is
effectuated through extravagant statements or figures of speech that
cannot be interpreted literally.

Knowledge of the term exaggeration is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a tall tale that the teazhers read and students follow
in their booklets. The student identifies an example of exaggeration
in the tale. Distracters are statements of literal content in the story.

ITEM

Directions: Read the story and answer the question.

1. An old lumberjack told this tall tale:

"Once I saw the silverwing. This bird has such shiny,
sparkling wings that it can only fly at night, and even
then the wings light up the whole forest. You can get a

mighty mod tan if the bird flies over you."

Which one is an exaggeration?

IA. a bird so bright that it gives you a suntan
B. a bird that flies at night
C. a bird that lives in the forest
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OBJECTIVE 15

Distinguish between fiction and non-fiction.

Assessment Levei: 6A

CONTENT

The student distinguishes between fictional and non-fictional narratives.
Although fiction may be based on fact or on history, it always contains
imagined components. Fiction typically has imaginary characters and a
plot with a conclusion, but the setting may be unspecified. Fairy tales,

fables, short stories, and novels are examples of fiction. In contrast,

non- fiction is based on real events and tends to have real characters and
a specified setting, but no plot and an ending rather than a conclusion.

Comment: Since events or people in fiction may seem real, the
student must be aware of the factual nature of an event
or person in order to Identify non-fiction (e.g., the
student must know that Benjamin Franklin really existed
in order to identify item 1 as non-fiction).

Knowledge of the terms fiction and non-fiction is prerequisite to this
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a paragraph based on fact or fiction. The paragraph is
read by the teacher as students follow along in their booklets. The
student identifies the type of writing the paragraph represents. The
answer choices are fiction and non-fiction. Thus fiction and non-fiction
serve as distractors for each other.

ITEM

Directions: Read the story and answer the question.

1. Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston in 1706. As

a young boy he helped in his father's candle and soap
shop. When Benjamin was 12 years oio, he started working
in the printshop of his brother James. Benjamin became
a good printer. When he was 17 years old, he ran away to
Philldelphia, where he worked for many printers. Pe

opened his own printshop in 1730.

This story is

A. fiction
ill. non-fiction
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OBJECTIVE 16

Identify the point of view in an essay.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

The student identifies the author's point of view in an essay. The
student also identifies essay details that support the point of view. A
point of view represents a specified position or opinion in a piece of
writing. It frequently involves an author's feeling and attitude towards
the subject matter. In the instructional guide, the student is taught to
recognize the purpose of a piece of writing, its main point, and details
that support that main point.

ITEM OESCRIPTION

The stimulus is an essay that the teacher reads and students follow in
their booklets. The essay represents a view on an issue. The student
answers questions about the essay. The questions ask for the general
point of view of the writer, for specific details that support that point
of view, and for the purpose in writing. The point-of-view questions
have three choices: for, against, and neutral. For the supporting-detail
question, the distractors are opposing details derived from the essay.

ITEMS

Directions: Read the paragraphs. As you read, think about the author's
point of view. Then answer the questions.

This is what Linda wrote:

The bald eagles are coming back to our mountains. Last

year we had fourteen, and this year we have counted twenty-
one of them. I think that the main reason for their return
is the fact that the Forest Service has closed Goosecreek
Camp. That is where the eagles like to nest and raise their
young ones. I think the Forest Service should be thanked
for bringing our magnificent bald eagle back. I hope the
rangers keep up the good work and keep Goosecreek Camp
closed.

1. What does Linda think about the campground?

A. She is against the closing of the campground.

MB. She is for the closing of the campground.
C. She does not care what happens to the campground.
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2. tbw does she support her opinion?

#A. She writes that there are wore eagles since the
can has been closed.

S. She writes that the Forest Service has not helped
the eagles.

C. She writes that eagles are not good for the camp.
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ABSTRACT

The specifications reflect the elementary schooling intentions

of a large metropolitan school district. The specifications include

content descriptions, item descriptions that detail the construction

of appropriate assessment items, and sample items for assessing the

objectives.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENT
PART VIII! STUDY SKILLS, MASS MEDIA, AND NDNVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Ann Humes, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Bruce Cronnell, and Laila Fiege-Kollmann

Working in collaboration with a large metropolitan school district,

SWRL developed assessment instruments for language arts for each semester

(A and B) of Levels 1-6 (i.e., grades 1-6) in the district's elementary

schools. This paper provides detailed specifications for one large

category of objectives in the core curriculum that is described in the

district's instructional guide. In the first section of the paper, back-

ground for the project is provided. This background includes a discussion

of some of the activities SbRL staff engaged in prior to constructing the

assessment specifications; it also outlines the types of information and

material included in the language-arts specifications. The background is

followed by specifications for the objectives in the Study Skills, Mass

Media, and Nonverbal Communication categories.

BACKGROUND

Presented with a list'of language-arts objectives to be assessed by

a large metropolitan school district, SWRL responded to the list before

writing actual specifications and Items. This response pointed out over-

laps between reading and language arts objectives and recommended that

some objectIvn be deleted from assessment. These deletions were

recommended (1) when objectives were assessed by the same skill at a

different semester or by another skill in the specifications, or (2)

when the skill did not lend itself to large-scale assessment.

SWRL also described the assessment differences for objectives that

had been listed by the distrIct for testing at morn than one semester.
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For some of these objectives, differences in content could be described;

for other objectives, assessment could only be differentiated by the type

of format or the vocabulary level used for the items. SWRL also commented

that some objectives, on the basis of SWRL's analyses of texedook presen-

tation, seemed to be specified for assessment at a grade that might be

too early for mastery.

In responding to SWRL's recommendations, the district moved some

objectives to higher grades and deleted others. The district also con-

sidered many of the differentiations SWRL had proposed for objectives

listed for assessment at more than one semester. However, district

people ultimately decided not to differentiate between semesters of

assessment, but to assess the whole objective for every semester at which

that objective was listed.

Specifications and items were then prepared by SWRL staff. These

specifications were primarily based on an analysis of the district's

instructional guide. For each assessed objective, specifications include

content descriptions that note factors involved in the use of each objec-

tive, including other inherent skills and prerequisite knowledge. Each

content description is followed by an item description. The item

description explains both the item stimulus and the answer choices. The

item description also notes any other important considerations relevant

to assessing an objective in the particular item format. At 'east one

sample item is then presented for each objective; more items are included

in the case of items that are interrelated by format or content. These

sample items are generally ones actually used in the assessment instru-

ments, with the following changes made for clarity in this presentation:



1. The correct answer is marked with a number sign (#).

2. Directions are included with each item. In the actual
instrument for grades 1 and 2, directions are printed
separately for the teacher to read to students; in addition,
more specific instructions ate provided at the early levels;
e.g., "Look at number ."

Additionally, teachers are encouraged to read (and explain) directions if

students do not understand them. Teachers are also permitted to help

students if they do not understand how to do a task so long as the help

does not cue students directly to the correct response.

The vocabulary used is found in the Harris and Jacobson word list.*

The words used for the A-level surveys are generally those 1isted at two

or more grade; below the level of assessment. The words for the B-level

surveys are those listed for one or more grade levels below. Such vocab-

ulary control helps ensure that reading ability is not a primary factor

in determining students' language-arts success.

The Harris and Jacobson list does not contain a number of technical

terms needed for the assessment (e.g., sentence, 91cmsary). Such words

were avoided where possible, but using them was necessary in many cases.

In some instances the technical terms were used at the district's request,

despite the availability of acceptable synonyms.

The assessment specifications are presented below. In general,

these specifications are those originally submitted to the district

because they are considered the most appropriate match for classroom

instruction and student ability.

In addition to the objectives covered in Part VIII, other areas of

language-arts assessment are described in the following documents:

*Harris, A. L., 6 Jacobson, H. D. Basic elementary reading

vocabularies. New York: Macmillan, 1972.



Part I: Listening
Part II: Grammar Usage
Part III: Sentence Structure
Part IV: Capitalization And Punctuation
Part V: Language Expression
Part VI: Spelling
Part VII: Literature
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR STUDY SKILLS

OBJECTIVE I

Identify the parts of the Five Step btudy Method for Spelling.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student identifies the following steps of the Five Step Study Method
for Spelling, as specified in the instructional guide:

a. Look at the word.
b. Say the word.
c. Say the parts of the word.
d. Write the word.
e. Compare your spelling word with the word on the list.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The item consists of three imperative sentences that indicate ways by
which a word might be studied. The student chooses the sentence that is
not one of the steps in the Five Step Study Method for Spelling. The
correct answer (A in the following item) is a sentence describing how a
word might be studied, but is not one of the five steps. Distractore

are two of the five steps.

ITEM

Directions: Which sentence is not one of the steps in the Five Step
Study Method for Spelling/

I. #A. Draw a picture of the word.
B. Say the parts of the word.
C. Look at the word.
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OBJECTIVE 2

Identify information on two types of graphs.

Assessment Level: 3A

CONTENT

The student answers questions about the information contained in (1)

simple bar graphs and (2) pictoral maps.

Comment: Maps are not generally considered to be "graphs"; rather,
they are "graphic aids" (as labeled in the instructional
guide).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

(1) Bar graphs: The stimulus consists of a story describing three or
more people doing something that involves quantification (e.g., reading:
number of books; running: number of miles). The story is accompanied
by a bar graph indicating item/event frequency for each person in the
story. The student answers questions about the information contained
in the graph. Three question types may be used:

a. Questions about relative quantities (e.g., Who has the most/
least . . .?). (Note: Neither most nor ItIst is on the
prescribed vocabulary list for this level. The correct answer
is the name of one person in the story. Distractors are the
names of two other people in the story.

b. Questions about absolute quantities (e.g., Who has five . . .?).

The correct answer is the name of one person in the story. Dis-

tractors are the names of two other people in the story.

Questions about the people in the story (e.g., How many does
Ann have?). The correct answer is the appropriate number on
the graph for that person. Distractors are two other numbers
on the graph: one that is the frequency for another person in
the story; one that is the frequency for no one in the story,
but is a number close to the answer. Both of these distractor
numbers are greater than the correct answer since a lesser
number would be included in the correct answer (e.g., if Ann
has five things, she also has four things).

(2) Maps: The stimulus is 4 simple pictoral map consisting of several
city streets and several lavieled and illustrated buildings (e.g., houses,
school) and other places (e.g., parks). (The streets are labeled if
question type d below is used.) The student answers questions about the

Information contained in the map. Five question types may be used:

a. "Which one is closest to/farthest from X?" (Note: Neither

closest nor farthest is on the prescribed vocabulary list for
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this level.) The correct answer is the name of the appropriate
place. Distractors are the names of two places that are farther
from/nearer to the point of reference (i.e., "X").

b. "Now many blocks are there from X to Y?" The correct number is
the smallest number of blocks between the two places. Distractors
are two numbers: one that is less than the correct answer (but
not a possible distance between the two places); one that is
greater than the correct answer (but one that is unlikely--if
not impossible-as a distance between the two places).

c. "How many X's are .Mere ?" The correct answer is a number.
Distractors are two numbers that indicate the frequency of
other items in the map.

d. "What street is X on?" The correct answer is the street name.
Distractors are the names of two nearby streets. For this
question type, the building, etc., being located is unambiguously
located on only one street (i.e., not on a corner, not with front
on one street and back on another).

e. "What is next to /across the street from/etc., X?" The correct
answer is the name of the appropriate 'wilding, etc. Distractors
are the names of two other places on the map: one that is near
the correct answer, but in a different relationship to it (P.g.,
"next to" rather than "across the street from"); one that is
distant from the correct answer.
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ITEMS

Directions: Jim, Liz, and Ted painted pictures all morning. Then
they wanted to see how many pictures they had painted. This
graph shows how many pictures the children painted.

Look at the graph and answer the questions.

Jim Liz Ted

1. Who painted the most pictures?

A. Jim
B. Liz

#C. Ted
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2. How many pictures did Liz paint?

#A. 6

B. 7

C. 8

Directions:, Look at this map and answer the questions.

ill

[Picture: Zoo)

[Picture:
Billy's

House]

[Picture:
Old Barn]

[Picture:

School)

MP'

(Picture:
Betsy's
House]

3. Which one is closest to the store?

A. the zoo
#B. the school
C. the old barn

[Picture:
Sandy's
House]

It

[Picture:
store]

4. How many blocks are there from Billy's house to
Sandy's house?

A. 6
B. 1

,C. 3
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OBJECTIVE 3

Identify the parts of a book.

Assessment Level: 4A

CONTENT

The student identifies the names of specific parts of a book. The parts
may be the physical components of a book 'cover, spine, text), or the
organization of text within a book (title page, index, glossary, table
of contents).

Knowledge of the terms spine, text, title, cover, index, table of contents,
and glossary is prerequisite to this objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimuli are facsimile pages from books typically seen in the
classroom, including a title page, a table of contents, and an index.
The student identifies the page from three choices. The distractors
are other book parts.

ITEMS

Directions: Look at the pages of the books below. Answer the questions.

TALES OF SILVER FOX

Written by
Selena Eagleton

Good Company Publishers
New Jersey

I. What is this page called?

#A. a title page
B. a glossary
C. an index
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This is a page from the book Tales of Silver Fox. It shows
the stories found in the book.

Dogs of the Forest 5

Bear Hunt 13

Games by the Sea 35

The New Horse 61

2. What is this page of the book calico?

A. a title page
#B. a table of contents
C. a glossary
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OBJECTIVE 4

Identify guide words.

Assessment Levels: 4A and 4B

CONTENT

The student identifies the location, name, and identity of guide words
in a dictionary. Guide words indicate the first and last word on the
page. By using guide words, the student locates a specific word in a
dictionary. In the instructional guide, these words are listed as a pair
located at the outside top corner of each page, above the entries. At
Level 4A, items require the student to identify location, name. and identity
of guide words; at Level 4B, items require the student to use the guide
word; in locating other words.

Implicit in this objective at Level 4B is the ability to alphabetize.
In the instructional guide, students are required to alphabetize to the
third letter.

Knowledge of the terns dictionary, guide words, _entry word, and column
is prerequisite to this skill.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

At Level 4A, the stimulus is an open dictionary with guide words on top
of each page. The student answers questions about the name, location,
and function of the guide words. The distractors are contrasting, but

related, features of the correct choice.

At Level 4B, the stimulus is a set of three mock dictionary pages in
consecutive order. Each page has guide words at the top right- or left-
hand corner and the page !timber in the center at the bottom. The rest
of the page is unreadable. The student identifies the page on which a
specific word would appear. The three page numbers, in order, are the
answer choices.

ITEMS

Level 4A

Directions: The open dictionary shows pairs of words on each page.
Look at the words and answer the questions.

Ipicture of dictionary with guide-word

pairs at top corners
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1. Where are these words?

WA. at the top of each outside column
B. at the top of each inside column
C. at the bottom of each page

2. What are these wcrds called?

A. pronunciation keys
/B. guide words
C. entry words

3. What does the first guide word show?

A. the last word on the dictionary page
B. how each word is pronoi.nced

WC. the first word on the dictionary page

Level 4B

Direct.,ns: These are pages from a dictionary. Use the guide words
to answer the questions.

noise/noon

.111PME....

.11.

..1111
426

nowhere/nurse

=111.1!11

428

1. Where would you find the word nose?

A. on page 426
/B. on page 427
C. on page 428
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OBJECTIVE 5

Identify the correct meaning of woros.

Assessment Level: 5A and 5B

CONTENT

The student identifies the meaning of a word, given words that have
multiple meanings.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus consists of two multiple meaning words and thelr definitions.
The student reads a sentence containing one of the words and identifies
the corre;t meaning. The distractor is the other meaning.

ITEM

Directions: Here are two words and their definitions. Use them when
you answer the questions.

ball: 1. a round object
2. a dance

hancl, to giv, to someone

hand: 1. a part of the body
c. a part of a clock

What is the meaning of the word ball in these sentences:

1. We had a lot of fun at t'c ball.

A. , round object
#B. a dance

2. Shavon co4qht the ball that I threw.

#A. a round object
B. a dance
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OBJECTIVE 6

Demonstrate the use of encyclopedia as a resource.

Assessment Level: 6A

CONTENT

The student understands the uses and content of en encyclopedia and
demonstrates the ability to use a set of encyclopedias as a resource by
identifying the appropriate volume for locating information about a
given topic.

Comment: Implicit in this objective is the ability to alphabetize.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The student is presented with a picture of a set of encyclopedias and
questions about specific topics. The student identifies the appropriate
volume or volumes for each topic. The topics are found in one or two
volumes. If the topic is a person and both first and surnames are
given, the student identifies the volume by surname (Abraham Lincoln);
if the topic is a twoword name of an object, the student locates the
topic by the first word (Estes Peak); if the topic contains more than
one topic heading, the student finds that topic in more than one volume
(Is Estes Peak in Colorado?). The distraccors are ether numbered volumes.

ITEM

Directions: Which encyclopedia volume or volumes would be best to look
into to find the answer to the question?

AragocangP
2111111111111

11111111111111MINIM
1. What is a Ferris wheel?

#A. Volume 4
B. Volume 6
C. Volume 14

I'

627
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR MASS MEDIA

OBJECTIVE I

Identify types of mass media.

Assessment Level: 4B

CONTENT

The student (I) identifies communication media that are intended for
mass audiences and (2) discriminates print media from non-print media.

The student understands that the following communication media, as
specified in the instructional guide, are intended for mass audiences
and fall under the blanket term "mass media":

books radio
journals records

magazines signs
motion pictures tapes

newspapers television
photographs

The student further understands that the various forms of mass media can
be further categorized into two major classifications: print and non-print.

As specified in the instructional guide, the two major classifications
include the following media:'

Print NonPrint

books films

journals radio
magazines records

newspapers tapes
signs television

Comments: Photogra ?hs are not placed in either category in
instruction. The terms film and mht!on picture are
used interchangeably in the instructional guide.

Although assessment in the instructional guide requires
students to identify the type of mass media in which
certain information can be found, the instruction does
not. Therefore, the items provided here do not ask for
this kind of identification.
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ITEM DESCRIPTION

The two skills that form a port of the instruction for this objective are
assessed. In the first item type, the student seler.ts the medium of com-
munication that is a form of mass media. The distractors are media that
are intended for a limited audience only.

In the second item type, the student selects the medium of communication
that is a "printed" type of mass media. The correct answer is a medium
that requires the reading of text by the consumer. The distractors are
media that entail either auditory or visual stimuli, but not print.

ITEMS

Directions: Which is a kind of mass media?

1. A. a letter to a friend
#B. a television show
C. a secret message

Directions: Which is a printed form of mass media?

1. A. a cartoon on television
B. a radio show

#C. a magazine
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OBJECTIVE 2

Identify the parts of a newspaper.

Assessment Level; 6A

CONTENT

The student identifies content that is appropriate to the various parts
of a newspaper. The student understands that a newspaper contains
various sections and that each section devotes most of its space to
specialized topics. The student also understands the nomenclature used
in identifying the various sections of a newspaper, and is acquainted
with the purpose of a headline. The following are the parts of a
newspaper listed in the instructional guide:

advertisements
classified information
comics
editorials
editorial cartoons
entertainment

headlines
homemaking news

international news
letters to the editor
local news
national news
real estate news
sports news
women's news

Comment: Although the objective suggests a "naming" or
discrimination task, the instructional guide focuses
on identification of content within the various parts
of a newspaper.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is an incomplete sentence that provides the student with the
name of a particular part or section of a newspaper. The student com-
pletes the sentence by choosing one of three phrases as the correct answer.
The correct answer is a phrase that refers to explicit content that is most
appropriate to the newspaper sect'on mentioned In the stimulus. The dis-

tractors are phrases that refer to content that is not appropriate to the
identified section. Distractors that refer to content frequently found
in various sections of a newspaper are not employed (e.g., cartoons are
frequently found in comic strips, editorial pages, and sports sections).

ITEM

Directions: Wnich words finish the sentence?

1. The headline of a newspaper story tells

A. about the writer of the story

ID. what the article will be about
C. about nothing in the story
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

OBJECTIVE 1

Identify meanings conveyed by facial expressions.

Assessment Levels: IA and le

CONTENT

The student identifies the emotions conveyed by facial expressions. At

Level IA, the student is expected to distinguish among pictures of a
happy face, a fearful face, and a sad face. At Level 1B, the student is
expected to distinguish among an angry face, a sleepy face, and a
surprised face.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a series of three pictures. The student identifies the
picture of the face specified in the directions. Oistractors are pictures
of other facial expressions.

ITEM

Directions: Which.picture shows a sad face?

1. [picture: happy face] [picture: fearful face]
0

[picture: sad face]

#0
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OBJECTIVE 2

Identify meanings conveyed by signs.

Assessment Levels: lA and 1B

CONTENT

The student identifies tne meanings conveyed by common road signs. At
Level lA, the student is expected to identify the following signs: stop,

one way, men working, railroad crossing, and do not enter. At Level IB,
the student is expected to identify the following signs: detour, s'ippery,
curve, yield, and caution.

Comments: Most of the signs used in the instructional guide are
identified by the words written on them. Consequently,
performance on this objective is dependent upon reading
ability, as well as ability to recognize signs by shape.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a set of three pictures of road signs. The student

identifies the picture of the road sign specified in the 4irections,
D'stractors are pictures of other road signs. Distractor use is subject

to the following constraints:

1) amend do not enter signs are not used as distractors for
one another because the meaning conveyed by both signs is

similar. That is, a motorist who encounters a do not enter

sign is likely to stop.

2) Railroad crossing and do not enter sign: are not used as
distractors for one another because the signs may be visually

confusing for students. Both signs are circular, with letters

written in the circles.

ITEM

Directions: Which sign means one way?

1. [picture: railroad crossing] [picture: one way]

0 #0

[picture: stow)]

0
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OBJECTIVE 3

Identify messages conveyed by symbols.

Assessment Level: 2A

CONTENT

The student identifies the meaning conveyed by symbols. The student is
ex,ected to Identify the following symbols, as described in the instruc-
tional guide:

Symbol_ Meaning

I) red traffic light stop

2) yellow traffic light caution

3) green traffic light go

4) two fingers placed on lips love

5) heart love

41 hand with index and middle fingers
raised in a V shape peace

7) dove peace

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The stimulus is a series of three pictures. The student identifies the
picture that symbolizes th message specified in the directions. Dis-
tractors are (I) pictures ut other symbols or (2) pictures of objects
that are not taught as symbols in the instructional guide (e.g., a tree).

Comment: Instruction in the instructional guide includes three
symbols that require the use of color (i.e., the red,
yellow, and green traffic signals). Unless the assessment
instrument is printed in color, these three symbols cannot
be assessed. Consequently, only the symbols for love and
peace are identified in these items. The traffic light
(with no colors specified) is used as a distracter.

ITEMS

Directions: Which symbol means love?

I. [picture: heart) [picture: tree]

#0 0

(picture: dove)
0
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OBJECTIVE 4

Demonstrate the use of nonverbal modes of communication.

Assessment Level: 6B

CONTENT

This objective covers the en-route objectives that are assessed at earlier
grade levels. See these objectives for the content of the current
objective.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

r,r descriptions of the items included for this review, see objectives
at earlier levels.

ITEMS

For examples, see items for objectives at earlier levels.
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PROFICIENCY SURVEYS AND REVIEW EXERCISES:
SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

California state law requires school districts to determine that

elementary school students are proficient in reading, writing, and

mathematics before they can enter Junior high school. The Sacramento

City Unified School District (SCUSD) entered into a contract with SWRL

to develop an assessment system to meet this requirement.

SCUSD established the competencies with which they expected

elea7ntary school students to be proficient. SWRL staff worked with

SCUSD staff to define and to delimit those competencies. Then SWRL

staff developed a 1979 experimental proficiency survey to assess com-

petencies in Reading, Mathematics, and Language.

The Language survey consists of 44 multiple-choice items assessing

skills in six categories:

Spelling

Spell simple consonants, consonant clusters, and
consonant digraphs !n initial and final position.

Spell vowels, including single-letter spellings, VCe
spellings, other two-letter vowel spellings, and vowels
before the In sound.

Spell the following inflectional suffixes: -s, -es,

-ed, -er, -est.

Spell suffixed words with e dropped, with doubled
final consonant, and with Lchanged to 1.

Spell high frequency (Irrewilar) words.

Capitalization

Capitalize the first word of a sentence.

Capitalize the word I.
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Capitalize the names of persons, pets, days, months,
places, holidays, and personal titles.

Capitalize the first word in dialogue quotations.

Punctuation

Use correct punctuation at end of declarative and
interrogative sentences.

Use commas in dates, addresses, direct address, and
series.

Use periods after abbreviations, including name titles
and initials.

Use apostrophes in contractions and singular possessives.

Use appropriate punctuation with dialogue quotations.

Letter Writing

Use appropriate form for a personal letter.

Use appropriate form for an envelope.

Usage

Use sentence with subject-verb agreement.

Use correct pronoun case.

Use correct verb form: past tense vs. past participle.

Distinguish between adjective and adverb use.

Sentence and Paragraph Organization

Classify groups of words as complete or incomplete
sentences.

Recognize the subject and predicate in a simple sentence.

Limit paragraph to one main idea.

Use topic sentence.
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In addition, a writing sample was included to assess students' ability

to write a brief composition.

The 1979 experimental version of the Proficiency Survey was used

with students and found to be successful. Consequently, in 1980 SWRL

developed a parallel version of the survey. The only major change in

the 1980 version was in the writing sample. The 1979 writing sample had

called for a comparison/contrast essay; the 1980 version called for map

directions.

SCUSD students are required to obtain a passing score in each of

the six skill categories as well as on the writing sample. Students who

fail a section receive additional instruction and practice on the content

of that section and are given another chance to pass the section. To

provide this additional instruction and practice, SWRL developed "Lan-

guage Review Exercises" for each skill category. These exercises

(2-4 pages in length) briefly explain the skill and then provide

direct (constructed-response) practice. After students have completed

these review exercises, they have a second opportunity to demonstrate

their proficiency with the skill area by taking a parallel version of

the proficiency survey, called a Benchmark Survey.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ASSESSMENT REPORTS

Technical Note No. 2-80/02

A Method for Evaluating Writing Samples
Ann Humes

The discrepancy in abeling systems for scoring writing samples
Is discussed and ..uirent scoring systems are described. Then a
new model for scoring is presented by comparing and contrasting it
with 1.4dely used systems.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service Nu. ED 193 631)

Technical Note No. 2-80/14

Specifications for 1-6 Writing Skills Assessment Part I: Mechanics
Ann Humes, Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Caroline Fieker

This paper specifies the assessment of those mechanics skills- -
handwriting, capitalization, punctuation, fonats--that are needed
for effective writing. Other writing skills are specified for
assessment in separate documents: Spelling, Language, General
Discourse, and Discourse Products.) Each skill is described in
detail; then sample assessment items are presented, followed by
descriptions of how these items are constructed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 371)

Technical Note No. 2-80/15

Specifications for 1-6 Writing Skills Assessment Part II: Spellin?
Ann Humes, Bruce Cronaell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Caroline Fieker

This paper specifies the assessment of those spelling skills
that are needed for effective writing. (Other writing skills are
specified for assessment in separate documents: Mechanics, Language,
General Discourse, and Discourse Products.) Each skill is described
in detail; then sample assesment items are presented, followed by
descriptions of how these items are constructed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 191 372)

Technical Note No. 2-80/16

Specifications for 1-6 Writing Skills Assessment Part III: Language
Ann Humes, Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Caroline Fieker

This paper specifies the assessment of those language skills
that are needed for effective writing. (Other writing skills are
specified for assessment in separate documents: Mechanics, Spelling,
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General Discourse, and Discourse Products.) Each skill is described
in detail; then sample assessment items are presented, followed by
descriptions of how these items are constructed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 373)

Technical Note No. 2-80/17

Specifications for 1-6 Writing Skills Assessment Part IV: General Discourse
Ann Humes, Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Caroline Fieker

This paper specifies the assessment of those general discourse
skills that are needed for effective writing. (Other writing skills
are specified for assessment in separate documents: Mechanics,
Spelling, Language, and Discourse Products.) Each skill is described
in detail; then sample assessment items are presented, followed by
descriptions of how these items are constructed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 374)

Technical Note No. 2-80/18

Specifications for 1-6 Writing Skills Assessment Part V: Discourse Products
Ann Humes, Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, Larry Gentry, Caroline Fieker

This paper specifies the assessment of those discourse products
skills that are needed for effective writing. (Other writing skills
are specified for assessment in separate documents: Mechanics,
Spelling, Language, and General Discourse.) Each skill is described;
then sample assessment items are presented, followed by descriptions
of how these items are constructed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 375)

Technical Note No. 2-80/22

Constructing Items for Assessing English Writing Skills
Ann Humes

This paper discusses the problems encountered when specifying
the assessment of writing. Difficulties with skill statements and
skill descriptions are noted. Also discussed are problems that
occur during the writing of assessment items and directions for
such items. Several sample items are presented: Their problems arc
pointed out and solutions are suggested.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 377)
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Technical Note No. 2-60/24

State Minimum Co.ve....rscies for High School Graduation
Joseph Lawlor

Minimum competency programs in 13 states were analyzed, and a
list of state-mandated communication skills was compiled. in

addition, an index of practical skill applications was synthesized
from the state documents. This information was merged with the
results of an earlier survey, yielding a comprehensive skills list
that Includes information from 20 state education agencies.

(ERIC Document Reproauction Service No. ED 193 674)

Technical Note No. 241/03

The scoring of writing samples: A study
Bruce Cronnell

A study was conducted to determine the reliability of scorers
when rating writing samples with the SWRL-developed method for
evaluating writing samples. Teachers and SWRL scorers were found to
agree highly on their ratings of writing samples Even greater
agreement was found among SWRL scorers alone, and when the SWRL
scorers restored writing samples, they were very consistent in their
scoring.


